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VIA COURtER
Mr. Donald S. Clark
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Room 172
600 Pennsylvana Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Mr. Clark:

Pursuant to the request of your staff, we are re-submitting the public document
submission for the Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. All mentions
of confdentiality have been removed from the enclosed documents. For your records, the
original submission was filed on October 15,2007.

If you have any questions, please call me - (202) 326-5046 - or Jeff Miles - (202)
326-5008.
Sincerely,

Enclosure
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Mr. Donald S. Clark
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Room 172
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Mr. Clark:

Pursuant to Federal Trade Commission Procedure Rules 1.1 through 1.4, 16 C.F.R. §§
1.1 -1.4 (2006), the Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. ("GRIP A") requests
an advisory opinion regarding the Commission's enforcement intentions, including the
appropriate standard of analysis, if GRIP A negotiates contract terms, including price terms, and
signs contracts on behalf of its physician members with payers as par of the sale ofthe
integrated services described in this letter.

GRIP A is an independent practice association ("IP A") located in Rochester, New York.
Its provider network includes primary-care physicians ("PCPs") and specialty-care physicians

("SCPs") who practice primarly in Monroe County (in which Rochester is located) and Wayne
Monroe County), New York, as well as two hospitals and many

County (immediately east of

ancilar-service providers operating in the same geographic area. To meet the demand of
highquality services delivered in an efficient manner, GRIP A proposes to develop a non-fisk-sharing

payers in the area for a network that wil hold its members accountable for the provision of

physician network joint venture or multi-provider network as described in Statements 8 and 9 of

the U.S. Deparment of Justice and Federal Trade Commission Statements of Antitrust
Enforcement Policy in Health Care (1996) ("Statements").
GRIPA will

sell Rochester-areaheaIth plans, employers, and other payers, on a fee-forits interdependent members' medical services

service basis, a new product consisting of

intertwined with a number of collaborative activities designed to improve clinical outcomes and

services"). The clinical-improvement services wil be
developed and implemented by and among GRIPA's physician members and between those
members and GRIPA's staff. The clinical-improvement services will result in higher quality
medical services delivered more efficiently than GRIP A physicians could render individually.
efficiencies (the "clinical-improvement
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For the clinical-improvement services to achieve the intended quality improvements and
efficiencies, GRIP A needs to contract on behalf of its physician members, as we explain later.
I. Background Facts

A. The Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association
1. GRIPA's History & Structure

GRIP A was incorporated as a New York business corporation in 1996 to contract, on a

i ViaHealth,

risk basis, with HMOs for the provision of physician and other health-care services.

a Rochester health-care system led by Rochester General Hospital ("RGH"), own 50 percent of
the shares in GRIP A, and two physician organizations ("POs"), Rochester General Physicians
Organization, Inc. ("RGPO") and Wayne County Physicians Organization ("WCPO"), own the
remaining 50 percent of GRIP A shares. ViaHealth' s system is comprised of RGH and Newarkeast of
Wayne Community Hospital ("NWCH") located in Newark, New York, about 34 miles
RGH, as well as ancilar service providers and approximately 130 employed physicians.

Directors. RGPO has four seats, and
directors ofRGPO and WCPO each nominate physicians
WCPO has two seats.2 The boards of
from their membership for their respective seats on the GRIPA Board. ViaHealth'sseats on the
GRIP A Board are held by ViaHealth's chief executive offcer, chief financial offcer, and vice
Directors
the ViaHealth Health Care Services Board of
medical affairs; the chair of
president of
(the board overseeing RGH and NWCH); and two citizens from the Rochester communty.
ViaHealth has six seats on GRIP

A's Board of

Subsequent to its founding in 1996, GRIP A entered into a number of risk contracts with
payers operating in the Rochester area. At present, it continues to contract with one payer on a
risk basis. The prevalence of

risk contracting, however, has declined precipitously in

the

just as it has across the country. Accordingly, in 2005, GRIPA undertook a
strategic study to plan its future. It considered several options, including simply dissolving,
implementing a messenger arrangement, instituting some type of unilateral risk-sharing
arrangement, merging some of its members' practice groups, and developing and implementing a
program integrating its physicians' services and clinical-management activities. It chose the last
option for two primary reasons. First, Rochester-area payers and providers, over the last seven
years, have begun to require and emphasize quality- and efficiency-based initiatives. The
A's physicians' services and the clinical-improvement services, as proposed
GRIP
integration of

Rochester area,

i Exhibit I, Certificate oflncorporation of Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. In I 997, the
GRlPA shareholders created a second corporation, ViaHealth PPO, Inc., to contract with payers for non-HMO
products because New York law prohibits IPAs from contracting with entities other than HMOs. To simplify this
request, we refer only to GRlPA in this letter. Supporting docwnents may, however, mention ViaHealth PPO, Inc.
2 Exhibit 2, By-Laws of the Corporation for Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. This a draft

version of the by-laws that is subject to further revision. It has board approval, but not shareholder approval.
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here, fit directly into payer plans and should be well-received by payers. Second, GRIP A intends
to offer a valuable new product that none of its members could offer individually and that, to the
thus, intends to

best of its knowledge, no other Rochester-area group intends to offer. GRIP A,
differentiate itself

from its competitors by offering a different, higher quality,

and more valuable

product for which it hopes that payers will be willng to pay a premium.
The. GRIP A Board decided to develop this integrated product only after a long and

meetings for its
the past several months, GRIP
A has hosted a number of
careful study. Over
physician members to discuss this integrated product concept in detail and, in paricular, to
assess its members' support for the clinical-improvement services initiative. Almost all the
to serve on
physicians voiced strong support for the program, and many have volunteered
GRIP A organizational and operational committees to develop and implement the clinicalimprovement services. Through its web-site sureys and written sureys passed out at
informational meetings, GRIP A's physicians have indicated that they anticipate substantial
benefits for their patients and themselves from the collaborative activities and clînical-

improvement services, including increased practice and patient support from GRIP A, improved
patient outcomes, improved interaction with their colleagues, faster service to patients, and
financial benefits from GRIPA's sale ofa more attractive product to payers and their own ability
to see more patients.
2. GRIPA's Physician Network

Each GRIPA physician member must bea shareholder in either RGPO or WCPO.3 The

PO members initially paid for their stock in the POs, and much of that money was used to
GRIP

capitalize GRIPA. The POs currently have 636 shareholders who are members of

A,

including the i 30 ViaHealth-employed physicians. In addition to these PO physician members,
GRIP A contracts with i 19 other physicians in order toprovide adequate specialty and

geographic network coverage under its risk contract. Currently, there are 717 physicians
participating in GRIPA's risk contract who will be eligible to paricipate in its proposed
who are contract physicians. Of
the 717 physicians, 257 are PCPs,
integrated product, 81 of
practicing in the specialties of family practice, general practice, internal medicine, and pediatrics,

these physicians, approximately 90

and the remainder are SCPs. GRIPA anticipates that, of
percent of

the PCPs and more than 75 percent of

the SCPs wil paricipate in its new program.

Although the SCPs may have some financial incentive to contract directly with the payers
because they may be able to obtain higher reimbursement individually than through GRIP A, the
SCPs also understand that they need to align themselves with their referral sources, many of
whom wil paricipate in GRIPA's integrated product.

3 Exhibit 3, GRJPA's physician provider paricipation contract.
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The 717 GRIP A physicians practice in 41 medical specialties and subspecialties,
and immunology (10, 6); anesthesiology
(36, 3);

including adolescent medicine (1, 1)4; allergy

cardiology (40, 16); colon & rectal surgery (7, 2); child psych (2, 2); critical care medicine (1, 1);
dermatology (21, 13); endocrinology (6,5); family medicine (20, 1 i); gastroenterology (15,8);

general surgery (22, 11); geriatric medicine (16, 14); gynecologic oncology (3, 1); gynecology
(4,3); hematology/oncology (14, 8); infectious disease (5,3); internal medicine (134, 68);
maternal/fetal (5, 1); medical genetics (1,1) nephrology (7, 1); neurological surgery (6; 5);
neurology (14, 7); obstetrics & gynecology (46, 20); ophthalmology (25, 14); oral surgery (4,4);

orthopedics (20, 13); otolarngology (14,8); pain management (4, 2); pediatrcs (100, 30);
physical medicine & rehabilitation (2, 1); plastic surgery (9,5); psychiatry (22, 16);

pulmonology (10, 5); radiology (50, 7); radiation oncology (6, 3); reproductive endòcrinololY (2,
1); rheumatology (5,2); thoracic surgery (5, 3); urology (16, 9); and vascular surgery (6,5).
B. Rochester-Area Health Systems

Rochester-area health-care providers serve a community of more than 800,000 residents
Rochester

and provide some of the most sophisticated care in the region. The University of
Medical Center includes the University of

Rochester SchoolofMedicine and Dentistr, the

University of Rochester Medical Faculty Group, Strong Memorial Hospital, and the Golisano
Children's Hospital at Strong. In addition to Strong Memorial and Golisano Children's Hospital,

Strong Health, ViaHealth's major competitor, owns and operates Highland Hospital and employs
nearly 1,000 physicians.6 The Strong-employed physician network is a màjor competitor of
GRIP A. Strong Memorial and ViaHealth's RGH are both tertiary-care centers and draw patients
general acute-care hospitals-

. from the entire northwest New York region.7 Three additional

Unity Health

Highland Hospital (affiliated with Strong), NWCH (affiiated with ViaHealth), and

Ridge Hospital-serve Monroe and Wayne Counties. Approximately 53 percent
of all inpatient admissions in the Rochester area are to Strong Health's hospitals. In comparison,
all Rochester-area admissions and Park Ridge
System's Park

RGH receives approximately 29 percent of

receives approximately i 6 percent. 8

4 The numbers in the parentheses are: (I) the total number of
number of

GRIP

A physicians in each specialty, and (2) the

medical groups within which those physicians practice. Some physicians practice in more than one

specialty and are therefore listed more than once.
5 Exhibit 4, directory charts listing GRIPA owner physicians, contracted providers, and secondar specialties.

6 For more infonnation about Strong Health, see htt://www.stronghealth.com/about.
7 More than a third of Strong's inpatients reside outside Monroe County. See

htt://www . unnc.rochester.edulvp _ search/aboutus.cfm.
8 Exhibit 5, hospital utilization graphs. The remaining two percent of admissions occur at Lakeside Hospital, which
is a 61-bed acute-care hospital near the western border of

Monroe County.
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GRIP A physicians actively practice at all of the hospitals in the Rochester area, and a
large percentage have privileges at more than one hospitaL. Geographically, GRIPA's physicians
are not concentrated in one area but rather are dispersed relatively equally throughout the
Rochester area. 9
C. The Rochester Payer Market

Two payers dominate the commercial health-insurance business in the Rochester area:
Excellus Health Plan, Inc. (the local Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan), and Preferred Care, which
recently merged with MVP Health Care. Excellus covers approximately 70 percent of the
privately insured

lives in the

the market is

Rochester area, and Preferred Care's share of

approximately 25 percent. These companies are the only ones that offer HMOproducts in the
Rochester area and are the largest commercial payers with respect to PPO products. Other
payers offering PPO products and networks in the Rochester area
include Aetna U.S. Healthcare,
CIGNA, Health Now (the parent company of

BlueCross BlueShield of

Western New

York), and

POMCO (a benefits administrator for self-insured employers).
D. Other Rochester-Area Physician Networks and Payer Alternatives

GRIP A competes, or potentially competes, with individually contracting physicians
(including its own members), other IP As, and POs. GRIP A has never been an exclusive
network, and so its members can and do contract with payers through other chanels.

Currently, there are two IPAs and two POs in the area that contract with payers. The
Rochester Community Individual Practice Association, Inc. ("RCIP A") has the largest physician
enrollment of all Rochester-area IP As, with approximately 3,200 physicians and allied health
counties of
professionals who practice in the
Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans,
10 The Rochester Individual Practice Association, Inc.
Seneca, Wayne, Wyoming, and Yates.
("RIP A"), the second largest IP A in the area, has approximately 2,700 physician members in

New York state law prohibiting IPAs
from contracting with customers other than HMOs, the RIP A physicians created Crossbridge
Physicians, P.c. to contract for other types of
products, such as PPOs. As of2005, more than
3,700 physicians and ancilar providers contracted through Crossbridge. Finally, Preferred
Monroe, Wayne, and LivingstonCounties.n Because of

12
Health Network ("PHN") is a PO with approximately 700 PCPs and 1 ,000 SCPs in its network.

bridge and thus

Almost every GRIP A physician is a member of RCIP A, RIP A, and Cross

contracts through them as well as through GRIP A.

i

9 Exhibit 6, map showing area covered by GRlPA and Exhibit 7, chart reflecting specialty numbers by zip code.

10 For more infonnation about RCIPA, see htt://www.rcipa.com.

ii See htt://www.ripa.org for additional infonnation about RIPA.
12 For more infonnation on PHN, see http://www.preferredcare.org/onlineservices/provider/ipa.html.
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Historically, the Rochester-area IPAs (including GRIPA) and POs have been nonexclusive in the sense that their members are free to contract with payers individually or through
other organizations, but some (not GRIP A) have been exclusive in that theycontractoJiy with a

single payer. RCIP A contracted with Excellus until 1998, when a dispute over contract
payments arose. RIP A, which contracted exclusively with Preferred Care through 1998, filled

contract with Excellus. GRIPA's risk
operated as an overlay to theRIPA
Excellus, which expired in December 2005,
contract with
contract, such that all paricipating GRIP A physicians also had to be RIP A members, and the

the gap left by RCIPA and entered into an exclusive

claims of patients choosing GRIP A PCPs were paid by GRIP A using the RIP A fee schedule.

2006, at which point RIPA will no
as a physician contracting organization. RIP A intends to become a management
longer act
services organization for Excellus. Crossbridge's contracts with Excellus for itsPOS, PPO, and
EPO plans wil also terminate at the end of 2006, and it is likely Crossbridge will go. out of
with a
business entirely. Excellus has signed direct contracts, covering all of its products,
RIPA's risk contract with Excellus wil expire atthe end of

13
majority of

the Rochester-area physicians.

When RIP A terminated its contract with Preferred Care in 1998, Preferred Care

established its own PO, PHN, for the purpose of contracting with Rochester-area physicians.
Preferred Care's medical director rus PHN, and operational costs are paid by
As a payer-controlled PO, PHN is not free to contract on the physicians' behalves with
payer. GRIP A is currently the only independent IP A contracting with Preferred

Preferred Care.
any other

Care, although it

A's physicians are not membersofPHN
because GRIP A began contracting with Preferred Care prior to PHN's formation.
has no exclusive contract. The majority of

GRIP

After terminating its contract with Excellus in 1998, RCIP A began contracting with
Aetna on a non-risk basis as a "messenger model" PO. Although RCIP A contracts with POMCO
and at least one other third-pary benefits administrator, RCIP A is constrained by its agreement
with Aetna from contracting with any other area health plans.

A new Rochester-area PO, Community Private Practice Physicians Organization
("C3PO"), is currently in the formation stages. Organized in par as a response to the Excellus
direct -contract efforts and RIP A's decline, C3PO proposes to operate as a "messenger" for
private practice physicians, provide group purchasing benefits, and facilitate the exchange of

information between private practitioners. We anticipate that GRIP A physicians wil join C3PO.

13 See htt://www.democratandchronicle.com/apps/pbcs.dlUarticle? AID=/200606 I 5/BUSINESS/606 I 50345/1 00 i.
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E. GRIPA's Current Operations

GRIP A's chief executive offcer, Gregg Coughlin, and its chief medical officer ("CMO"),
the corporation. GRIPA
, currently has a staff of 35 full-time-equivalent employees.l
Eric Nielsen, M.D., are responsible for directing the daily operations of

To support its risk-contracting program, GRIPA already has a robust information system
in place and a sizeable staff to manage its information technology ("IT") system. As it
implements its new clinical-improvement services program, GRIP A intends to substantially
current system includes a data warehouse used to
expand that system, as explained later. Its
store claims information and software to analyze the claims data and prepare rèportsJor
A's physicians and leadership.
GRIP
its current risk-contracting program, GRIPA operates a credentialing program
and several medical-management programs. GRIPA's Credentialing Committee, composed of
five GRIPA physicians and the CMO, makes recommendations to the GRIPABoard based on its
review and assessment of licensing and malpractice information, as well as office site-visit
scores for medical record-keeping practices, patient safety, privacy, and comfort. To become a
the GRIPA network, physicians must meet the GRIPA credentialing criteria, which
member of
the National Committee for Quality Assurance.ls
are compliant with all requirements of
As part of

GRIPA's Care Management Services ("CMS") Department has operational responsibility
for GRIPA's current clinical programs, providing case-, disease-, and pharmacy-management
referrals and
services. GRIP A identifies patients needing CMS assistance through physician
group patients
predictive modeling, a process that involves mining claims and utilization data to
by disease states and then by cost and high-use

risk. After patient lists are generated, they are

stratified at the physician level, allowing the CMS deparment to target physician practices with

high volumes ofrisk-contract patients who would benefit from CMS assistance. CMS then
as psychoconducts initial patient assessments, evaluating the patients and determining the needs
social (case management), chronic disease state (disease management), or pharmaceutical
(pharmaceutical management).
Through its case-management program, GRIP A nurse and social-work case managers
work onboth a one-on-one basis and in group settings with patients who are high-cost, high-use,
or suffer from co-morbidities. GRIP A educates the patients, mohitors their progress through
visits and telephone calls, and ensures that these patients receive the care they need. Depending
on the patients' needs and the results of screening assessments, the patients may be enrolled in
one of GRIP A's disease-management programs.

14 Exhibit 8, GRlPA organizational chart.

15 Exhibit 9, GRlPA Credentialing & Re-Credentialing Process Policy.
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GRIP A's three clinical pharmacists staff its Clinical Consulting Pharacy Program,
working with both patients and physicians to
reduce medication costs and errors, ard optimize
patient therapy and outcomes. Prior to visiting a physician's office, the GRIPA clinical
pharacist runs a data report for the physician
to
determine the pharmaceutical usage level of
the
physician's patients, the types of drugs the physician typically prescribes, and the physician's

high-risk patients. After identifying the high-risk patients, the pharacist reviews
their charts to determine whether (1) the patients are receiving the appropriate medicines in the
percentage of

proper dosages; (2) any drugs are contraindicated; (3) the patients are meeting care goals in a

timely fashion; and (4) the physician is avoiding unnecessary costs by prescribing generic drugs,
less costly formular alternatives, and

drugs that can be split into half

of each chart review, the pharacist places

tablets. Upon completion

the char

a written consultation report in the front of

for the physician.

Through collaborations between the case managers, clinical pharacists, and GRIP A
member physicians,GRIPA's current disease-management programs focus on diabetes, asthma,
and hear failure. The three disease-specific programs allow GRIP A to focus on the
specific
populations responsible for the largest percentage of GRIP A-patient medical costs.. GRIP A also

has a similar specialized program for geriatric patients, which focuses on medical, safety, and
quality-of-life issues. As GRIP A establishes its new clinical-improvement services, it will
coronary arery disease

expand its focus to include a number of additional diseases, such as

("CAD") and chronic obstructive pulmonar disease ("COPD").
GRIP A's current disease-management programs consist of (1) developing and
(2) patient education about the disease and
treatment, (3) pharmaceutical compliance monitoring, and (4) monitoring patient compliance
with treatment plans. GRIPA also monitors
claims, laboratory, and pharmacy data to determine
reinforcing treatment and prescription plans,

16 If

whether disease-management patients' treatments comply with guidelines.
need for changes in care, then the CMS staff

reflect a
wil review the patient's char to determine whether
benefit
the data

recommendations should to be made to the physician, and whether the patient would

from additional personalized attention.
II. GRIP A's Proposed Program to Integrate through Clinical-Improvement Services

A's new program wil partially integrate its physician practices in ways that wil
generate
efficiencies for health-care consumers, payers, and physicians by improving medicalcare quality, generating more cost-effective service delivery, and reducing population costs. An
ancilary goal is to produce and market a higher quality, higher value product for which payers
are wiling to pay a premium price. To these ends, GRIPA wil do the following: (1) develop a
collaborative, interdependent network of PCPs and SCPs to provide their medical care in a
seamless, coordinated maner; (2) promote the collaboration of its physicians in (a) designing,
implementing, and applying evidence-based practice guidelines or protocols and quality
GRIP

16 Exhibit i 0, Diabetes Patient Profie.
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benchmarks, (b) monitoring each other's individual and GRIPA's aggregate performance in
applying the guidelines and in achieving the network's performance benchmarks, to improve
and resource utilization; (3) integrate its physicians and
patient outcomes and to reduce costs
providers of other medical services in the community through a web-based electronic clinicalinformation system in which GRIP A physicians share clinical information related to their
lab tests electronically, and access patient information
,common patients, order prescriptions and
from hospitals and ancilary providers throughout the community; and (4) decrease the overall
administrative and regulatory burden of its participating physicians by reducing paperwork and
the time needed to process

treatment information.

A. Clinical Guideline Development, Implementation, Monitoring, and

Corrective Action
GRIP

A's physicians, together, wil develop and implement evidence-based clinical
represented within GRIP A and affecting

guidelines, or protocols, affecting all medical specialties

A's patient
population. Clinical guidelines may represent the best practices in medicine, but physicians
often ignore guideline sets because they receive different ones from each payer with which they
contract, their specialty societies, and quality-improvement organizations. To overcome these
problems, GRIP A wil establish a single set of guidelines that apply to all its members for all
GRIP A patients, regardless of payment source. By developing its own guidelines, GRIP A
its members' knowledge and experience and to facilitate the
intends to tap into the broad base of
sharing of the individual physicians' best practices that otherwise would not be shared among
competitors. By investing their time and expertise in establishing the group's quality standards,
of loyalty among themselves and to GRIP A
the GRIP A physicians wiU develop a greater sense
and also develop a greater sense of ownership of GRIP A and its efficiency and quality goals.
those morbidities generating the largest portion of

health-care costs of

GRIP

GRIP A also believes that if the physicians themselves (or their local peers) create the guidelines,

the physicians wil be more receptive to following them. By requiring all of its members to
adhere to evidence-based guidelines, which GRIPA wil do, it believesthe overall quality of

care

its physicians provide wil be measurably improved.
The guidelines wil provide a high-level description of GRIP A-developed "best
practices" for specific disease states. Each guideline wil generally include several "rules," or
recommendations regarding care that the physicians should provide
(e.g., one rule in a diabetes
i
guideline is the performance of a yearly eye exam). However, n9t all rules within a guideline
performance because of limitations created by the
can be used as "measures" of physician
availability of data to track compliance with the rules. For example, a physician may follow a

guideline rule by prescribing aspirin to a heart patient, but the compliance can't be measured
because no data (an electronic prescription or an insurance claim for a prescription) wil be
generated due to aspirin's classification as an over-the-counter medication. Therefore, as the
GRIP A physicians develop their guidelines, they will also determine the measures GRIP A will
use to assess the physicians' performance under those guidelines.
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1. Guidelinenevelopment and Adoption

such as the National
Committee for Quality Assurance, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Miliman,
and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. From these, and the knowledge and
experience of its own physicians indifferent specialties, GRIP A wil develop its own proprietar
guidelines, and associated measures. i 7 Staring with the disease states that affect the largest
patient health-care costs, GRIP A physicians and staff wil identify potential
portion of GRIP A
guidelines. The staff wil then research and document national and local stadards that support
each guideline, potential measures that could be used to monitor compliance with the proposed
GRIPA wil collect

guidelines

from

sources across the country,

guideline, and national and local benchmarks that could be potential targets for

the

selected

wil then present the documentation to GRIPA's Clinical Integration
A's staff
measures. GRIP
the integrative
Committee ("CIC"), which wil be responsible for overseeing implementation of
and quality
activities and clinical-improvement services, including creation of its clinical policies
standards and enforcement of those policies and standards, following GRIP A Board approvaL.

whom must be PCPs or Ob/Gyns, the CIC wil review
the guideline research and make changes to the proposed guidelines and their associated
all of
measures, incorporating Rochester-area best practices. The CIC wil then seek review and
recommendations from GRIPA's member physicians in order to capture the most appropriate
course to high-quality outcomes that, absent their integrative efforts through GRIP A, the
physicians would not otherwise share with their competitors.
Composed of 12 physicians, at least six of

the physicians' knowledge and experience,
the CIC wil create 16 Specialty Advisory Groups ("SAGs") based on medical specialty. The
To facilitate the collection and compilation of

following 11 SAGs wil be single-specialty

committees: Anesthesiology, Cardiology,

Dermatology, Gastroenterology, General Surgery, Obstetrics & Gynecology, Neurology,
Ophthalmology, Orthopedics, Psychiatry, and Radiology. Three additional SAGs wil group
specialties that share commonalities: Hematology-Oncology/Radiation Oncology, Adult Primar
Care, and Pediatrics/Pediatric Specialties. There wil also be two multi-specialty SAGs that
Care,
group together specialties in which there are few physicians --Medical Specialties (Critical
Endocrinology, Infectious Disease, Nephrology, Rehabilitation, Pulmonar, Rheumatology, Pain

Management) and Surgical Specialties (Colorectal,Neurological, Oral, Otolarngology, Plastic,
Thoracic, Vascular, Urology). Each single-specialty SAG wil have three to five physician
members, and the multi-specialty SAGs wil include one to three,physicians in each subspecialty
represented.
After the CIC completes its initial review ora proposed guideline, meetings wil be

scheduled for the SAGs whose members wil be affected by the proposed guideline. At these
meetings, the physicians will discuss the practical implications and clinical effectiveness of the
the possible measures that could be derived from the
rules of each guideline and the utility of
rules. Although initial meetings may include only the members of single SAGs, GRIP A
17 Exhibit I I, Clinical Guideline/Measure Selection Process.
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anticipates holding meetings that bring together all of

the members of all ofthe SAGs whose

physicians would be required to comply with the guideline, if approved. The SAG members

(and others in their specialties) should benefit greatly from these multi-specialty discussions
because they wil lear how different medical specialties approach treatment of specific diseases
and the co-morbidities associated with those diseases. By integrating the shared knowledge and

'experiences of its physicians, GRIP A wil develop more detailed, more useful, and more
the physicians were to attempt to develop
acceptable guidelines for its members than if
guidelines individually, which, of course, they would not do.

the proposed guidelines and associated
any modifications it
measures, they wil make recommendations to the CIC, which will make
deems appropriate and then approve each guideline and measure set. The CMO wil then present
the guidèlines, and their associated measures, to the GRIP A Board for approval (or disapproval
or return to the CIC for additional study and modification). Upon board approval, GRIP A
physicians wil be contractually obligated, through their GRIP A physician paricipation
agreements, to provide care consistent with the guidelines, and their compliance wil be
monitored based on the associated measures.
After the SAGs complete their review of

All GRIP A physicians wil be significantly affected by the new guidelines. Each wil
receive an information package, notifying them of the guidelines affecting them and providing
them with educational materials about those guidelines and how to implement them. The new
guidelines will also be made available on GRIP A's Internet portal (discussed later in Section
II.C). The SAGs wil convene educational meetings to introduce and explain the new guidelines
to their colleagues and to provide a forum for them to discuss actual application of the
guidelines, possible improvements to the guidelines, and how to meet the guidelines' compliance
bencluarks. In addition to making guideline adoption more successful, GRIP A anticipates that

these multi-specialty meetings wil result in greater collaboration among its physicians in the
care of individual patients by opening new lines of communication between different types of
specialists who previously may not have had occasion to consult or refer patients among

themselves (e.g., cardiologists and endocrinologists in the treatment of diabetics).

To assess the need for guideline revisions, the CIC wil solicit specific feedback from
affected network physicians at six-month intervals after guideline implementation. Even if
GRIP A receives no feedback, the CIC and the SAGs will review the guidelines and measures on
an annual basis to ensure that the guidelines contain up-to-date clinical procedures and the
measures are indicative of performance improvement. GRIP A wil also encourage its physicians
to collaborate in submitting comments to the CIC about the guidelines and quality improvement

measures affecting them.
2. Individual and Group Performance Benchmarks

The CIC, with substantial input from the SAGs, wil establish recommended performance
targets, or benchmarks, against which GRIPA will measure its physicians' individual and
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the performance targets for GRIPA's new
receiving an
measures will be process-based
(e.g., measuring percentage of diabetic patients
annual eye exam), and others wil be outcome-based (e.g., measuring percentage of diabetic
patients with hemoglobin Alc ":7%). The CIC and SAGs will review local, regional, and
used for
national standards in establishing GRIPA benchmarks. For measures that GRIPA has
its risk contracts, GRIPA will initially set the benchmarks for its PPO patients at the same level
as those for the HMO riskpatients. Where a national or local benchmark is notavailable, or the
current GRIP A performance is well-below or significantly above the national or local
benchmark, GRIP A wil set the benchmark at the 80th percentile of the current GRIP A network
network compliance with the guidelines. Some of

performance. GRIP A wants to challenge its members to improve the quality of carethatthey

provide, but it also understands that it must set its benchmarks at levels that its members can
reasonably achieve within a 12-month period so they wil be motivated, not discouraged.

evidence-based research
studies where proven quality improvement and cost-savings have been achieved. This wil be
Network-level effciency measures will be determined from

done for each guideline that GRIP A develops. Some examples of cost-savings models area 1 %
reduction in Al C values per diabetic patient; 18 serum creatinine levels for hypertensive patients;
reduction of MRIs for patients with low back pain; and reduction of admissions for patients with

CHF. GRIP A will select cost-savings models and validate their reliability and data assumptions.
All available data sources wil be considered when creating network-effciency models.
wil be necessary to predict potential
the cost-saving models' assumptions
Validation of
accurately. Benchmarks for these measures wil be based on evidence-based studies
opportunity
from which proven cost-savings have been achieved. The GRIPA Board wil have final approval
of the benchmarks.
3. Monitoring and Corrective Action

An integrated entity is no stronger than its weakest participant. Therefore, GRIP A wil
pay close attention to the individual performance of its members, as well as to the network's
aggregate performance. To monitor GRIP A physician compliance with the guidelines and
performance goals, GRIPA wil obtain information from the physicians'
achievement of
medical-service claims about patient diagnoses and physician treatments provided. GRIP A wil
require all participating physicians to provide it with copies of all medical-service claim forms
when they submit the claims to payers. To simplify this process, GRIP A is working with its
members' practice-management vendors and electronic biling services to ensure system
interoperability so that the physicians' offces and the biling serYices can submit the claims
directly to GRIP A as the bils are generated. In addition, GRIP A will work with its members
who use web-based biling systems to set up their online systems to allow those physicians to
submit a copy to GRIP A electronically as the claims are sent to payers. Physicians who stil use

paper biling systems wil be required to fax copies of claims to GRIP A when they submit those
claims to the payers.
18 Exhibit 12, GRJPA Cost Savings Model for Ale Control.
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wil electronically extract the
pertinent information-patient identifiers, provider identifiers, payer name, patient diagnosis, CPT
code identifying the service provided, ICD-9 codes identifying the diagnoses, and date of
service.19 This data will then be combined with electronic prescription and laboratory results
data downloaded from the HeaIthvision central data store (discussed later at SectionII.C.1) and
then will be transferred to the internal GRIP A data warehouse for processing through its
;, a clinical support application that wil allow GRIP A to
apply the guideline measures to collected patient data and generate individual physician and
network performance reports.
When GRIPA recèives these claim forms, its IT staff

To improve individual performance and provide opportunities for the physicians to work
collaboratively to improve the network's performance, GRIP A wil provide feedback to its
system for its
physicians quarerly using performance reports. GRIPA already has a report-card
risk contracts to report the performance of

PCPs, OB/Gyns, orthopedists,

against GRIP A-established benchmarks.2o For its new clinical-improvement services,

and cardiologists
GRIP A

wil generate similar performance reports for all physicians reflecting their and GRIPA's
measures.
performance against the GRIP A benchmarks for the newly developed guideline

Each

report wil define the measures and show the physician (1) his or her compliance rate for each
(3) his or her
measure, (2) a comparison of each compliance rate to the last quarter's results,
cumulative compliance "score" for all measures, and (4) the average score for all physicians to
whom each measure applies. As GRIP A has done with its risk-contract report cards, it wil use a
weighting system for the clinical-improvement services performance-report scores so that it can
compare quality across all physicians and specialties. The individual and network quarerly
performance-report results wil be mailed to the physicians and the network results wil be posted
on GRIP A's Internet portal, with scores. displayed by peer group? i The topl 0 best-performing
physicians on each measure will be disclosed to all GRIP A physicians.z2 Identifying the best
by their
performers has several goals and benefits: (1) the best performers wil be recognized

peers, placing pressure on poorer performers to improve; (2) poorer performers wil seek
(3) physicians will vie for a top 10 position,
guidance from their higher-performing peers; and
continually improving their quality, because they realize that poor performance may adversely
affect referrals from other GRIP A physicians. GRIP A also wil posta blinded report

raning all

physicians by score, which wil permit physicians to see where they rank among their peers and
motivate improvement.

for evaluation by the CIC, physicians whose
performance is deficient relative to the benchmarks and the network average. The CIC will also
GRIPA's data analysis staffwil identify,

19 Exhibit 13, Claims Data Extract Requirements.

20 Exhibit 14, PCP Perfonnance Profie Summary.
21 Exhibit 15, Clinical Guidelines Summary.
22 Exhibit 16, Top i 0 Physicians Chart.
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look at GRIP A's and individual physicians' actual medical expenses and utilzation compared to
what was expected based on past data (e.g., total medical expense and use of emergency room
his or her
patient data, based on the severity of
services). Risk-adjusting each physicians'
patients' illnesses, wil allow GRIPA to compare medical costs and utilization across patients
with similar diseases and compare the performance of physicians who treat those conditions. In
addition to these risk-adjusted measures,GRIPA wil measure overall utilization within selected
services a patient received (e.g.,

episodes of care, allowing the CIC to review all of the medical

Where the CIC
finds physician compliance with practice guidelines and performance measures deficient, it wil
refer the matter to GRIP A's Quality Assurance Council ("the Council") for fuher review;
offce visits, hospitalizations, and prescriptions) for one episode of an illness.

The 16 members of

the Council-four

PCPs and 12 SCPs-wil be chosen by lottery.

are required,
under the terms of the participation agreement, to serve if selected. Each Council member will
All physicians who are not serving on a GRIP A committee wil be eligible and

physicians to

serve a one-year term, and the terms wil be staggered by quarters, allowing four

cycle on and off every four months. By composing the committee in this maner, GRIP A will
involve a larger number of its members in the peer-review function, making the performance of
the network and its physician members a concern of

the majority.

In addition to reviewing and investigating the performance of each physician referred by
performers across all members. After
collecting and analyzing performance data and other quality information relating to a nonappropriate course of action to help the
Council wil determine the
compliant physician, the
physician improve his or her performance. If any formal action is warranted, the Council wil
create a Quality Assurance Action Plan, which wil describe the deficiencies (or areas of
guideline non-compliance), the recommended discipline, and a time frame within which the
the CIC, the Council wil review the bottom 10 percent of

physician must improve his or her performance to meet the GRIP A benchmark?3 Potential

disciplinar measures that the Council may recommend include education sessions with the
CMO and the highest scoring physician for the identified measures, warnings, monetar

sanctions,24 or expulsion. The non-compliant physician may accept the Council's Quality
Assurance Action Plan, or appeal to the CIC, which wil appoint a three-member panel,
including one clinical peer from the same specialty, to evaluate the Council's findings and
the panel's determination is adverse, the physician may also appeal to the
recommendations.25 If
GRIPA Board. Once a Quality Assurance Action Plan is final, the
Council wil assist the CIC in
i
23 Exhibit 17, Policy: Quality Assurance Action Plan.

24 GRlP A hopes to include a gain-sharing or pay-for-performance component in its contracts with payers. If GRlP A

saving payers money or meeting payers' quality targets, the payers will then make a "bonus"
the "bonus" ifthe network, as a
a share of
whole, meets the requirements. As a disciplinary measure, the Council wil be able to impose monetary sanctions
that would require a non-compliant physician to forfeit all, or a portion, of his or her share of the bonus.
is successful in

payment to GRIPA. The physicians will each be eligible to receive

25 In the event the Council recommends expulsion, an appeal to the full CIC is automatic. If

the CIC affrms the

expulsion recommendation, the Board must also affrm the decision, under New York Law, for the action to occur.
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monitoring the performance of the subject physician and meeting with the physician to ensure
compliance. If improvement does not result within the allotted period, the Council may
recommend extension of the Quality Assurance Action Plan, or fuher disciplinar action. The
GRIPA Board, on the recommendation of
may expel a physician refusing or failing to

procedures,
comply with a Quality Assurance Action Plan, or

the CIC and after appropriate due-process.

'whose performance is habitually deficient.26 .
GRIPA's CIC and its Medical Management Committee ("MMC")wil share
responsibility for network quality improvement. In GRIPA's risk-sharing program,

the MMC-

comprised öfsix GRIPA physicians, the CMO, the Director ofCMS, the Manager ofPhanacy

Services, and four ViaHealth representatives-is responsible for overseeing GRIPA'sutilization
and quality management and the network's quality performance under its risk contracts. For
clinical-improvement services, the CIC wil focus on implementing quality changes at the
the entire
individual physician level, while the MMC wil work on improving performance of
network and the outcomes specific to GRIP A's disease-management programs.
To determine whether the GRIP A network is achieving the significant efficiencies its
expects from its integrative activities, the CIC and MMC wil monitorandreview the physicians'
aggregate performance under the network quality and cost benchmarks. The committees wil
receive reports at each meeting showing cost-savings achieved compared to predicted costbe continuously updated and avaIlablevia the
savings. All network efficiency measures wil
GRIP A Dashboard, a central data-reporting portal that contains all GRIP A network and
provider-specific monitoring reports and. is readily accessible to all GRIP A staff and quality
any
assurance committees.27 The Dashboard includes a series of triggers that alert GRIP A when

monitoring measure reaches a pre-defined lower variance limit and requires additional attention
the CIC or MMC determine that the benchmark-level
to reverse the downward trend. If
effciencies are not being achieved or cost savings are less than projected, additional detailed
analyses wil be performed to determine network causes for these deficiencies. These causes
may include utilization or quality variability between network providers, patient demographics,
patient ilness burden, or under-utilization of

medical-management services. Depending upon

the causes, the CIC or MMC wil determine the best course of action to solve the problem, which
the relevant SAGs to identify the best
may include general network education, meetings of
approach to changing physician practices and to determine whether patient education or
intervention may be necessary, revision of

the guidelines, re-evaluation of

the benchmarks,

new medical-management programs to work with the physicians and their patients,
quality assurance action plans for deficient or non-compliant providers, and/or work with payers
to identify other possible means of achieving improvement.
creation of

As it does now under GRIPA's risk contracts, the MMC wil also serve as a forum for
meeting with the payers' medical directors to review GRIPA's performance and to identify
26 Exhibit 18, Policy: Clinical Integration Panel Expulsion.
27 Exhibit 19, Clinical Guidelines Dashboard.
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opportnities for improving quality and reducing costs with regard to the individual payers'
patients. GRIP A anticipates that, under its new integrated-product contracts, its MMC wil share
A's data and reports with the payers' medical directors at these meetings.
GRIP
B. Medical-Management and Physician Support Programs

In implementing a program to clinically integrate its physicians, GRIP A through
collaboration between its physicians and its CMS staff, wil continue its utilization-, case-,
disease-, and pharacy-management programs, but its social workers, nurses, and pharacists

will broaden their patient population from high-cost/use patients covered by risk contracts to all
high-cost/use patients of all paricipating GRIP A physicians under GRIP A contracts. Thus,
GRIP A wil be able to touch a much larger number of patients and physicians. .

CMS wil use a two-prong approach to quality improvement. First, CMS will work with
affected
the physicians and their staffs to better understand and apply the GRIP A guidelines to
A's physicians wil need to change their approach to practicing
patients. To truly integrate, GRIP
medicine from an individualized practice to collaborative treatment, providing care among the
PCPs, SCPs, their nursing staffs, and

GRIP

A's staff; Being on site at physician

offces wil

allow GRIP A staff to make recommendations to the physicians regarding adherence to

guidelines, including optimizing medical treatment, initiating referrals, providing clinical
education, developing collaborative care plans between practices, and assisting with patient
regarding
compliance. The CMS staffwil also help train member physicians' nurses and staff
patients with asthma, diabetes, hear failure, CAD, and COPD (and, later,
the treatment needs of
other maladies) so that the physicians are not the only ones in the offces working towards
guideline compliance. The added support to the physicians and their staffs by CMS staff should
result in improved quality of care for the patients by increasing collaboration between all
service.
providers and sites of

One tool that CMS staffwil use to help the physicians is a Clinical Services Report
("CSR"), which identifies patients who have not received the care recommended by the
guidelines and what care is stil needed.28 Like a disease registry, the CSR identifies patients
who fall into the categories of high cost, high utilization, chronic disease, co-morbid diagnoses,
information and
and under-utilization (no preventive care). The CSR, however, provides more
wil be a continuously updated on-line resource customized for each GRIP A physician. GRIP A
physicians wil use the CSR to review the charts of the patients identified on the CSR to
determine whether GRIP A is missing data or needs to correct its data, and take action on

guidelines and measures that have not been met. In addition, the CSR wil help the physicians
and CMS identify patients who could benefit from enrollment in the CMS programs.

CMS's second approach to quality improvement wil be to work with patients. By
supporting physicians' offices and working directly with the physicians, CMS staff and
28 Exhibit 20, Clinical Services Report. GRJPA currently uses a paper version of

the CSR for its risk contracts.
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physicians, together, wil identify potential patient-driven issues, such as poor adherence to
medical-treatment plans. The case managers wil work with these patients to identify barriers to
adherence, which may include inability to afford medications, fear of side effects, lack of
knowledge, depression, anxiety, etc. Addressing these issues, which physicians in busy practices
are often unable to do, will improve patient outcomes and the network's quality. In collaboration
care and

with the patients' physicians, CMS staff wil educate and encourage better follow-up
improve the patients' self-management of

their health in one-on-one and group settings.

C. An Electronic Clinical-Information System Requiring and Generating
Interdependent Action
GRIPA wil

help develop and establish, and its physicians will

use, new information
among

technology systems that wil result in patient information flowing freely and securely

using the
GRIPA's physicians so that they may coordinate their treatment. The benefits of

technology include reduced medical errors, improved patient outcomes and satisfaction, and
more efficient provision of care and use of resources.
GRIP A has contracted with Healthvision, Inc., to create jointly an online portal

through

which GRIP A physicians wil receive electronic access to complete patient information about
GRIP A patients and be electronically connected to one another,z9 Healthvision is the leading
national provider of Internet-based infrastructures, or portals, for electronic patient-treatment
information exchanges.3o Healthvision's e..heaIthSOURC.£M system provides an information
infrastructure that permits health-care providers to share clinical, administrative, and financial
data, regardless of the technology used to send or access the data-that is, it facilitates.
communication between interoperable systems. Though GRIPA's portal, GRIPA and its
physicians will have immediate access to the patient information they need, when they need it, to
make the most appropriate patient-care decisions possible either through collaboration among
themselves or unilaterally.

To participate in GRIPA's new integrated-product network, physicians must agree to
attend training in the technology, use the technology as it is implemented, and contribute to the
computer,
information. GRIPA wil provide each physician with a tablet
store and flow of

access to the necessary Internet service at a discounted price, and technical support so each
the portal by each
physician can comply with these requirements. GRIPA wil monitor use of

physician and each offce, and wil contact physicians who do not use the portal in compliance
with the requirements set by the GRIP A Board. The physicians' performance reports reflect use
ofthe portal, and physicians' scores wil be negatively affected by their failure to use the portal.
The CIC and the Council wil also take into account portal use when evaluating physician
compliance and quality improvement and wil discipline physicians for repeated failure to use
the portal and the electronic applications.

29 Exhibit 2 I, Addendum i, Contract Narrative.

30 For information about Healthvision, see http://www.Healthvision.com.
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Flowing Into

1. GRIPA Clinical-Information System--Clinical Data

the Information Systems and Available to GRIP A Physicians
The core of Healthvision's information infrastructure isa "central
data store" within
which all of the GRIP A patients' inpatient and outpatient information-collected from GRIP A
and its physicians, as well as Rochester-area hospitals, labs, radiology providers, and
pharacies-wil be matched by patient identifiers, such as demographic information, and

receive (1)

aggregated into a single record for each patient. Healthvision, in real time, wil

patient refen-al and consultation notes; (2) written drug prescriptions; (3) lab orders and
(5)

con-esponding lab test results; (4) diagnostic imaging reports and Internet links to the images;

hospital inpatient and outpatient information, such as patient registration and visit information,
discharge summaries, discharge instructions, consulting physicians' notes, hospital radiology
reports, and hospital
laboratory results; and (6) information
on filled prescriptions, as it becomes
available, all represented graphically as follows:
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ViaHealth's internal IT system, the Clinical Care System ("CCS"), which is already
operative wil connect with the new Healthvision portal and transfer hospital patient data to the
central data store as it is generated in the hospitals' computer systems. As the central clata store
receives this information, the patients' hospital infonnation wil be added to their health records
in the portal, so that when GRIPA physicians access the patients' records through the portal they
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will see the new hospital-related information, including hospital-discharge summares and
instructions and transcribed physician consultation notes. This information wil be most
their GRIPA patients'
pertinent to PCPs who use hospitalists because they wil have all of
their offce-based treatment
hospital-treatment information available on the same system as all of

information. In addition, the information wil provide GRIPA.physicians with a better
collaboration among
understanding of their patients' medical history and wil also lead to greater
offce and hospital-based physicians because they can more easily share information and work
together to treat their common GRIP A patients.
2. GRIP A Clinical-Information System--Computer Applications

Faciltating Improved Quality, Greater Effciency, and Reduced Costs
and results on the port from any
a
personalized "clinician desktop" that wil organize all the different information available into
GRIP A physicians wil have access to patient records

computer with a high-speed Internet connection. Each GRIP A physician wil have

easy-to-access and use categories, such as patient data, guidelines, messages, prescriptions, lab
desktop, GRIP A physicians wil also be able to access
results, and referrals. From the clinician
messaging,
the electronic applications supplied by Healthvision, including: (1) secure electronic
briefly describe
(2) referral management, (3) electronic prescribing, and (4) lab-order entry. We
each of these applications:
a.Patient health records

When a GRIP A physician reviews a patient record on the portal, he or she wil.be able to

identify all the other physicians who have treated the patient, when those physicians saw the
and the diseases or conditions treated. Using this
patient, the services those physicians provided,
to
collaborate
with the patient's other treating
information, the physician wil be expected
physicians so that their efforts are not duplicated, orders are not contradictory, and the best
course of care is determined and applied. This type of collaboration should result inreduced
financial and time costs for the patient and payer and higher quality care for
patient treatment data wil also permit the physicians individually to provide better

the patient. The

care for their

patients because they will better understand their patients' overall health, medical history, and
current treatments.
b. Guidelines
All GRIP A physicians will be able to view the GRIP A practice guidelines on the portal,

which will also include links to supporting documentation, clinical vignettes, and references.
Patient records on the portal will include all data applicable to the guidelines (e.g., lab results,
office visits, and prescribed and filled prescriptions). Initially, the guidelines wil be available as
a reference so that physicians can see ways to improve the patients' care. In the second phase of
A's IT rollout, the guidelines wil provide patient-specific "prompts" as the physicians
GRIP
the last eye exam, which
care (e.g., a request to enter the date of
enter information at the point of
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may result in the physician conducting the exam to meet the data request). The online guidelines
GRIP A physicians, which should result in

will facilitate greater guideline compliance by
improved patient

health and reduced long-term health-care costs~ By providing

the guideline

information on the portal, the GRIP A physicians will also be able to review the guidelines with
care, using them as patient-education tools and a means of explaining
at the time of
and
'the patient's treatment regimen. This should result in higher patientsatisfaction levels
their patients

improved compliance with treatment plans.
c. Secure electronic messaging

Center is an electronic messaging system run

Healthvision's Secure Health Message

through the portal that functions much like e-maiL. All its transmissions wil be secure and wil
comply with HIP AA and other privacy requirements. The Message Center wil be the

application through which GRIP A physicians receive communications from each other, GRIP A,
clinical laboratories, diagnostic imaging facilities, and hospitals. GRIP A will usethe Message
Center to send information regarding specific patients receiving special assistance from GRIPA'S
CMS staff, which wil permit the physicians to take an active role in the care of patients enrolled
in the GRIP A case- and disease-management programs. Most important, the Message Center
wil facilitate collaborative care. No longer wil the physicians have to sit on hold or "play
phone-tag" in order to consult with each other. They wil exchange patient test results and
scanned treatment notes and chars and then confer regarding patient-specific information
contained on the portal. This should result in greater cooperation and more seamless care among
and SCPs.
PCPs
d. Electronic referral management

improvement efforts and the opportunities for
collaboration among its physicians in patient care, GRIP A wil require intra-network referrals of
To maximize the effect of

its quality.

the GRIP A integrated-product patients, except in unusual circumstances. GRIP A does not

anticipate that this wil be diffcult because its network of PCPs and SCPs has already developed
strong intra-network referral patterns because of GRIP A risk arangements. For example, in
2005, 77 percent of all physician referrals under one of GRIP A's risk contracts and 93 percent of
referrals under another were within the GRIP A network. To ensure, though, that GRIP A
physicians continue intra-network referrals, GRIP A wil electrontcally monitor referrals via
Referral Management, a Healthvision application connected to th~ portal. Physicians who fail to
comply with the intra-network referral requirement wil be subject to review and discipline by
risk contracting, and those
the CIC. The referral relationships developed through years of
required under the new integrated-product program, wil make collaboration on patient care
easier and thus more likely and therefore should result in better treatment outcomes.
Referral Management will also facilitate communication between referring and
consulting physicians and their offce staffs. Once a referring physician completes the electronic
referral request, Referral Management will send a message to the consulting physician seeking
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physician will
to the referred patient's information on the portal, such as lab results,
automatically obtain access
medication lists, radiology reports and diagnostic images. This should greatly reduce the time
the consultation. Ifhe or she accepts, the consulting

acceptance or rejection of

more complete

needed to transfer patient treatment information and provides the consultant a

patient history. After the initial appointment, the consultant will complete an electronic
between the
consultation report for the referring physician, which will initiate discussion
physicians regarding the best course of treatment for the patient and allow them to determine
continues
the consulting physician
to treat thepatient. If
whether the consultant wil continue
treatment and

confer with the

treatment, the referrng physician will continue to monitor
consultant electronically. This collaboration in patient care should result in more
care and

medical-cost savings by reducing

duplicate tests

and

diagnostic

images.

holistic patient
Referral

Management wil increase communication and collaboration among the GRIPAphysicians, save
histories and
physicians' and their staffs' time in collecting and transmitting patients' medical
treatment plans, and improve the referral process for patients. .
e. Electronic prescribing

the portal is
A third application that Healthvision wil provide GRIP A physicians via

electronic prescribing. Allscripts, the nation's leading provider of e-prescribingsöftare,
created Healthvision's electronic prescription
e-prescribingsystem wil showall prescriptions

application. The

written and renewed for the patientby GRIPA

physicians and wil allow a physician to order new, or renewal, prescriptions effciently. If a

GRIP A physician attempts to prescribe drugs for which apatient already has a prescription, the

e-prescribing system wil alert the physician, preventing duplication and saving money for the
generics or
create cost savings by suggesting
the likelihood
alternative drugs that comply with payers' formularies. The system also reduces

payer. The e-prescribingsystem wil also

of an adverse drug event by providing patient safety alerts if it detects possible drug-to-drug
interactions, patient allergies, or cross-sensitivities. The physician can choose whether to print
the prescril:tion for the patient, fax it to a pharacy, or electronically submit it to the
pharacy, 2 preventing adverse drug events resulting from ilegible prescriptions and saving
patient and offce staff time dealing with pharacies.
f. Electronic lab orders and results

A final Healthvision application that GRIP A physicians wil access through the clinician
desktop is the Lab Order Management Module,

through which GRIP A physicians wil order

laboratory procedures and tests for their patients. The Lab Module wil eliminate problems
relating to ilegible handwriting and patient miscommunications, saving payers money and
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tests by alerting the.ordering
physician that the same test was recently completed for another GRIP A physician, resulting in
additional cost savings. In addition, the module wil verify the medical necessity.ofthe ordered
alerting the physician to any preauthorization requirements
tests against the payer's set criteria,
physician ' s office staff can track it in the
or coverage issues. Once the order is entered, the
'system to determine when the patient specimen is collected and when a lab report is generated,
patient arves for his or her next
ensuring that the lab results are available before the
patients time and hassle. It wil also reduce duplication of

appointment. When the lab report is completed, the physician will receive the report through the

Message Center, and the test results wil be added to the patient's information in the central data
the
store, allowing the ordering physician to consult with his or her colleagues in the treatment of
patient.
g. The cost of the technology
Given the breadth and depth ofthe services the Healthvision portal wil

provide,

GRIPA's contract with Healthvision is expensive. GRIPA wil pay Healthvision more than $2
of the portal and
for Healthvision' s softare applications for secure messaging, referral management,
GRIP A physician
In addition, the cost of providing each
e-prescnbing, and electronic lab orders.
milion over the next three years for the implementation, operation, and support

with a tablet computer wil be approximately . The physicians wil pay for their

wireless Internet connections-about $70 per month. In addition to these direct monetary

outlays, use of the technology wil require physicians to invest their own time. They wil be
required to attend eight hours of

training at a time cost of approximately per physician,

which equates to for the network. Physicians will spend an additional two hours per
The value of
month on clinical-improvement activities and compliance with the guidelines.
physicians' time for these hours is approximately $100 per hour per

the

physician-more than '

per year if all 717 eligible physicians paricipate.

To fund GRIPA initially, the POs made combined capital contributions of
Over time, GRIP A has accumulated reserves of approximately . a portion of which it

wil use to fund its technology. This money is its physicians' money. Absent its investment in
the program to integrate its members, GRIP A would likely have returned the money to its
physicians through annual risk contract withhold returns. GRIP A also wil use the $227,835
the state's health inrormation technology initiative.
grant it received from New York as a par of

III. GRIP A Contracting with Payers

GRIPA's clinical-improvement services program wil permit it to offer payers more than
just the medical services of a network of physicians. Rather, GRIP A wil integrate these services
with collaborative patient-care activities among its physicians that will improve the effcacy and
efficiency of

those services above the

level that would exist absent the program. GRIPA

believes that the integration of these services and the physician services of its members wil
provide it with a competitive advantage over other physician groups and individual physicians
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unable or unwiling to offer this type of integrated product. By contracting with GRIP A, both
payers and GRIP A members wil realize significant transactions-cost efficiencies resulting from
greatly reduced and more effcient contract negotiations and single-signatue contracting. More
action, will increase output by
important, GRIP A physicians, through their interdependent
producing a higher quality product using proportionally fewer resources.
both Excellus and Preferred Care to gauge
and CMO perceived that
their interest in GRIPA's proposed integrated product. GRIPA's CEO
these payers are interested in the program's potential to increase quality and lower the qualityadjusted, if not the actual, cost of medical services in the Rochester area.
GRIPA has already met with local offcials of

A. GRIP A's Contracting Procedure

wiling self-

GRIPA intends to negotiate fee-for-servicecontacts with interested and

insured employers, third-party administrators, managed-care organizations, and health insurers
for its new integrated product. As noted below, GRIPA's paricipation agreements with its
physicians wil require that each GRIP A

physician paricipate in all contracts into which GRIPA

enters. Physicians may not "opt out" of any GRIP A contracts because of the deleterious effect
that only parial participation would have, particularly on the clinical-improvement services
program.
Although all GRIP A physicians must participate in all GRIP A contracts, GRIP A wil not
attempt to force payers to contract with it. If GRIP A and a payer with which it is negotiating
cannot reach an agreement on a contract or if a payer notifies GRIP A that it does not wish to
contract with GRIPA, GRIP A physicians wil be completely free to negotiate with the payer on

an individual basis and decide unilaterally whether to participate in the payer's network. If a
GRIP A physician has contracted on an individual basis with a payer that subsequently contracts
the paries,
not terminated by either of
with GRIPA, the individual contract wil terminate, or if

become subordinate to the GRIP A contract, which wil control the relationship between the
payer and physician.
The GRIP A staff, based on guidelines and parameters established by the GRIP A Board in
the contracts, including the
conjunction with the staff, wil negotiate the terms and conditions of
the integrated product. Using its knowledge of competitive
physician-fee levels in the
price for
i
Rochester area based on GRIPA's risk-sharing-contract program1and understanding that area
payers have options other than GRIP A, the GRIP A staff will formulate and negotiate competitive
by the Relative
proposals based on conversion factors or dollar amounts that will be multiplied

Value Units set by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services for its Resource-Based
Relative Value Scale payment system. The negotiated offers will then require approval by the
GRIP A Board prior to execution of the contract. The negotiated prices wil constitute full and
complete payment due GRIPA physicians for provision of

the integrated

product. GRIP

A's

physician participation agreement wil prohibit its physicians from balance-biling GRIP A
patients.
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B. GRIP A's Need To Contract on Behalf of its Physicians33
GRIP A intends to contract on behalf of its participating physicians simply because it

cannot integrate and provide its clinical-improvement services efficiently without doing so. In
general, as explained below, this is because that program canot function efficiently (if at all)
that this
unless all GRIP A physicians paricipate in all GRIP A contracts. The only way to ensure
occurs is for GRIP A to require all its physicians to participate in all contracts it enters. The only

way to ensure this result is for GRIP A to contract on behalf of all its physicians and, through its
paricipation agreements, require them to participate in those contracts.
For the reasons we explained before, we think there can be no doubt that the GRIP A
clinical-improvement services, when implemented, should generate significant effciencies.
The quality of medical services provided by GRIP A physicians wil increase, and health-care
resources wil be utilized more effciently. GRIPA physicians wil easily and quickly access
real-time clinical information about GRIP A patients, which wil save physician time in patient

treatment, lessen medical errors, help ensure that tests and procedures are not duplicated, and
help ensure that the most appropriate medical modalities are provided. GRIP A physicians wil
increase the effciency of intra-network referrals, as well as lab test and pharmacy ordering. The
guidelines developed by and implemented among the GRIP A physicians themselves should lead
to consistent and optimal care decisions and treatments, decreasing the level of

unnecessar or

duplicative services. The program provides a process for actually improving the performance of
physicians who, for any reason, fail to achieve the network's quality and resource-use
benchmarks. In addition, efficiencies wil flow from GRIP A's contracting on behalf of its

33 For purposes of this letter, we bel ieve FTC staff should assume that GRIP A's negotiating fee- for-service contracts

on behalf of its physicians would constitute "inherently suspect" conduct under the PolyGramIorth Texas Specialty.
Physicians standard. See Polygram Holding. Inc., FTC Okt. No. 9298 (Jul. 2 i, 2003), Slip Op.at 29-35, reprinted in
5 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ i 5,453 at 22,458-22,460 ("Polygram"); N. Tex. Specialty Physicians, FTC Okt. No.
Cas. (CCH) ~ 75,032 at 101,463-101,465 (2005)
9312 (Nov. 29,2005), Slip Op. at 10-14, reprinted in 2005-2 Trade
("NTSP").

Under this standard, the analysis then examines whether GRIPA integrates its physicians' practices in ways likely to
generate significant effciencies and, if so, whether GRIP A articulates cognizable and plausible "legitimate
justifications" for its joint contracting. GRIPA articulates cognizable and plausible legitimate justifications for its
joint contracting if it articulates how its joint contracting helps increase output and a "specific link" between its joint
contracting and its effciency-enhancing program, and if a more detailed factual inquiry is necessary to assess the
validity of its justifications. In sum, as the FTC staff advisory opinion to Suburban Health Organization explains,
the questions in determining whether GRIP A's negotiating on behalf of its physicians should be summarily
condemned are whether the overall GRIPA program results in integration likely to result in significant effciencies
and, if so, whether the joint contracting is ancilary to achieving those effciencies. Cf. ABA Section of Antitrst
Collaborations Among Competitors I i (2006) ("Joint Ventures") ("joint
Law, Joint Ventures: Antitrust Analysis of
marketing collaborations supported by actual integrative effciencies will be evaluated under the rule of
so, the analysis proceeds under a traditional rule-of-reason examination, requiring definition of

reason"). If

the relevant market;

assessment of GRIP A's market power, if any; assessment of efficiencies from the program; and a balancing of
effects to determine whether consumers wil be better or worse off.
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physicians. Both purchasers and GRIP A physicians wil benefit from significant transactionscost savings flowing from single-signature contracting.34

interrelated reasons, it is diffcult to discern how GRIPA's
clinical-improvement services program could operate successfully àbsent GRIPA's contracting
Moreover, for a number of

its physicians wilbe

for its member physicians; that is GRIP A's contracting on behalf of

ancilar for the following reasons:35

contracting. ..

34 Notwithstanding suggestions otherwise in NTSP, see 2005-2Trade Cas. (CCH) at 103,474, these efficiencies are

"cognizable," see generallY, Broadcast Music. Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting System, 44 I U.S. I (1979)
to

justify

joint

("Broadcast Music"), although, depending on the facts, they may be insuffcient by themselves

35 The precise standard for detennining whether a restraint is ancilary is not completely clear. See generallY

Joint

'naked' restraints in

Ventures at 90 ("In particular, the courts have differed in how they categorize 'ancilary' versus

defining the degree to which a restraint must relate to the venture's potentially procompetitive effects, and in
assessing whether the availability of a less restrictive alternative renders the restraint unlawful."). Many authorities,
for example, state that the restraint must be "reasonably necessary" for the achievement of
&.., Federal Trade Commission & U.S. Departent of Justice,

the venture's effciencies.

Antitnst Guidelines for Collaboration Among

Competitors § 3.2 (2000) ("Collaboration Guidelines") (an ancilar restraint is an "agreementthat is reasonably

related to the integration and reasonably necessary to achieve its procompetitive benefits").

Other authorities, however, explain that the restraint, to be ancilary, must merely be "part of a larger procompetitive joint venture," Augusta News Co. v. Hudson News Co., 69 F.3d 4 I, 47, 48 (1 st Cir. 200 I) (Boudin, J.)
(also noting that "it is a standard fonn of joint venture for local finns to provide offerings-here one-stop service for
large buyers-that none could as easily provide by itself, and a joint venture often entails setting a single price for

the joint offering"); see also Rothery Storage & Van Co. v. Atlas Van Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 2 10, 224, 227, 229 n. I I,
230 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (Bork, 3.) ("Rothery Storage") (an ancilary restraint is one that

"serves to make the main

transaction more effective in accomplishing its purpose"; an ancilary restraint is "related to the effciency sought to

be achieved"; an ancillary restraint makes the venture "more effcient"; also noting that the "Supreme Court (did
reasonable necessity" in determining whether a restraint
not) intend() that lower court should calibrate degrees of
is ancilary); Polk Bros. v. Forest City Enters., 776 F.2d 185, 188, 189, 190 (7th Cir. 1985) (Easterbrook, J.) (an
ancilary restraint is one that "facilitate(s) productivity activity"; an ancilary restraint is "par ofa larger endeavor

whose success they promote"; an ancilary restraint "may contribute to the success of a cooperative venture that
extensive
this more
promises greater productivity and output"; an ancilary restraint "may promote the success of
cooperation"; an ancilary restraint "play(s)) an important role in inducing (venturers) to cooperate"; the ancilary

restraint "made the cooperation possible"); General Leaseways. Inc. v. Natl Truck Leasing Ass'n, 744 F.2d 588,
595 (7th Cir. i 984) (Posner, 3.) (for a restraint to be ancilary, there needs to be "a plausible connection between the

specific restriction and the essential character of the product" or an "organic connection between the restraint and
the enterprise"); NTSP, 2005-2 Trade Cas. (CCH)at ¡ 03,465 n.20 (an ancilary restraint is
is "reasonably related" to the effciency-enhancing integration).
one that

the cooperative needs of

See also i 1 Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law §§ 1904, 1906, at 227, 235 (2d ed. 2005) (ancilary restraints are "an
essential or at least an important part of some arrangement that has potentially redeeming virtes"; "a restraint is
ancilary if its objectively intended purpose or likely effect is lower prices or increased quantity or quality"); Susan
B. Creighton, Director, Bureau of Competition, FTC, "Diagnosing Physician-Hospital Organizations," Prepared
Issues Affecting Academic Medical Centers and Other Teaching
Remarks Before the AHLA Program on Legal
Institutions (Jan. 22, 2004) ("Creighton Speech") (for a restraint to be ancilary, there must be a "logical nexus. . .

between the restraint and the effciency" and "the restraint must serve to make the integration more effective in
achieving its goals").
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i. First, for GRIP A's integrated-product offering to operate, it is important, if not
imperative, that all GRIP A physicians participate in all GRIP A contracts with purchasers. The

for it to contract on behalf of all its physicians,
while requiring them to participate in all contracts that it enters.

only way that GRIP A can ensure this result is

Paricipation by all GRIP A physicians in all GRIP A contracts (which wil embody the
new integrated product) is necessary for several reasons. First, purchasers wil choose to
contract with GRIP A in par because they desire the efficiencies from single-signature
contracting with a defined and known network of providers. To provide its customers with a
certain, defined network of physicians, GRIP A must be able to ensure its customers

paricipation

by a defined set of providers. When a purchaser chooses to contract with GRIP A, it wants all
GRIP A providers, not some subset who might choose to participate while others choose not to
paricipate. GRIP A must contract on behalf of all its physicians for this result to occur.

Second, the FTC staff was correct when it told MedSouth that "the doctors need to be
network and its activities on
able to rely on the participation of other members of the group in the
a continuing basis," and that "~~his does not appear possible if contracting for the sale

of

services is done individually." This is true for several reasons. For example, GRIPA PCPs
need to know that the SCPs to whom they refer are paricipants in contracts since those PCPs
will be bound to refer to in-network specialists except in unusual circumstances. The same is

true to the extent there are referrals among the SCPs. In addition, if the physicians were able,
and chose, not to paricipate in GRIP A contracts, they would be less likely to paricipate in
GRIPA c1inical-improvement-service activities, such as developing care guidelines and

participating in the performance-monitoring and correction functions.

Third, the administration of a program where some physicians were "in" for some
contracts and "out" for others would be extremely difficult, if not impossible. With respect to
each contract, GRIP A staff and physician committees would have to differentiate between
paricipating and non-participating physicians, applying the program's requirements to the
former but not the latter. Physicians and their offices would have to make the same distinction in

The more lenient standard appears appropriate because, even if the restraint passes the first test-that is, is ancilary
and thus not condemned summarily-it stil must pass the second, lack-of-market-power, test. The more stringent
test would condemn activities that, on balance, are procompetitive because it would condemn restraints that, while
not "reasonably necessary," make the arrangement more effcient while having no anticompetive effect because the
parties lack market power. This conclusion also comports with Judge Bork's holding in Rothery Storage that courts
reasonable necessity" in determining whether a restraint is ancillary.
should not attempt to "calibrate degrees of
36 Letter from Jeffrey W. Brennan, Assistant Director, Bureau of Competition, FTC, to John J. Miles, Ober, Kaler,

Grimes & Shriver (Feb. 19, 2002) ("MedSouth FTC Staff Advisory Opinion"); see also Thomas B. Leary, The
in MedSouth, 47
"Clinical Integration": An Analysis of the FTC Staffs Advisory Opinion
Antitrust Implications of
joint
St. Louis Univ. L.Rev. 223, 226-27 (2003) (agreeing with staffs conclusion and rationale in MedSouth that

contracting would be ancillary); Creighton Speech (same).
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complying with the program's referral requirements, having to check participation lists for each
GRlP A contract before making a referraL. This is simply not administratively feasible.
contracts alleviates

Fourth, the requirement that all physicians paricipate in all GRIP A

(but admittedly does not obviate) the customer free-rider problem of payers benefiting from
the GRIPA physicians' clinical-improvement activities without paying for them
some aspects of
GRIP A

by contracting with GRIP A physicians on an individual basis.37 To the extent that

physicians must paricipate in GRIP A contracts rather than contracting individually, purchasers
cannot free-ride.

paricipate inall GRIPA contracts,
GRlP A cannot be assured that there wil be sufficient compliance information from the
Finally, if

all GRIPA physicians are

not

required

to

physicians with respect to GRIP A contracts for the monitoring and corrective-action fuctions of
the program to operate and thus achieve the efficiencies

that GRIPA envisions the network will

generate.

2. Second, and related to the above, if GRIP A does not contract on behalf of its
physicians and establish the price for its integrated product, it is difficult to discern how that
price would be established. In antitrust lingo, there is no "less restrictive alternative" method by

which prices for the integrated product could be determined.38 As a theoretical matter, GRIPA
could implement a messenger arrangement or its physicians could contract with customers on an
individual basis. But in neither situation could GRIP A guarantee paricipation by its entire
contracts into which it enters.39 Moreover,
network or require its physicians to participate in all
real-life experience shows that a messenger arrangement is simply not administratively feasible
for a network with some 600-700 physicians. There are substantial diseconomies of scale or Xinefficiencies.
Related to this is the fact that, while GRIPA's integrated product may not, under the
Broadcast Music or Maricopa County Medical Society standards, technically result in a
its physicians individually (a point we concede
product from that sold by
"different" or "new"
37 Because GRIPA will operate as a non-exclusive network, it cannot eliminate thisfree-rideT problem completely.

For example, GRIPA physicians contracting with payers individually might apply the GRIPA guidelines to their
non-GRIPA patients. Most activities in life, however, generate some positive externalities for which participants

cannot be compensated. i

the parties could. . . achieve similar effciencies by practical,
significantly less restrictive means, then the Agencies conclude that the relevant agreement is not reasonably
necessary to their achievement").

38 Cf. Collaboration Guidelines §3.36(b) ("if

39 See MedSouth FTC Staff Advisory Opinion ("The price for professional services rendered under the health plan

contracts needs to be established, and if it is done through individual negotiation and contracting, then no one can
count on the full participation of

the group's members."). In essence, it is not the price fixing by itself

that is

for all GRIPA physicians to participate in all GRJPA contracts. The
"reasonably necessary," but rather the need
problem is that the only way this can be assured is if GRIPA "fixes" the price.
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only for purposes of this letter), the clinical-improvement services that GRIP A is integrating into
its physicians' medical services certainly result in a "differentiated" product from anything its.
A's major goals is to
GRIP
physicians could produce and sell individually. Indeed, one of
differentiate the product it sells from those sold by its individual members and other competitors
in the hope that customers wil wilingly pay more for a product differentiated on the basis of
'quality40 that integrates its physicians' services and an "aggregating service" simIlarto that sold
GRIP
A's
program,
by the defendant groups in Broadcast Music.41 To be sure, certain pars of
such as its case- and disease-management programs, could be disaggregated and sold separately
the clinicalfrom its physicians services. But the physicians' services and other parts of
impossible
improvement-services program are indivisible and thus must be priced together. It is
to see, for example, how the protocol reporting, monitoring, and corrective-action portions of the
program could be priced and sold separately without the GRIPAphysician services.
Accordingly, they should be sold (and thus priced) as a package.
its

3. Third, as in any joint venture, GRIPA needs to align the incentives of

venturers as

they pursue the venture's collective interest rather
much as it can so that, to the extent possible,
than their own, separate individual interests. By definition, joint venturers "pursu(e) a common
medical services.
Admittedly,
of
a premium form
objective,,42-here, developing and sellng
completely as
because GRIPA wil be a non-exclusive network, it cannot align those incentives
against
the joint venturers did in the Dagher case.43 ifthe GRIPAphysicians were to compete
one another on the basis of price when providing services through a GRIP A contract, their
interests would diverge, and they would function less like a single entity pursuing a unified
goal44-meeting the network's benchmark effciency and utilization standards. The physicians'
.40 Cf. Thomas B. Leary; Special Challenges for Antitrst iIi Health Care, Antitrst, Spring 2004, at 26 (approving of
"an association that seeks to increase its bargaining power by improving the quality of

its services");

Thomas B.

FTC Staffs Advisorv Opinion to
to pay MedSouth doctors more for
MedSouth, 42 St. Louis Univ. LJ. 223, 232 (2003) ("Payers may be wiling
fewer services simply because these doctors are better at deciding when services are necessary and get better results
when they perform those services."). See also Robert Pitofsky,Chairman, FTC, "Thoughts on 'Leveling the Playing
Field' in Health Care Markets," Prepared Remarks Before the AHLA Antitrust in the Health Care Field Seminar
is designed to
be more attractive
(Feb. i 3, 1997) ("(o)ne response (for physician networks) is to create a product that
to consumers").
Leary, The Antitrst Implications of

"Clinical Integration": An Analysis of

41 Broadcast Music, 44 i U.S. at 2 i.
42 Joint Ventures at 5.

43 Texaco. Inc. v. Dagher, 126 S.Ct. 1276 (2006) (analogous to exclusive network, joint venture completely aligned

venturers' incentives because it ended all competition between them; accordingly, price-fixing agreement between
them was not per se unlawful). Risk contracting or a total merger of all the GRIPA physicians' practices could align
the incentives within GRIPA further. GRIPA examined both options but neither was feasible. Area payers appear
uninterested in continuing to contract on a risk basis, and a merger of all practices presented insurmountable

business and political problems. Thus, the program proposed in this letter presents the only feasible alternative.
44 Cf. Copperweld Com. v. Independence Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752 (1984) (parent and wholly-owed subsidiary
deemed a single entity because their interests are totally aligned through the parent's control).
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through the
against one another

interests and GRIPA's in ensuring GRIPA's success in achieving its efficiency

goals

joint venture are most closely aligned when the physicians do not compete
within the context of

the joint venture based on price.

4. Fourth, the fact thatGRIPA wil operate on a non-exclusive basis shows that GRIPA's
contracting on behalf of its members is not a practice that "facially appears to be one that would
always or almost always tend to restrict competition and decrease output" rather than "one
designed to 'increase economic effciency and render markets more, rather than less
standard for summary condemnation. Although thisfact is logically
competitive' ,,,45 the classic
more relevant to the question of whether GRIP A would have market power rather than whether
the market-power question is even reached, the Commission has indicated that Jikelyeffects on
competition in the paricular circumstances under consideration are a significartfactor in

determining whether a legitimate justification exists for an inherently suspect restraint. 46 The
Supreme Court did the same in Broadcast Music; the fact thatthe composers could sell their
compositions on an individual basis was one reason for applying the rule of reason rather than
the per se rule to the group's price fixing through the blanket-license mechanism. Here, as in

Broadcast Music, GRIPA's contracting on behalf of its physicians merely provides customers
with an additional competitive option they otherwise would not have.47

the GRIPA program demand that GRIPA
contract on behalf of its physicians-that is, the joint contracting is "essentiaL." It is diffcult, if
not impossible, to see how the program could operate, and generate the anticipated effciencies,
joint contracting
is not "essential" to the program's success, joint contracting wil clearly support the program,
make it more effective, and result in its operating more effciently than it otherwise could. Thus,
The implementation, operation, and success

if

of

payers contracted with GRIPA and its physicians individually.48 But even if

45 Broadcast Music, 44 I U.S. at 19-20 (quoting United States v. U. S. Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422,44 I n. I 6 (1978)).
46 See Polygram, Slip Gp. at 29 ("Such justifications may consist of plausible reasons why practices that are

competitively suspect as a general matter may not be expected to have adverse consequences in the context of the
of reasons why the practices are likely to have
beneficial effects
for consumers), petition for review denied, 416 F.3d 29, 36 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (if the restraint is inherently suspect,
"defendant must either identify some reason the restraint is unlikely
to hann consumers or identify some competitive
benefit that plausibly offsets the apparent or anticipated harm").

particular market in question; or they may consist

r
47 Cf. Broadcast Music, 44 i U.S.

at 6 (agreeing with district court that "since qirect negotiation with individual
copyright owners is available and feasible, there is no undue restraint
of trade"); Wis. Music Network v. Muzak Ltd.
P'ship, 5 F.3d 2 i 8,222-23 (7th Cir. i 993) ("Wisconsin Music") (explaining that a network of

Muza franchisees

offering a single-signature national contract at a negotiated and then agreed-upon price would "increase consumer
choice and interbrand competition" and thus that the per se rule was inapplicable).
48 GRIPA's network will be non-exclusive, and so it may be that its physicians will contract with payers individually

and the program wil faiL. If so, so be it; let the market work. GRJPA hopes, however, that its integrated product
payers to single-signature contract with GRJPA are suffciently attractive that payers will contract
with it. But if a payer informs GRJP A that it wishes to contract with physicians individually rather than with the
network, GRlPA wil take no action to dissuade its physicians from so doing.
and the ability of
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there is certainly a "'specific link between the. . . restraint and the purported justification to
merit a more searching inquiry'" under the rule of reason.49 GRIP A's contracting för its
members "is subordinate and collateral in the sense that it makes the main transaction more
effective in accomplishing its purpose."so
C. GRIPA Wil LackMarket Power

Of course, even sufficient integration and the ancilarity of GRIP A's contracting on
joint contracting necessarily passes antitrust muster.
its members do not mean that the
membership
A's operations and
GRIP
Rather, the question becomes whether, given the nature of
be able to exercise market power.
and the characteristics of the market, it wil

behalf of

fuher

If GRIP A is a truly de facto non-exclusive network, the answer is no, and no
A's contracting

analysis is even necessar. Rather, as noted before, GRIP

for its members wil

merely add a competitive option for customers that otherwise would be absent; not only wil its

responding to this
request for advisory opinion, staff should assume that GRIP A wil operate in a non-exclusive
ensure that it actually does operate as a nonmanner. GRIP A wil take several steps to help
individually
exclusive network. First, it wil advise its members that they are free to contract
with payers (or contract with payers through other lawflly operating contracting organizations)
and that they have no obligation to contract only through GRIP A unless GRIP A has contracted
to payers
with the payer in question. Second, although GRIP A wil certainly market its network
it
wishes
to
and attempt to persuade payers to contract with it, if a payer notifies GRIP A that
contract with physicians individually or through another organization, GRIP A wil take no action
other channels.
to dissuade its members from negotiating or contracting with payers through

joint contracting not reduce competition, it will increase it.S1 For purposes of

the market-power
physicians in
by medical specialty, the number of
question, its participation percentages (i.e.,
GRIP A divided by total number of physicians in that specialty in the market) is relevant.
Although GRIPA's lack of

exclusivity should be determinative of

Participation percentages, in an exclusive network, can serve as a rough surrogate for market
shares. Short of litigation, market shares would be impossible to accurately calculate.

physicians
because the necessary data was simply not available. Rather, we attempted to calculate GRIP A
participation percentages in the three-county area in which GRIP A physicians are located
We made no effort to define precisely

any relevant markets for GRIP A or its

49 NTSP, 2005-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) at 103,465.
50 Rothery Storage, 792 F.2d at 224.

51 Cf. Wisconsin Music, 5 F.3d at 222 (the "program enhances competition by increasing the available choices for. .

. customers").
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(Monroe, Wayne, and Ontario Counties) and in each county separately.52 In some specialties,
GRIP A paricipation percentages are relatively high. As Exhibit 22 shows, in the three-county
medical
area physicians in some 14 of44
area, GRIPA includes more than 35 percent of
paricipating PCPs, however, is 30 percent. InMonroe County,
specialties. Its percentage of
which includes Rochester itself and the closely surrounding area, its paricipation percentages are
above 35 percent in 15 of 44 specialties; its paricipation percentage for PCPs is 31 percent. In

the much more sparsely populated Wayne County, GRIPA includes more than 35 percent of
those specialties, however, there is only one
physicians in 14 medical specialties. In seven of
practice or one physician. GRIP A includes some 68 percent of all PCPs in Wayne County.
Finally, in Ontario County, where GRIPA physicians practice, GRIP
35 percent of

the 44 specialties and 1.3 percent of

physicians in five of

A only includes more than
located in the
all PCPs

county.
Even though some of

GRIP

A's participation percentages are high, given

its non-

exclusivity and the power of area payers, GRIP A could not exercise market power.53
iv. Conclusion

GRIP A's overarching goal, in par a response to demands from area payers, is to develop
and implement collaborative programs among its physicians that will improve the quality of care
they deliver and improve resource-use efficiency leading to lower (or at least Jess rapidly
escalating) costs. A collateral goal is to improve physician reimbursement through the

physicians' collaborative work to provide a premium product differentiated from that of their
competitors. To meet these goals, GRIP A needs to ensure that all physicians paricipating in its
programs participate in all its contracts, except to the extent that payers wish to contract with
physicians individually. GRIPA can ensure full paricipation in its network and in its programs
necessitates its negotiating prices with its
only by contracting on behalf of its members, which
and then requiring that its physicians participate in all contracts into which it enters.
customers,.
After examining the program, we hope staff wil conclude that it would not recommend an
enforcement action against GRIP A if it were to implement its program and, as par of that
program, contract on behalf of its physicians.

Pursuant to Federal Trade Commission Procedure Rule 1.4, 16 C.F.R. § 1.4 (2006),
this letter, as well as certain docupients attached as exhibits
GRIPA requests that portions of
hereto, be treated as confidential under Federal Trade Commission Procedure Rule 4.10, 16
52 We used Excellus' provider directory to identify the available providers in the area. Due to Excellus' coverage of

the population, most physicians contract with Excellus. Because we identified some GRlPA
physicians who were not in Excellus' database, we believe it is likely there were also non-GRlPA physicians not
included in our calculations. This was the best available source, and we apologize for any resulting inaccuracy.
a

large portion of

53 It is worth noting that the commercial-payer market in the Rochester area is highly concentrated. Cf. Dennis W.
off, Modem lndustrial Organization, 348 (2d ed. i 994) ("When buyers are large and
Carlton & Jeffrey M. Perl
powerful, their concentration can offset the power of sellers. ").
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the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C; § 46(f)
(2006). All information to be withheld is competitively sensitive information, including pricing,
costs and information subject to confidentiality agreements, patents, or copyright protection.
C.F.R. § 4.1O(a)(2) (2006), and § 6(f) of

Sincerely yours,

~
~~~

Chrsti 1. Braun

John 1. Miles

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF

GREATER ROCHESTER INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ASSOCIATION, INC.

Under Section 402 of the Business Corporation Law
The undersigned, for the purpose of forming a corporation
pursuant to Section 402 of the New York Business Corporation Law,
hereby certifies:

1. The name of the corporation is:

Greater Rochester

Independent Practice Association, Inc.

2. The corporation is organized and shall be operated
exclusively as an independent practice association within the
meaning of N.Y. Compo Codes R. & Regs. tit. 10, § 98 et seq. To

this end, the corporation i s purpose shall be limited to arranging

by

by contract for the delivery or provision of heal.th services

individuals, entities and facilities licensed .or certified to

practice medicine and other health professions, and, as
appropriate, ancillary medical services and equipment,. by which
arrangements such health care providers and suppliers will provide
their services in accordance with and for such compensation as may
be established by a contract between the corporation and one or
more health maintenance organizations which have been granted
certificates of authority pursuant to the provisions of article 44
of the Public Health Law of the State of New York, as amended.

3. The corporation may exercise the general powers and
purposes contained in this certificate of incorporation, as

authorized by Section 202 of the Business Corporation Law, but only
as such powers and purposes are incidental to accomplishing the

primary independent practice association powers and purposes of the

corporation.

4. Notwithstanding any other provision of this certificate
of incorporation to the contrary, nothing contained herein shall
authorize the corporation to establish, operate, construct, lease
or maintain a hospital or to provide hospital services or healthrelated services or to

operate a drug maintenance program, a

certified home health agency, a hospice, or a health maintenance
organization, or to provide a comprehensive health services plan

as defined and covered by articles 28, 33, 36, 40 and 44,
respectively, of the Public Health Law, or to solicit, collect or
otherwise raise or obtain any funds, contributions or grants from
any source for the establishment or operation of any hospital.

5. The office of the corporation shall be located in the
County of Monroe, State of New York.

6. No shareholders shall have any preemptive right to
purchase shares or other securities to be issued or subj ected to
rights or options to purchase, as such preemptive right is defined
and construed under the laws of the State of New York.

7. The aggregate number of shares which the corporation
shall have authority to issue is Two Hundred (200), all of which
are to be common shares wi th no par value.
8. No director of the corporation shall be personally liable
to the corporation or its shareholders for damages for any breach
of duty in such capacity except where a judgment or other final

adjudication adverse to said director establishes: that the
director's acts or omissions were in bad faith or involved
intentional misconduct or a knowing violation of law or that said
director personally gained a financial profit or other advantage

to which he was not entitled, or the director i s acts violated
Section 719 of the

New York Business Corporation Law.

9. The Secretary of State of the State of New York is hereby
designated as the agent of the corporation upon whom. process in any
action or proceeding against it may be served, and the post office

address to which the Secretary of State shall mail a copy of

which

process in any action or proceeding against the corporation

may be served upon him is 1040 University Avenue, Rochester, New

York 14607.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has subscribed this

Certificate of Incorporation this \ . day ofM ~ .. ,
1996, and hereby affirms that the statements contain herein are
true under the penal ties of perjury.

J- L.

Kenneth J. s

1040 Unive' si y Avenue

Rochester, Ne York 14607

p: \erp-0529. ere

2

ALBAN, NY 12231-0001

Y. S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

VISION OF CORPO~TIONS

FILING RECEIPT
-====== ========: = ============~= ========================== ============= === = ==
TITY NAME : GREATER ROCHESTER INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ASSOCIATION, INC.
ICUMENT TYPE : ASSUMED NAME CERTIFICATE

CODE: 45

:RVICE COMPAN : CORPORATION SERVICE COMPAN

:===== == = = = = == = = = = == = = = = = = =.= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == == =-= FILM#:
= = = = = = =. =
= =~ == = = = = = = = = = =
C330200-2

:LED: 04/21/2003

CASH#: 105847

tINCIPAL LOCATION
~------- ---------

13 HUBOLDT STREET
)CHESTER

( 14610

,. .'

-.t.

OMMENT :

.SSUMED NAME

-, - - - - - - - - - :RIPA

360.00

:= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = *= = =.= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

FILER

FEES

360.00

PAYMENTS:

FILING

25.00
275.00
10.00

CASH
CHECK

*
*

* COUNTY

~HE GRE I SBERGER LAW OFFI CE

34 MAY STREET

*
*

COPIES

*

HADLE

*
*

MISC

--------

: 00360.00

C CARD

50.00
REFUND:

------

NY 14580
WEBSTER
:= ======= ===== =~= = =============== == == = == = == = === ======= = = = = = =DOS
===========
==== == =
- 2 8 i (8/98)
058159DAV

D03HD104

Group Practce Name
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
AAIR

Allergy Associates of Roch

Allergy Associates of Roch
Dr. Roth's Office

GHS Allergy/lmmun/Rheum

GHS Allergy/lmmun/Rheum

GHS Aliergy/lmmun/Rheum
GHS Aliergy/lmmun/Rheum
Westside Allergy Care
Westside Allergy Care

Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Anesthesia Associates of Roch

.

Suite 305

Box 238

Street2

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

cit

14607 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

14607 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

14618 ALLERGYIIMMUNOLOGY

14621 ADOLESCENT MEDICINE

Rochester

14607 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

14607 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

14607 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

"'edical Specialt

Suite 200

Rochester

14624 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

Rochester

Zip

Suite 200

14607 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

GRIPA Owner Physicians
Degre Street

David M.

300 South Gooman St

First name

Siegel

Peter
MD

300 South Goodman St

Last name

Deane
Bruce
MD

1012 Elmgrove Rd

Rochester

Rochester
Suite 402

Rochester

Suite 402

Suite 402

14626 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

1425 Portland Ave

Corsello
EricM.
MD

220 Alexander St

Suite 402

Rochester

14420 ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

MD

Dreyfuss
Scott Leonard
MD

220 Alexander St
220 Alexander St

Suite 405

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

300 Meridian Center

Roth
Eduardo E.
MD

MD

550 Latona Rd, Bldg D

Brockport

MD

Arreaza
Elizabeth

220 Alexander St

Susan C.
MD

18 Graves St

Webster

Friedman
MD

Ristow

Thomas
MD

Suite 300

Douglas H.

Adler

ScottB.

1680 Empire Blvd

Jones

Valet
MD

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

John

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Barbaccia

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Webster .
Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Suite 300
Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

MD

Suite 300

Websler

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Eleftherios

Suite 300

Websier

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Baronos

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

1680 Empire Blvd

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

MD

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

Hugh

Stephen

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Brodie

Comella
Dominick

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

1680 Empire Blvd

Cortese
Michael

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

MD

Detraglia
Eric

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Robert

Dotson

Robert D..

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Cafarell

Douglas

Sudhir

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

1680 Empire Blvd

Giriyappa

Donald

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

MD

Green

Paul L.

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Michael

Guadagnino

Bruce

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

Perez-Johnson

Patel

Christie

Carafos

Kleene

Alan

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

Webster

1680 Empire Blvd

Lanni

Ernesto

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Suite 300

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

14580 ANESTHESIOLOGY

MD

Marin

Salvatore

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Rochester

Francis A.

Mauro

Kariappa

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Webster

Catanzaro

Narayan

Gassem

MD

Suite 300

1680 Empire Blvd

Oskoui

Harshadrai

MD

Suite 300

Lyle

MD

1680 Empire Blvd

Prairie
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Roch Cardiopulmonary Group

Roch Cardiopulmonary Group
Roch Cardiopulmonary Group
Roch Cardiopulmonary Group
Roch Cardiopulmonary Group

Group

Roch Cardiopulmonary Group
Roch Cardiopulmonary

Unity Cardiology Group
Unity Cardiology Group

University Cardiovascular Assoc
University Cardiovascular Assoc
University Cardiovascular Assoc
University Cardiovascular Assoc

University Cardiovascular Assoc

University Cardiovascular Assoc

Westfall Cardiology
Westfall Cardiology
Westfall Cardiology
Westfall Cardiology

Roch Colon,Rectal Surgeons
Roch Colon-Rectal Surgeons

Roch Colon-Rectal Surgeons
Roch Colon-Rectal Surgeons

Roch Colon-Rectal Surgeons

Roch Colon,Rectal Surgeons
Roch Surgical Associates
RGH Dept of Surgery

Advanced Dermatology Assoc
Barrington Park Derm Assoc
Barrington Park Derm Assoc
Barrington Park Derm Assoc
Barrington Park Derm Assoc
Barrington Park Derm Assoc
Dermatology & Cosmetic Center

.
.

McGrody

Kunis

Krishna M.

Kevin

Richard

MD

MD

MD

MD

1445 Portland Ave

1445 Portland Ave

30 Hagen Dr

30 Hagen Dr

30 Hagen Dr

Suite 100

Suite 100

Suite 100

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14625 CARDIOLOGY

14625 CARDIOLOGY

14625 CARDIOLOGY

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Rao
Cynthia
MD
1445 Portland

.

Reddeck

Thomas P.
MD

30 Hagen Dr

Ong

Natarajan

F alkoff

Williford

Varon

PanGio II

Odorisi

Kringstein

Fries

Patel

DeCastro

Wiener

Vaughan

Stuver

Adel B,

Ling S,

Senthil

Michael D,

Daniel J,

Maurice E,

George

Marc L.

Peter A.

David

Tejan

Oscar A,

RoyS.

Maurice J.

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

125 Lattimore Rd

125 Lattimore Rd

125 Lattimore Rd

980 Westfall Rd

980 Westfall Rd

980 Westfall Rd

980 Westfaii Rd

2365 Clinton Ave South

2365 Clinton Ave South

2365 Clinton Ave South

2365 Clinton Ave South

2365 Clinton Ave South

2365 Clinton Ave South

1561 Long Pond Rd

1770 Long Pond Rd

Suite 270

Suite 270

Suite 270

Suite 110

Suite 110

Suite 110

Suite 110

Suite 100

Suite 100 .

Suite 100

Suite 100

Suile 100

Suite 100

Suite 401

Suite 202

Suite 100

Suite 104

Suite 104

Rochester

Rochesler

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14620 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

14620 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

14620 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

14620 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14618 CARDIOLOGY

14626 CARDIOLOGY

14606 CARDIOLOGY

14625 CARDIOLOGY

14621 CARDIOLOGY

14621 CARDIOLOGY

14621 CARDIOLOGY

MD,

PhD

14620 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

104

Soliman

T, Jeffrey

MD

Suite 270

Rochester

14620 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

Suite

Dmochowski
Asim

MD

125 Lattimore Road

Suite 270

Ave

Farid

Michael

MD

125 Lattimore Rd

..

MD

Graney

Steven J.

MD

MD

Ognibene

Mary Lou

125 Lattimore Rd

O'Neill

MD

14621 CRITCAL CARE MEDICINE

Stephen

Rochester

14621 COLON/RECTAL SURGERY

1415 Portland Ave

Suite 301

Rochester
MD

1445 Portland Ave

14618 DERMATOLOGY

Rochester

Alexander

MD

Rochester

Suite 155

Kurchin

Jahan

Suite 530

Rauh

Suite 270

Porhomayon

1815 Clinton Ave South

14625 DERMATOLOGY

MD

220 Linden Oaks

Stephen E.

MD

Rochester

Rochester

14625 DERMATOLOGY

Suite 300

14625 DERMATOLOGY

Suite 300

MD

220 Linden Oaks

Rochester

220 Linden Oaks

Presser

Pamela L.

MD

Rochester

14625 DERMATOLOGY

Elizabeth Pelton

Larson

Robert E,

Francis

Martin

Suile 300
MD

Suile 300

John C,

220 Linden Oaks

Peachey

220 Linden Oaks

14625 DERMATOLOGY

MD

Rochester

Stephen L,

1665 Ridge Rd East

Suite 300

Pelton

MD

14621 DERMATOLOGY

Howard J.

Rochester

Donsky

Page 3

Dermatology AssoCiates of Roch .

Dermatology Associates of Roch
Dermatology. Partners of WNY

Dermatology Partners of WNY

Dermatology Partners ofWNY
Dr. Xenias's Office

Greece Dermatological Assoc
Greece Dermatological Assoc
Greece Dermatological Assoc
Helendale Dermatology & Medical Spa

Lifetime Health, Folsom Center
Perinton Dermatology
Pittsford Dermatology PLLC
Dr. Ginsberg's Office

GHS Endocrine-Metabolism Division

GHS Endocrine'Metabolism Division
RGH Dept of Endocrinology

Arcadia Family Practice
Arcadia Family Practice
Brandon Family Medicine

Clinton Family Health Center
Clinton Family Health Center
Clinton Family Health Center
Dr. Kachoria's Office

Dr. Plansky's Office
Dr. Stern's Office
Genes.ee Valley Family Medicine

Lifetime Health

Lifetime Health

Lifetime Health
Lifetime Health
Lifetime Health - Folsom Center

Loss J r

Englert

Allson L.

Robert W.

Deborah Ann

MD

MD

MD

MD

30 North

Union St

30 North Union St

30 North Union St

100 White Spruce Blvd

100 White Spruce Blvd

Suite 105

Sûite 105

Suite 105

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14607 DERMATOLOGY

14607 DERMATOLOGY

14607 DERMATOLOGY

14623 DERMATOLOGY

14623 DERMATOLOGY

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Holm

Susan
MD
176 Ridge Rd East

.

Psaila
Joseph M.

MD

730 Weiland Rd

.

Wojciechowski

Stephen J.
MD

14626 DERMATOLOGY

14621 DERMATOLOGY

Xenias
Michael
730 Weiland Rd

Rochester

14609 DERMATOLOGY

Rochester

Bobrow
MD

730 Weiland Rd

Rochester

14623 DERMATOLOGY

14626 DERMATOLOGY

Walter S,
MD

500 Helendale Rd

Rochester

14450 DERMATOLOGY

14626 DERMATOLOGY

Brooks

Patrick J.
MD

1850 Brighion-Henrietta TL Rd

Fairport

Rochesler

Condry
Elizabeth A.

MD

Suite 300

Rochester

Arthur
Brett

6800 Pittsford-Palmyra Rd

Suite 100

Shulman
MD

14534 DERMATOLOGY

Catherine A.

Miller

14624 ENDOCRINOLOGY

SuiteB

14607 ENDOCRINOLOGY

1050 Pittsford-Victor Rd

Helen

501 Beahan Rd

Rochester

MD

Strapko
MD

Suite 5500

Suite 5500

Gerald S.

MD . 222 Alexander St

Rochesler

Pittsford

Ginsberg
R. James

222 Alexander St

Bingham
MD

Rochester

Zachary R.

14621 ENDOCRINOLOGY

14607 ENDOCRINOLOGY

Freedman

Rochester

1425 Portland Ave

Box 100

MD

14513 FAMILY PRACTICE

Robert E,

Newark

Heinig

SuiteB

14513 FAMILY PRACTICE

1202 Driving Park Ave

14526 FAMILY PRACTICE

MD

Newark

David

Suite B

Penfield

14605 FAMILY PRACTICE

Blasczak

2550 Baird Rd

Rochester

1202 Driving Park Ave
MD

309 Upper Falls Blvd

14605 FAMILY PRACTICE

MD

Robert J.

MD

14607 FAMILY PRACTICE

David T.

Brandon

Teresa

Rochester

14616 FAMILY PRACTICE

Rochester

Suite 406

Rochester

14622 FAMILY PRACTICE

14502 FAMILY PRACTICE

Rochester

14622 FAMILY PRACTICE

Macedon

Rochester

14622 FAMILY PRACTICE

14618 FAMILY PRACTICE

Rochester

14622 FAMILY PRACTICE

14534 FAMILY PRACTICE

Rochester

14450 FAMILY PRACTICE

Pittsford

Suite 8 Upper

Level

Fairport

Rochester

Hannan
Chang

220 Alexander Street

309 Upper Falls Blvd
MD

MD

Joseph

MD

Abigail

Mancini

Raj

Greiner ,Devries

Kachoria

Ave

1033 Pittsford-Palmyra Rd
61F Monroe

58 Eastland Ave

MD
MD

Bernard
Carolyn R.

Plansky
Stern

MD

1880 Ridge Rd East

Edith

MD

Grannum

Robert

3900 Dewey Ave

Cole

Suite 8 Upper

Level

Lower Level

1880 Ridge Rd East

1880 Ridge Rd Easl

Suite

DO

MD

1880 Ridge Rd East

Daniel

Bruce

MD

6720 Pittsford- Palmyra rd

Flaherty

Hira

Leo F.

MD

Suite 8A

Stornelli

Timothy G.

7

Malia
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Lifetime Health, Folsom Center
Neal Smith MD & Jeannine Dolan MD

Neal Smith MD & Jeannine Dolan MD

Webster Family Practice
Webster Medical Group
Dr. Baratta's Office

Dr. Kornfield's Office

Gastroenterology Associates

Gastroenterology Associates
Gastroenterology Associates
Gastroenterology Group of Roch

Gastroenterology Group of Roch
RGH Dept of Gastroenterology

RGH Dept of Gastroenterology
RGH Dept of Gastroenterology

Roch Gastroenterology Assoc
Roch Gastroenterology Assoc

Roch Gastroenterology Assoc
Tobey Village Medical Group
William Y Chey & Associates

PalmyraGen Medicine Practice

Dr. Beltrano's Offce
Dr. Chang's Office

Dr. Ejaife's Office

Dr. Lanzafame's Office
Dr. Rube's Office

Dr. Shemirani's Office
Dr. Walker's Office

Genesee Surgical Associates
Genesee Surgical Associates

Irondequoit General Surgery
Irondequoit General Surgery
RGH Dept of Surgery

RGH Dept of Surgery
RGH Dept of Surgery

McKee
Jeannine L.

Michael
MD

MD

5973 Walworth Ontano Rd

1850 Brighton,Henrietta TL Rd

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Dolan

Nicolas A.

MD

MD

1401 Stone Rd

1065 Senator Keating Blvd

Bldg E, #3100 Rochester

Suite 302

Suite 220

45 Webster Commons Blvd Suite 200

PO Box 368

PO Box 368

Rochester

Rochester

Webster

Webster

Ontario

Ontario

Rochester

14618 GASTROENTEROLOGY

14618 GASTROENTEROLOGY

14618 GASTROENTEROLOGY

14615 GASTROENTEROLOGY

14618 GASTROENTEROLOGY

14580 FAMILY PRACTICE

14580 FAMILY PRACTICE

14519 FAMILY PRACTICE

14519 FAMILY PRACTICE

14623 FAMILY PRACTICE

Box 283

Rochester

14621 GASTROENTEROLOGY

14621 GASTROENTEROLOGY

..

5973 Walworth Ontario Rd

Venci
Anthony V,
MD

995 Senator Keating Blvd

Suite 133
Rochester
Bldg E, #3100 Rochester

MD

Baratta
Robert N,

MD

1561 Long Pond Rd

Rochester

14618 GASTROENTEROLOGY

NealT,

Kornfield
Manish K.
MD

995 Senator Keating Blvd

Suite 100

Rochester

Smith

Madan
Mark C.
MD

919 Westfall Rd, Bldg C

Suite 100

630 Bay Rd

Pereira
Andrej
MD

919 Westfall Rd, Bldg C

MD

Strapko

PaulS,
MD

1425 Portland Ave

Stephen

Dziwis

George
MD

Rochester

14621 GASTROENTEROLOGY

1425 Portland Ave

Rochester

14626 GASTROENTEROLOGY

MD

Robb

Kunze
Kevin J.

.

Casey
Karin J.

14626 GASTROENTEROLOGY

Dunnigan

Suite 203

Rochester

14626 GASTROENTEROLOGY

Rochester

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 308

Rochester

Box 283

Jeffrey
MD

1561 Long Pond Rd

Suite 308

Box 283

Goldstein
Tarun

MD

1561 Long Pond Rd

1425Portland Ave

Kothari
Prasad Varma

MD

14621 GASTROENTEROLOGY

Penmetsa
Krishan 0,

14534 GASTROENTEROLOGY

Thanik

Suite B

14607 GASTROENTEROLOGY

130 Offce Park Way

Pittsford

14522 GENERAL PRACTICE

MD

Rochester

14489 GENERAL SURGERY

Chung Hoon

Palmyra

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

Kim

Suite 3100

Lyons

14606 GENERAL SURGERY

222 Alexander St

Rochester

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

MD

Rochester

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

Wiliam

1299 Portland Ave

Rochester

Chey

Alberto C,

MD

2211 Lyell Ave

Suite 202

Rochester

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

201 East Main St

Beltrano

Vincent

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 307

Rochester

MD

Chang

John A.

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 202

14625 GENERAL SURGERY

Malcolm McBumey

Ejaife

Raymond J,

MD

1360 Portland Ave

Rochester

14626 GENERAL SURGERY

Riggs

Lanzafame

Joseph A.

MD

4 Coulter Rd

Suite 240

Rochester

12 Leach Rd

Rube

Mehdi

MD

10 Hagen Drive

Suite 240 .

14617 GENERAL SURGERY

14617 GENERAL SURGERY

MD

Shemirani

Allan R.

MD

10 Hagen Drive

Rochester

Rochester

3

Walker

Christopher

485 Titus Ave

Suite E

Suite

Caldwell

Robert J.

MD

MD

485 Titus Ave

Clifton Springs 14432 GENERAL SURGERY

Tripp

Mark

MD

Chodoff

SuiteE
David

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

Kuranda

Rochester

Suite 301

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

1445 Portland Ave

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

MD

Rochester

Abdullah

Suite 301

Rochester

Al,Mahayri

Suite 301

1445 Portland Ave

1445 Portland Ave

MD
MD

Peter
Ralph

Block

Doerr

Page 5

RGH Dept of Surgery
RGH Dept of Surgery
RGH Dept of Surgery

RGH Deptof Surgery
RGH Emergency Dept

Roch Surgical Associates
Roch Surgical Associates
Roch Surgical Associates

Roch Surgical Associates

Maplewood Nursing Home
Gynecologic Oncology

Gynecologic Oncology
Gynecologic Oncology

Dr. Pulvino's Offce
Panorama Valley/Greece OB/GYN

Women's Conlinence Ctr
Women's Continence Ctr

Lipson Cancer and Blood Center
Finger Lakes Hematology & Oncology
Finger Lakes Hematology & Oncology
Interlakes Oncology & Hematology
Interlakes Oncology & Hematology
Interlakes Oncology & Hematology

Lipson Cancer and Blood Center
Lipson Cancer and Blood Center
Lipson Cancer and Blood c;enter
Pluta Cancer Center

RGH Dept of Hematology/Med Onc
RGH Dept of Internal Medicine

RGH Dept of Infectious Diseases

RGH Dept of Infectious Diseases
RGH Dept of Infectious Diseases
Bay Creek Medical Group

Bay Creek Medical Group
Bay Creek Medical Group

.

Galvin

Dynski SSJ

Flavia

Daniel

Marguerite

MD

DO

MD

1445 Portland Ave

1445 Portland Ave

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 301

Suite 301

Suite 301

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Gusmano
Suite 301

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

1445 Portland Ave

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

MD

Rochester

Dana
Box 318

1425 Portland Ave

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

MD

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

Boris

Rochester

Miller

Shmigel
155

Rochester

14580 GERIATRICS

14621 GENERAL SURGERY .

Suite

Rochester

Ave

Webster

14620 GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY

Oates II

Suite

155

14621 GENERAL SURGERY

1415Portland Ave
1415 Portland

Suite 155 . Rochesler

100 Daniel Dr

Rochester

Ramanath

MD
MD

1415 Portland Ave

Suite 155

Robert

Theoore
MD

1415 Portland Ave

MD

Suite 258

A,

Thomas
125 Lattimore Rd

Joel

Pingree
MD

14620 GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY

Cynthia

14620 GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY

Angel

Rochester

Suite 258

Suite 258

125 Lattmore Rd
125 Lattimore Rd

MD

MD

Brent

Eugene

DuBeshter
Toy

14626 GYNECOLOGY

14513 GYNECOLOGY

14609 GYNECOLOGY

Newark

Rochester

14609 GYNECOLOGY

PO Box 430

Suite 265

Rochesler

14621 HEMATOLOGY

Route 88 South
500 Helendale Rd

Suite 265

Rochester

MD

500 Helendale Rd

Box 233

A. Thomas

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Pulvino

MD

6Ambulance Dr

Suite 200

Hilary J.

MD

120 Erie Canal Dr

Cholhan
Jimmy J,

MD

MD

Julia

Ronald

6 Ambulance Dr

Thomas R.

Sham
Stephen M,

MD

211 White Spruce Blvd

Sweeney

Ignaczak
Bruce

MD

Rochester

Rochester

Yellin

George

Hassan
MD

Rochester

.

..

Yirinec
Robert F.

Boros

James V.

Laszlo

MD

MD

211 White Spruce Blvd

211 White Spruce Blvd

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14623 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

14623 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

14623 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

Clifton Springs 14432 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

Clifton Springs 14432 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

Asbury

Fetten

14621 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

Box 233

Rochester
1425 Portland Ave

14621 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

14621 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

1425 Portland Ave

Rochester

Rochester

MD
MD

MD

Peter

A,

Zachary B.
Pradyumna D,

Box 233

Kouides
Kramer

Phatak

Rochester

Box 233

14621 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

14623 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

Ann R.

MD

MD

1425 Portland Ave

1425 Portland Ave

Box 246

Box 246

Webster

Rochester

Rochester

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14621 INFECTIOUS DISEASES

14621 INFECTIOUS DISEASES

14621 INFECTIOUS DISEASES

14621 HOSPIT ALIST

Suile 101

Rochester

1425 Portland Ave

Rochester

125 Red Creek Dr

Box 304

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Box 287

Brian D,

1425 Portland Ave

Box 246

Yirinec

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Falsey

Edward E.

Suite 120

MD

Balazs

MD

John T,

Zsenits

Ghinwa

Phelan II

Dumyati

Rochester
Walsh

2000 Empire Blvd

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Anjum

Webster

Burki

Webster

2000 Empire Blvd

Suile 120

MD

2000 Empire Blvd

MD

MD

John

Huselton

Kathleen

Suite 120
McGrail
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Bay Creek Medical Group

Calkins Medical Group
Cross Keys Internal Medicine
Cross Keys Internal Medicine
Dr Guzman's Office
Dr. Anderson's Office

Dr. Changkakoti's Office
Dr. Constantino's Office

Dr. Dixon, Gordon's Office
Dr. Hovey's Office

Dr. Hur's Office
Dr. Hwang's Office

Dr. Iannucci's Office
Dr. Iyer's Office

Dr. Jackson's Office
Dr. Jagadish's Office
Dr. Koretz's Office

Dr. Kurian'sOffice
Dr. Lederman's Office

Dr. Liberman's Office

Dr. Luczynska's Office
Dr. Malik's Office

Dr. Nihalani's Offce
Dr. Piro's Office

Dr. Potter's Office
Dr. Saha's Office

Dr. Solazzo's Office
Dr. Sorrentino's Office
Dr. Stewart's Office

Dr. Stolarczyk's Office

Dr. Tarkinhton's Office
Dr. Tyner's Office

Dr. VanBrunt's Office
Dr.Umansky's Office

Howard

Genier

Aziz

Myers

Ronald

Steven

John

Hans

Michael

MD

MD

MD

MD

420 Cross Keys Offce Pk

420 Cross Keys Office Pk

125 Red Creek Dr

2000 Empire Blvd

Suite C5

Suite C5

Suite 201

Suite 120

Fairport

Fairport

Rochester

Webster

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14623 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Guzman
MD
MD

1404 Portland Ave

780 Blossom Rd

100 Cross Keys Offce Pk

Rochester

Rochester

Fairport

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14610 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

..

MD

Ernest
Narendra C.

Anderson
Changkakoti

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 302

MD

14606 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Richard

Rochester

Constantino
2005 Lyell Ave

14513 INTERNALMEDICINE

MD

Newark

14513 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Robert

570 Perinton Hills Office Pk

Newark

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Dixon,Gordon
MD

215 Fair St

Suite 202

Rochester

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Daniel
MD

165 East Union St

Suite 5 Upper

Rochester

Hovey

Seung
MD

1880 Ridge Rd East

Fairport

Hur

Hwang Nam

MD

Suite 110

Chang

Brenda

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Iannucci

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

564 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

MD

Fairport

Ramakrishna

Suite

Iyer

2828 Baird Rd

4

MD

Suite 204

Dewey

14615 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Jackson

Suite 103

Rochester

1401 Stone Rd

14519 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

Grama

Suite 704

Rochester

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Ontario

Jagadish

220 Alexander St

6200 Slocum Rd
MD

35 North Goodman St

MD

Lisa

MD

Daniel

Kurian

David

485 Titus Ave

Koretz

Lederman

DO

14618 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Jeffrey A.

1151 Titus Ave

Rochester

Liberman

MD

2050 S Clinton Ave

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Halina

MD

3900 Dewey Ave

Rochester

Luczynska

Sarwat S.

MD

Rochester

Malik

Rajendra K.

SuiteD

Nihalani

Rochester
MD

2828 Baird Rd

1742 Ridge Road East

Fairport

Rochester

Newark

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14513 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14616 INTERNAL MEDICINE

1570 Long Pond Rd

Rochester

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14450 INTERNAL MEDICINE

165 East Union SI

Douglas

MD

710 Cross Keys Office Pk

30 Hagen Dr

MD

Potter

Sushil

MD

Sandy

MD

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

Rochester

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Clifton Springs 14432 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

Rochester

Christine

Louis

Saha

Anthony

Piro Jr

Solazzo

Suite 305

Fairport
Sorrentino Jr

Stewart

Ave

71 Park Ave

1151 Titus

MD

MD

Pamela

Richard
Tarkington

Stolarczyk

Tyner

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

1445 Portland Ave

Rochester

4 Coulter Rd

Rochester

MD

Suite 206

Suite 302

MD

1445 Portland Ave

J. Richard

MD

Peter
Ronald J.

Van Brunt

Umansky

Page 7

Drs Stahl, Dobmeier, Potter, Lopez
Drs Stahl, Dobmeier, Potter, Lopez

425 Titus Ave

GRIPA Owner Physicians
MD

425 Titus Ave

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Michael
MD

Rochester

Dobmeier

Jose.

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Lopez

14617 INTERNÄLMEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

..

Rochester

MD

ROChester.

Peter.

Rochester

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

425 Titus Ave

Stahl

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

MD

220 Alexander St

220 AlexanderSt

220

Alexander St

Suite 704

Suite 703

Suite 702

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

1401 Stone Rd

220 Alexander St

Suite 603

Rochester

Rochester

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14615 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

..

ROCester

Suite 100

Rochester

100

Suite 603

Suite

220 Alexander St

Suite 702

Marino

220 Alexander St

Suite 704

- ..

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

220 Linden Oaks

Rochester

Rochester

Waseem

Suite 100

Suite 100

Ghazoly

220 Linden Oaks

220 Linden Oaks

MD

220 Linden Oaks

MD

Stephen
MD

MD .

Meloni

Mentesinot

Joseph

Woldeyohannes

MD

220 Alexander St

Didem
MD

220 Alexander St

MD

Charles
MD

Miraloglu
Tai
MD

Maureen

Ippolito

Martha J.

Nguyen

MD

Dlugozima

Leas

Rochester

Pellittieri
Arthur D,

David A.

MD

Rodrigues-Garvin Regina

Suite 703

Schlageter
Anthony

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Suite 201

Ragusa

Rochester
I.

Pittsford

500 Hahnemann Trail

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

James B.

Websler

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Wood

Webster

1550 Empire Blvd

Websler

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

45 North Ave

Webster

14618 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Scott

MD

45 North Ave

Rochester

Suite 202

14612 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14623 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Schabel

MD

1850 Brighton-Henrietta TL Rd

2561 Lac de Vile Blvd

...

John

MD

Rochester

Rochester

45 North Ave

Seaford
Alice

MD

470 Long Pond Rd

MD

Wolpiuk

Miltona.

MD

470 Long Pond Rd

Mirko

Woluchem

Shivender K.

Jesus

MD

Roethlisberger

Thakur
Apostol

Sudipt

14612 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Deshmukh

14612 INTERNAL MEDICINE

470 Long Pond Rd

Rochester
MD

Rochester

John .

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Robb

Pittsford

Suite 200

800 Carter St

Rochester

Rich

77 Sully's Trail

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Charles E.

Pittsford

Pittsford

Culbertson

Suite 200

77 Sully's Trail
77 Sully's Trail

Rochester

MD

MD

800 Carter St

MD

Jerome

MD

800 Carter St

Steven A.

Weiss

Virinchi

MD

Suite 200
Bala

Berthollet

MD

800 Carter St

..

Drs Stahl, Dobmeier, Potter,lopez
Elmwood Medical Associates
Associates

Medical Associates

Elmwood Medical
Elmwood

Elmwood Medical Associates

GHS Internal Medicine Group

GHS Inlernal Medicine Group
GHS Internal Medicine Group
GHS Internal Medicine Group
GHS Internal Medicine Group

GHS Internal Medicine Group
GHS Internal Medicine Group
GHS Internal Medicine Group
Greater Roch Internal Med

Highlands Living Center
Hill Haven Nursing Home

Internal Med Assoc of Webster
Internal Med Assoc of Webster

Internal Med Assoc of Webster

Lifetime Health, Aremis Health

Health - Greece Center

Lifetime Health, Folsom Center
Lifetime

Lifetime Health, Greece Center

Lifetime Health, Greece Center
Lifetime Health', Perinton Center

Lifetime Health, Perinton Center
Lifetime Health - Perinton Center
Lifetime Health - Wilson Center

Bavibidila

Foroozesh,Banej F arokh

MD

Lifetime Health, Wilson Center

Rochester

Lifetime Health, Wilson Center

Ernesto

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Santana

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Lifetime Health, Wilson Center

Rochester

800 Carter St
800 Carter St

MD

MD

James A.

Megan

Siobard

Lifetime Health - Wilson Center

T eiwilliger

Rochester .

Lifetime Health, Wilson Center
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..

Lifeiime Health, Wilson Center
Linden Medical Group ..

Group

Linden Medical Group
Linden Medical

Linden Medical Group

Linden Medical Group .
. Linden Oaks Internal Medicine
Long Pond Medical Group
Long Pond Medical Group
Long Pond Medical Group

Long Pond Medical Group
Long Pond Medical Group

Medical Associates at Genesee

Medical Associates at Genesee
Northgate Medical Group

Noithgate Medical Group
Northgate Medical Group
Northgate Medical Group

Northridge Medical Group

Northridge Medical Group

..

Partners in Internal Medicine,Hagen Drive
Partners in Internal Medicine,Hagen Drive
Partners in Internal Medicine,Hagen Drive

Partners in Internal Medicine,Hageli Drive
Partners in Internal Medicine,Red Creek
Partners in Internal Medicine-Red Creek

Pittsford Intemål Medicine
RGH Depl of Internal Medicine
RGH Dept of Internal Medicine

Ridgeplex Commons Medical Group
Ridgeplex Commons Medical Group

Ridgeplex Internal Medicine

Ridgeview Internal Med Group
Ridgeview Internal Med Group

Ridgeview Internal Med Group

Dale

Weber

Mitchell

EdithL.

Karl

MD

MD

MD

MD

30 Hagen Dr

30 Hagen Dr

30 HagenDr

800 Carter St

Suite 30

Suite

Suite 300

Suite 300

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Ehrenberg
Chans A.

30 Hagen Dr .

Jeffey J.

Suite 300

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL M!:DICINE

300

Lee

DO .

.

Kelly

Lisciandro

Vuilequez
10 HagenDr

30 HagenDr

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

Rochester

MD

Rochester

Michael A.

Rochester

Kukfa
2350 Ridgeway Ave

A

A

MD

Suite

Albert

Ann

Suite

..

Connors,Adler .
2350 Ridgeway Ave

Devlin

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

DO

Suite 350

.

Suite

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

2350 Ridgeway Ave

Rochester

2350 Ridgeway Ave

A

Peterson
MD

MD

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14607 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester
Rochester

14615 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

Kimberly Anne

2350 Ridgeway

Suite 3000

Rochester

Rochester

A

Louise
MD

222 Alexander St

Suite 3000

A

Richardson

Jane
MD

222 Alexander St

Suite 202

Suite

Suite

Salamone

Pauie,

1401 Stone Rd

Suite 202

1850 Ridge Rd East

1401 Stone Rd

1401 Stone Rd

Suite 11

Suite

202

Suite 202

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14615 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14615 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD
MD

1401 Stone Rd

MD

1850 Ridge Rd East

Suite 310

Suite

11

Rochester

Rochester

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

Rochester

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14625 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

30 Hagen Dr

MD

Timothy.

MD

Willam

Bernard

Thomas

Rochester

Lawrence N.

Robert
MD

Ave

Burns
.

Agostinelli

Josephine

Chessin
Barrett

Farnand
Nolan

Roberts
Rolls

MD

Suite 310
Suite 310

14623 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Leslie F,

30 Hagen Dr
30 Hagen Dr

Suite 310

Rochester

Algase

MD

30 Hagen Dr

Suite 211

John A. .

MD

125 Red Creek Dr

Jurik

Rochester
Edward

MD

125 Red Creek Dr
MD

1425 Portland Ave

59 Monroe Ave

Box 287

Suite E

Rochester

Pittsford

Rochester

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14623 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

Miner

Laura

MD

Holly

MD

Joseph F,

Brachman

Sarah Beth

Garber

Diane S.

Kurnath

Nemetz

Suite 211

Morse

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

1425 Portland Ave

14621 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

ski

Rochester

Walter A,

Pol ashen

1726 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

Box 287
MD

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Manjula

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Jay

Rochester

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

1726 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

MD

1742 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

Faisal

1850 Ridge Rd East

MD

1850 Ridge Rd East

Linda

Robert

MD

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

MD

Rochester

Joseph
Shelly

1850 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

Shamsie
Rice

Caifano
DiPoala Jr

Kane
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Ridgeview Internal Med Group
Ridgeview Internal Med Group
Ridgewood Medical Group

Wayne Medical Group, Lyons

Wayne Medical Group, Newark

Wayne Medical Group - Newark

Wayne Medical Group, Newark

Wayne Medical Group, Newark
Wayne Medical Group - Sodus

Wayne Medical Group - Williamson

Wayne Medical Group, Wolcott
Wayne Medical Group - Wolcott

Wayne Medical Group - Wolcott
Webster Medical Group

Webster Medical Group

White Pines Medical Group
White Pines Medical Group

White Pines Medical Group
White Pines Medical Group

lito & Goldstein MDs
lito & Goldstein MDs
Lifetime Health, Perinton Center

Ridgewood Med Peds
Ridgewood Med Peds

Ridgewood Med Peds

Strong Perinatal Associates
Strong Perinatal Associates

Strong Perinatal Associates
Strong Perinatal Associates
University OB/Perinatology Group

Shedd
Robert C,

Nancy

MD

MD

MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

1850 Ridge Rd East

1850 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

Rochester

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14622 INTERNAL MEDICINE

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Thomson

Stephen

Newark

Newark

Newark

Newark

Lyons

Rochester

14513 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14513 INTERNL MEDICINE

14513 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14513 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14489 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Bldg B

Hellems

Ctr

DaSilva

Deshommes

Anthony J.

Beatrice

MD

MD

1208 Driving Park Ave

1208 Driving Park Ave

Ctr
Newark Med

Ctr
Newark Moo

Ctr
Newark Med

Ctr

Williamson

14589 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14551 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Ave

PO Box 934

1208 Driving Park

4425 Old Ridge Road

MD

MD

14590 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Paul

Mano

Wolcott

Newark Moo

lachariah

6254 Lawville Rd

6254 Lawvile Rd

Heasley

Lyons Health

1208 Driving Park Ave

PO Box 9

12 Leach Rd

MD

6692 Middle Rd

MD

Gregory
MD

Dong Gi

Heeb
Linda

Hong

Starck,McLean

Sodus

Choudhury

MD

14590 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14590 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

Wolcott

Thambirajah

6254 Lawville Rd

Arif

MD

Nagendra

Rebecca

MD

Webster

Kartik

Wolcott

Wadsworth
Patel

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Rochester

14580 INTERNAL MEDICINE
2118 Hudson Ave

MD
MD

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Periasamy
Angelo

Rochester

Samikkannu
Brigandi

2118 Hudson Ave

2118 Hudson Ave

Webster

45 Webster Commons Blvd Suite 200
45 Webster Commons Blvd Suite 200

Hausle

MD

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

14617 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

Rochester

G. Rana

2118 Hudson Ave

John

MD

Masood

Benedetto

Pittsford

Rochester

Tarantino

61A Monroe Ave

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

Goldstein

61A Monroe Ave

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDS

14534 INTERNAL MEDICINE

MD

Pittsford

MD

Suite 200

Marshall

77 Sully's Trail

Gene M,

MD

lito

Mark

Rochester

Pittsford

Cohen

Bldg C

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDS

Chamberlain

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDS

14626 INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDS

3101 Ridge Rd West

Rochesier

3101 Ridge Rd West

Rochesler

14642 MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE

MD

BldgC

Rochester

MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

Box 668

14642 MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE

Paul

MD

601 Elmwoo Ave

Rochester

John
Lisa

MD

Box 668

Mikus

Smith

WiliamM.

601 Elmwoo Ave

BldgC
Curtin

MD

14642 MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE

14642 MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE

Eva

Rochester

Rochester

A. Gordon

Box 668

Pressman

Box 668

Fry III

601 Elmwoo Ave

14642 MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE

601 Elmwood Ave
MD

Ruth Anne

Rochester

MD

Queenan

MD

Box 668

Tulin

601 Elmwood Ave

Ozcan
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RGH Dept of Nephrology
RGH Dept of Nephrology
RGH Dept of Nephrology
RGH Dept of Nephrology
RGH Cept of Nephrology

General Hospiial

RGH Dept of Nephrology
. Rochester

Dr. Cotanch's Offce
Dr. Maurer's Office

Dr. Maxwell's Office
Dr. Silberstein's Office
Dr, Lesser's Office
Dr.O'Sullivan's Office

Dr. Pardee's Office

Neurology Associates of Roch

Neurology Associates 01 Roch
Neurology Associates 01 Roch
Ontario Neurology Associates
Ontario Neurology Associates

RGH Dept 01 Neurology

RGH Dept of Neurology
RGH Dept 01 Neurology

RGH Depl 01 Neurology
U 01 R Neurology
Dr. Janardhan's Office

Center lor Women's Healtti .
DiNollp, Howitt? Urban

DiNollo, Howitt, Urban
DiNollo, Howitt. Urban
Dr. Edelstein's Office
Dr. Morgos's Office

Dr. Tatelbaum's Office
GHS OBtGYN

GHS OB/GYN

Greater Roch OB/GYN

.

.

MD

1425 Portland Ave

1425 Portland Ave
Box 230

Box 230

. Rochester

Rochester

14621 NEPHROLOGY

14621 NEPHROLOGY

GRIPA Owner Physicians
Paul L.
MD

Bernstein

MalVin .

Grieff

MD
1425 PortlandÄve

1425 Portland Ave

Box 230

Box 247

Box 230

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14621 NEPHROLOGY

14621 NEPHROLOGY

14621 NEPHROLOGY

14621. NEPHROLOGY

Box 230

Stephen M.

MD '
1425 Portland Ave

.

1425 Portland Ave

Robert R.

MD

Mayo

Silver
Richard H.

MD

--

Sterns
Egils
MD

1445 Portland Ave

1425 Portland Ave

Suite 303

Suite 305

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14615 NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

14621 NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

14621 NEPHROLOGY

Kevin

MD

1401 Stone Rd

Suite 304

John

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 305

..

Paul K.

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Hix

Maurer
James T.
MD

14621 NEUROLOGY

14621 NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

14621 NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

WiliamW.

Maxwell

Howard J.

Rochester

1415 Portlarid Ave

Suite 480

MD

14615 NEUROLOGY

Harold D.

Rochesler

Lesser

Suile 101

14621 NEUROLOGY

1401 Stone Rd

14621 NEUROLOGY

MD

Suite 480

Rochester

Rochester

14621 NEUROLOGY

John A.

Suite 575

Rochester

O'Sullvan

1415 Portland Ave

Suite 575

1415 Portland Ave

MD

1415 Portland Ave

Suite 575

MD

Ashanlhi
MD

1415 Portland Ave

Lawrence Allen

Gajaweera
Anne M.

MD

Pardee
Moss
Andrew

4 Coulter Rd

Clifton Springs 14432 NEUROLOGY

14424 NEUROLOGY

MD

14621 NEUROLOGY

WiliamJ.

Canandaigua

14621 NEUROLOGY

Kingston

Rochester

199 Parrish St
Box 220

Rochester

MD

Box 220

Robert S.

1425 Portland Ave

14621 NEUROLOGY

Knapp

MD

Rochester

1425 Portland Ave

Gerald

Box 220

MD

Honch

Lawrence

Box 220

Joshua

Samkoff

1425 Portland Ave

601 Elmwood Ave

Suite

7

Rochesler

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14642 NEUROLOGY

1425 Portland Ave

1299 Portland Ave

14621 NEUROLOGY

MD

MD

2255 Clinton Ave South

Rochester

MD

David

MD

Schmidt
Wang

Haldipur V.

MD

Box 631

John

Hollander

14621 NEUROLOGY

Stern

Rochester

Cotanch ..

Silberstein

Rochester

..

Veverbrants

..

.

Rochester

Janardhan

Henry M,

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Hess

1283 Portland Ave

Rochester

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

MD

1283 Portland Ave

14618 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Tamara

MD

Rochester

DiNollo

Jacquelyn C.

Rochester

Howitt

14607 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14551 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Rochester

Sodus

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

1283 Portland Ave

PO Box 153

14607 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

MD

6692 Middle Rd

Rochester

14607 OBSTETRICStGYNECOLOGY
9

9

Rochester
Suite

Suite

Rochester

Richard

Urban

MD

1295 Portland Ave

Suite 602

171 Park Ave

MD

220 Alexander St

Suite 602

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

MD

Arthur V,

FaigW.

Edelstein
Margos

Robert C,

220 Alexander St

Rochester

Rochester
T atelbaum

MD

1295 Portland Ave

MD

Earlando

MD

WilliamF

Thomas

Marc H.

Grace
Eigg
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Greater Roch OB/GYN

Highland Hospital OB/GYN

Institute for Reproductive Health
Institute for Reproductive Health
Panorama Valley/Greece OB/GYN
Panorama Valley/Greece OB/GYN

.

Panorama Valley/Greece OB/GYN
Penfield OB/GYN

Penfield OB/GYN
Penfield OB/GYN
Penfield OB/GYN
Penfield OB/GYN
Penfield OB/GYN

RGH Women's Center
RGH Women's Center
RGH Women's Center

Strong OB/GYN Group
Strong OB/GYN Group

University OB/PerinatologyGroup

Care

Wayne Medical/ Women's Care

Wayne Medical/Women's

Wayne Medical/Women's Care
West Ridge OB/GYN

Wesl Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN
West Ridge OB/GYN

West Ridge OB/GYN

..

..

GRIPA Owner Physicians
Suite

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

1295 Portland Ave

Rochester

MD
9

Michael L.

14620 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Jacobs
Rochester

1000 South Ave

Rochester

MD
116

.. Rochester

410

Suite

Suite 410

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

1561 Long Pond Rd

1561 Long Pond Rd

Rochester

MD

Thomas J,
Rosalind A,

MD

Suite 200

. 14626

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

McNanley

Hayes
Jamil

. ..

Mroueh
120 Erie Canal Dr

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Anissi

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

120 Erie Canal Dr

Rochester

MD

Rochester

MD

Suite 200

Katherin~ S.

Erie Canal Dr

Darushe

120

Lammers
MD

Penfield

Suite 200

Michael R.

Suite 200

.

Box

..

43 Willow Pond Way

43 Wilow Pond Way

Miiwaid

MD

MD

14526 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Karin R.

14526 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14526 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Tripta

Penfield

Dickinson

Penfield

Dass
Jeanne E.

Suile 200

Grove

Suite 200

Suite 200

14526 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14526 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

43 Willow Pond Way

Penfield

43 Willow Pond Way

Penfield

DO

Suite 200

DO

43 Willow Pond Way

Suite 200

Waldemar

43 Willow Pond Way

Suile 490 .. Rochester

Klimek

1415 Portland Ave

Penfield

MD

1415 Portland Ave

Suite 400

Rochester

Rochester

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14621 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

MD

Johann
MD

1415 Portland Ave

Rahul

Piquion-Joseph

MD
MD

Laraia

Gordon
Patricia

Jeffrey B,

Maggie D.

14526 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Newcomb

Suite 490

ViII

Box 668

14642 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
601 Elmwood Ave

601 Elmwood Ave

Rochester
MD

MD

14642 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14642 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Fred M,

Rochester

Rochester

James R.

Box 668

Howard

601 Elmwood Ave

Ctr

Woods
J, Christopher

MD

1250 Driving Park Ave

Box 668

Glantz

MD

Sodus

Newark

Newark

14551 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14513 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14513 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Newark Med
Gerald H.

Ctr

Druff

6600 Middle Rd

BldgD
Bldg D

Bldg D

Rochester

Rochester

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

Sodus Health

Ctr

Newark Med

MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

3101 West Ridge Road

BldgD

1250 Driving Park Ave

Ambalavanar

MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

MD

Somaskanda

Jeroo K.

3101 Ridge Rd West

Bldg D

Rochester

Rochester

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

MD
MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

BldgD

Wendy

Donald J.

MD

Okoniewski,Philipi Susan

Bharucha

Rochester

Dwyer-Albano

Gabel

Michelle M.

3101 Ridge Rd West

Herron

Rochester
MD

3101Ridge Road West

BldgD

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

14626 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

MD
Judith E.

MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

Bldg D

Rochester

Kelly

Kerpelrnan

Elizabeth

3101 Ridge Rd West

Bldg D

Herron

Morgan

BldgD
MD

3101 Ridge Rd West

MD

Victor A,

MD

Edward B.

Poleshuck

Derek J,

Ogden
T enHoopen
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Interlakes Oncology & Hematology

Lipson Cancer and Blood Center
Lipson Cancer and Blood Center
Dr. Fox's Office
Dr. Lemets Office. . .

Dr. Zazulak's Offce
. Lakeview Eye Care
Metro Eyecare

Ocusight Eye Care Center
Ocusight Eye Care Center

Ocusight Eye Care Center
Park & Siebold Eye Care

Reed Eye Associates
Retina Associates of WNY

..

.

Retina Specialisis of the Finger Lakes

-

RGH Dept of Ophthalmology

Roch Eye Associates
Roch Eye Associates
Roch Eye Associates
Roch Eye Associates
Roch Eye Care Group
Strong Eye Care

Strong Eye Care
Strong Eye Care
Strong Eye Care

Strong Eye Care
Wayne Regiol1ål Eye Center

Wayne Regional Eye Center
Dr. Orbach'sOffice

Dr. Ruckert's Office

Roch Oral/Maxillofacial Surgery Assoc
Dr. Dolan's Office

Dr. Kunze's Office

Dr. Tanner's Office

Alexander

Peter

Solky

Bushunow
Julia L.

211 White

Spruce Blvd

1425 Portland Ave
.

Box 233

Box 233

Rochester

Rochester

14621 ONCOLOGY

14623 ONCOLOGY

GRIPA Owner Physicians
MD
MD

MD .. 1425 Portland Ave

14607 OPHTHALMOLOGY

14621 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Rochester

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

14621 ONCOLOGY

1400 Portland Ave

Suite 200

Rochester

Rochester

MD

720 East Ave
Suite E

Rochester

Fox

Hobart .

James W.

MD

890 Westfall Rd ..

...

Lernèr
MD

14613 OPHTHALMOLOGY

O.Gregory

Rochester

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Zazulak
..

1 Lakeview Park

2354 Monroe Ave .

MD
MD

Suite 240

John W.
1081 Long Pond Rd

Crofts
MD

Suite 240

14626 OPHTHALMOLOGY

PauiN.
1081 Long PondRd

Rochester

Rosenberg
MD

14626 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Richard J.

Rochester

Seeger

14626 OPHTHALMOLOGY

1081 Long Pond Rd

14624 OPHTHALMOLOGY

MD

Rochester

Donald

Rochester

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

14534 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Bldg 700

Pittsford

14624 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Steve

Tingley

Park

Rochester

500 Kreag Rd

Rochester

2300 Buffalo Rd

SuiteD

14621 OPHTHALMOLOGY

MD

890 Westfall Rd

Suite 700B

Rochester

MD

2300 Buffalo Rd

Box 224

Reed

MD

1425 Portland Ave

MD

Shi-Hwa (Wiliam)
MD

Steven

Chang
Gwen K.

Rose
Sterns

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

2301 Lac de Ville Blvd

2301 Lac de Vile Blvd

Rochester

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

MD

2301. Lac de Ville Blvd .

Rochester

MD

Gary

MD

Rochester

Dennis A.

Ronald

Suite 240

Rochester

Chnstine

..

Platt

Smith

..

Asselin
Markowitz
.

14618 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Robert

14607 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Olsen

Rochester

2301 Lac de Ville Blvd
Suile 101

MD

30 North Union St

14642 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Kyle

MD

Rochester

Williams
Saul L.

Box 659

ROChester

Presberg

601 Elmwood Ave

14642 OPHTHALMOLOGY

MD

14642 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Steven

Rochester

Ching

Rochester

601 Elmwood Ave

Box 659

MD

601 Elmwood Ave

14642 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Mina

MD

Rochester

Chung

David

Box 659

Box 659

DiLoreto

601 Elmwoo Ave

14642 OPHTHALMOLOGY

MD

14513 OPHTHALMOLOGY

Matthew

Rochester

Gearinger

Newark

14513 OPHTHALMOLOGY

601 Elmwood Ave

Suite 1

Newark

MD

1210 Driving Park Ave

Suite 1

Ronald

MD

1210 Driving Park Ave

Plotnik

Mary Susan

MD

Box 659

Napolean

Prasad

14450 ORAL SURGERY

Panthagani

Fairport

6819 Pittsford-Palmyra Rd

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

.

DDS

14450 ORAL SURGERY

Stan

Fairport

Orbach

Suite ~ 20

14621 ORAL SURGERY

6800 Pittsford-Palmyra Rd

14618 ORTHOPEDICS

DDS

1415 Portland Ave

Rochesler
Suite 210

Rochesler

Rochester

A

Suite 210

Suite

Rochester

EricW,

DDS,

PhD

1445 Portland Ave

880 Westfall Rd

Mohammed
William

MD

1445 Portland Ave

MD

MD

Wilfried

Edward

Suite 590

Ruckert

Salahuddin
Dolan

Kunze

Tanner
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Dr. Whitbeck's Office

Greater Roch Orthopaedics
Greater Roch Orthopaedics

Gymini Sports Medicine & Rehab

Interlakes Orthopaedic Surgery
Orthopaedic Associates of Roch
Orthopaedic Associates of Roch
Orthopaedic Associates of Roch
Portland Orthopaedic Associates

Red Creek Orthopaedics
Red Creek Orthopaedics
Red. Creek Orthopaedics
Roch Community Orthopaedics
Roch Community Orthopaedics
Roch Community Orthopaedics
Roch Community Orthopaedics

Wayne Regional Orthopaedics
Birken & Yates ENT

Center for Surgery Head/Neck
Dr. Musinger's Offce
Finger Lakes Otolaryngology
Finger Lakes OtOlaryngology

Finger Lakes Otolaryngology
Greater Roch Ear, Nose, Throat

Lakeside Ear/NoselThroaúAllergy

Roch Otolaryngology Group
Roch Otolaryngology Group
Roch Otolaryngology Group

GRIPA Owner PhYSicians

Capicotto

Whitbeck
Peter N.

M. Gordon

MD

MD

MD

MD

1204 Driving Park

30 Hagen Dr

30 Hagen Dr

1415 Portland Ave.

Suite 220 .. Rochester

Suite 220

Suite 560

Rochester

Rochester

14625 ORTHOPEDICS

14625 ORTHOPEDICS

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

.

Stein
Reuben ...

Todd

14513 ORTHOPEDICS

14513 ORTHOPEDICS

Washington

Newark

Newark

1300 Driving Park Ave

Ave

MD

Nitin

14626 ORTHOPEDICS

Banwar
2410 Ridgeway Ave

14626 ORTHOPEDICS

..

MD

Rochester

Rochester

..

2410 Ridgeway Ave

MichaelA.
MD

Colucci

John

14626 ORTHOPEDICS

Klibanoff

Rochester

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

2410 Ridgeway Ave

14623 ORTHOPEDICS

MD

Rochester

Robert

Suite 16

Rochester

Rochester

Little Jr

Suite 205

Suite 205

1299 Portland Ave

125 Red Creek Dr

125 Red Creek Dr

MD

Terrance
MD

MD

Michael

Michael

Niles

Daino
Klotz

14623 ORTHOPEDICS

1415 Portland Ave

125 Red Creek Dr

Suite 500

Suite 500

Suite 205

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

14623 ORTHOPEDICS

MD
MD

1415 Portland Ave

Luke

Gary
MD

Loveys

Bessette
David

14621 ORTHOPEDICS

Carrier

14621 ORTHOPEDICS .

1415 Portland Ave

Rochester

Rochester

MD

Willamson

PO Box 897

14424 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Suile 500

Timothy

1415 Portland

Clader
Rola

4425 Old Ridge Rd

Ave

MD

231 Parrish St

MD
MD

Frederick

EricA,

14589 ORTHOPEDICS

Suite 500

Rashid
Kaempffe
Birken

Canandaigua

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Suite 240

Rochester

1065 Senator Keating Blvd

14626 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

MD

14513 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

John U.

Rochester

14513 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Coniglio

Newark

SuiteE

Newark

121 Erie Canal Dr

1206 Driving Park Ave

Newark

MD

1206 Driving Park Ave

Jules

1206 Driving Park Ave

MD
MD

John F.

Michael

MD

14621 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

W. Bradley

Musinger

Centonze

DeCicc
Simmons

1295 Portland Ave

Rochester

14513 OTOLARYNGOLOGY
MD

784 Pre,Emption Rd

Suite 100

Paul

de Ville Blvd

2561 Lac de Ville Blvd

Topf

MD

2561 Lac

14456 OTOLARYNGOLOGY
MD

Geneva

Gregory

MD

Suite 7

Carnevale

PauiC.

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Harrington

Peler E.

Rochester

Mulbury

2561 Lac de Vile Blvd

Suite 100

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY
2561 Lac de Ville Blvd

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY
MD

2365 Clinton Ave South

Rochester
MD

Rochester
Robert H,

MD
MD

2365 Clinton Ave South

Suite 200

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY

14618 OTOLARYNGOLOGY .

Suite

Oliver

Frank N,

1 00

Suite 100

Salamone

James A.

Chase

Rochester

University Otolaryngology Assoc

Miler

Box 400

Roch Otolaryngology Group

.

Hadley

Suite 200

University Otolaryngology Assoc

1425 Portland Ave

14621 PATHOLOGY

MD

14621 PATHOLOGY

Stewart

14621 PATHOLOGY

Cramer

Rochester

RGH Dept of Pathology

Rochesler

1425 Portland Ave

Box 400

MD

1425 Portland Ave

William

MD

Fricke

Walter

RGH Dept of Pathology

Markowitch Jr

Box 400

RGH Dept of Pathology
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Behavioral Pediatric Program

.

Bay Creek Pediatric Group

Bay Greek Pediatric Group

Calkins MedicaLGroup

Dr. Garcia's Offce
' Dr: Gròssman's Offce

Dr. Masood's Offce
F airport Pediatrics
Fairport Pediatrics

Fairport Pediatrics
Fairport Pediatrics

GHS Pediatric Group
GHS Pediatric Group

GHS Pediatric Group
GHS Pediatric Group

GHS Pediatric Group
GHS Pediatric Group
GHS Pediatric Group

Gladbrook Pediatrics
Greece Pediatrics
Irondequoit Pediatrics
Irondequoit Pediatrics

Irondequoit Pediatrics

Lifetime Health, Chili Pediatrics
Lifetime Health, Greece Center
Lifetime Health', Greece Center

Lifetime Health, Perinton Center
Lifetime Health, Perinton Center

Lifetime Health, Wilson Center
Lifetime Health - Wilson Center
Long Pond Pediatrics
Long Pond Pediatrics
Long Pond Pediatrics
Long Pond Pediatrics

.

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Scott
MD

MD

2000 Empire Blvd

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 200 . Webster

Suite 204

Rochester

Smith
Harold A.

1295 Portland Ave ..

1400 Portland

Fairport

14607 PEDIATRICS

14450 PEDIATRICS

14450 PEDIATRICS

MD

MD

222 Alexander SI

222 Alexander St

222 Alexander St

Suite 4100

Suite

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14607 PEDIATRICS

14607 PEDIATRICS

MD

564 Ridge Rd East

Suile 204B

Rochester

Rochesler

14621 PEDIATRICS

14621 PEDIATRICS

14626 PEDIATRICS

14623 PEDIA TRieS

.

PEDIA TRIG DEVELOPMENTAL

14621 DISABILITIES

14580 PEDIATRICS

Kanthor

MD

460 Cross Keys Offce Pk

200

14580 PEDIATRICS.

Joseph
MD

Suite

Webster

2000 Empire Blvd

14623 PEDIATRICS

MD

Rochester

14615 PEDIATRICS

Julia
Suite 201

14621 PEDIATRICS

Stein
.

Rochester

Grossman

MD

Fairport

Ave

Masood
Syed Siraj

Rochester

14607 PEDIATRICS

Jeffrey C,

222 Alexander St

Suite 4100 ' Rochester

Eisenberg

222 Alexander Si

Bogdan

MD

222 Alexander St

Mscichowski

Richard A.

Creek Dr

Rochester

125 Red

Suite 304

14621 PEDIATRICS

MD .

,

Suite 44

Rochester

14450 PEDIATRICS

14450 PEDIATRICS

Farideh T.

Aziz

Suite 17

Fairport

Fairport

1401 Stone Rd

460 Cross Keys Office Pk

MD

MD

460 Cross Keys Office Pk

Sonia

MD

460 Cross Keys Ofice Pk

Bloom

Garcia

MD

MD

Saul K.

Maria-Elena C.

MD

Sokolow

Banghart
Margaret

Suite 4200

Colpoys

Andree
Daliid

MD

4100

Kotok
Richard A.

..

Jacobs,Perkins

Suite 4200

Lawrence

Albert H

14607 PEDIATRICS

Mangold

14607 PEDIA TRieS

222 Alexander St

Rochester

14607 PEDIATRICS
MD

300 White Spruce Blvd

Rochester

Stephen R

MD

888 Long Pond Rd

4100

Webb
Michael G,

MD

Rochester
Suite

Martin

Ramnik

Douglas

Suite 204B

Suite 4200

Vora

Rochester

Bennett

564 Ridge Rd East

14621 PEDIA TRieS

MD

14624 PEDIATRICS

Andrew

Rochester

Rochester

Holt

Suite 110

564 Ridge Rd East
849 Paul Rd

MD
MD

14612 PEDIATRICS

Kristen
Kristen

Rochester

Savage
Christian

470 Long Pond Rd

Suite 204B

Hessert

470 Long Pond Rd

14534 PEDIATRICS

14612 PEDIATRICS

MD

Pittsford

MD

Suite 200

Timothy

77 Sully's Trail

Shireen

MD

Pittsford

Khaled

Lauri

Suite 200

Rochester
Carrier

77 Sully's Trail

14534 PEDIATRICS

Yirinec

800 Carter St

14621 PEDIATRICS

14621 PEDIATRICS

MD

Rochester

Rochester

MD

800 Carter St

Robin

MD

Suite B

Ruvim

Pradip R

2350 Ridgeway Ave

2350 Ridgeway Ave

Falkovich

Kadakia

MD

14626 PEDIATRICS
MD

Rochester

Kiernan

Mary Anne

14626 PEDIATRICS

14626 PEDIATRICS

Sarah

Rochester

Leddy

Rochester

MD

14626 PEDIATRICS

Suite B

Suite B

Elizabeth

2350 Ridgeway Ave

2350 Ridgeway Ave

O'Brien

MD

Rochester

Diana R.

Suite B

Williams
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Ogden Pediatrics
Panorama Pediatric Group

Chesley

Bruehl

Lisa

Eric

Charles L.

MD

DO

MD

220 Linden Oaks

220 Linden Oaks

4415 Buffalo Rd

Suite 200

Suite 200

Suite 1 B

Rochester

North Chil

14625 PEDIATRICS

14514 PEDIATRICS

GRIPA Owner Physicians

Colton

Rochester

Rochester

14625 PEDIATRICS

14625 PEDIATRICS

14625 PEDIATRICS

14625 PEDIATRICS

14625 PEDIATRICS

Panorama Pediatric Group

Rocester

Suite 200

Rochester

Panorama Pediatric Group

Suite 200

Penfield

Rochester

Rochester

14526 PEDIATRICS

14625 PEDIATRICS

14625 PEDIATRICS

220 Linden Oaks

220 Linden Oaks

Bldg 3

MD

401 Penbrooke Dr

Suzanne W,

MD

brooke Dr

Klein

Robert
MD
401 Pen

220

Andrea H,
MD

MD

Tuite

.

Elizabeth

Hernady

Kerr
401 Pen

Rochester

14617 PEDIATRICS

14617 PEDIATRICS

14526 PEDIATRICS

Katlc

1700 Hudson Ave

Rochester

14526 PEDIATRICS

MD

Hudson Ave

Penfield

Kevin E.
MD

1700

Penfield

Klossner

John
MD

Bldg 3

Bosco
Roderick
MD,

3101 Ridge Rd Wesl

1700 Hudson Ave

Box 238

Bldge

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14621 PEDIATRICS

14626 PEDIATRICS

14617 PEDIATRICS

PhD

1425 Portland Ave

Michael

MD

1425 Portland Ave
MD

1425 Portland Ave

Box 238

Box 238

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

14621 PEDIATRICS

14621 PEDIATRICS

14621 PEDIATRICS

MD

Jarnes

MD

Larry

1425 Portland Ave

Richard p,

Campbell
Cynthia

Denk .

MD

14621 PEDIATRICS

Lynn

14621 PEDIATRICS

Garfunkel

Rochester

1425 Portland Ave
1425 Portland Ave

MD
MD

14621 PEDIATRICS

Cynthia
Imad

Rochester

Howard
Khan

Rochester

14621 PEDIATRICS

14621 PEDIATRICS

1425 Portland Ave

Rochester

14621 PEDIATRICS

MD

Rochester

Anamika

Box 238

ROChester

Khatri,Dua

Box 238

1425 Portland Ave
1425 Portland Ave

Box 238

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Box 238

Paul F.

MD

1425 Portland Ave

14621 PEDIA TRieS

14621 PEDIATRICS

14513 PEDIA TRieS

Rochester
Newark

14513 PEDIATRICS

MD

Newark Moo

etr
Newark Med

etr

Newark

1425 Portand Ave

1200 Driving Park Ave

1200 Driving Park Ave

MD

MD

MD

Suzanne

MD

Steven

Caryl E,

Ann

e. Mohini

Mullin

Daniel

Galutia

Bjorseth

Buchanan

Mehra

Yawman

Rochester

Lehoullier

Box 238

Box 238

Sullivan

Christy

Box 238

Holmes

Davis

brooke Dr

Bldg 3

Machiele

220 Linden Oaks
Suite 200 .

Rochester

MD

Suite 200

14625 PEDIATRICS

Eric F.

Linden Oaks

Suite 200

Rochester

Panorama Pediatric Group

Ingerowski

220 Linden Oaks

Suite 200

Panorama Pediatric Group

MD

220 Linden Oaks

.

Jane
MD

220 Linden Oaks

Panorama Pediatric Group

Pardee
John
MD

..

Panorama Pediatric Group

Seaman
Laura

.

Panorama Pediatric Group

Shipley

Suite 200

Panorama Pediatric Group
Penn Fair Med/Pediatric Group

Penn Fair Med/Pediatric Group
Penn Fair Med/Pediatric Group
Portland Pediatric Group

Portland Pediatric Group

Portland Pediatric Group
Ridgewood Med Peds

Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roch General Pediatric Assoc

Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Roeh General Pediatric Assoc

Roch General Pediatric Assoc
Rochester General Pediatric Associates

Wayne Medical/ Pediatrics

Wayne Medical/ Pediatrics
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Wayne Medical! Pediatrics

Wayne Medicall Pediatrics
.. ..
Wayne Medical
i Pediatrics
. Wayne Medical Group c Sodus

Wayne Medical Group, Sodus
Wayne Medical Group, Sodus

Wayne Medical Group, Willamson

.

Wayne Medical Group, Williamson

Wayne Medical Group, Wolcott
Webster Medical Group
Webster Medical Group
Rehab Associates of Roch
Rehab Associates of Roch

De. Capuano's Offce
Dr Evangelesti's Office

DrSbitany's Ofice
of Roch

Plastic Surgery Assoc of Roch
Plastic Surgery Group

Plastic Surgery Group of Roch

Plastic Surgery Group of Roch
Plastic Surgery Group of Roch
Plastic Surgery Group of Roch

.

Center for Children & YoutQs

Dr. Lawrence's Dffice

Dr Lewek's Office

Dr Remington's Office

Dr Schubmehl's Office
Dr Young's Office
Genesee Mental Health Center
Linden Oaks Therapy

Roch Mental Health Center
Roch Mental Health Center

Jordan
Orlowski

Prabhu

Michael

BethA.
Nivedita P.

GRIPA Owner Physicians
Newark Med

Newark

Newark

14551 PEDIATRICS

14513 PEDIATRICS

14513 PEDIATRICS

14513 PEDIATRICS

etr

Newark

14551 PEDIATRICS

1200 Driving Park Ave

Sodus .

14551 PEDIATRICS

MD

Sodus

14589 PEDIATRICS

MD
Ave

Martha
MD

1200Driving Park

Kincaid
Suzanne V,
MD

4425 Old Ridge Rd

MD

Prestwich

Sandra
MD

err

Rochester

14621 PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHAB

14580 PEDIATRICS

Newark Med

Box 374

.

1425 Ponland Ave

MD

Hellmann

Annamaria

MD

Box 374

..

etr

Sodus

14589 PEDIATRICS

Kontor
Michael

Newark Med

6692 Middle Rd

POBox 9 .

PO Box 9

Wiliamson

14590 PEDIATRICS

Shoemaker

Uma

1425 Ponland Ave

.

6692 Middle Rd

PO Box 9

Williamson

1200 Driving Park Ave

6692 Middle Rd

PO Box 934

Wolcott

14580 PEDIATRICS

DO

4425 Old Ridge Rd

PO Box 934

Webster

Banon W.

Richard F.

6254 Lawville Rd
Suite 200

Kaplan

.

MD

45 Webster Commons Blvd

Suile 200

Sharada p,.

Endres

MD

45 Webster Commons Blvd

Menon

.

MD

Webster

Aggarwal
MD

2640 Ridgeway Ave

14621 PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHAB

Jean L.
MD

Rochester

Nickels

Donald J.

14626 PLASTIC SURGERY

Capuano

14607 PLASTIC SURGERY

14625 PLASTIC SURGERY

14625 PLASTIC SURGERY

14625 PLASTIC SURGERY

Suite

Rochester
220 Alexander St

611 .. Rochester

MD

14626 PLASTIC SURGERY

Slephen

Rochester.

Evangelisti

Suite 315

14621 PLASTIC SURGERY

156110ng Pond Rd

14625 PLASTIC SURGERY

MD

Rochester

Rochester

Carrasquillo

Usama

Suite 1 01

Rochester

14625 PLASTIC SURGERY

Sbiany

Suite 310

Rochester

1445 Ponland Ave
10 Hagen Dr

Suite 310

Rochesler

Davenport

MD

MD

10 Hagen Dr

Suite 310

H. Raul

Ines

MD

10 Hagen Dr

Suite 310

Jeffrey A.

10 Hagen Dr

Suite 310

Fink

Herrera

Mark

MD

Rochester
10 Hagen Dr

MD
MD

Timothy

Ralph p,

O'Connor

Pennino

14607 PSYCHIATRY

224 Alexander St

Rochester

MD

27 Rowley St

Pittsford

West Wing 2

Vishnu

MD

326 Garnsey Rd

14534 PSYCHIATRY

14618 PSYCHIATRY
Pittsford

14607 PSYCHIATRY

14534 PSYCHIATRY

Rochester

14621 PSYCHIATRY

14625 PSYCHIATRY

Rochester
East Wing 1

Rochester

14621 PSYCHIATRY

Rochester

Rochester

Suite 200

Suite B7

14618 PSYCHIATRY

Challapalli

WiliamT,

MD

2541 Monroe Ave

14607 PSYCHIATRY

1815 Clinton Ave South
Lewek

Frederick

MD

953 Pittsford,Mendori Ctr Rd

Rochester

MD

Remington

James Q.

MD

100 Linden Oaks

224 Alexander St

490 Ridge Rd East

Rochester

Timothy L.

Schubmehl

Robert B,

MD

MD

490 Ridge Rd East

Suite 445

Lawrence

Young

Gregory L.

MD

Tulio

MD

.

Seeger

AliceM.

Ortega

Kashinath B.

Tariot

Patil
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Roch Mental Health Center
Rochester General Hospital

Strong Psychiatry Faculty Practice
ViaHealth Behavioral Health Network

Highland Hospital

..

Mary M Parkes Asthma/Pulmonary etr. .
RGH Dept of Pulmonary Disease

RGH Deptof Pulmonary Disease
RGH Deptof Pulmonary Disease
RGH Dept of Pulmonary Disease
RGH Dept of Pulmonary Disease
RGH Dept of Pulmonary Disease

Roch Cardiopulmonary Group
Batavia Radiation Oncology

Finger Lakes Radiation Oncology

Finger Lakes Radiation Òncology
RGH Dept of Radiation Oncology
RGH Dep! of Radiation Oncology

RGHDept of Radiation Oncology
Borg Imaging Group

Borg Imaging Group

Group

Borg Imaging Group
Borg Imaging

IDE Imaging Group

Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates

Roch Radiology Associates

Rocli Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates

Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates

GRIPA Owner Physicians
490 Ridge Rd East

n

MD
..

14621 PSYCHIATRY

Eric
1425 Portland Ave

Rochesler

Rennert
MD

14621 PSYCHIATRY

Gerald ..

Box PSYCH

Rochester

Grumet
300 Crittenden Blvd

14642 PSYCHIATRY

MD

Rochester

Adrian

14621 PSYCHIATRY

Leibovici

Rochester

490 Ridge Rd East

14620 PULMONARY

MD

Rochester

Joseph .
Box 85

Vasile .

Suite 110

1000 South Ave

400 Red Creek Dr

MD
MD

Canos R.
..

14623 PULMONARY

Michàel

Ortiz
..

14621 PULMONARY

Finigan

Rochester

Rochester

Box 202

14621 PULMONARY

14621 PULMONARY

1425 Portland Ave

Rochester

14621 PULMONARY

MD

Rochester

Ming Yan

Rochester

Chow

Box 202

Box 202

1425 Portland Ave

Box 202

14621 PULMONARY

1425 Portland Ave

Portland Ave

Rochesler

MD

1425

Box 202

Anthony

MD

1425 Portland Ave

MD

Damanpaul
MD

1425 Portland Ave

David

Sondhi
Andrew
MD

Lee
Swinburne
Gary W,

14621 PULMONARY

Wahl

1445 Portland Ave

14621 PULMONARY

MD

262 Bank St

Rochester

MD

7 Ambulance Dr

Rochester

Robert

MD

Rochester

14621 RADIA nON ONCOLOGY

14621 RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Suite 104

Dale
Kevin J,

MD . 7 Ambulance Dr

Rochester

14020 RADIA nON ONCOLOGY

Mudd
Charles H.

Box 223

Rochester
Rochester

14618 RADIOLOGY

14618 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Clifton Springs 14432 RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Suite 320

Rochester

Box 223

.

Albrecht
Sidney H,

1425 Portland Ave

Box 226

Batavia

Box 202

Fedullo

.

Sobel

WiliamB.

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Clifton Springs 14432 RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Casey
Alberto Lopes

MD

1815 Clinton Ave South

Suite 320

1425 Portland Ave

Daconceicao
Bingren

MD

1815 Clinton Ave South

MD

Liu
Bradley

MD

14618 RADIOLOGY

A.

Cole

Susan

Rochester

Avanzato

Arseneau

Martine

Cheryl

Marianne

MD

MD

MD

1425 Portland Ave

PO Box 111

PO Box 111

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Suite 190

Box 226

190

Box 226

Rochester

Rochester

Rochester

Rochesler

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

Backenstoss

Daniel

1415 Portland Ave

1415 Portland Ave

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

.

Danahy

Suite 320

14618 RADIOLOGY

Clinton Ave South

14618 RADIOLOGY

1815

14513 RADIOLOGY

MD

Rochester

Radha S.

Newark

14513 RADIOLOGY

Iyer

Newark

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

Suite 320

Rochester

1815 Clinton Ave South

Rochester

MD

2263 Clinton Ave South

Box 226

Box 226

Robert J.

1425 Portland Ave

Lorenzetti

MD

1425 Portland Ave

Rochester

Jonathan

MD

1415 Portland Ave

MD

Broder

Atul

MD

Ruby L.

Gupta

Sarah

Belton

Ifthikharuddin

Jacobson

Roman

MD

MD

Rochester

Suite

Kowalchuk

Robert

Rochester

14621 RADIOLOGY

Box 226

MD

Lerner

Suite 190
Ahmad

1415 Portland Ave

1425 Portland Ave

Monajati

MD

Rochester

James

Suite 190

Montesinos
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Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates

Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates
Roch RadiologyAssociates

Roch Radiology Associates
Roch Radiology Associates

The Arhritis Center of Rochester
RGH Dept of Surgery

Genesee Valley Cardiothoracic
Genesee Valley Cardiothoracic
Genesee Valley Cardiothoracic
University Cardiothoracic Surgery

for Urology

Center for Urology
Center

for Urology

Center for Urology
Center

Center for Urology
Center for Urology

Center for Urology

Dr. Ashman's Office
Dr. Guthinger's Office

Dr. Hulbert's Offce
Dr. Mevorach's Office

Dr. Rabinowitz's Offce
Dr. Sarats Office
Roch Urology!loup

Urology Associates of Roch
Urology Associates of Roch
Greater Roch Vascular/Gen Surg

Section of Vascular Surgery
U of R Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery
Vascular Surgery Associates

Vascular Surgery Associates

.

GRIPA Owner Physicians

1425 Portland Ave

1415 Portland Ave

170 Cross Keys Office Pk

Böx 226

Box 226 . .

Suite 190

Rochester

Rochester

Rocester

Rochester

Fairport

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

14621 RADIOLOGY

14450 RADIOLOGY

MD

MD

1425 Portland Ave
Box 226

Rochester

Nicholas C.

ArthurJ.
MD

. 1425 PortlândA\e
Suite 190

Avice M,

Segal
Eric
MD

1415 Portand Avé

Russo
Spitzer

Sanjeev ..
MD

14621 RADIOLOGY

.

Taneja ..
Edward B.
Box 226

Zinkin

1425 Portland Ave

O'Connell

.
..

MD

Adam

14618 RHEUMATOLOGY

Zinkin

Rochester

2210 Monroe Ave

14621 SURGICAL ONCOLOGY

Rochester

Rochesler

Rochester

Rochester

14607 UROLOGY

14609 UROLOGY

14609 UROLOGY

14609 UROLOGY

14609 UROLOGY

14609 UROLOGY

Becker

MD

Rochester

14621 THORACIC SURGERY

14621 THORACIC SURGERY

Aitezaz

Suite 301

Rochester

Rochesler

14621 THORACIC SURGERY

Ahmed

Suite 240

Suile 240

Rochester .

14642 THORACIC SURGERY

.

1415 Portland Ave

Suite 240

Rochester

Stephen

MD

1415 Portland Ave

Box SURG

14609 UROLOGY

Ettinghausen

David
MD

601 Elmwood Ave

Rochester

14609 UROLOGY

1415 Portland Ave

Cheeran
Ronald
MD

2615 Culver Rd

Rochester

1445 Portland Ave

Kirshner

Peter
MD

2615 Culver Rd

MD

Knight.
Melanie
MD

2615 Culver Rd

MD

Butler
Paul L.
MD

Eli J.

DiMarco

Louis

Rochester

14621 UROLOGY

14607 UROLOGY

2615 Culver Rd

2615 Culver Rd

Rochester

MD

209 South Goodman St

Rochester

14621 UROLOGY

Abraham

MD

209 South Gooman St

Suite 309

Rochester

14621 UROLOGY

Glazer

John

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 309

14551 UROLOGY

2615 Culver Rd

Valvo
P. Miller

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 309

Rochester

MD

Ashnnan

WiliamP,

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Sodus

14623 UROLOGY

Gregory

Guthinger

William

MD

6600 Middle Rd, Suite 1700 PO Box 98

Rochester

Oleyourryk

Hulbert

Robert

MD

Suite B

2615 CulverRd

Mevorach

Ronald

MD

400 White Spruce Blvd

Suite 330

MD

Rabinowitz

Pradeep G.

MD

995 Senator Keating Blvd

Frederick

Saraf

David

MD

Laurence

MD

995 Senalor Keating Blvd

Suite 330

Rochesler

Rochester

14625 VASCULAR SURGERY

14618 UROLOGY

14618 UROLOGY

Dever

Tonelli

Gentile

David P.

.

Eichel

Rochester

.

Rochester

MD

.

Rochester
Donahue

Suite 320

14642 VASCULAR SURGERY

30 Hagen Dr

14642 VASCULAR SURGERY

MD

Rochester

Thomas E.

Box SURG

Rochester

14621 VASCULAR SURGERY

Penn

Box 652

Rochesler

601 ElmwooAve
601 Elmwood Ave

Suite 125

MD

MD

1415 Portland Ave

Michael
Karl

MD

Singh
Illig

Jeffrey

14621 VASCULAR SURGERY

Rhodes

14621 VASCULAR SURGERY

Suite 108

Rochester

1445 Portland Ave

Suite 108

MD

1445 Portland Ave

Kevin

MD

Geary

Patrick N.

Rochester
Riggs
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.

GRIPA Contract Providers

McMeekin
Brown

Thomas O.

University Dermatology Assoc

Marc D.

Medical Specalty
DERMATOLOGY
DERMATOLOGY

Muhlbauer Dermatopatholoqy

Muhlbauer

Jan E.

DERMA TOPA THOLOGY

Park Ridqe Hospital

Cave Jr

WillamT.

Strong Memorial Hospital
Dr. Ryan's Offce

Ureles
Ryan
Yong
Rowley

Alvin L.

Vates

GeorQe
Paul

ENDOCRINOLOGY. .
ENDOCRINOLOGY
INTERNAL MEDICINE
INTERNAL MEDICINE
MEDICAL GENETICS
NEUROLOGICAL
NEUROLOGICAL

Lee D.

ORAL

Jefferv
Amanda
Melissa
Benedetto
Laurie

PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS

Genesee Valley Laser Centre

Medical Associates at Genesee
Medical Specialty Group

StronQ Memorial Hospital
StronQ Memorial Hospital
Dr. Pollan's Offce

.

EnQlish Rd Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine
English Rd Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine
English Rd Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine
English Rd Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine
English Rd Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine
Oqden Pediatrics
Panorama Pediatric Group

Penfield Pediatrics
Penfield Pediatrics
Penfield Pediatrics
Penfield Pediatrics
Pittsford Pediatric Associates
Pittsford Pediatric Associates
Pittsford Pediatric Associates
Pittsford Pediatric Associates
Portland Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group
Westside Pediatric Group

Stephen D.

Arlene

Peter

Holman
Pollan
Alberts
Knapp
Beisheim
Vitullo

Heil

Mark

Klier

Mcinerny
Weinberq
Heintz

Marqot
Barbara A.
.

Kaplan
Hahn

Senqupta
Topa
Goldberg
Preston
Hughes
Cress
Sharma
Gagnon

Ellot
Cathy
Rahul J,
David

Rachel
Chad

.

Molly

Clarene J.
Piush

.

Carol A.

Gretchen R
Michael

Volk

Green

Alejandro
Vincent

Marchini

Dr. Kumetats Offce

Kumetat
Letourneau

Borg Imaging Group
Borg ImaQinQ Group
Borg ImaginQ Group
Borg ImaQing Group
Borg Imaging Group
Borg Imaging Group
Borg Imaging Group
Borg Imaging Group

Thomas

Timothy

Dr. Fasanello's Offce

Genesee Mental Health Center
Pittsford Psychiatric Group
Sleep Disorders Center of Roch

.

Geen

F asanello

Dr. Letourneau's Offce
Dr. Pisetzner's Offce
Dr. Schubmehl's Offce
Dr. Wohltmann's Offce

Fname

Lname

Group Practice Name

Pisetzner
Schubmehl
Wohltmann
Biviano
Satloff
Israel

Bernie B.

Thomas G.
.

Melvin K.

John B.
Virçiinia A.

Ronald S,
Aaron
Robert H.

Schuster
Wopperer

James

Benazzi
Cavalieri
Bennett
Fogarty
Kurland

Robert
Antoinette

Lincoln

A. James

Daniel

Jane
Janine
Christine

Page 1 of 2
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SURGERY

..

:.

...
..

....

PEDIATRICS.
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PEDIATRICS
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
PULMONARY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

..

.

. .

GRIPA Contract Providers
.

Elizabeth Wende

Group Practice Name
Breast Clinic

Elizabeth Wende Breast Clinic
Elizabeth Wende Breast Clinic
Elizabeth Wende Breast Clinic
Elizabeth Wende Breast Clinic
Elizabeth Wende Breast Clinic
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imagina Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group
IDE Imaging Group

Rheumatology Assoc of Roch
Rheumatology Assoc of Roch
University Cardiothoracic Surgery

.

Medical SDecialt

Lname
Somervile

Fmime
Patricia

RADIOLOGY

Murphy

Philip

RADIOLOGY

Zuley

Margarita
Posy
Wende

RADIOLOGY

Stamatia

RADIOLOGY

Louis

RADIOLOGY

Rosemary
Nancy Ann

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

Bruce

RADIOLOGY

M. Atif .

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

Seifert
Logan-Young
Destounis
Gianakakis
Utz
Gadziala
Strinaer
Khalid

Hainen
Chuna
Storch
Gopal
Haymes

.

Ronald L.

RADIOLOGY

James

RADIOLOGY

Alan

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

Hari

De Mocker

John C.

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

Cohn
Bowers
Barnell
Femia

Frederick S.

RADIOLOGY

Allyson

Wolf

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

Keith

Stuart
W. Winslow
..

Jacoby
Herbert
Shlotzhauer
Pryhuber
Massey

Michael G.

Ted D.

Ronald

Schroeder
Hantman
Schrank

David M.
Mel

.

RADIOLOGY

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

..
.

..

.

-:

RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY

RADIOLOGY
RHEUMATOLOGY
Keith
RHEUMATOLOGY
Howard Todd THORACIC SURGERY
Steven G.

T ammi L.

Page 2 of 2
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GRIPA Physicians' Secondary Specialties

Lname
Challapall
Tariot
Stolarczyk
Iannucci
Jurik
Algase
Kurnath
McGrail
Meloni

Blasczak
Heasley
Ryan
Siobard
Schabel
Stornell
Wood
Potter
Rich
Rice

Fname

Medical Specialtv

Name

Group Practice

Vishnu
AliceM.
Richard
Brenda

Center for Children & Youths
.
Linden Oaks Therapy
Dr. Stolarczyk's Office

John A.
Leslie F.

Partners in Internal Medicine-Hagen Drive
Partners in Internal Medicine-Hagen Drive

Joseph F.

Partners in Internal Medicine-HagenDrive

Kathleen

Stephen

Bay Creek Medical Group
Elmwood Medical Associates

David

Arcadia Family Practice

Paul
Stephen D.

Wayne MedicalGroup - Newark

James A.

Lifetime Health - Wilson Center
Hill Haven Nursing Home
Lifetime Health
Highlands Living Center
Dr. Potter's Office
Lifetime Health - Perinton Center
Ridgeplex Internal. Medicine
Medical Associates at Genesee
Wayne Medical Group- Wolcott
Highland Hospital OB/GYN
Strong OB/GYN Group
DiNolfo, Howitt, Urban
University OB/Perinatology Group
Anesthesia Associates of Roch

Scott
Leo F.
James B.

Douglas
Steven A.
Linda
Lawrence N.

Chessin
Nagendra

Thambirajah

McNanley
Woods

Thomas J.
James R.

Howitt

Jacquelyn C.

Glantz
Guadagnino
Proper
Dotson
Nemani
Mroueh
Hayes

J. Christopher
Paul L.

Dr. Iannucci's Office

.

Dr. Ryan's Offce

Gilbert P.

Anesthesia Associates

Eric

.

.

of Roch

Rosalind. A.

Anesthesia Associates of Roch
Pain Treatment Medicine of the Finger Lakes
Institute for Reproductive Health
Institute for Reproductive Health

Deane

Peter

AAIR

Jones

Douglas H.

GHS Allergy/lmmun/Rheum

Ajai K.

Jamil

..

CHILD PSYCHIATRY
CHILD PSYCHIATRY
ENDOCRINOLOGY
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
.
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIA TRieS . .
GERIATRICS ..
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS
GERIATRICS

.
..

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE
MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE
MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE
MATERNAL & FETAL MEDICINE
PAIN MANAGEMENT
PAIN MANAGEMENT
PAIN MANAGEMENT
.
PAIN MANAGEMENT
REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY
REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY
.
RHEUMATOLOGY
RHEUMATOLOGY
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Monroe County Health. System Market Report - 3Q05
Current Quarter VS. Prior Quarter

QUClrt~rly Update ..3Q05

** As of 7/02 Unity reports cases instead of procedures for A5U.
Unity on this report are estimated at 1.4 procedures per case
Procedures for
based on Unity's 2001-2003 data.

29.7%

35.8%
10.2%

46
15

5.
1õ

Source: Rochester Regional Healthcare Association (RRHA) Hospital Utilization Graph (HUG) Report; 2003-2004.

Prepared by Karen Bernhardt, Performance Improvement Coordinator
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Monroe County Health System Market Report - 3Q05
Current Quarter VS. Same Quarter Prior Year

-,

Quàrterlv Update - 3Q05

TgtallnJ)tjent" ..',': "."'.:$Qq/i",,iJi,:';: "":'d;;; .'...........:.3Q04.... '--~'...Ctiangø '..

"'," ,',.:: ':"'P¡$Ç~lirglt( y;,'::l\s$.'¡~;r';'" \;,,'.:,('AlQSJ!P,),' ,;Plsçhill'"d.'"I\S~" .,..ALOS '%i;lS!çl1':':' ':,flS::P~jiits\ALQS DaY$

\llaHtlilthiRGH' 7,766 29.2% 5.03 8,15529.3% 5.01 -4.8%. -0.2% 0.02
Str(i!"9liøä1th" 14,167 53.2% 5.64 13,690 49.2% 5.73 3.5% 3.9% -0.09

,

36,9%
41.0%
25.6%
15.4%
18.0%
4.1%
100.0%

i,'. 'i, ....:

5.13
6.58
6.78
6.25
5.72
6.28
5.88

1 ,466

4,428
4,353
2.887
2,153
518
11,975

.'

27.6%
58.9%
48.4%
16,2%
13.5%
0.0%
100.0%

MS%'

,"., .......3Q04

37.0%
36.4%
24,1%
12,2%
18.0% i..'
4.3%
100.0%

'.. .,'......'.....~r:','.'.AJ~S~.(¡~""";,:'...~~~:,..
"01
$c..h
arues
.' .. ..0,.... ".."..,...., ,),i".' ""..J¡Ç,ar9~, " .'.. .. 0
4,034
4,480
2,796
1,684
1,964
. 445

10,923

3Q05:'

..,.MS%"t
:'.41;0$:2:';
:PI$cti~rllëS'
26.9%
5.35
2,087
60.0%
5.42
4,451
49.4%
5.96
3,336
17,6%
3.89
1,115
13.1%
3.86
1,023
0.0%
0.00
0
100.0%
5.20
7,561

.'

5.05

ALOS .
6.61

6,65
6,53
5.67
6.35
5.76

ALOS
5.50
5.48
6,05
3.77
4.02
.
0.00
5.29

I

.". ",'. . '.ChllIl98 :

-0.7%
1.1%
1,1%
1.4%
-0.4%
0.0%
0.0%

,,'.,'

-0.15
-0.06
-0,09
0.12
-0.15
0.00
-0.09

.';. '.'
Change ..'
MSPØints . ,Ai.OSDays

Qisch ' .,... MS'PQints, !ALQSDays
-8.9%
0.0%
0.08
2.9%
"4.7%
-0.03
-3,2%
1.5%
0.12
14,9%
3.2%
-0.27
-8.8%
0.0%
0.04
-14.1%
"0.3%
-0.06
-8.8%
0.0%
0.12

,'."
-0.6%
3.8%
2,2%
8.6%
-1.3%
0.0%
1.9%

%E)lsch" '.,'.'

%

Strong 9.551 35.9% 6.32 9,399 33.8% 6.42 1.6% 2,1% -0,11
Highland
4,616 17.3% 4.24 4,291 15.4% 4.19 7.6% 1.9% 0.04
Unity 4,159 15.6% 5.88 4,44016.0% 5.72 -6.3% -0.4% 0.16
LakesIde ,.., 250 2.1% 5.53 703 2.5% 5.16 -64.4% -0.5% 0.37
Total ,.'. ',".'. .', 26,639 100.0% 5.50. 27,806 100.0% 5.45 -4.2% 0.0% 0.05
"d.

Mt.Ølçal

ViäHealttlRGH'
Strong .Heliith
Strong
Highland
Unity
Lakeside~
. . .'
Tot¡l

' .

7,705

0

1,010

1,211

2,075
4,620
3,409

Discharges

* Lakeside reports Med/Surg together as medical

sim;iicai

.,.

ViäliealthRGH'
Strong Health

Strong
Highland
UnitY

LakesideTotal

Source: Rochester Regional Healthcare Association (RRHA) Hospital Utilization Graph (HUG) Report, 2003-2004,

Prepared by Karen Bernhardt, Performance Improvement Coordinator

'.
.'

.

.....

Dls~ll,!l.S'1
669
1,777
912
865
264
50

IQlse;t1al'.
677
1,698
827

2.68
3.04
3.33.

318
75
2,865

871

2.73
2.60
2.40
2.90

,,!,X;Ai,QS'!Y¡;

:; 3QGe¡.' ,,: f.. :::' ",:,":./!

,.:t\:;;;i~M$%':~,';'d

24.2%
64.4%
33.0%
31.3%
9.6%
1.8%
100.0%

Dis~harg~; ;:)::t&:MS"(~:i~'¡N ',,::;:A4(;'Si,,:jplscharges

1,127

0

283

°

200
644
644

Discharges

.... ,.....'

17.7%
57.1%
57.1%
0.0%
25.1%
0.0%
100.0%

"':.;':'.MS%,,!'

'3Q05/:":'

"'AL()S ....'.: " Discharges
13.09
190
11.12
647
11.12
647
0,00
°
11.96
273
0.00
0
11.68
1,110

'".' ........

968 100.0% 7.59 905

i.

° 0.0% 0,00 °
o 0.0% 0.00 0
o 0.0% 0.00 0

172 17.8% 4.34 142
796 82.2% 8.30 763
796 82.2% 8,30 763

,;':',;D;t~Ø()5~:i" .' c,~..~

2,760

..""'.',, "'",;: ,,'

Monroe County Health System Market Report - 3Q05

....

,.,.

I

.

Current QuarterV5. Same Quarter Prior Year

.'

Quarterly Update -3Q05
Obstebic:

Health

ViaHåalthRGH '...'...
Strong

Strong
Highland
Unity

Lakeside
Total

Pediatrics

Strong Health

ViaHealthRGH

Highland

Strong I

~
i:e
Total

Psychiatric

Lakeside

Via Health RGH
Strong' Health
Strong
Highland
Unity

Total

.'

3Q04 '"

.

".',' '.... "', ",:,,)';;:I':~J;'i\):',!;,A:.;;::,;ehaiig, ',,''7

," ." ';. -l.,; ,"~,: '
.......1 "'"

Al;Os .,. "';d 'WPIScl(?

4..71 21.1%1

9.22 4.3%1
9.22 4.3%1

0,0%
0.0%
0.0%
7.0%

. 'C;hlnge

"','..,' MS P9iilis

2.1%
-2.1%
-2.1%
0,0%

õ.
õ.
õ.

',".,'" ,

-:

, ALOS Days

-0.93
-0.93
0.00

õ.
õ.

-m

.)" ..i ., Change
'%Disch' .,
ALOS
Days
MSPoints
5.3%
0.6%
-0.42
-0.5%
-1.1%
-0.24
-0.5%
-1.1%
-0.24
0.0%
0,0%
0,00
3.7%
0.5%
-0.19
0.0% .
0.0%
0.00
1.5%
0.0%
-0.24

0.00
0.00
0.00
8.51

J
ALOS
13.51
11.36
11.36
0.00
12.14
0.00
11.92

-

MS%'" i : ,'AL()S~';;J:;jdi~'6,ÚRi~çhg;;',' 'U:MS'f'Qintif ,ALQS pays'
0.12
0.6%
-1.2%
23.6%
2.56
0.11
5.1%
4.7%
2.93
59.3%
-0.03
4.2%
10.3%
28.9%
3.36
0.20
0,9%
2,53
-0.7%
30.4%
0.17
-1.5%
2.43
-20.5%
11.1%
-0;08
-0.8%
2.48
-33.3%
2.6%
0.14
0.0%
-3.7%
100.0%
2.76

MS

3Q04

15.7%
84.3%
84.3%
0.0%

õ.

'iõ.
3Q04
MS%
17.1%
58.3%
58.3%
0.0%
24.6%
0.0%
100.0%

Source: Rochester Regional Healthcare Association (RRHA) Hospital Utilzation Graph (HUG) Report, 2003-2004,

Prepared by Karen Bernhardt, Performance Improvement Coordinator

at 1.4 procedures per

"

'.

.'

Change

-5.0%
-2.4%
0.4%
-7.6%
-8.7%
9.7"1
-8.1"1

"'MS"!'. %Sur.geries

31.7%
36.1%
23.4%
12.7%
28.0%
2.6"1
100.0"1

29.3"1
48.2%
37,2%
11.1%
15.6%
6.9%
100.0"1

.....'.'MS"I.'

.

-1.8%
-2.1%
-0.8%
8.1%
-17.1%
0.9"1

MS Póint$
1.1%
. 2.2%

2,2%
0,1%
-0.2"1
0.5"1
0.0"1

'.'Y"Visits.
'.' MS Points
5.8"1
1.4"1
-1.3%
-1.1%
-0,2%
1.1%
-1.2"1
0.0"1

3QOif' ';.1. .......... '. ...Change
19,556
32,187
24,809
7,378
10,424
4,593
66,760

Visits.

.12,295

1,557
3,445
318

3,899
4,440
2,883

Surgeries

. ...;3Q04':. 'd' ...: I:

case

Monroe County Health System Market Report - 3Q05
Current Quarter vs. Same Quarter Prior Year
Quarterly Update ~. 3Q05

MS%
32.8%
38.4%
25.6%
12.7%
27.8%
3.1"1
100.0"1

Procedures for Unity on this report are estimated

data

. "3Q05
Sl,rgeries
3,703
4,333
2,894
1 ,439

3,146
349
11,297
,
3Q06
MS%
Visits. ~
20,688
30.7"1
31,616
46.9%
24,299
36.1%
7,317
10,9%
11,273
16.7%
3,808
5.7%
67,385
100.0%

;'.

,...

- As of 7/02 Unity reports cases instead of procedures for ASU.

.....:....

based on Unity's 2001-2003

ASU

Strongl1eêllth. ',.

....'
"

.

.'..'

,.

ViaHËtalthRGH"":'
Strong
Highland
Unity- ". ...... .... :

,.

Lakeside,q.d
Total""
ED
.'

Health

ViaHealthRGH
Strong

Strong

Lakeside

Highland
Unity .'

Total

Source: . Rochester Regional Healthcare Association (RRHA) Hospital Utilization Graph (HUG) Report, 2003-2004,

Prepared by Karen Bernhardt, Performance Improvement Coordinator
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GRIPA Participating Physicians Sorted by Specialty and Zip Code

GRIPA
Owners'

Total

GRIPA
Physicians in Owner
Area
Physicians

Specialty
Adolescent Medicine

Allergy and Immunology

I

Anesthesiology

GRIPA
Contracted
Physicians

Primary
Zip code

County

Location

12

1

14621

22

10

14626

Monroe

1

14618

Monroe

1

162

36

Monroe

County

Zip code

GRIPA
Contractors'
Primary
Location

1

14624

Monroe

1

14607

Monroe

6

14420

Monroe

1

14580

Monroe

34

14621

Monroe

1

14616

Monroe

1

..

.

...
.

Cardiology

871

40

14606

Monroe

2

14618

Monroe

10

14621

Monroe

14

14623

Monroe

1

14625

Monroe

6

14626

Monroe

4

14432

Ontario

-, 1

14456
14513

Ontario
Wayne

1

.
..

.

..
1
.

..
.

Child & Adolescent Psychiatry

Colon & Rectal Surgery

¡;ritcal Care Mecine

Dermatology

I

22

11

2

7

14607

Monroe

14625

Monroe

1
.

14620

Monroe

61

14621

Monroe . .

11

Monroe

11

I

21

1

14621

I

37

19

14450

Monroe

1

14534

Monroe

1

14607

Monroe

3

14609

Monroe

1

14618

Monroe

1

14621

Monroe

2

14623

Monroe

2

14625

Monroe

5

14626

Monroe

3

Page 1 of 6

-,

1

2

14642 Monroe
14623 Monroe

1
1

Specialty and Zip Code

GRIPA Participating Physicians Sorted by

Specialty
Endocrinology

Family Practice

GRIPA
Owners'

Total
GRIPA
Physicians in Owner
Area
Physièians
4

19

20

179

County

Zip code

.C'

14607

Monroe

2

Monroe

1

14624

Monroe

1

14450

Monroe

1

14526

Monroe

1

14534

Monroe

1

14580

Monroe

2

14605

Monroe

2

14607

Monroe

1

14616

Monroe

1

14618

Monroe
Monroe
Monroe
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne

14623
14502
14513 .

14519

General Surgery

Geriatric Medicine

401

15

22

751

16

491

4

101

-c

2

GRIPA
Contractors'
Primary
Location

14612 Monroe

1

14642 Monroe

1

.

.
.

1
.

..
1
1

2
2

Monroe

1

Monroe

1

14615

Monroe

1

14618

Monroe

5

14621

Monroe

4

14626

Monroe

3

14606

Monroe

1

14617

Monroe

2

14621

Monroe

16

14625

Monroe

1

14626
14432

Monroe

1

Ontario

1

14580

Monroe

2

Wayne
14534 .. Monroe
14621
Monroe
14622
Monroe
14617
Monroe
14625
Monroe

2

4

14609

Monroe

2

14626

Monroe

1

14513

Wayne

1

Page 2 of 6

County

Zip code

4

14534
14607

14513

Gynecology

Primary
Location

14621

14622

Gastroenterology

GRIPA
Contracted
Physicians

1

2

4
1

..

..

GRIPA Participating Physicians Sorted by Specialty and Zip Code

GRIPA
Owners'

Total

GRIPA
Physicians in Owner
Area
Physicians

Specialty
IGynecologlc Oncology

GRIPA
Contracted
Physicians

Primary
Zip code

3

County

14620

3

Location

Monroe

3

14621

Monroe

7

14623

Monroe

5

14432

Ontario

2

Zip code

GRIPA
Contractors'
Primary
Location

. County

.

Hematology I Oncology

40

I

14

...

.

.

.

Internal Medicine

433

132

..

14450

Monroe

7

14534

Monroe

7

14580

Monroe ..

14606

Monroe

1

14607

Monroe

14

14610

Monroe

1

Monroe

3

14615

Monroe

5
1

14616

Monroe

14617

Monroe

8

14618

Monroe

2

14621

Monroe

20

14622

Monroe

11

14623

Monroe
Monroe

15

14626

Monroe

. 14432
14489

Ontario

14513 .

14551

14589

Infectious Disease

28

.

5

.

1

' ..

..

.
.
.

..

1

.

.

....

..

7
1
.
1

.

1.

14621

Monroe

3

14607

Monroe

1

Wayne

1

.

1

Monroe

1

3

14590

Monroe

8

Wayne
Wayne

14590

14617
14607

4

Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne

14519

.
.

10

.

14612

14625

. 2

....

.
.
i

Maternal & Fetal Medicine

Medical Genetics

Neonatal

I Perinatal Medicine

Nephrology

12

5

4

0

12

0

29

7

14642

Monroe

5

I

1

14621

Monroe

Page 3 of 6

7

14642 Monroe

1

Code

GRIPA Participating Physicians Sorted by Specialty and Zip

i

GRIPA
Owners'

Total

GRIPA
Physicians in Owner
Area
Physicians

Specialty
Neurological Surgery

Primary

Neurology

4

14615
14621

I

75

County

Zip code

131
I

GRIPA
Contracted
Physicians

14

I

Location

Monroe

1

Monroe

3

14615..

Monroe

1

14513

Wayne ...

1

14456

Ontario

1

14621

Monroe

8

14642

Monroe

1

14424

Ontario

1

.14432

Ontario

1

County

Zip code

GRIPA
Contractors'
Primary
Location

14642 Monroe

2

.

.

2

.

.

..

..

.

.

OB/GYM

152

46

14526

.

Monroe

6

14607

Monroe

3

14618

Monroe

1

14620

Monroe

1

14621

Monroe

10

14626

Monroe

13

14642

Monroe

7

14513
14551

Wayne
Wayne

2

14534

Monroe

1

14607

Monroe

2

14613

Monroe

1

.

3

.

Ophthalmology

88

Oral Surgery

17

25

3

14618

Monroe

7

14621

Monroe

2

14624

Monroe

2

14626

Monroe

3

14642

Monroe

5

14513

Wayne

2

14450

Monroe

14621

Monroe

2

.

1
.

Orthopedics

1

901

20

14618 . Monroe
14621
Monroe

8

14623

Monroe

3
2

1

14625

Monroe

14626

Monroe

3

14513

Wayne
Wayne

2

14589

Page 4 of 6

1

.

.

..

1

14514 Monroe

1

GRIPA Participating Physicians Sorted by Specialty and Zip Code

.

Total

GRIPA
Physicians in Owner
Area
Physicians

Specialty

Otolaryngology

44

Zip code

14

County

GRIPA
Owners'
Primary
Location

GRIPA
Contracted
Physicians

14618

Monroe

7

14621

14626

Monroe
Monroe

1

14424

Ontario

1

14456

Ontario
Wayne

3

14513

GRIPA
Contractors'
Primary
Location

County

Zip code.

..

1

..

1

.

..
.

Pain Management

23

4

14580

Monroe

3

14625

Wayne

1

14450

Monroe

4

14514

Monroe

14526

Monroe

14534

Monroe

14580
14607

Monroe

14612

Monroe

2

14615

Monroe

1

3

...
.

:Pediatric&

230

n

;

Monroe

14617

Monroe

14621

Monroe

.

1

4

3

14534 Monroe

4

2

14616 Monroe
14617 Monroe
14624 Monroe
14625 Monroe

5

7

.

14623

Monroe

2

Monroe

1

14625

Monroe

10

14626

Monroe

6

14513

Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne

14589
14590

1

1

7
1

..

20

14624

14551

.

14514 Monroe
14526 Monroe

4

,

..

23

..

.

5
3
2
.
1

.

..

Physical Medicine &

~ehabilittion

'Iastie Surgery

r

20

2

22

9

14621

Monroe

2

14607

Monroe

1

14621

Monroe

1

14625

Monroe

5

14626

Monroe

2

.

.
i
i

.

'syehiatry

I

131

14

14534

Monroe

2

14607

Monroe

3

14618

Monroe

2

14621

Monroe

5

14625

Monroe

1

14642

Monroe

1

Page 5 of 6

8

14534 Monroe
14450 Monroe
14607 Monroe

6
1
1

i -

GRIPA Participating Physicians Sorted by Specialty and Zip Code

GRIPA
Owners'

Total

Specialty

GRIPA
Physicians in Ownef
Area
Physicians

Pulmonaiy

45

Radiology

I

Primary
Zip code
9

1691 -

23

-

Radiation Oncology

GRIPA
Contracted
Physicians

30

6

County

Location

14620

Monroe

1

14621

Monroe

7

14623

Monroe

1

14450

Monroe

1

14618

Monroe ___

5

14621

Monroe

15

14513

Wayne

2

14020

Genesee

14621

14432

Monroe
Ontario

14626

Monroe

Zip code

County

GRIPA
Contractors'
Primary
Location

14618 Monroe

1

1

-

27
-

14618 Monroe

21

14620 Monroe

6

1

-

Reproductive Endocrinology

6

2

3

2

2
-

-

Rheumatology

I

19

3

14607
14618

Monroe
Monroe

21

146211

Monroe

31

14642

Monroe

1

14607
14609

Monroe

2

Monroe

7

11

2 __

14609 Monroe

1

14642 Monroe

2

-

Thoracic Surgeiy

11

4
I

Urology

38

16

14618

Monroe

2

14621

Monroe
Monroe
Wayne

3

14623
14551

-

1
-

1
-

Vascular Surgeiy

17

6

14621

Monroe

14625
14642

Monroe

1

Monroe

2
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1

Gregg Coughlin
President

Mary Lorei
HR Administrator
Executive Secretary

..

Lin Jackson

I
I
I
L.

Jim Gamham

I
I

L___

Finance
Committees

--------

VP Finance

Jen Briggs,

Greater Rochester Independent Practìce Assocìatìon

Marianne Benjamin

Kathr Gardner

RNs/SWs

Jane Dean
Director, Care
Management Services

CI Project Director
LeadershiplMentoring

Vicki Viglucci

Director, Clinical Analysis
Evaluations & Outcomes

Director
Actuarial Services

Deb Lange

Dir. is & Project
Management

PR Consultant

Director,
Analysis

Statistician

Eric Nielsen, MD
CMO

Kelly Taddeo
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Network Services
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Coordinator

Jeanette Altavela
Manager, Pharmacy Services
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Effective Date:
Policy: Credentialing & Recredentialing Process

Nèw Polic : Revision: X Re laces Policies 127,130,202, 205,206,207,208,210,211,213 PoUc #: 2000

Com Iiance Standarc:: Board of Director's Resolution, NCQA Standards
Approved By:
Chairperson, Credentialing Committee/Date

Medical Director

Date

Rfä\li$iQh$';¡d ::~d , '. '...

Board of Directors Approval
Date:
Medical Management
Committee Review Date:
Credentialing Committee
Review Date:

11/10/04
N/A

10/25/04
EN
DA

Medical Director:

Chair erson:

CAC

Written B :

8/2/04

Draftin Date:

DISTRI BUlION:
Title

Name

GRIPA Chief Medical Offcer
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1. Purpose of Document
fhis document is to describe the basic requirementsfor exchanging claims data between GRIPA and
its physician partners who utilize a practice management system. The intended audience will consist
of end users, technical implementers,and project managers in order to gain the most knowledge of
GRIPA's business requirements.
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This Performance Report is a work-in-progress. We are constantly working
with our physician advisors to update and enhance this Report. 'oln'

Services Reports (CSRs), our goal is to
provide you with actionable information you can use to improve access to and
delivery of evidence-based clinical services to your GRI A patients enrolled
in ViaHealth Plan, Preferred Care (Commercial and Gold), and GRI A
conjunction with the GRIPA Clinical

Choice Choice products. This Report is produced twice yearly; the next

production is scheduled for March, 2006.
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I. What's New in this PCP performance report
II. Explanation of the Quality Indicators

III. Explanation of the Clinical Resource Indicators

IV. Explanation of the Bonus Points

V. Definition of terms
Report Date: March 2005

Infarction

Acute Low Back Pain
Acute Myocardial

Asthma - Adult

Asthma ' Pediatric
Atrial Fibrilation
Breast Cancer
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Chronic Renal Failure
Colon Cancer

Congestive Heart Failure

Coronary Artery Disease
CVAll1A

Depression

Diabetes Melltus
Epilepsy

Hepatitis C
HIVIAIDS

Hyperlipidemia

Hypertension
Migraine Headache
Multiple Sclerosis

Obesity
Osteoporosis
Preventative Services - Adult
Preventative Services - Pediatric
Prostate Cancer

Rheumatoid Arthritis
Sickle Cell Anemia

Clinical Guidelines Summary:
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ANNUAL EYE EXAMS: DIABETES
DIABETIC PATIENTS VISITS
Femal e pati ent (s) taki ng bi guani de (i e metformi n)

contai ni ng medi cati ons that had 2 most recent

serum c reati ni ne resul ts, both

contai ni ng niedi tati ons that had 2 most recent

Male patient(s) taking biguanide (iemetformin)
serum creati ni ne resul ts both~=
pati ent (s) compl i ant wi th presc ri bed

ACE-inh'ibitor (minimum compliance 70%)

Patient(s) compliant with prescribed
alpha-glucosidase inhibitor (eg acarbose,

mi gl i tol) (mi ni mum compl i ance 70%)
receptor antagoni st (mi ni mum compl i ance 70%)

patient(s) compliant with prescribed angiotensin

(eg metformin) (minimum compliance 70%)

Pati ent (s) compl i ant wi th p resc ri bed bi guani de

Patiem:(s) compliant with prescribed
D-phenylalanine (eg nateglinide) (minimum
comp 1 i ance 70%)
(eg repaglinide) (minimum compliance 70%)

pati ent (s) compl i ant wi th p rescri bed megl i ti ni de

Ceg gl i pi zi de, gl ybu ri de, gl i mepi ri de) (mi ni mum

Pati ent (s) compl i ant wi th presc ri bed sul fonyl urea
comp 1 i ance 70%)
Patient(s) compliant with prescribed
rosi gl i tazone) (mi ni mum compl i ance 70%)

thiazolidinedione (eg pioglitazone,

:;,)\

0%

-2%

TYPE FROM TARGET

BP

BP

24%

h'. "

BP

I.'d-'

BP

50%

BP

BP

100%

100%

GOAL I GOAL I DIFFERENCE

EBM

186

87%

.I AVERAGE
GRIPA I

GL YCOHEMOGLOBIN (A1C) TESTS

EBM

31

Differences greater than 6% above goal are highlighted in GREEN.

LIPID PROFILING (LDL-C): DIABETICS

EBM

receptor antagoni st that had an annual serum

pati ent (s) taki n9 an ACE-i nhi bi tor or angi otensi n

potassi uni (K+) test
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Top 10 Physicians Based on Current Rate
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Dr.

1
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13%

Dr.

2
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13%

Dr.

3
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80%

70%

10%

10%

Dr.

4

39

79%

82%

-3%

9%

Dr.

5

18

78%

65%

13%

8%

Dr.

6

36

78%

81%

-3%

8%

Dr.

7

35

77%

71%

6%

Dr.

8

52

77%

79%

-2%

7%
7%

52

77%

78%

-1%

7%

Dr.

9

Dr.

to

25

76%

86%

'10%

6%

Dr.

11

79

76%"

74%

2%

6%

Dr.
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76%

63%

1.%

6%
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Dear Dr. Guy R. lpa:
The enclosed Clinical Services Report tO. provides a list of your patients who

this
information is to assist you in validating the data used for your risk withhold
appear to have not received selected clinical services. The intent

of

return. We do understand that, since this information is derived from claims

data, your medical records are likely more current than our data.
We provide this information on your Clinical Services Report tOso that you
can verifY/correct patient information such as indicating if a patient received
the relevant service, such as "Not Diabetic" or
"Not My Patient." Corrections
wil be made to our database to ensure that your next Performance Report, and
all subsequent reports, reflect the most accurate information.

year, October2004 to September 2005, has
passed, please use this report for data corrections only.
ll All data wil be recorded, even if it does not apply to the current full year
;! Since the measurement

Performance Report.
.. Please return by February 6th to have your feedback contribute to the

full year Performance Report.
This Clinical Services Report tO release is intended to help you optimize your
Performance Report scores which are used to calculate your risk withhold
return.

~/~/I

Respectfull y,

Eric T. Nielsen, MD
Chief

Medical Offcer

ADDENDUM 1

CONTRACT NARRTIVE
The purpose of this narative is to provide a plain statement of the business needs of Customer and of the paricular
those needs.
ways in which Healthvision, through the Agreement, wil meet some of
The Agreement is to be read consistently with this Addendum; however, to the extent of any conflct between language
in the Agreement and language in this Addendum, the words and intent of the Agreement control. Healthvision has
provided its responses to how and to which initiatives it wil address in this Addendum.

Background and Overarching Purpose of the Agreement
and Aricle 44

under the New York Business Corpration Law

Customer is an independent practice association formed
of

the Public Health Law for the purpose of contracting with health maintenance organizations to provide or arange for

the provision of

health care services under HMO subscriber contracts.

In its present state, Customer is a network of more than 500 physicians and a dozen clinical facilities. The main
function of the network in caring out its purpose is to provide a single contracting point between the network

health care services by colleCting data from

providers and the HMOs. The network also facilitates the management of

its network providers, analyzing the data, and sharing that analysis with the network providers in a way that assists the
network providers in improving 1he quality, effciency, and effectiveness of

patient health care.

Customer has identified "clinical integration" as a critical strategic goal which is essential to Customer'slong term
survival as a network and a cornerstone component of Customer's effort to comply with- various sets of regulations
applicable to IPA networks.
and
ongoing and active programJor evaluating
Clinical integration is understood by Customer and Healthvision as an
modifying the practice patterns of network providers, It involves and requires a high degree of interdependence and
clinical cooperation among the network providers. The fundamental components of a clinical integration program
include:
. tne development 0/ common practice components. Common practice components can take many forms.

Clinical practice components might include clinical protocols, algorithms, or clinical paths. Common

economic practice components might include cost benchmarks or target cost levels for a paricular product or
service. Common practice quality components might include quality goals such as x% positive patient

satisfaction on certain issues such as waiting room time, friendliness of nurses and support staff, etc. A
simple example of common clinical guidance is a protocol for management of diagnosed Type II diabetes.
The protocol might require (among other things) that all patients diagnosed with diabetes be monitored on a
monthly basis for compliance with medication regimens for the first twelve months after diagnosis.
. a means o/monitoring compliance with clinical guidance. Clinical integration requires a means of
identifying those situations in which a network provider should be complying with a paricular protocol, and
also if determining whether the network provider is actually canplying. To continue the above example,
network administrators need a means of determining whether physician A has apatient with diabetes, and, if
so, whether physician A is monitoring his or her patients on a monthly basis for patient compliance with
paricular medication regimens,

. a means 0/ enforcing compliance with common clinical guidance requirements. The network must have a
means of

requiring network providers to comply with common clinical guidance. Failure to comply may, for

example, result in financial penalties for network providers, or may resulUn expulsion from the network.
Customer seeks the knowledge and expertise of

Health

vision in implementing certain

parts of

the technological

components of a clinical integration program, Healthvision's responsibilities in assisting Customer in realizing its
clinical integration strategies are outlined in the Agreement and as specifically outlined under Healthvision's responses
in this Addendum,

The Connected Community Systems Conèept
In its present state, the Customer network's providers are "unconnected," The information in a general practitioner's
patient chart, for example, generally stays with that physician and does not follow the patient when the patient goes to

1-1

the hospital or is referred to.. a specialist. Information obtained by the hospital or the specialist mayor may not find its
paper.
way back to the general practitioner's char, When information does flow back and forth, it is generaIly on
information-sharing that occurs in a
the types of
the diagram labeled A-F that Healthvision provides are outlined in
Healthvision's responses (numbers 1-12) in this Addendum and in the Agreement.

The foIlowing diagram is a conceptual view that shows a "picture" of
clinical environment. Those components of
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As this iIlustrationshows, the high-level concept is for information about patients currently housed in various segments
of the health care community - - namely the hospital, imaging and lab facilities, and the payor segments such as health
insurers and HMOs - - will be aggregated in a central location or "central data store," and then made available to the
physicians in the network and to Customer administration, Information is also aggregated from the physicians and
Customer administration into the central data store, making their relationship with the central data store a "two-way
street. "

Customer Request #1.
With respect to laboratory service providers, the arrow labeled "A" shows the flow of lab informtion between various
lab systems into the central data store, The goal is to have patient lab results sent to the central data store as that data is
generated by the labs, This information will include typical lab information such as test names, values and information
database
this export is to be sent directly to a
about what physician ordered the test for the patient. A mirror image of
maintained by Customer administration for analytical purposes. Once in the central data store, the information wil
then be available to network physicians and other authorized users.

Healthvision Response #1.
Healthvision wil accept and process data via a real-time interface between the source system and Healthvision's data
center. Availability of

data is dependent on frequency of

transmissions from source system(s) and the time necessar

1-2

to complete the translation of data for processing and fi.lling. within the central data store, Format and da. ta co~ents
will be defined as par of

the interface implementation process and wil be in accordance to the Healthvision_

specifications.

Healthvision will also provide a copy of each lab transaction to a database maintained by Customer. The format and
data components wil mirror what has been agreed to during the interface implementation process. Healthvison wil
route a copy, following receipt and processing, of each transaction to Customer for further processing within the
Customer.
this data once received by Customer are the responsibilty of
Customer data center. All translations of

Customer Reauest #2.
patient health eligibilty information from health
this data exchange isto allow physiciàn offces
to validate patient eligibility either directly from an eligibilty clearinghouse or by allowing the physician to access the
data stored on the payor's own information system.
With respect to payor data, the arow

care payors (insurers, HMOs, etc,) to the

labeled "B" shows the flow of

central data store. A goal of

Healthvision Response #2.
The Healthvision solution is focused on the clinical side of offce workflow and currently has limited

connectivity with

ayor systems,

Within the Healthvision e-prescribing (e-Rx) application, Healthvision is able
to check prescription eligibility using a specific standard inquiry and response transaction
through _, a third par system that provides connectivity between the various paries to an

electronic prescription. Within the Referral Management system, Healthvision is able tO,work with payors or
clearinghouse vendors to do an electronic referral certification and authorization using a different standard transaction
. Healthvision wil be adding the transaction described above
to the Referral Management service in late 2006 or early 2007.

Customer Reauest #3.
medical imaging reports from various imaging systems to the central data
flow of
store. The goal for this information flow is to allow direct access to the text of diagnostic reports by network
physicians through the central data store. The actual images (including medical imaging information such as radiology
images, photographs, and scanned documents) mustbe available to physicians by permitting them to access the
information in the imaging centers' information system without requiring additional logins, and wil be scoped under a
separate statement of work.

The arrow labeled "C" shows the

Healthvision Response #3.
Imaging diagnostic reports are sent to Healthvision via a
The imaging report source system

can include a

the "observation" (OBX)
the report, If present, the report will render the URL as a link, which can be clicked on to launch a new
segment of
browser window back to the image, Single sign-on and reference pointers can be combined so that when the image
and the image is displayed with no further
URL is clicked, the user is automatically logged into the imaging system
the image as part of

Uniform Resource Locator address (URL) referencing the location of

user interaction, The ability to implement single sign-on dependson the capabilities and cooperation of

system vendor.
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the imaging

Customer Request #4. :,~

The arow labeled "D" shows the flow of registration information from systems used by the major hospitals in

Rochester and , The goal is to have registration and patient census data, for both inpatient
and outpatient hospital services; sent to the central data store as that data is generated and made available by the
hospital systems, This exchange wiI also include reports available from the hospitals' internal information systems,

such as discharge summaries, discharge instructions, consult notes, radiology images, and laboratory results.

Healthvision Response #4.
Healthvision wiI make available within the central data store all data that is received that meets the intedace

requirements defined during inteiface implementation . Available
and te.xtuai
results), radiology reports, and transcribed reports ,Availability
data includes patient demographic, registration and visit information (ADT); laboratory results (discrete

of data is dependent on frequency of transmissions from source system(s) and the time necessar to complete the

translation of data for processing and fiing within the central data store.
In addition to the items

defined

listed above, Healthvision wil provide information pertaining to inpatient status (as

within the Customer source system

Customer Request #5.
used in
patient infonntion from electronic medical record (EMR) systems
physician offces to the central data store. This data exchange involving EMR systems wil be bi-directiollil and

The arow labeled "E" shows the flow of

according to national standards of interoperabili This data exchange
may include the electronic communication of Customer clinical guidelines from Customer to vendor EMR .or the
guidelines may be provided in some other fashion,

Healthvision Response #5.
Healthvision supports. the _ standard to move data from EMR systems into the Healthvision data exchange and
from the Healthvision data exchange back out to the EMR systems. We
standard and are certified by Healthvision, In regards to the
that adhere to the
wil support all vendors
of EMR, Healthvision is committed in the future to
movement of clinical guidelines from Customer to the variety
working with Customer, the EMR vendors and to find the most cost effective solution with eachEMR vendor.

Customer Request #6.
patient information from Customer's internal
the flow of
information systems to and from the central data store. There are two major goals that Customer has for this data
exchange. One is to be able to extract data in order to create an analytics database for the puiposes of analysis and
reporting, The other goal is to be able to use the data exchange system as a mechanism for distributing Customerspecific information to physicians.
The arow labeled "F" shows a potential representation of

Healthvision Response #6.
Healthvision will collect lab results data from the agreed upon source systems. These inbound lab
results feeds wiI be matched to patient identities and

sent to the Healthvision database. In addition to

Healthvision database, lab results and their uni1ue patient identifier/s wil also be

populating the

sent to a separate database

maintained by Customer in conjunction with its , which Customer uses for
compliance reporting and analytics. Currently, this separate database contains claims data provided to Customer

by

health care payors, The _ product wil continue to be the tool used for comparative analyses andreporting,

using both the existing claims data and the clinical data to be su lied from the Healthvision lab feeds.

_.
Future phases of

the HealthvisioniCustomer project (to be specifically scoped and planned at a later date) wil allow
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Healthvision wil enable physician user access to Customer-generated-and-stored

and other user-s ecific compliance document

Customer ReQuest #7.
the above data transfers and data access, there must be a process that wil uniquely identify each patient and
ensure all data is matched to the correct patient prior to data being stored in the central data store,
In all of

Healthvision Response #7.

Healthvision' application, through customized algorithms and rules, assists in the
resolution of potential duplicate patients being stored within the central data store. As patient data is
demographic information is reviewed and stored within the. database, Possible patient matches

received, key

are identified and

made available within the f~ocessing and final determination by Customer staff. Additionally,
through the configuration of

the algorithms and _ rules, the number of occurrences of

patient matches can

be

managed,

Once a determination is made that there is a patient match, the administrator can merge the patient
record, to combine patient records in down stream systems (i.e. central data
store and Customer database), This ensures that all patient data is matched to the correct patient in downstream

systems and that the patient record is reconciled into one patient centric record,

Customer ReQuest #8.
All data wil be codified according to Healthvision-defined standard code sets.

Healthvision Response #8.
Key clinical data wil be stored and codified within the Healthvision database, Codes sets are agreed to between
the project. Thecross"reference values are as follows:
Customer and Healthvision during the implementation phase of

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

Sex

Abnormal Flags
Patient Type
Admission Type
Document Type

Staff Type
Discharge Disposition
Result Status

Document Completion Status
Ethnic Group
Marital Status

Employment Status
Accommodation Code
Admission Source
Hospital Service

Relationship
Reason for Study
Religion
Visit Publicity
Visit Protection
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. Handicap",
. Primar Language
. Specialty
. Citizenship
Large and complex

codification tables, such as those code sets required to longitudinally map lab results data wiI be

provided by Healthvision and wiI be adapted by Customer.

Where industry standard codification is available,

national stadards wiI be adopted, Examples of

national

codification standards used are: ICD-9 codes, CPT codes, and HCPC codes.

Customer Reauest #9.
Physician Access to the Centralized Data
Physician access to the centralized data must be convenient and functional, and without significant investments of
hardware and softare by the individual physicians:

HeaIthvision Response #9.
Healthvision applications are hosted in its secure data center and made available to hysicians via the Internet. The

only softare required to access the applications is The

only hardware required by an end user is a PC capable of running and a connection to the Internet,

Depending on the applications Customer licenses, physicians may prefer to use handhelds or wireless Internet
connectivity. Handhelds must be capable of

running I

Performance wil var depending on the processing power and amount of memory in the PC or handheld; the speed of
the Internet connection and the load on the network. .

Customer Reauest #10.
At a basic level, physicians must be able to access the information from their offce or at other remote locations, either
personally or through support staf. The information must be made available to the physician in an organized; logically
appropriate manner, in a format that is easy to read and comprehend but contains all pertinent information.
It is envisioned that, on the first "live" date upon which physicians may access the central data store, at least twelve
months of "back information" about patients wiI have been previously loaded onto the system. .

HeaIthvision Response #10.

A statement of work Ìisociated with the back loading of patient data for the MPI, lab results
and practice management systems, based on an estimate of_ patient records, are outlned below.

Healthvision wil load into the repository historical data from three (3) Customer data sources asoutIinedbelow.
Healthvision and Customer wil work together to explore other methods that could reduce work effort associated with
the back load, including utilzing direct intedaces to

the source systems.

to

Customer wiI extract this data and deliver

MPI - The MPI data is maintained by Customer .

paries. Healthvision wil format and load this data into the
__ and fie in the Customer portal host.e. d by Healthvision. Customer wiI be responsible for m. anaging
Healthvision in a format agreed to by both

the. patient resolution process for this and all data processed through the , The back load of data
wil consist of two (2) fie loads, The first will be an initial load of all historical data, followed b a final

load to bring

the data current to date.

Lab Results - These data represent discrete observation lab results, no textual results, and is maintained by Customer.

Customer will extract this data and deliver to Healthvision in format agreed to by both paries.
Customer and Healthvision wiI work to resolve any issues related to missing data elements to appropriately provide
responsible for
access to this clinical information within the Customer portl hosted by Healthvision. Customer wil be

managing the. patient resolution process for this and all data processed through the . The back
load of data wil consist of two (2) fie loads. The first wil be an initial load of all historical data, followed by a final
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load to bring the data current to date,

The Customer and Healthvision wil explore the possibility of extracting current and historical data directly from the
lab source,

Practice Management Svstems - Customer wil coordinate and work with Practice Management vendors to enable
wil coordinate all
extraction of
patient demographic data from the various practice management systems. Customer
work efforts with the practices and vendors related to the collection of this historical data, Customer wil extract this
Customer and

data and deliver to Healthvision in format, or other format agreed to by both paries.

Healthvision wil work to resolve any issues related to missing data elements to appropriately provide access to this
Healthvision. Customer wil be

patient demogra hic information within the Customer portal hosted by

res onsible for

managin the atient resolution rocess for this and all data rocessed through the

imported via intedaces from
by Healthvision applications is acquired in two ways. Data is
external clinical systems, such as laboratory or hospital systems, and data is created by Healthvision applications

The clinical data used

directly. When erroneous data is entered into or created by a source system, inorder to keep the data

consistent in all

ofthe systems from which a clinician might view it, the data must be corrected in the originating system. Corrections
as the corrected
Healthvision applications
made in source systems that are feeding Healthvision wil be reflected in the
transactions are received by the Healthvision intedace engine. Errneous data entered in Healthvision systems can be
the system is configured to export that data to other systems, the corrected
corrected directly in the application; if

clinical data wil be exported as welL. '
Customer Request #11.

In practices that have adopted electronic medical records applications, the exchange of information between the
physician's electronic medical records system and the central data store should minimize physician offce workfow
changes, Thus if
the physician pulls up his ordinar electronic medical records char in preparation for a patient visit,
the char should reflect information about the patient which hàs been added to the central data store (such as a recent
the physician should, in turn, be added
test, or a recent surgery) since the last visit. Information entered by
automatically to the central data store, This EMR data exchange wil comply with the National Standards of
Interoperability

Healthvision Response #11.

Healthvision recommends that all EMR vendors be certified with Healthvision to
allow for the acceptance of these _ automatically as well so that it is par of the char, but it wil be each EMR
vendor's individual decision to determine how they accept the records.

Customer Request #12.
The system should serve as a vehicle for making Customer practice component guidelines available to network
physicians, For example, if a physician knows of the diabetes management protocol, the physician should be able to
easily look up and access the protocol through the product provided by Healthvisiop.
Clinical guidelines must be presented in a manner that is easy to
view and print by disease state. Customer wil attempt
to use guidelines which are regularly supplied and updated by _ (which are evidence-based guidelines distiled

from claims data), The guidelines wil be reviewed by Customer staff, clinical integration committee, and special
advisory committees, which may elect to modifY the guidelines. The guidelines wil then be loaded into a structured

database designed by Customer and Healthvision, populated by the guidelines as supplied and updated by Customer.

The system wil display Customer clinical guidelines on the Customer physician web portal in a defined standard web
document format (PDF or HTML) and wil include links to the supporting documentation, clinical synopsis, and
references.
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In later phases of clinical integration, Customer must
be able to display Customer-defined clinical care guidelines at the
patient level on the Healthvision physician portal. Adherence to the specific guidelines wil be indicated at the patient
level (Le., this patient needs these four things and the
physician has done
three of them).

The following diagram is a more detailed

ilustration of

the data flow described in this request.
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Figure 2

Healthvision Response #12.
Healthvision wil provide a content store to allow all Customer end-users to view guidelines, These guidelines wil be
displayed as HTML pages without active content, and may include linking to su ortin documentation, s no sis, and

references also housed in this content store.
Updates to these content a es wil be

supplied to Healthvision in desired HTLM fonnat and Healthvision wil load and update the fies.

The initial product must contemplate a structured monitoring of patient infonnation relative to the guidelines, with
possible features such as: (I) the abilty to supply patient-specific
prompts on the portal for guidelines not met, and (2)
the ability to monitor and report (by system ah~rt to either the physician

and/or Customer administrative staf on

provider adherence to guidelines,

Healthvision wil supply Customer's with additional clinical data, such as laboratory
results as described in response i 0, wil be the tool fqr comparative analyses and

reporting, using both existing claims data and the data supplied from the Healthvision lab feeds.
Practice-based EMRs, that are included as par of
the global Customer health infonnation exchange, wil supply
patient-specific prompts for guidelines or health maintenance reminders. Each EMR may have variable functionality
for supporting the ability to imbed care reminders into the provider workfow.
Customer wil be responsible for the guideline content management. The Healthvision product must provide a
mechanism for publishing updates to the guidelines to the web portal.

Customer Access to Centralized Data
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the centralized data wil be the key to monitoring physician compliance with practice
Customer's access to and use of
guidelines and ensuring appropriate modifications to physician practice patterns, which is itself the keystone of a
successful clinical integration program.
the data available to it through the central data store to accomplish the following:

Customer must be able to use

. measure compliance with practice component guidelines at the physician, group, and network levels. With

respect to the diabetes management protocol discussed above, for example, Customer must be able to
determine how well a given provider is complying with the protocol. It must be able to measure, for each
those,
how many patients
diabetes, and of
physician, how many patients the physician has with a diagnosis of
the twelve months folIowing diagosis, Customer must also be able to
were actively monitored in each of
determine how well the physician's group is complying with the protocol, and how well the entire
community of physicians in the Customer network is complying. At each level, the data must be available in
a way that permits Customer to conduct sophisticated statistical analyses for measuring compliance.

Healthvision wilsuEPly and feed clinical information to the Customer , The Customer
. wil be the source of comparative analyses and reporting, using both existing claims data

and the data supplied from the lab feeds
. Monitor the compliance of a particular physician or group,

.

Healthvision wil suiit and feed clinical information to the Customer . The
Customer wil be the source of comparative analyses and reporting, using both
existing claims data and the data supplied from the Healthvision lab feeds.

.

Tie revenues and expenses to patient care activities. Customer must be able to measure effciency in the
provision of health care by tying clinical activities such as offce visits, specialist visits, laboratory and
pharacy services to the claims data that result from those activities. In this way, Customer administration

wil be able to determine who provides the best care in the most effcient manner possible. This information
wil in tum be incorporated back into the practice component guidelines in way that the leaders in any given
practice component wil set the network standard, driving a netwoik wide improvement process for both
effciency and quality,

.

Healthvision will supply and feed clinical information to the Customer . The

Customer wil be the source of comparative analyses and reporting, using both
existing claims data and the data supplied from the Healthvision lab feeds, Healthvision may supply clinical
data to financial reporting systems as par ofthe global health information exchange, but the Healthvision
database wil not be a source of financial information on care delivered.

Implementation Services
Although Customer has a very clear idea of its needs with respect to the project, it wil rely upon Healthvision for
technical and project management assistance in the implementation effort for those services purchased by Customer
and outlined and as specified in Exhibit B in the Agreement.

Support Services
the systems contemplated by this Agreement. The central
data store wil be located on computer equipment controlled and maintained by Healthvision. Healthvision also has
the expertise required to maintain the connections between the various information systems.
Healthvision will have an ongoing role in the operation of

the product and services to Customer. For this
the system is critical and relates directly to the value of
reason, the parties have agreed to specific service level response parameters outlined in Exhibit D ofthe Agreement.

Reliabilty of

Summary of Functions and Services
The required features and services for the product are summarized and described in plain language in the following
tables:
Note: The "core product" is referenced in Exhibit A (Fee Schedule, page 7) of

the Master Service Agreement

as the "Clinical Data Exchange (CDE) ", "Basic Application" and "Support Package" Services. The
Basic Application includes the Clinician Desktop with e-Results and Secure Messaging, Some of
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the

features listed

belol: are included in other applications, which can be purchased, but are not currently included in the original Master

Service Agreement '
Features
Main
Patient Centric Clinical Data
Repository

This is the "central data store" referred to throughout
illustration on page 1-2 of

narrative and depicted in the
patient
and
to Customer
physicians

this

this Addendum, It is a single place where

information is housed and made available to network

administrative staf,

e-Prescribing

Referral Management

.
.
.
.
.
.

Secure Messaging

Web Based Clinical Access
Portal

Patient Identity Resolution

Administrative Tools

Auditing

Results Viewing

Intelligent Message Routing The system must route electronic messages to the correct recipients based on predefined business rules and identities.
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Alerts

Reporting & Analysis
Ability to access and use
clinical data for reporting,
graphing, and clinical
decision support

.
.

Healthvision system provides reporting for c1iiucal decision support including a
all labs with graphing capabilities. It also includes reporting on
longitudinal view of
usage and activities including

brea the glass and clinical auditing.

. .. The first set

of reports wil focus on the most common guidelines being tracked by "pay-forExcellence, NCQA and IHA. These reports
performance" (P4P) programs, Bridges to
wil use data collected from the s stem and re. ort on treatment based

Application Usage and
Activity

on. uidelines,

Customer administrators must be able to monitor who is using the system and what
monthly
a stadard set of
they are doing on or with the system. Healthvision provides
activity and usage based reports that are available on-line by the 5th business day ofthe
next month.

,I.
Electronic Medical Record

Healthvision support the standard to move data from EMR vendors into the

We are working with
several EMR vendors on the exchange and wil support all vendors that adhere to the
standard and are certified by Healthvision. In regards to the movement ofcIinical
guidelines from Customer to a variety of EMRs, Healthvision is committed to
most cost effective
working with Customer, the EMR vendor and to find the
solution with each EMR vendor,
exchange and from the exchange back out to theEMR vendors.

Lab Information Systems

Healthvision wil accept and process data via a real-time interface between the source
dependent
on frequency
system and Healthvision's datacenter. Availability of data is
of

transmissions from source system(s) and the time necessar tocomplete the

translation of data for processing and filing within the central data store: Format and
the
interface implementation process and
data components wil be defined as part of
will be in accordance to the Healthvision . specifications.

provide a copy of each Lab transaction to a database
Healthvision wil also
maintained by Customer. The format and data components wil mirror what has been
agreed to during the interface implementation process. Healthvision wil route a
copy, following receipt and processing, of each transaction to Customer for furter
translations of
this data once received
processing within the Customer data center, All
by Customer are the responsibility of Customer,
that is received

Hospital Registration

Healthvision wil make available within the central data store all data

Systems

that meets the interface requirements defined during interface implementation and in
accordance with the

Healthvision . standards, Available data includes patient

demographic, registration and visit information (ADT), laboratory results (discrete and
textual results), radiology reports, and transcribed reports as defined within the
Healthvision . specifications. Availabilty of data is dependent on frequency of

transmissions from source system(s) and the time necessar to complete the translation

of data for processing and fiing within the central data store.
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In addition to the

items listed above, Healthvision wil provide information pertaining

to inpatient status (as defined within the Customer source system. transactions)
and enable the ability to link (pointers) to images stored on Customer

source systems

servers for display.

Insurance Claims Systems

Weare also working

with payers to exchange demographic data. Within the Healthvision eRx application,

we are a~le to che~k p-ltions benefits eligibilty using a specified standard

electronic transaction through
_, a third pii that provides connectivity between various entities involved in

electronic prescriptions, Within the Referral Management application, we are able to
work with payors or clearing house vendors to do an electronic referral authorization
transaction
and certification using a different standard electronic

Imaging Systems

Imaging diagnostic reports are sent to

Healthvision via

. Reference pointers are optionally embedded in the reports

Healthvision

receives _. The imaging report source system can include a Uniform Resource
referencing the location of
the image in the
observation (OBX)
Locator (URL) address
segment of the transaction data, If present, the report wil render the URL as a link,
which can be clicked on to launch a new browser window back to the image; Single
sign-on and reference pointers can be combined so that when the image UR is
logged into the imaging system and the image is
clicked, the user is automatically
displayed with no further user interaction, The abilty to implement
depends on the capabilities and cooperation of

single sign-on

the imaging system vendor.

Messaging Standards

Supported
HL7

"HL 7" refers to "Health Level 7," which is a standard format for healthcare-specific

CCR

"CCR" refers to the Standard Specification for the Continuity of Care Record

data exchan e between com uter a ¡ications.

develo ed b ASTM former! the American Sociefor Testin and Materials.
ADT
X.12

"ADT" refers tö the a standard component of hospital information management
systems which a lies to admission, dischar e and transfer data,
"X.12" refers to standards promulgated by the ANSI Accredited Standards Committee
X. i 2, and refers to com onents of health care a or information systems.

XML

"XML" refers to "extensible markup language," which is a language that allows for

Requirement.

The system wil recognize and be compatible with the above messaging standards.
The system wil continue to be adaptable to future developments of standardized code

stora e of strctured data in a messa in format.
sets in accordance with the state of
the art of the health care industry with liÌnitations
to the clinical messa ingty es including HL 7, CÇR, ADT and XML.

II
LOINC

The Healthvision system can support the "LOINC" coding standard, "LOINC" refers
to "Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes" which (likeSNOMED) is a
logical system for ensuring that paricular entries in an electronic medical record are
recognized as such when read by another computer system. For example, a
physician's entry regarding an al1ergy must be recognizable by another physician's
electronic medical record system as an entry regarding an allergy.
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CPT -4

and means a system of
by the American Medical Association for describing
medical procedures. The system must recognize the CPT codes and be able to manage
"CPT-4" refers to "Current Procedural Terminology" codes

codes developed and maintained

data created usin such codes or linked to such codes in a data set.

ICD-9

Requirement.

"ICD-9-CM" refers to codes under the International Statistical Classification of
Diseases and Related Health
Problems (Clinical Modification) published by the U.S.
National Center for Health Statistics, and is the predominant system for assigning
codes diagnoses and procedures associated with hospital utilzation. The system must
recognize ICD-9-CM codes and be able to manage data created using such codes or
linked to such codes in a data set.
The system mustrecognizeand be compatible with the
adaptable to future developments
common standards in the

Single Sign-On

above stadads and must be

of standardized code sets in accordance with the

health care industry.

Healthvision has a robust set of technologies that support single sign-on

in many

different ways.
Each application that paricipates in the single sign-ort

domain needs to provide a means to enable single sign-on into the application.
Healthvision wil work with the vendors of any systems to which Customer wishes to
enable single sign-on to implement the most effective approach. Each SSO effort wil
require a separate scoping effort and associated Statement of
Work.
Based on Roles and Rules

Healthvision has a comprehensive roles, rules, and relationships-based
security system
that can be customized to model most common security requirements. Specific rules
are assigned to roles and
can require relationships to patients or clinicians in order to
provide clinical data access. These roles
can be assigned to individuals as
appropriate
to their job title or work function.

Reliabilty & Performance
Scalable

The product must be scalable. Scalable means able to accommodate a"significantly
the product.
that wil allow between 1 and 1000 physicians to regularly use
the central data is "scalable." A product that would require significantly different
hardware or a system redesign if more than 500 physicians are regularly using the
information is not "scalable,"
increased number of

users without significant changes in the structure of

For example, a product

High Reliability and Uptime

Services

Support & Maintenance
Maintenance of System Interfaces

Healthvision wil provide monitoring orall interface processing and
connectivity to ensure the availability of clinical informtion

is

also
responsible for the monitoring of all hardware within its environments to
ensure their availability. Healthvision wil perform all necessar system
maintenance.
maintained and connectivity is established. Healthvision is

Customer is responsible (through data exchange agreements with each
source systems) for ensuring that all system codes and user information is
up to date. Customer will notifY Healthvision of any upgrades or changes
to sending/receiving systems. Customer is further responsible for
coordinating source system resources to address data exchange
re uirements and s stem su ort as a ro riate, includinescalation
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Client and User Support

rocess for address
in data exchan e issues.
Healthvision wil work with Customer to define the rollout and
deployment process, including ongoing user monitoring
and utilization
trends. Healthvision wil work with Customer to implement best practices
to ensure a high acceptance by end users, Healthvision's Service
Management Center wil be available to address system

issues or

questions 2417.

Customer is responsible for executing these plans and approaches,

Implementation
Hardware/Softare/Networking
Assessment

Healthvision wil provide and jointly develop with Customer an end user

assessment and evaluation to identify workflow and hardware
requirements.

Customer will work with Healthvision in executing these workfow and
hardware assessments to ensure success of
the program.
Client Testing

Healthvision wil make available a test environment for system testing
and customer acceptance, Healthvision wil work with Customer in

developing test plans and scenarios to adequately test the system and
make available resourcesto assist with this function.

Customer wil make available appropriate resources for test plan
and execution. The
test plan wil includetarget dates and
key milestones related to testin and customer acce tance.
Healthvision wil provide training prior to system testing and customer
acceptace~ Further, Healthvision wil jointly develop
a training strategy
and approach with Customer and conduct appropriate training with
development

Training & Documentation

to ensure successful execution of

Customer staff

the training strategy,

Tirneline
Timing is of
the essence with the implementation of
this product. It is critically essential that network
physicians begin productive use of the features and services facilitatin clinical integration within nine (9) months of

the Agreement.

signing of

the Master

The "product" as described above is stated in Exhibit A of

Service Agreement as the "Clinical Data Exchange (CDE)", "Basic Application" and "Support Package" Services. The
Basic Application includes the Clinician Desktop with e-Resultsand Secure Messaging. The implementation and
deployment of

the "product" begins on the date the Master Service Agreement is executed b~aries. As

additional "product" functionality add-ons are purchaser! _ both

parties wil work together to accommodate implementation

and

deployment timelines.

It is envisioned that both paries wil use their best efforts to ensure that the timeframes outlined in the

Agreement are met except in unavoidable circumstances. .

~ Space Intentionally Left Blank-Signature Page to Follow)
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Healthvision, Inc.

Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association;
Inc.

By:

By:

Date:

Date:

Printed:

Printed:

Title:

Title:

Bil to:

I -is

Specialty
I

GRIPA Membership as a Percentage of Total

162

22

2

40

36

IO

63.6%

9.1%

46.0%

22.2%

45.5%

21

II

20

85

155

20

I

7

2

37

36

10

4.8%

63.6%

10.0%

43.5%

23.2%

50.0%

0

0

1

14*

4*

i

0

0

0

practices)

4* (1
practice)

0

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.0%

I*

0

1

18*

47*

1

0

0

0

practices)

0

0

0,0%

0.0%

0.0%

66.7%

0.0%

0.0%

0

Allergy and Immunology

87

7

4.8%

0

Anesthesiology

22

1

8.3%

Cardiology

II

21

I

Child & Adolescent
Psychiatry

21

6

12

Colon & Rectal Surgery

37
15

8.3%

Total
Total
GRIP A
GRIP A
Total
GRIPA
Total
Total
GRIPA
GRIPA GRIP A % physicians physicians %of physicians physicians GRIPA % physicians physicians GRIPA %
Physicians
in Area
physicians of Total in Monroe in Monroe Monroe in Wayne in Wayne of Wayne in Ontario in Ontario of Ontario
0.0%
0
0
0.0%
12

Critical Care Medicine#

19

Adolescent Medicine

Dennatology

40

4* (2
practices)
21

I

4*

37
18

0
0

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
10.0%

12* (4

Endocrinology

1

14* (3

Gastroenterology

6
10*

0
0

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0
0
0
1

56.8%
33,3%
45.5%
32.3%

1

6
15
21

I

33
65

General Surgery

56.8%
31.6%
37.5%
29.3%

0

22

0.0%

1

0.0%
0

0

75

Gynecologic Oncology

100.0%

85.7%
0%

3

0
6* (2
practices)
0

3

7*
0

100,0%

100.0%
100%

0%
0%

3

1

1*

0
0

0
0

3

I

I*

0
0

45.5%
25.0%

0
0

12
.

0%
0%

0%
0,00%
0

14

40

I

0

31.6%
14.8%

7

8.3%
25.9%

4

5

12

0

38
27

28

27

4

I

0

35.0%
17.9%

0
0

0
0

0%
25%

1

0
2

0

5

0%
0%

0
. 4
1

0%
100%

4

13

10

72

30.8%
13.9%

11

45.5%
25.0%
1

16.7%
24.1%

5

2
7

4

29

4

12

Nephrology

13

II

Hematology/Oncology
Infectious Disease
Maternal & Fetal
Medicine
Medical Genetics
Neonatal/ Perinatal
Medicine

Neurological Surgery

75

14

30.8%
18.7%

Neurology
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Specialty

Orthopedics

Ophthalmology
Oral Surgery

Pain Management

Otolaryngology

4

Plastic Surgery

Rehabi I itation

40

137

20

20

50

10

22

9

2

GRIPA Membership as a Percentage of Total

38.3%
33.3%
21.6%
37.5%
23.5%

19

16

10

22

9

2

42.1 %

20.2%
25.0%

4

109

48

17

40

.

114

12.5%
47.4%

16.1%
25.0%
29.6%

10.0%
45.0%

28.4%
23.5%
22.2%
31.8%
17.4%

I*

0

0%
25%
29%

4* (l

practice)

10*

0

4

33%

7*(1

1

i

2

1

100%
22.20%

0
19*

4*

4*

0

21.%

21.%

0%

0
0

9

19*

2

0

I

0
0
0

i

37*
26*

44.4%
34.5%

30.0%

1.%
4

3

1

41

10

0
0

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1

2

100.0%
70.0%
38.5%

15

2
1*

14

91. 7%

79

0
5

68.1%

2.7%

i

11

i

20*

32

0
13*
12

6

0%
0%

0,0%
0,0%

34

3

0

0
0

0.0%
0,0%
100.0%

9

0
0

0
0
10*

0.0%

1

4
0
10*

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

practice)

0

0
0
0

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

0

0

GRIP A
Total
Total
GRIP A
Total
GRIPA GRIP A
Total
Total
0/0 of
physicians physicians GRIPA % physicians physicians GRIPA %
GRIP A GRIPA % physicians physicians
Physicians
in Area
in Monroe in Monroe Monroe in Wayne in Wayne of Wayne in Ontario in Ontario of Ontario
physicians
of
Total
36%
4
1I*
100%
2
60
23
2
88
25
17
0.00%
4
1
9
50%
3
2*
1
0
90
20
74
16
4
4
12
0
0%
0%
44
14
24
9
4
4
100%
88%
8
7
0.00%
4
0
0.00%
23

Psychiatry
169

Physical Medicine &

Radiology

Pulmonary

17.6%

6

3

2

5

17

30

5

20.0%

6

5

2

19

6

Radiation Oncology
Reproductive
Endocrinology

Ii

5

Rheumatology

17

Thoracic Surgery

33.3%
29.4%
50.0%
53.6%
46.2%

Urology

6

33.3%
26.3%
45,5%
42.1%
35.3%

is

16
6

13

17

38

14
i 19

is

47
9

33.8%

32.6%
31.2%
10.3%
43.8%
30.7%

10
28

Vascular Surgery
...

134

'.
"-'
, .. , ,~
;, t~,
.\. 0.... .",-

'P, '

49
433
20

16

179

. .

89

1 19

44

225

40.0%
32.9%

130

43
382
146
203
732

4
46

28.2%

100

140

50

32.7%
30.9%
11.2%
43.5%
30.4%

257

.

177

10

230
845

"
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* Physicians practice in more than one county.

GRIPA Membership as a Percentage of Total

# Only 2 Critical Care Specialists practice in only that field; 16 also practice in Pulmonary disease;
2 also practice in anesthesiology; 1 also practices in Pediatrics.
Geriatric Medicine specialists also specialize in Internal Medicine or Family Practice.

## All
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VIA COURIR
David M. Narow, Esquire
Federal Trade Commssion
Mail Drop 7264
601 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
i

Washington, D.C. 200

Phone: (202) 326-2744

Re: Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc.

Advisory Opinion Request
Dear David,

The Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. ("GRIP A"), is responding
to your l-equest for additional information, dated S~ptember 21, 2006, on a rollng basis. This is
the second installment and answers the questions in the first two sections of your request For
clarty, we have broken down your questions into smaller pars, which we list below with
GRIP A's responses.
GRIP A requests that you treat this information and the exhibits confidentially under
the
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.c. § 46(0 (2000). IfGRIPA should determine that the
confidentiality designation is unnecessary, I wil notify you of that change.
Federal Trade Commission Procedure Rule 4.10, 16 C.P.R. § 4.1O(a)(2) (2006), and § 6(f) of

Program Description

QI How did you arive at the estimated paricipation rates for physicians in GRIPA (i.e.,
90% of primary care (family practice, internal medicine, general practitioner, and
pediatrics) physicians and 75% of specialists and women's care physicians participating
under GRIPA's risk contracts)?
Ba"cd on i Ilforinaiion proyideù hy Mr. Mi les regardi ng the experience of ¡\-redS! illth.
In:... CRfP¡\ iliiti~lÌ!Y csiimdled ihat sjgnijïi~:.nily less than ail nirrenl GRIP/'\ physicians \\'ouid
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participate in its clinical integration program. Based on feedback from its memhers after
meetings to discuss the program, GRIPA estimated that 90Q, of its current primary care
physicians ("PCPS") and 75ú70 of its current specialty care providers ("SCPs"), the numbers it
submitted (0 the FrC, would participate.

In July 2006, GRIP A sent clinical integration participation contracts to all its current
members with the promise that those who signed up first would be set up earliest on the
GRIPA Connect Web Portal (the "Portal"). At present, 181 independently practicing GRIPA
physicians (78 PCPs and 103 SCPs) have signcd participation contracts, and ViaHealth has
signcd a contract for the participation of its 150 employed physicians, adding 86 PCPs and 64
SCPs. Other physicians have indicated their intent to participate in the program, and GRIP A

anticipates that as the Portal's advanced applications (e-prescrihing, lab order entry, referral
management, etc.) are brought online over the next year, more physicians will sign up. At this
time, it helieves that a realistic estimate of participation is450 physicians (45% PCPs and 55%
SCPs).

Q2 Please provide copies of all materials regarding the proposed program that have been
presented, provided, or distributed to any potential physician paricipants in the
program, or to any potential customers for the program.
Sent i i /13/06.

Integration and Effciencies
Q 1 What financial investment, if any, wil be required of physicians paricipating in
GRIPA's proposed program? Is this the same for all physicians?
To finance its contract with Healthvision for the Poitaland

advanced applications, GRIPA is using withhold funds from its physicians' payments under its
been returned to members. GRIP A estimates thatthe

risk contracts that otherwise would have

value of this contribution is approximately per physician. In addition, all physicians and
thcir office staffs will be required to attend in-office training regarding use of the Portal, the
advanced web-based software applications, and the clinical integration program in general.
GRfPA will present four half-day training sessions over the course of the next ycar.
Estimating the wages of the staffs for the training periods and the avcrage lost patient revenue
from closing the office for training, GRIPA estimates that these training session,,- will cost each
physician approximately $3200 for the four sessions. Additional physician investment
includes the cost of the Internet connection, which is approximately $70 per office per month.
The grcatöt long-term cost to the physicians will be the significant iime investment each will
need to make-contrihuting data. collaborating in patient care, complying with the guidelines.
and participating on GRIP/\ committees and SAGs, As noted in the initial submission, GRJPA
h..lic\'i'S the average physician will spend an additional t\\/O hours per month, at an average cost

10 ihe physician of S 100 per hour, Ilr $:2-l00 per year. Although participation in the program will
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cost the physicians time, the marginal benefit from the effciencies of the program should more
than offset the marginal cost of the time investment

least three computers and two

GRIP A predicts that each office will need to invest in at

to three printers-aUeast one for printing prescriptions and one for copies of records,
handouts, and referrals-an estimated investment of$6000-$7000 per three-provider office.
Those physicians and offices that have already invested in computer hardware and EMR
systems will have lower implementation costs because they wiJI already have

some

of the

necessary hardware.

Q2 GRIP A's proposed program would involve approximately 600 physicians, in about 200

and how GRIP A believes that it wil be
able to achieve a "high degree of interdependence and integration among the physicians
to control costs and ensure quality" with paricipation in the program by this number of
physicians and medical practices, many of whom presumably wil have litte, if any,
practice interaction with most of the other physicians participating in the program.
separate medical practices. Please explain why

GRIPA disagrees to some extent with the presumption that many of its participating
physicians will have little or no practice interaction

with other paricipating physicians. In the

true
of the degree of interaction between the PCPs and SCPs, which has been substantial, and among
the hospital-based specialists themselves, which has been significant, if not substantiaL. The CI
program will increase the degree of interaction among both the PCPs and the SCPs through the
work of GRIP A's committees. For example, a SAG, composed of physicians practicing in all
the specialties affected by the disease-state, has developed each of GRIP A's guidelines through a
process requiring substantial interaction among different specialists.
past,

that, admittedly,

has been true of

interaction amongGRIPA's PCPs, but it has not been

a "high degree of interdependence and
to control costs and ensure quality" because of its historical
success with integrative activities through its risk-contracting program, the collaborative
activities built into its clinical integration program, the policies it will establish and implement
for its program, and the technology that it is establishing to facilitate the integration of its
members' practices.
GRIPA believes that it will be able to achieve

integration among the physicians

,

GRIPA physicians already have a historyofworking collaboratively, through CJRIPA's

risk contracts, to achieve the efficiencies necessary to successfully share financial risk. Although
the clinical integration program will not involve financial risk sharing (assuming GRIPA is
unable to enter a pay-lor-perforniance contract-See Response to Q~), the physicians must work

together in a similar manner to achieve the desired cftciencics of their quality improvement and
cost coiitainnient activities.
Through the SpcL:ialty Advisory Groups 1'.SAGs") and the Clinical Integration
CoininilLcc ("Cie"L \vhich are integral parts of the clinical integration progrJIl, GRIPA
pliysiL'ian.s ~irc i'ollahorating 10 create the guidelines and corresponding measures ernbodying the
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quality standards to which the physicians will be held. To successfully achieve the organizationlevel benchmarks that the CIC sets for the guideline measures, the physicians will need to
monitor their own
guideline compliance and that of their peers. All physicians will be required,
if selected by lot, to serve on the Quality Assurance Council (the "Council"), which
will review
and evaluate their peers' guideline compliance and then make and implement the decisions
regarding discipline and sanctions. The group's ability to achieve its efficiency goals depends
entirely on the physicians' working together intheir treatment of GRIPA patients and using their
committees to ensure that all GRIPA physicians continue to improve the quality of care

provide.

they

GRIP A's policies are designed to integrate the physician practices. The in-network
referral policy increases collaboration among GRIP A physicians in the care of GRIPA patients.
overall continuity
and quality of
care GRIP A patients receive. GRIP A's policy of posting the performance scores of the
physicians will also encourage physicians to work together to improve compliance by all
participants and will also challenge physicians to become one of GRIP A's top ten performers,
whose names will be published with their scores~ The Council will review the performance of
the lowest performers and may require their peers to educate or mentor them.
Keeping patients within the GRIP A network wil improve the

The Portal also should be instrumental in integrating GRIP A's physicians; They are
collaborating in the Portal design to ensure that it is user friendly and that it will facilitate the
necessary exchange of patient information. The ease of confidential communication and sharng
of patient information through the Portal should result in more frequent communication and
greater collaboration among GRIP A physicians. Distance between practices will no longer be a

barrier to physician communication, and the Portal will open up new consultation opportunities.
Because the Portal will identityall in-network treating physicians in a patient's record, the
physicians will have greater opportunity to

and ensure continuity of care.

coordinate treatments, reduce duplication of

services,

Are there any examples or studies of other clinical integration programs involving
comparable numbers of physicians, and any evaluation of their mechanisms of
operation or effectiveness in integrating the physician practices?
Although GRIP A has contacted and discussed clinical integration programs with
MedSouth, Brown & Toland, and Waukesha Elmbrook Health Care, it has no studies or
evaluations of these programs.

in monitoring performance and
implementing corrective action regarding physician performance under its risk
contracts. Please provide any official analyses or reports concerning the effectiveness
of these activities.

Q3 Please describe GRIPA's experience and results

Undcr its risk products. CìRIPA has historically monitored, and \vilJ continue to
monitor, the rcrtonnancc of inicrnalmcdicine, family practitioners. pediatricians,
ohstctrician/gynccologists, cardiologists. and orthopedic surgeon,s, GRIPA provides each or

OBERIKALER
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these physicians a performance report (a type of report card) that shows the physician, ( 1 ) his or

of each compliance rate to
her cumulative compliance "score" for all performance
measures, and (4) the average score for all physicians to whom each measure applies. GRIPA
her compliance rate for each performance measure, (2) a comparison

the last quarter's results, (3)his or

then uses a weighting system to

and specialties. The

compare scores for all measured physicians

percentage of withhold return for which
each physician is eligible, assuming satisfactory aggregate network results. GRIPApenalizes
poorly performing physicians financially. Historically, GRIPA has not needed to take any
action against physicians who failed to meet performance targets, other than penalizing them
results of these performance reports determine the

financially

or eliminating the amount of withhold returned. . .

To improve or correct physician performance under its risk contracts, GRIPA
distributes clinical services reports("CSRs"), which inform physicians of patients for whom
they have not complied with performance measures. The physicians review the CSR
information and provide feedback (or "defenses") to GRIPA such as "Not my patient," "Not
(or other
the CSRs to the physicians in sufficient
When a
physician provides feedback, GRIPA enters the information into a "correction file." Then,
"defense," if any, to determine ifit is reasonable and verifiable.
If it is, GRIPA uses the correction file information for that physician's next performance
report. Information remains in the correction file for a one-year period.
diabetic (asthmatic, congestive heartfailure patient, etc.)," or "Mammogram

screening test) was done" with date. GRIPA sends

time for them to provide feedback before their next

biannual performance report.

GRIPA checks the physician's

In monitoring the performance of its physicians, GRIPA has learned that physicians
who provide feedback on their CSRs improve their performance reports more than those who
data
results in physicians' paying closer attention to their compliance with the performance
physicians providing feedback on the
CSRs has increased and so have performance report scores. See Exhibit A. Once the Portal is
do not.

GRIP A also has learned that its reviewing the CSRs and corresponding patient

measures. Over the past three years, the number of

operational, GRIP A wi II provide CSRs on the Portal in "real time" and thus post performance-

measure compliance f¿,ilures as soon as they occur (e.g., a missed annual diabetic eye exam).

to terminate any physicians from paricipation in its
risk programs? If so, how frequently?
Has GRIPA ever found it necessary

i
GRIPA has not terminated any physicians from its network based on performance.

financial incentives and corrective-action programs under its risk,contracting program have

Its

sustained acceptable physician performance.

Q4 Please explain whether and how having non-exclusive participation in GRIPA, which
potentially subjects GRIP A physicians to different practice and utilization standards
from various payers, is likely to affect GRIPA's ability to achieve itseftciency goals
for the physicians, and GRIPA physicians' ability to effectively incorporate and
implement GRIPA's operational requirements in their
practices.
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GRIPA's policy of non-exclusivity should not affect its ability to achieve its efficiency
incorporate and implement GRIPA's operational
requirements in their practices. Rochester-area payors have not instituted any practice Or
utilization standards applicable toGRlPA physicians. GRIPA is the only remaining
network that requires member compliance with practice and
goals or its physicians' ability to effectively

Rochester-area physician

utilization standards. When Ïls members contract individually or through other organizations,

GRIPA's practice and utilization standards will be the only ones with whichrhe physicians
entering
of its

must comply. And even when its members contract individually, GRIPA anticipates

payor contracts covering a sufficient number of subscribers to affect a significant portion
member physicians' patient populations, thus generating significant efficiencies.

GRIP A's

requirement that all GRIP A physicians participate in all GRIPA contracts should magnify this
effect.

In your proposal, you assert that it is burdensome for physicians toconsuIt referral lists
for different contracts in order to see which providers are in-network. Isn't this what
physicians currently do, insofar as they paricipate in, and see patients covered by,
multiple programs?
Yes, and it is burdensome. GRIPA physicians currently

must

referral lists for

consull

each patient to determine which providers arc in-network for the patient's insurance. For its

risk contracts, GRIP A generated product-specific lists by specialty and distributed these lists to
its PCPs. Thcse likely were infrequently used, just as lists created by payors are

generally not

used. GRIP A seeks to obviate this problem for GRIP A-contracted payor products through

readily available drop-down lists of preferred specialists on the Referral Managemcnt
application. This electronic application will

allow physicians to

generate

GRIPA providers and should increase the in-network referral percentage.
Won't this continue to be the case for GRIPA physicians insofar as their

GRIPA is non-exclusive?

referrals

quickly to
paricipation in

To some extent. For non-GRIPA products in which GRIPA physicians participate, its

physicians will siill nted to consult payors' referral lists. For GRIPA-contracted products,
in every
Referral Management application will
make iii-network referrals for all GRIPA-contracted products fast and efficient fortheGRIPA
physicians.
however, there will be only one panel because all GRIPA members must participate

GRIPA contract. With;i single, uniform paneL' the

Could the proposed program's computerized systems be used to simplify/address the
problem of identifying participating physicians, when GRIP A physicians need to make
a referral?

OBER/KALEP
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Yes, the computerized systems could aJIeviate, but not obviate, the burden of GRIPA' s
identifying participaiing physicians on a contract-by-contract basis and that onts physicians'
identifying participating physicians to whom they may refer GRIPA patients.

We assume this question arises hom the concernGRIPA expressed in itsJune 28, 2006
letter that if all GRIPA physicians were not included in all GRIPA contracts, confusion would
result from GRIPA and its paricipating physicians having to differentiate betweenGRIPA
physicians who are "in" particularGRlPA contracts and those who chose not to pai1icipate in
particular contracts and thus were "out."
GRIPA's computerized system should ease the task of its physicians identifying the
"in"
and "out" physicians easier, but the identification would stil be necessary, creating some burden
and possible confusion and mistakes in referrals, since there could be multiple contracts, each
with different "in" and "out"
groups. The problem, however, is not in just identifyingthe "ins"
and "outs." In addition, for example, once that taskis complete, GRIPA would

have to
data and

still
create some mechanism for distinguishing between the two groups in collecting

database and then ensuring that it included only the appropriate data in its
monitoring, data analysis, and corrective-action functions. Having "ins" and "outs" andhaving
to distinguish between them
in implementing and operating the program simply complicates,
unnccessarily, the various tasks the program requires.
including it in its

We say "unnecessarily" because the requirement thatall GRIPA physicians paricipate in
would seem to benefit both GRIPA customers and GRTPA, while not raising
the specter of any anticompetitive effects. The requirement eases GRIPA's administrative
burdens and also guarantees payon; GRIPA's full panel of physicians. If that's not whata payor
all GRIPA contracts

wants, then it can simply not contract with GRIP A.

Q5 Wil all contracts with payers require that covered individuals stay within the GRIP A
network of providers for services to be covered under the contracts? If not, under what
circumstances wil covered individuals be allowed to obtain services outside the
network?
GRIPA wiU attempt to keep covered inùividuals in-network, but some out-of-network
leakage \vill OCClir. The easiest way to ensure that individuals stay in-network would be for
GRIPA 10 panicipJte in only closed-panel products. Indeed, GRIPA would prefer to oHer its

clinical inlLgration program only as a closed-panel product and believes ii could he successful in
doing so because its providers have participated in at least one close-panel product cach year
since i 997. If the payors. however, arc not intcrested in such a proùuct (because of

consumers'
pretcrcIKc lor full-access products), thai would probahly feljuirc GRrPA to contract for opcnacll,'S,S proùul's iii which iis members \;,'ill he a sub-paneL. Even then, GRIPA I,vmild ~ittcnipt Iu
liiiit ¡he de¡2rce of open ;:ccess by encouraging its l11linbcrs 10 kcep rdcrrals in the GRIPA
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network when medically appropriate. Thus, the open-access-product GRIPA patients

treatment outside GRIPA's network will generally do so by self-referraL.

obtaining

How will such instances be treated for purposes of GRIP A's monitoring and evaluating
program?

use of services under its proposed

GRIP A will monitor its physicians-not the patients-so instances in which patients
under
its program.
Unlike a risk product, GRIPA's compliance with its Cost benchmarks will be judged only by

obtain services out of network will not affect GRIPA's evaluation of services

what the GRIPA physicians do, or fail to do. Even ifGRIPAcontracts with

sub-specialists as

part of a closed-panel product (see answer below), it believes that its cost-improvement goals
will not be significantly affected because such instances, though sometimes high~cost,are lowvolume.
For the purpose of ensuring continuity

of care, GRIPA will collect

as possible from non-GRIP A physicians when its patients go out of network, but

lose some treatment information.

as much patient data
it expects to

Will there be some specialty physician services that GRIP A must arange for from nonand achievement of
effciencies?
GRIPA physicians? If so, how wilthis affect GRIPA's operation

Although the GRIPA CI panel will have a broad range
patients will be referred out of the GRIPA network, regardless of whether the product is
or open-paneL. For example, pediatric subspecialty and inpatient care is available only

of specialties, it is likely that some
closedat the

University of Rochester system. GRIPA physicians also do not provide neonatal care,
extracorporeal shockwave lithotripsy (ESWL), some endovascular procedures, stereotactic
radiation treatment, or transplants. For closed-panel
products, GRIPA will probably
contract
with non~GRIPA physicians to provide those services its members do

not provide. This sub-

those patients to ensure that
for use in further treatmentof those patients.
Because GRIPA will monitor its physicians and not the patients, non-GRIPA physicians'
contracting will facilitate coUection of treatment information for

GR JP A physicians have more-complete records

trcatmentofGR IP A patients will not affect GRIP A's operation and achievement of efficiencies.

To the extent that physicians participating in GRIPA may have referral relationships
with non-GRIPA physicians, either through prior established relationships, or because
the GRlPA physicians' paricipation in other networks (due to GRIPA's nonexclusivity), how realistic is it for GRIPA to expect that physicians participating in
multiple network arrangements wil be willng and able, from a practical standpoint, to
effectively operate within the in-network referral constraint?
of
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Very realistic. First, if the plan is closed-paneL, GRIPA will require in-network referrals
unless the needed service is not available from GRIPA physicians. Second, GRIPAphysicians
have expcrience panicipatingin closed-panel products and have done very well at keeping
referrals in-network for those products. For example, in 2005, 93 percent of GRIP Aphysicians'
referrals for ViaHeallh Plan patients were wîthin the GRJPA network. The Coùncil wilJ monitor
physicians'compliance with this policy and failure to comply, without medical justification, wiJl
result in corrective action.
If GRIP A participates in open-panel products, it wil stil require its physicians to keep

referrals in-network to the maximum extent possible, but it wiJl have no contrölover patient selfreferrals.
Q6 What is the anticipated timetable for GRIP A implementing its program components,
and for achieving its anticipated effciencies?

GRIP A has already begun implementing some of its preliminary program components
and believes it wiB fully implement the program not later than the end of 2007. Based on the
experience of other networks and GRIPA's own experience with its risk-contracting programs,
GRIP A estimates that the program will begin generating efficiencies approximately six months
after fuJl implementation but that because
of data-lag times, measurements may not be available
until six- or nine-months later.

The CIC has been meeting since April 2006, making policy determinations and working
on guideline development. At present, the CIC has approved 14guidelines, I i of which the
CMO presented to, and were approved by, the GRIPA Board. The CIC is currently reviewing
two additional guidelines. SAGs met and developed each of these J 6 guidelines, and a SAG will
meet next week regarding one more guideline. At the request of the CIC, GRIP A staff members
are collecting literature supporting two additional guidelines. GRIPAanticipates organizing

SAGs to develop two to four additional guidelines per month during 2007.
The Council will begin meeting after GRIPA begins receiving data from îts physicians,
the hospitals, and ancillary providers. The Council wil1 moniLor GRIPA physicians' fisk contract

data to assess the quality performance of the network and advise tiie CIC regarding the setting of
perfornwnce benchmarks for the newly estahlished guidelincs. i

To have the Portal and electronic applications in place by the time of full-program
implementation. GRIPA will establish the electronic applications for its risk contract physicians
and paiients. The Portal base, lab and radiological image results viewing: features. sccure

messaging. and clinical guidelines text will he hrought online during the first half of 2007. Once
these features are in place. the RL'erral J\.:fnageiicnt application \vill be rolled out ;.pproximaLcJy

order entry online, one to three months
after Referral Management. GRIPA will rollout c-prcscribing, \\.liich will initially he an
t\VO to three months later. GRfPA \vill next bring lah,
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optional feature for physicians, at a rate of 20 to 30 physicians per month. beginning

Interactive clinical guidelines should become operational by the end of 2()07.

this quartèf,

Wil overall effciency outcomes (as opposed to the establishment of structural or process
measures) be measured? How? For example, wil GRIPA be able to determine, on a
macro level, whether its interventions and monitoring actually are improving health
outcomes or lowering total costs for a payer's covered population?
Yes. GRIP A has developed a modelJor forecasting savings attributableto each clinical
guideline, which the CIC is using to identify those guidelines that should produce
the
greatest
return on investment in efficiencies and cost savings for both GRIP A and its contracted payors.
After the guidelines are implemented, GRIPA will measure the utilization impact of its
guidelines, from which it will

be able to estimate cost savings. GRIP A's performance-

monitoring software wil also allow it to calculate cost savings, in the form of costs avoided,
through primary care intervention and disease management. If payors provide historic claims
data so that past expenses can be accurately determined, GRIPA will be able to measure actual
cost savings attributable to its program. Although GRlPA is aware that guideline
compliance
may result in higher primary care and prescription costs (as'numerous studies predict),

the total

patient costs for payors should decrease, consistent with the evidence-based guidelines. See
Exhibit B, which shows GRIP A's experience with prescription drug monitoring and compliance.
the health of its physicians' population
of patients. The lab data will show whether certain health öutcomes are improving, such as
lowered cholesterol and hemoglobin Alc levels, The prescription data will reflectphysicians'
prescription, and patients' use, of maintenance medications for chronic conditions. In addition,
GRIPA will track whether its physicians are
providing screening procedures mandatedby its
guidelines, such as mammograms and colonoscopies, thus improving the
likelihood of early
detection and treatment. Although not all of
GRIP
A's guidelines lend themselves to
measurement of health outcomes, the medical literature suggests that physician compliance with
evidence-based guidelines results in better health and a lower incidence of admissions to
Using available data, GRIPA wiIJ track changes in

emergency departments and hospitals. See Exhibit C.

Is there a minimum number of covered lives under GRIPAi,s proposed program that is
necessary for the program to achieve those

efficiencies? i

Efficicncies can be achieved regardless of the mimbcr of covered lives undcr the
program. GRIPA's monitoring features and interactive guidelines can be "turned on" for any
product. group of physicians, or group of covercd lives, A minimum number of cover Jives is,
!imvcveL neccssary to measure statisticaJJy significant quality improvemcnts and cost reductions,
At prcscnL (JRIP,\ is not sure what ¡hat number is. It depends in part on the degree of statistical
significance choscn.
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What performance and outcome benchmarks (including regional or national ones) or
standards for measuring group (as opposed to individual) performance are anticipated
to be used by the program?
GRIPA will be able to compare its physicians' aggregate performance to national,
rcgional and local benchmarks. The comparative benchmark scores wiJI be derived from

selected indicators from a plethora of sources such as federal government agencies (e.g., AHRQ,
eMS, and CDC), national organizations focused on quality (e.g., NCQA and The Institute

Clinical Systems Improvement), national organizations focused on specitic disease states (e.g.,
American Diabetes Association and the American Hear Association), national specialty
societies (e.g., American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, American Academy of
Family Physicians, and American Academy of Pediatrics) and the New York State Department
of Health. If payors provide claims data, GRIPA will also use iisk-adjusted cost measures, such
as per membcr per month plan liability and total annual plan liability for PCP care, SCP care and
pharmacy care comparisons.

Q7 Have potential customers expressed any interest in the potential transactions costs
effciencies of joint contracting with physicians through GRIP A?
Yes and no. GRIPA has not discussed potential transaction-cost savings with payors.
WellCare, however, in contracting with GRIPA for 2006 financial risk-sharing business,
expressed interest in single-signature contracting as one reason for the agreement. It wanted a
ready-made physician panel and found it in GRIP A. Payors will

which single-signature contracting benefÏts them.

have to decide the extent to

You state that Excellus, which covers approximately 70% of the privately insured lives
in the Rochester area, already has individual contracts with a majority of Rochesterarea physicians. Many Blue Shield plans apparently have a policy of only contracting
with individual medical practices for their networks. What is Excellus's view of
GRIPA's potential transactions costs effciencies, and what position, if any, has it taken
with regard to possibly contracting jointly with physicians through GRIP A?
GRIPA does not know Excellus's view of
GRIP
A's potential transaction costs
efficiencies. Unlike many Blue Cross Blue Shield companies. however, ExceJIus does not have
a Iiislory of coniructing directly \vith physicians. Excellus began direct contracting only last
veal'. and iis contracts did not go into effect until Januarv l, 2007. The contract Exccllus offcn~d.
and man)' of rhe Rochester-area physicians signed, is unusual in that it includes â specific

..' L w

provision pcrmilting any IPA contract to supercede individual contracts. See Exhibit 0, In

;idditioii. ihe contract allows Excel/us to exclude the physician from any health benefit program
scn.iccd hy phy,c;iciaiis through an e'xclusive arrangement hetv.:cen Excclllis 'and an IPA in which
¡Ill' pliy,c;iciaii is not ;i memher. As a result, it appears that Excdiiis is nol opposed to entering
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contracts with IPAs in the future, depending on its needs and the terms and conditions it can
obtain from the IP A.

Because GRIPA has not yet implemented its clinical integration program. it has not
not specifically

discussed contracts with any payor, including Excellus. Therefore, Excellus has

stated whether or not it will contract \vith GRIPA, In discussions of its cJinicalintegration
program with payors, GRIP A has provided them information and requested their input regarding
the Portal and electronic applications, guideline devêlopment,quality monitoring, and the
general concepts of its program.

Has GRIP A, or anyone else, attempted to quantify the transactions costs efficiencies
from joint contracting through the network? What were the findings?
No. Given the number of variables involved in such a calculation and their subjective
nature, GRIP A is not even sure such a calculation is possib1e.
Q8 Wil GRIPA's proposed program involve any financial incentives for

performance, such as pay-for-performance arangements with payors?

superior

There are no financial incentives built into the GRIP A clinical integration program itself.
But, GRIPA intends to pursue pay-for-performance or gain-sharing arrangements with payors
willing to consider such arrangements. Indeed, GRIPA will welcome payor suggestions for
improvement of all aspects of its program.

GRIP Ahas attempted to respond to your requests in as complete a manner as possible. If
you have any questions regarding any of the above responses, please let us know. In addition to
the exhibits to the questions above, we are enclosing copies of the revised physician paricipation
contracts. We

agreements and the correspondence to GRIPA members that accompaned these

appreciate your consideration.

Best regards,

~~~----,
Christi J. B¡áuh
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2nd Qtr

Overdue

~. Lab/test

II Potential ADR

. Non-Adherence

~ Preferred Med

~ Med Cost

r: Untx indication

Top 5 Medication recommendations

1 st Qtr

These were over 500/0 of the total recommendations
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Physician Time saved

~ Pharmacists provide pertinent
information at physicians fingertips
proactively

· Pharmacists work with patients
beyond their appointment
~ Pharmacists provide on the spot
answers or research answers to
pertinent clinical questions

patient tools available "on line"

ii Pharmacists provide physician and
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Education:

.. Pharmacy Tidbits Monthly
" Insomnia Medication

Laws

,. New medications/costs
· New Prescription

II Help facilitate I save physicians time

· Diabetes Care and Group Visit

.. Common patient misunderstandings
affecting adherence

,. Media Hype

· Teach physicians resources to use

" Show resulting effects on medication
adherence

'.',':-

iiDid they rike what they got?
,

,ita point scale, where 10 == "very satisfied"

It Patient Satisfaction
· 1 st quarter: 1 0 out of 1 0

.. 2nd quarter: 9 out of1 0
~ Physician Satisfaction
quarter: 1 0 out of 1 0

· 1 st quarter: 8 out of 1 0
· 2nd
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Outcome data pearls:

ll The "intervention" group has
generally always been a higher
cost/risk group of patients

" The following data looks at practices
. as a whole

.. not just the patients intervened with by
the pharmacist

" The education we do reaches more

than "intervention" practices
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Goals:
-Continue to expand

services to other

physicians (non-employed, ?specialists)

'" Continue to fine tune triggers to decrease to
meeting triggers)
c: SOkof referrals not

'" IncreaseWeliCare enrollment (medication

cost focus, referral upon signing up for Plan?)

II Roll out e-prescribing to physicians in Clinical
integration

.. Continue to support implementation of

Clinical Guidelines and Measures

!I Continue to expand peer review process

Improves

Clinical. Pharmacy
Outcomes in

Primary Care MedicineAn Evolving
Practice Paradigm

Jeanette Altavela, PharmD, BCPS
Consulting Clinical Pharmacist
Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association
(Ç Copyright 2005

Improvement

The Premise
in

medication therapy
likely improves
overall care and
decreases overall
health care costs by

reducing

unnecessary
hospitalization and
emergencï
department visits
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Pharmacist Services for "Active" Site

· Perform proactive chart review for high
risk patients

· Provide recommendations to prescriber

regarding medication therapy as well as
standards of care

· Provide drug information as requested

· Provide medication counseling for

. patients as needed
· Provide general physician education

· Provide patient follow-up as needed

Pharmacist Services at "Control" Site

· Perform proactive chart review for high

riskpatiêhts
· ~vide recommendations reaa.rdiri
~
"i....~ "r.

mPd.
'na thArapy
''"8 \A/ell
a~
.l-",""inr~L.rrl,~
.... . ,i t"I,O',
".... ".,'
. v. \, .., .....
,.i:.,~.'
,.\.;~
too:; \,' \~.'~" ~

ofca.re to escriber
".\. :on c" nselinafor

. ~.(

.. Provide drug in . m .c. n as requested
~Provide medic

patients

D., ,LA I, h' "" d ~ +:, .

· , rOY1\.le genera. p. YSlcla.n elJCç~CHl
c rovide patient follo\"I-uP 8,S needed

Characteristics of Practices

567(59%)

(120/0 Medicare)

957

o

2

(65 % of pt with

High Risk = 485

748 (590/0)

1272
(32% Medicare)

o

4

Site

High risk = 249
(44 % ofpt with

baseline data)

"Control"

Internal medicine
. physicians

baseline data)

745

"Active" Site.

Family Medicine
physicians

705

ViaHealth owned

in 2001 (# high

Capitated patients in

risk)

data

Capitated patients
with 12 mo baseline

Capitatedpatients in
office in 2001

Private

2002
Private or owned
practice

Characteristics of

"Active" Site
Specialty services I Endocrinologist,
CDE once/month
Technical Services I Lab, orthopedics

Practices
"Control" Site

Allergist once/week
Social Worker
once/week

Lab, X-ray

Practitioner 1 Physician Âssistant, 1

Secretaries 2

2

3

Other professionals 11 Nurse

Technical staff 1

No

2 certified medical RN, 4 LPN
assistants (CMA)

Computer based No
Medication lists Yes

Manual

Yes

scheduling

Manual charts vs. Manual
computerized

Study

Entry Criteria

must have been anactiveGRIPA

- Preferred CareG.old(Medicare product)

OR

-- Preferred Care (Commercial product)

physician)

· Patient must be a GRIPA patient (enrolled
in insurance with a GRIPA primary care

· Patient

patient for the entire twelve months prior to
April 2001

Patient
must

Study Entry Criteria
have met two of the four
following entry criteria:
ensuing

1) Patient

had

an

appointment for office visit in the
2 weeks
2) Patient had one, or more of the following 13 risk

factors within the last 12 months -c -

CAD, Diabetes,. Congestive Heart Failure, Asthma,

COPD, Hypercholesterolemia, Hypertension,

Migraine, Tobacco abuse disorder, Atrial Fibrillation,
with

Adverse Drug Reaction, Noncompliance

had

that is

medical treatment, Any emergency department visit
3) Patient without any of the above risk factors

~50years old .
4) Patient not identified on scheduled visits, but

the

diagnosis of Diabetes (a screening was done for
this type of patient six months after start of study)

Primary Outcome
· Total health care utilzation costs

- including hospitalizations, ED visits, x-rays,

labs, PCP and SCP visits calculated as "Per
Member Per Month"

· The difference in the median cost
determined

- 1 year before and 1 year after the clinical
pharmacist worked with the practices
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Patient characteristics

Control Site
pN= 216
value

59.6(11.6)

91 (42.1%)

68.2 (12.7)
- -

0.229

0.000

Active Site
N= 127

45 (35.4%)

N(%)

0.013

Age years

Sex (Male -- %)

N(%)

22 (10%)

0.000

Average

Ages by Groups

25 (20%)

48 (22%)

(+ SD)

20-50 year olds

58 (46%)

.

51-65 year olds

44 (34%)

0.000

)-65 year olds

I.

146 (68%)

.

Average BMI
(:t SD)
Norma! Weight

24 (20%)

16 (13%)

(7.51 )

32.06

Site
N= 118

92 (44%) 1 0.095

49 (23%)1 0.532

59 (28%) 1 0.003

28.45 I 0.000
(5.67)

Control Site I P-value
N=210

P atie ntcharaete ri sties

Overweight

63 (54%)

10(5%) I 0.009

Active

Obese

15 (12%)

.

. Morbid Obesity
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12

3
106

2

101

Patients

#of

Reasons Patients were Excluded

Nota GRIPA member for full

months after study entry
Patient ID's with no GR1PA data

Switched Primary Care
Physicians
TOT AL:
106 out of 343 excluded = 310/0

Primary Outcome
Total PMPM . .

# of A vg. I I
After

i

Change

I Percentage

40%

I 68.21 $301.371 $420.951 Increased

16%

159.6 I $418.99 I $353.36 I Decreased

(years)

patients age Before

127

216

Active Site p = 0.000
Control Sitep = 0.000

Difference between sites p = 0.711
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P-value

pa t. - - -t- - - 65
Control (n= 146)

Active (n= 44)

0.944

0.189

19 (43%)

..

63 (43%)

0.001

% Male

75.6 (6.4)

Sex:

72.3 (5.3)

34 (23%)

.. .

3 (7%)

Control
(N= 142)

0.075

.,

Active
(N= 40)

27.7 (5.1)

0.151

.. ;, ..

Age years (+ SD)

29.35 (5.3)

45 (31 % )

0.964

58(41%)

0.914

0.008

Age ~ 80 yo (%)

8 (20%)

35 (25%)
21 (53%)

4 (3%)

.

1 (2%)

- -

Normal Weight

10(25%)

BMI(+SD)
Overweight
Obese

Morbid Obesity

Weight was not known for all patients

Current Smokers

COPD

Asthma

CAD

Diabetes

CHF

2.81 (1.47)

4 (9.1%)

10 (22.7%)

3 (6.8%)

12(27.3%)

9 (20.5%)

5 (11.4%)

Active (n= 44)

2.89 (1.39)

10 (6.1 %)

18 (12.3%)

1 1 (7.5 % )

42 (28.8%)

22 (15%)

6 (4.1 %)

Control(n= 146)

0.596

0.618

0.088

0.873

0.847

0.397

0.071

P-value

Characteristics of patients ~ 65 yo

Prospective Risk
(+SD)

A verage

TotalPMPM

Percent
Change

Total PMPM ~ 65 vears old
Number

of Age

Before I After

75.6 1 $310.81 1 $ 515.29 I Î 66%

72.3 1$493.25 I $639.88 Ii 30%

Patients (years)

Active I 44

Control I 146

Active Site p = 0.005
Control Site p c: 0.001

Difference between sites p = 0.793
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VIA COURIER
David M. Nan.ow, Esquire
Federal Trade Commission
Mail Drop 7264
601 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
¡'''!:,;~hington, D.C. 20001

Phone: (202) 326-2744
Re: Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc.

Advisory Opinion Request
Dear David,

The Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. ("GRIP A"), is
responding to your request for additional information, dated September 21 , 2006, on a
rolling basis. This letter is the third installment and answers the questions posed in the
last three sections of
your infonnation request. For clarity, we separate your
questions
into smaller parts, which we state and then attempt to answer.
GRIP A requests that you treat the information and exhibits in this lettcr
confidentially under Federal Trade Commission Procedure Rule 4.10, 16 C.F.R. §
4.10(a)(2) (2006), and section 6(t) ofthc Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.c. §
46(f) (2006). If GRIP A detennines that confidentiality of any infonnation is no longer
necessary, we will notify you.
Need for .Joint Contracting/Price Agreements in Order to .Obtain the Program's
Potential Effciencies

Ql Why doesn't the fact that GRIP A and its physicians will bill on a fee-for-service
basis for each covered medical service provided to a patient covered under a
GRIPA contract differentiate its proposed program from the "aggregating
service" at a flat fee provided by the blanket license in Broadcast Music, and
make any analogy to that an-angcmcnt inappropriate?
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It is not clear to us why the fact that GRIP A physicians wil bil their services on a
fee-for-service basis distinguishes its clinically integrated product from the integrated
blanket license in BMI. In BMI, as the Court recognzed, the blanket license
consisted of
two parts-the individual compositions of
the individual composers (which they were
free to sell individually on a "fee-for-service" basis as here) and the so-called
"aggregating service" of "sales, monitoring, and enforcement" (ironically, exactly what
GRIP A intends to do, although its monitoring and enforcement is vis a vis its own

members as opposed to ASCAP's customers as in BMI). See BMI, 441U.S. at21 ("The
blanket license is composed of the individual compositions plus the aggregating
service."). The GRIPA facts are similar. Its clinically integrated

product is

composed of

the individual medical services of its members, together with the quality/costimprovement program. The latter is analogous to the "aggregating service" in BMI
because it integrates the sale of
physician services with
a program to increase the
effectiveness ofthe sales in the sense of selling improved services. The aggregating
service in BMI did the same thing but in a different way. It integrated the
individual
composers' compositions with a program that generated efficiencies for both customers
(through the "single-signature" feature) and the composers (through the monitoring and
enforcement mechanisms).
Just as ASCAP was "not really a joint sales agency offering the individual goods
of many sellers, but is a sepElrate seller offering its blanket license, of which the
individual compositions are raw materials," id. at 22, so wil GRIP A be offering an
integrated
product of
which the individual services of
its physicians are a "raw materiaL."

And just as the "blanket license is quite different from anything any individual owner
could issue," id. at 23, so too, none of GRIP A's individual physicians could offer the
integrated product that it intends to offer.

agreement through ASCAP
on the fact that individual composers were not
billing individually for individual compositions. There is no reason to believe that the
Court's decision would have been any different ifthe composers had biled individually
for their compositions, as long as there were only one contract for all the compositions
and ASCAP provided the aggregating services. The BMI decision's rationale rested on
three factors: the substantial transaction-cost savings from "single-sib1lature"blanket
licenses; the "aggregating service," which the composers could not implement
individually; and the tact that there "was no legal, practical, or conspiratorial impediment
to (customers') obtaining individual licenses." Id. at 24. GRIPA's program
embodies
each factor in varying degrees. The clinically integrated product should result in reduced
The Court's decision that the composers' price-fixing

was not per se ilegal was not premised

transaction costs for both GRIP A physicians and customers, albeit not of the magnitude
generated by the blanket license; the quality/cost-improvement part of

the clinically
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"aggregating selï/ice" affecting all the physicians'

integrated product is a form of

practices together in away that should achieve efficiencies through the partial integration
of their operations; and GRIP A wil not facilitate any type of conspiracy among
physicians not to contract on
an individual basis with customers who do not wish to
purchase the clinically integrated product.
In sum, there is no reason of

physicians' fee-forthe BMI analysis.

which we are aware why the

service billing would undercut the applicability of

Q2 According to your letter, RCIP A has approximately 3,200 physicians and allied
health professionals, yet contracted with Aetna using a "messenger model"

the basis for your assertion that
use of a messenger arrangement by GRIP A, with approximately 600to 700
physicians, in probably no more than a few hundred separate medical practices, is
arrangement. In

view of

this experience, what is

"not administratively feasible?"

how
RCIP A operates. It states that it uses a messenger arrangement for contracting, but
GRIP A does not know how its messenger process actually works and has no information
We can't fully answer this question because we don't know the details of

permitting it to confirm

that RCIPA implemented

(or

did not

implement) a

bona fide

messenger arrangement in dealing with Aetna and other payers. In addition, to the best
of

GRIP

A's knowledge, RCIPA is not offering payers an integrated productofthe type

that GRIPA intends to offer, and so comparng the feasibility of

the two using a

messenger-arrangement seems inappropriate.
GRIP A's statement about the administrative infeasibility of operating a
messenger arrangement is based on its own experience
in messengeringnon-risk-contract
offers in the past and, admittedly, on GRIP
A's
counsel's experience in advising a number
of messenger-arrangement networks. In operating its messenger arrangement, problems
included: 1) payers failing to understand (and expressing frstration to GRIPA) that
GRIP A, as the messenger, could not make an offer or counter-offer on behalf of the
membership as a whole; 2) payers' mistakenbeliefthat GRIP
A could guarantee full, or
substantial, network participation; and 3) physicians failing to respond to messengered
offers in a timely manner, leaving network composition up inithe air indefinitely.
Counsel has worked with several networks that simply "gave up" on their messenger
anangement because of
the confusion and inefficiency the methodology generated.
Ironically, one of these networks was Mountain Health Care, which the Antitrust
Division later sued because it was contracting without operating a messenger
arrangement. If you wish, counsel can provide a relatively long and detailed explanation
of all the unanticipated issues and problems that messenger an"angemenis often raise.
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called, in technical antitnistjargon, the

A common problem is what can be

"messenger screw-up" problem. This occurswhen the messenger, who typically

is not

an

beginnings of price

antitrust attomey, unknowingly crosses the line and engages in the

"negotiations" with customers. Suppose (as actually happens frequently), the customer
asks the messenger, "What wil it take to ensure that allyour doctors
paricipate?" or "Do
you believe the doctors will accept X% of
Medicare?". The messenger
has two choices:
the antitnist-savvy messenger will plead the Fifth Amendment ("On the

advice

of

counsel, I respectfully decline to answer your question."). The more usual messenger
wil try to be as helpful as possible and answer the questions. This leads to more
interactive discussions about pricing, and ultimately in "negotiations." .

With respect to GRIPA's proposed integrated product, a messenger arangement
wil not be feasible because that methodology
likely wil result in less than
all GRIP A
physicians participating in all GRIP A contracts. As discussed elsewhere, full
participation in all contracts is one of the most important
characteristics of GRIP A's

could not guarantee that payers desiring full
paricipation would obtain it based on a single negotiation and contract; its in-network
referral policy would be compromised, potentially adversely affecting contìnuity of care,
as well as its data-collection and monitoring
functions;
it would have to implement
separate data-gathering and monitoring programs for different networks, some of
which
might include too few patients to provide signficant results; and the free-rider effect
would be exacerbated.
integrated product. Absent that, GRIP A

Q3 Do GRIP A physicians currently participate with individual payers through
varying contracting mechanisms, such as direct contracting, IPAs, TP A-

assembled networks, etc.? Approximately what is the current physician
participation rate with each payer through all contracting mechanisms?
Most GRIPA physicians were members of
RIP
A and participated in RIPA's
contract with Excellus, which terminated at the end of2006. Nearly all GRIPA
physicians signed individual contracts
with
Excellus for 2007. Most of
GRIP
A's SCP
members, all of

the ViaHealth-employed physicians, and about half of GRIP A's private

practice PCPs participate in RCIPA and.Its contracts with Aetna, POMCO, and several
third-party benefits administrators.
Q4 Could a substantial part of

the anticipated efficiencies of

GRIP

A's proposed

program be obtained if not all GRIP A physicians participated in all GRIPA payor
contracts? Please provide any evidentiary suppoi1 for your response.

GRIP A's proposed program would generate a cei1ain amount of efficiencies even
if

the entire pane! did not participate in every contract. but there is no way to say
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definitively-either positively or negatively-that "a substantial pait of the anticipated
efficiencies" could be obtained. GRIP A instituted the policy requiring all

physicians to

set panel. of
providers that are easily identifiable to payors, patients, and refeiung physicians; 2)
reinforce GRIP A's in-network referral policy; 3) ensure that all GRIP A physicians are
working towards the same
financial.
and
quality goals; 4) maximize the opportunities for
paricipate in all GRIPA payer contracts to

do the following: 1) establish a

GRIP A to affect physicians' practice patterns and the quality of care patients receive; 5)

maximize the oppOltunities for collaboration in the care ofpatients; and 6) reduce
GRIPA's administrative burdens. Until Itimplements its program, GRIPAwillnot know
for certain whether these goals will be realized.
Q5 Could GRIP A implement and sell its monitoring and other cost and quality
enhancing functions separately from its function of contracting to provide the
professional medical services of its physician members? Could GRIP A operate
by having its members agree
patients who are covered by

to participate in such programs with regard to their
any

payers that purchase this service from

GRIP A?

We admit having a substantial problem envisioning how this separate-sale
scenario would actuallywork in practice, and,ifwarnmted, would appreciate a more
detailed operational explanation from you. We suppose it was theoretically possible for
the composers in BMI to sell their compositions separately and contract to purchase
ASCAP's monitoring and enforcement services separately if
they wished to
do so, but
such an arrangement would have resulted

In any

in significant ineffciencies.

event, there are relatively minor, discrete parts of its quality/costsell separately from its members'
medical

improvement program that GRIPA could

services--isease management is probably the most obvious example. But it would be

diffcult, if not impossible, to sell the core parts of its quality/cost-improvement program
separately from its physicians' services, paiiicularly those parts of
the quality/costimprovement program involving implementation of protocols and the monitoring of
compliance because these aspects wil

be so integrated into the provision of

its members'

A (or its individual physicians)
certainly could sell physician services without the quality/cost-improvement program
(and, indeed, payers will have that choice, ifthats what they want, by not purchasing the
GRIP A product
but by negotiating with GRIPA physicians on an individual basis). But
we cannot envision how the quality/cost-improvement program could be sold without the
physician services or how the quality/cost-improvement program could operate if sold
separately while payers contracted with physicians on an individual basis. How would
this work? Would the payer come to GRIP A and say that it has contracted with GRIP A
physicians 1-200 but not with physicians 201-500 and thus that the quality/costmedical services provided under GRIPA contracts. GRIP
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improvement program it wants to purchase separately should include only thefirstgroup .
of physicians?
And suppose that some large payers decided to purchase the quality-improvement
program but not to contract with a number of GRIP A physicians who had been.
particularly active in, and devoted substantial time (for which they are notreiiIbursed) to,
developing thequality/cost-improvement program.and monitoring
compliance? No
rational physician wil donate his or her time to GRIP A with the looming possibility that
he or she wil be cut out of
the revenues the program is intended to generate through the
provision of services. Theoretically, it might be possible to compensate those
physicians
from

the revenues generated by the sale of

the quality/cost-improvement

program itself.

This would just raise additional complications in operating the program (both

the

operationally and politically), and GRIPA doubts the physicians would believe

trouble was worth it.
We believe that much of the answer to these questions goes back to the fact
the success of the program hinges in large degree on the ability of
its physicians to participate in all its contracts because ofthe integration of
quality/cost-improvement program into the physicians'

that
GRIP A to require all
the
medical services, at least to the

extent that the services are purchased through GRIP A.
Q6 Doesn't the apparently concentrated nature of
(i.e., the presence of only a few large payers) make it less necessary

market

the Rochester area payer

for

GRIPA's effcient operation that all member physicians commit in advance
(through joint contracting) to participate in aHcontracts? For example, if
GRIP A contracted with Excellus or Preferred Care, even if GRIP A determined
the relevant physician networks for those contracts
by using amessenger

arrangement, rather than joint contracting and price agreement, it apparently
could "cover" the delivery of most services in the area with only one or two
panels, thus simplifying implementation of referral restrictions andmonitoring
functions. Moreovcr, aren't the physician panels for most payers likely
to
be
substantially the same in all cases, regardless ofwhcther the panel is
established
by joint contracting or other means?
We agree with the assumption that the fewer the customers, the easier (all elsc
equal) it would be to administer a messenger arrangement. But the relevant variable is
not the degree of concentration per se, but rather the number of customers (and to some
extent, the number of different plans offered by those customers), regardless ofthcir
market shares. While
there
are few "large" payers in the Rochester area, there are several
smaller ones, as well as a number of self-insured employers.
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It's not possible to predict definitively whether the panels would besubsÜmtially
the contracting methodology. We would predict

the same for all customers regardless of

they would not be substantially the same because of

the different degrees

of

buyer market

most or all GRIPA

power held by different customers. Theory would predict that

members would paricipate in Excellus's products (assuming the level ofn~imbursement
the degree of
its monopsony
power. The same, however, would probably not be true with regard to other payers and

offered exceeded the physicians' average costs) because of

self-insured employers. High-end GRIP A specialists would probably participate in the
networks of all customers because of
their own market power; the same
would not be
true, however, with respect to physicians (PCPs, for example) in more competitive sellerside physician markets.

Other messenger models with which we've worked have ended up with
sibrnificantly different panels. Indeed, this has been a major criticism of messenger
models by both customers ("We want Dr. X in our network. Why can't you force her to
participate? I was interested in contracting with a
network because I thoughtthatmeant I
got all the doctors. What good is a network?") and physicians ("What do you mean I'm a

this so-called 'network' but the customer doesn't want me!?" I thought a
network meant that everyone participates. "). And experience also shows that before the
network becomes "final," even if ultimately substantially all physicians are participants,
several time-consuming rounds of offers, counteroffers, counter-counteroffers, and
counter-counter-counter offers are usually necessary, stretching the contracting period for
member of

substantial periods of time.

a broken record by now, it's impoiiant
to GRIPA, for the reasons we've tried to explain, that the panels not be "substantially
similar," but that there be only
one panel with all GRIP A physicians participating.
Finally, although we know we

Q7 You state on page 27 of

sound like

your letter that ". . . if

all GRIPA physicians

are not

required to participate in all GRIP A contracts, GRIP A cannot be assured that
there will be sufficient
compliance infonnation from the physicians with respect
to GRIP A contracts for the monitoring and cOITective-action functions ofthe

this asseiiion? I

program to operate and thus achieve. . . efficiencies. ! . ." What is the basis for

assertion is the fact that GRIP A can't predict how many or what
percentage of its physicians would actually participate in GRIP A contracts if there were
The basis for the

no requirement that they do so. It is possible that a small number of physicians would
participate in some contracts, resulting in a cOlTespondingly small amount of data

reviewed for compliance and monitoring. The smaller the amount of data, the less
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statistically significant and unbiased the results of the program wil be and the less
effective the program

is likely

to

be.

and empirically, how.much
participation is necessary for valid statistics or an effective
program. Even having that infonnation would be oflittle help without the
ability to
predict which physicians would participate in the contracts.
GRIP A has not attempted to deteimine, objectively

data or what degree of

Absent sufficient data points -- for example due to GRIP A havingfew contracts
and limited enrollees,
or particular GRIP A physicians having insuffcient
patients covered under GRIP A contracts -- requiring physician participation in
all GRIP A contracts might not assure generation of sufficient compliance
information for monitoring purposes. What

alternative approaches

to collecting

suffcient compliance data have been considered?
For some guideline measures,GRIPA acknowledges
that it may not have
sufficient data to generate statistically-significant studies of individual compliance.
GRIPA believes, though, that its policy

will decrease such occurrences.

GRIP A explored the possibility of collecting physicians' treatment information
for all patients, and not just enrollees of GRIP A-contracted payers. Its ability to do this,
however, is impaired by state and federal privacy laws governing the exchange of
patients' health care information. Until GRIP A and its physicians are able to work
through the privacy issues, it wil collect
only claims data for GRIP A-contracted payers.

In this regard, rather than requiring all physicians to participate in all contracts,
could GRIP A use nationally available information to augment locally collected
data when measuring comparative compliance
with benchmarks and
assessing
cost-effectiveness?
of assessing how
national benchmarks. The question
we believe you are asking is whether nationally available infoiation could somehow be
GRIP A wil use nationally available infonnation as a means

GRIP A physicians compare to national averages and

added to the data collected E:om the physicians

in order to incJrease the sample size. The

the comparative sample, but the size of the sample of
GRIP A patients. All sample-size calculations assume equal sample sizes between
comparison groups. lfthe group sizes are unequal, the smaller-sized sample will affect
the statistical significance of the results.
problem, however, is not the size of

The previous questions suggest that you have some concem with GRIP A's

proposed requirement that all GRIP A physicians participate in all GRIP A contracts. We
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are not sure what that concern is other than the requirement is an important reason that
GRIP A needs to negotiate contracts on behalf of its members.
If you believe that the
requirement raises some independent antitrust issue, we would appreciate the oPPOltunity
to learn about the concern and discuss it because we can't discern any anti

competitive

effect it might have.

If GRIP A had a contract with only one payor, representing 25% of area patients,
would this provide sufficient compliance information for physician monitoring, if
GRIP A requircd all physicians to pai1icipate in the contract with that payer? If
GRIP A had a contract with onc payor, representing 50% of area patients, would

this provide sufficient compliance information for physician monitoring, if only
50% of GRIP A physicians participated in that contract?

GRIP A honestly doesn't know. But the larger practical problem is that it cannot

predict how many contracts it might have, how large those contracts wil be, and, absent
many physicians would participate in
each
contract. Related to that, patient and physician percentages provide only two ofthe
varables necessary to determine sufficiency of a sample. The sample size for any given
the full-pai1icipation requirement, how

guideline measure is also dependent upon how many GRIP A-contracted patients any

individual physician has and the patients' characteristics such as age, sex, and diseases.
these variables is knowable until actual contracts are in place.

None of

Q8 Even if you require all GRIP A physicians to be in all clinical integration
contracts, why do the physicians need to agree on the price of their individual
services? For example, why couldn't the physicians individually set a reservation
price (standing offer) and if a payor wants the clinical integration panel, then it
has to agree to each physician's price to get the panel?
The problem is that there is no way for GRIP A to implement a requirement that

all physicians pai1icipate in all GRIP A contracts unless GRIP A negotiates the contracts

on behalf of all of its physicians. The example in the question~fwhat, in effect, is a
standing-offer messenger anangement-exemplifies this because, under this approach, it
is possible that some GRIP A networks for some payers would not include all GRIP A
physicians.
Partial, rather than full, participation might not create a problem, per se, if
the
only reason for the requirement were to offer payers "single signature contracting with a
defined and known network of providers." Opinion Request Letter at 26. As the
question indicates, the payer could obtain pai1icipation by all GRIP A physicians simply

by meeting the fee demand of each physician. (This process \-vould, however, introduce

the Inerììciencies of a messenger alTangemcnt, e.g.. gathering all the fee infonnation,
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rounds of counteroffers, etc., which GRIPA wishes to avoid.) But as the Opinion
Request Letter explained, GRIPA's ability to offer payers a known, defihednetwork is
only one reason for its requirement that all
physicians paiiicipate in all contracts. See id.
at 26-27. Other reasons are assurances to paiiicipating physicians that the physicians to
whom they refer are paiiicipating physicians; the ability of the physicians"'to rely on the
participation of other members of the group in the network and its acti vities on a
continuing basis'" (id.at 26 (quoting Staff Advisory Opinion to MedSouth));
administrative burdens if physicians were "in" for some contracts and "out" for others;
minimizing the free-rider problem; and
helping to ensure suffcient quality/costimprovement program data to support the program. The standing-offer approach
suggested in the question would not solve these concerns because, again, it could not
ensure that all GRIP A physicians would participate in all GRIP A contracts.
The relevant question is reaHy whether there is some way for GRIP A to ensure

that all physicians participate in all contracts without GRIP A's negotiating contracts on
their behalf. Weare not aware of any way this can be done.

Market Power and Effects
Ql In your submission (pp. 2-3) you state that GRIP A's proposed program is
by payers."
Please explain your basis for this statement, including any specific expressions of
expected to "fit directly into payer plans and should be well-received

payer interest in the proposed pro!:'Tam.

Payers (and employers contracting with payers) are looking for transpai"ency of
quality and cost. GRIP A wil provide this transparency and will also assist payers in
additional cost avoidance.
See below for payers' specific expressions of

interest in GRIP

A's proposed

program.

Also, please describe fully and specifically any contacts or discussions that
GRIP A has had with potential purchasers of its proposed program,
identifying
contact persons, and describing what infol1nation GR!IP A presentedto them and
their responses, including any competitivc or othcr concerns about,

to, the proposcd program that they raiscd.

or ohjections
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CONT ACTS:

Excellus:
Martin E. Hickey, MD,
Sr. VP Health Care Affairs
Excellus
165 Court Street
Rochester, NY 14647
(585) 238-4519 (P)
(585) 399-6671 (f)

Martin.Hickey(qexcellus.com
Preferred Care:

John Urban (former Preferred Care CEO)
President
The Greater Rochester Health Foundation
150 State Street

Rochester, New York 14614
(585) 258-1704 (P)

(585) 258-1711 (f)
jurban(qthegrhf.org
Assistant - Phylliss Paeth: (585) 258-1706

Lisa Brubaker
Exec. VP Rochester Operations & Government Programs
MVP
259 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607
(585) 258-8674 (p)

(585) 327-5721 (f)
I brubaker(qpreferredcare.org
Assistant - Rosalis Ferrs: (585) 327-2344
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Well

Care of

New York, Inc.:

Rich Keller
Executive Director, Upstate NY
WellCare of
New York, Inc.
1404 Route 300

Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 566-6069 x 8658 (p)
(813) 262-2965 (f)
Rich. Kellerc£wellcare.com

Marion Corbett
Manager - Medicare Network Relations
WellCare of
New York, Inc.
1 Civic Center Plaza, Suite 107
Pougheepsie, NY 12601

(845) 471-5021 x 8655 (P)
(845) 471-0539 (f)
Marion. Corbetc£ W ellcare. com

COMMENTS:
Dr. Martin Hickey has expressed strong interest in GRIP A's proposed clinical integration
program, though he believes physician groups should take full risk. He is familiar with
the type ofhealth-infonnation sharing that GRIP A has proposed, which he has seen work
elsewhere in the fonn of regional health information organizations, or RHIOs. Dr.
Hickey did not voice any objections to GRIPA's proposed program.
Mr. John Urban expressed confidence in GRIP A as an organization with which Preferred
Care could collaborate. He was interested in new quality and efficiency initiatives that
could result from implementation of GRIP A's program. He stated he wished GRIP A had
done this years ago.

Prior to the Preferred Care/MVP merger, Ms. Lisa Biubaker suggested she would support
the program when she felt the time was appropriate. GRIP A is unsure whether the

merger has had any affect on her opinion.
Due to its small patient population in the Rochester area, GRIP A's panel provides the
vast majority of services to Well
Care subscribers in the area. Both Rick Keller and
Marion Corbett are supportive of GRIP A and its efforts and have not voiced any
objections regarding the proposed program.
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MEETINGS:
. 4/27/05
o Place: Scott Ellsworth's offce at Excellus

o Excellus representatives: Scott Ellsworth, Regional President; Edward

Black, MD, CMO; Chiis O'Donnell, VP Network Management
o GRIP A representatives: Gregg Coughlin and Eric Nielsen
o Purpose: to educate Excellus principals about clinical integration and
GRIP A's plans

· 5/1 0/05
o Place: GRIP A offices
o Excellus representatives: Martin Hickey, MD, Sr. VP Health Care Affairs;

Jamie Kerr, MD, Medical Director
o GRIP A representatives: GRIP A Medical Management Committee
o Purpose: part of Dr. Hickey's initial round of meetings with local

physician and hospital groups on beginning his employment with Excellus

. 8/3/05

o Place: Whitney & Co. (office of Jack Biemiller)
o Rump Group (self-appointed group of
key senior executives in Rochester)
representative: Dutch Summers, Chairman
o GRIPA representatives: Gregg Coughlin; Jack Biemiller, Chairman,
GRIP A Finance Committee
o Purpose: familiarize community leaders with GRIP A's operations and

proposed plans
. 8/18/05
o Place: Dr. Hickey's office at Excellus

o Excellus representative: Martin Hickey, MD, Sr. VP Health Care Affairs

o GRIP A representatives: Lisa Smith, GRIP A CFO; Gregg Coughlin; Eric

Nielsen
o Purpose: educate Dr. Hickey about clinical integration and GRIP A's plans
· 8/31/05
o Place: PrefciTed Care offces
o Preferred Care representatives: John Urban, CEO; Lisa B11baker, COO;

Matthew MacKinnon, VP otNetwork Services
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o GRIP A representatives: Lisa Smith, Gregg Coughlin, Eric Nielsen
o Purpose: to educate Preferred Care principals about clinical integration
and GRIP

A's plans

. 1117/05
o Place: offices of Rochester Business Allance ("RBA")

o RBA representative: Sandy Parker, CEO
o GRIP A representatives: Gregg Coughlin, Eric Nielsen
o Purpose: dispel perception that GRIP A was competing with RBA for

HEAL NY health information technology grant funds; generally discuss
clinical integration and GRIP A's plans
. 3/31/06
o Place: GRIP A offces

o MVP/Preferred Care representatives: David Oliker, MD, CEO MVP; Lisa

Brubaker, COO Preferred Care
o GRIP A representatives: Gregg Coughlin, Eric Nielsen
o Purpose: meet and greet for Dr. Oliker upon the pending merger of MVP
and Preferred Care; generally discussed clinical integration and GRIP
A's

plans
. 4/3/06
o Place: Strathallan restaurant

o Excellus representative: Marin Hickey, MD, Sr. VP Health Care Affairs

o GRIP A representatives: Gregg Coughin, Eric Nielsen
o Purpose: update Dr. Hickey on GRIP

A's prögress toward clinical

integration
. 4/14/06
o Place: offces of RBA

o Representatives: Board of RBA and Rump Group
o GRIP A representatives: Gregg Coughlin; Sam Huston, ViaHealth CEO
o Purpose: develop strategy for Rochester Regional Health InfoD11ation

Organization
. 8/31/06
o Place: Pomodoro' s restaurant
o Excellus representative: Martin Hickey, MD, Sr. VP Health Care Affairs

o GRIP A representatives: Gregg Coughlin, Eric Nielsen
o Purpose: update Dr. Hickey on GRIPA's progress toward clinical

integration
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Q2 Please describe how GRIP A intends to develop fee proposals for use in its
contract negotiations with payers.
As it has done with its financial risk-sharing contracts, GRIP A wil try to
determine what the market-driven conversion factor! is; that is, they'll try to figure out
what conversion factor the payers generally are offering physicians in the area. When
selling its integrated product, GRIP A plans to start with the market-driven conversion
factor and hopes to add on a financial incentive for meeting quality and cost benchmarks
in the form of a payment-for-performance, an upside gain-share, or an increased
conversion factor with an accounting at the end of the year if GRIP A fails to meet

specified targets.
What fee or other competitively sensitive infonnation wil GRIP A obtain fi.om its

physician members, and how will GRIP A assure that this or other competitively
sensitive infonnation will not be available or shared among the physicians?
GRIPA wil receive its physician members' fee information as par of

the claims

data its members are required to submit for the purpose of populating the electronic
prescribing application and the patients' electronic medical records. It wil not, however,
make any use of
this infonnation. And, in fact, GRIP
A wil not store, analyze, use or
disclose for any purpose any infonnation relating to the physicians' reimbursement rates
that may be contained in the data.2
Q3 What limitations, if any, wil be imposed on the number of physicians who wil be
allowed to participate in GRIP A, in total, or by specialty? What restrictions, if
any, wil be imposed on adding new physician members to GRIP A?

The only limitation on participation in GRIP A is that the physician must be a
shareholder in Rochester General Physicians Organization, Inc. ("RGPO") or Wayne
County Physicians Organization. RGPO limits new shareholder status to "active"
Rochester General Hospital medical staff in medical specialties in which there is an
inadequate number of
physicians to service the subscribers of
the payers with which
GRIP A contracts. GRIP A has no plans to increase the number of its members
i The payers calculate the physicians' fees for services rendered to subscribers by multiplying the

negotiated conversion factor by the prior year's Relative Value Units ("RVU") set by the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services for each Current Procedural Terminology code, For example, if an oftce
visit CPT code (99212) had an RVU of 1.02 and the conversion factor was $46, then the fee would be
$46,92,
2 Exhibit E, amended Physician Participating Provider Contracts, Section2,3(e), Also included with the
contracts are the letters and contract summary sent to the providers with the amended contract.
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Q4 Who does GRIP A view as its primary or important competitors for its proposed
program, or for its currently operating programs?
GRIPA's primary competitors are RCIPA, the University of

Rochester System,

the Unity Health System, and, somewhat ironically, its own members and other
individual medical practices. Because customers wil be able to contract with GRIP A
members and other medical practices on an individual basis, GRIP A must be able to offer

a product with a lower quality-adjusted price than the product offered by others,
including its own members when contracting individually.
Related to the above, GRIP A intends to differentiate its product from that of
GRIP
A's knowledge, none of
its
competitors, although in the same relevant product market as GRIP A, will offer a similar
product.
others by offering the integrated product. To the best of

Miscellaneous

QI What is the significance, if any, either for GRIP A's proposed operation and
achievement of efficiencies, or for the competitive effects and antitrust analysis
the fact that 130 GRIPA physicians are
of

GRIP

employees of

A's proposed operation, of
Via

Health?

None. GRIP A will not rely on ViaHealth either to discipline its employed

physicians for sub-par performance or to motivate them. GRIP A wil perform those
functions itself.3 Like the independent practitioners, the ViaHealth-employed
physicians must comply with the GRIP A practice guidelines and GRIP A's quality
improvement policies, submit to GRIP A's quality monitoring and corrective action, and
are subject to review and, if necessary, discipline by the GRIP A Quality Assurance
CounciL. GRIP A can also expel noncompliant employed physicians from the network
paneL. 4

For motivation, all physicians, including ViaHealth employees, wil receive
individual performance reports, be compared to their peers, and their performance scores
will be aggregated with all of
the paiiicipating physicians for the assessment of
the
network's improvement. In the past, GRIP A saw that the eligible ViaHeaIth-employed
3 See Exhibit F, Amended By-laws (reflecting that all physicians are treated the same, regardless of
status as independent or employed physicians), The Amended By-laws have been ratified by two of

three shareholders,

4 See Exhibit G, Participating Provider Employed Physician Contracts,

their
the
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physicians received their share of financial withhold retul1 and gain-sharing funds. If
GRIP A negotiates for pay-for-perf0l11anCe or gain-sharing funds in its clinical
integration contracts (as it hopes to do), it wil make every attempt to ensure that the
employed physicians are rewarded with their portion of the collectively earned bonus.
The employed physicians have been active in the development of

A's

GRIP

clinical integration program, serving on the Board and CIC and providing input through
the SAGs. They wil be required to serve on the Council if selected.

Q2 Please provide any pre-existing reports, studies, or analyses of physician or health
care competition, or pricing or payment levels to providers, in the geographic area (or any
part thereof) within which GRIP A proposes to operate its program. Please include the
2005 strategic study that GRIP A undertook, and which is referred to on page 2 of your
request letter, as well as any subsequent strategic or market reports or studies.
Sent 11/13/06.

You also requested additional infonnation regarding GRIPA's financial risksharing contracts. Exhibit H contains spreadsheets showing numbers of covered lives, by
month and year, for each managed care product. Exhibit I provides information on the
capitation dollars-the total amount received from the health plan for providing

withhold and

physician services combined with physicians' withhold-and the amount of

gain-sharing money paid to the physicians at the end of each fiscal year. The documents

in Exhibit J show financial savings as a result of care management services interventions.
The charts included in Exhibit K reflect changes in the patient population resulting from
case management. Exhibit L provides updated charts tracking physician improvements in

meeting protocol benchmarks for GRIPA's risk contracts. Exhibit M is a case study
written by GRIP A staff regarding their Geiiatric Assessment Service program, which
resulted in improved quality of lite for geriatric patients and their caretakers.
GRIP A has attempted to respond to your requests in as complete a manner as

possible. If you have any questions regarding any of the above responses, please let us
know.
Best regards,

,,':/-/ç;/Z?;~:.~;,.
//- .--~
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Christi J. Braun/'"

Enclosures

January 10, 2007

,MD
Rochester, NY

Dear Dr.

As you may know, GRIPA has embarked on a new initiative, GRIA Connect™
Clinical Integration.

Clinical Integration delivers higher quality patient care by creating a connected
physicians, hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with electronic access
community of
to patient infonnation, support from patient care managers and assistance to fulfill a
commitment to evidence-based clinical care. As a clinically integrated entity,
GRI A wil contract on behalf of its members with various payors without accepting
financial risk and withholds.

The GRI A Connect web portal is now being tested, and we are beginning to
"populate" the data repository with patient infonnation from several lab and imaging
facilities.
In response to many conversations with our physicians concerning patient privacy
the leadership of
and their own status as independent businesses, and at the request of
RGPO and WCPO, GRI A has made changes to its requirements to be part

of

GRI A Connect Clinical Integration. These changes are listed in the enclosed page
entitled "Contract Changes for Physicians" Also enclosed are amended contracts for

GRI A Physician Participating Provider Contract - Clinical Integration and
ViaHealth PPO Physician Participating Provider Contract - Clinical
Integration.
As a reminder, the GRIA contract supplements, but does not replace, your prior
contracts with GRIPA for HMO business as a financially integrated group accepting
capitated risk. The ViaHealth PPO contract, which covers all non-HMO business,
you choose not to participate
wil succeed your prior contract with ViaHealth PPO. If
in GRIA Connect Clinical Integration, your prior ViaHealth PPO contract wil
remain in place until GRIP A tenninates the recently messengered non-risk payer

contracts.

these contracts from July, 2006, you
will find enclosed a total of 4 contract signature pages. If you wish to participate in
4. We
GRIA Connect Clinical Integration, you wil need to sign and return all
wil then send you counter signed copies of these documents by return mail as
confirmation of enrollment.

As you have not signed the original versions of

It is a requirement of GRI A Connect participation that each provider individually
sign the enclosed contracts. No one, including your practice manager or an employer,
can sign for you; but you should confinn with your employer that you are authorized
to sign.

ViaHealth administration has already signed group contracts for all ViaHealthemployed physicians.

It is not necessary that other partners or associates in your practice sign these
contracts for you to sign.
Please

mail

all completed signature pages for both contracts to:
GRIPA Network Services
60 Carlson Road
Rochester, NY 14610

or fax to 585-922-0016

You can learn more about GRIP A Connect and about Clinical Integration by visiting
our web site: http://ww.GRIAconnect.com. Please feel free to contact us with any
questions or concerns. I can be reached at eric.nielsen~viahealth.org or 585-922A Network Services can be reached at
GRI
3062. Kelly Taddeo, Director of
kelly.taddeo~viahealth.org or 585-922-1525.

Sincerely,

Eric T. Nielsen, MD
Chief Medical Officer

January 10,2007

,MD
Rochester, NY

Dear Dr.

As you know, GRIPA has embarked on a new initiative, GRIPA Connect™ Clinical
Integration.
Clinical Integration delivers higher quality patient care by creating a connected
community of physicians, hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with electronic access
to patient information, support from patient care managers and assistance to fulfill a
commitment to evidence-based clinical care. As a clinically integrated entity,
GRIP A will contract on behalf of its members with various payors without accepting

financial risk and withholds.
The GRIP A Connect web portal is now being tested, and we are beginning to

"populate" the data repository with patient information from several lab and imaging

facilties.
In response to many conversations with our physicians concerning patient privacy
the leadership of
RGPO and WCPO, GRIA has made changes to its requirements to be part of
GRIP A Connect Clinical Integration. These changes are listed in the enclosed page
entitled "Contract Changes for Physicians" Also enclosed are amended contracts for

and their own status as independent businesses, and at the request of

GRI A Physician Participating Provider Contract - Clinical Integration and
ViaHealth PPO Physician Participating Provider Contract - Clinical
Integration.
As you have already signed the original contracts from July, 2006, there is nothing
that you need to do, and no signature pages are enclosed. The amended contracts wil
the
the date of
go into effect unless you notify GRIPA in writing within 30 days of
the Clinical Integration Program.
amended contracts that you wish to opt out of

ViaHealth administration has already signed group contracts for all ViaHealthemployed physicians.
As a reminder, the GRIP A contract supplements, but does not replace, your prior
contracts with GRIP A for HMO business as a financially integrated group accepting
capitated risk. The ViaHealth PPO contract, which covers all non-HMO business,
you choose not to participate
wil succeed your prior contract with ViaHealth PPO. If
in GRIP A Connect Clinical Integration, your prior ViaHealth PPO contract wil
remain in place until GRI A terminates the recently messengered non-risk payer
contracts.
You can lear more about GRIP A Connect and about Clinical Integration by visiting

our web site: http://ww.GRlPAconnect.com. Please feel free to contact us with any
questions or concerns. I can be reached at eric.nielsen~viahealth.org or 585-922-

3062. Kelly Taddeo, Director of

GRI

A Network Services can be reached at

kelly. taddeo~viahealth.org or 585-922-1525.

Sincerely,

Eric T. Nielsen, MD
Medical Officer
Chief

January 10,2007

,MD
Rochester, NY

Dear Dr.

Rochester General Physicians Organization or Wayne County
Physicians Organization, you are eligible to join the panel of Greater Rochester
Independent Physician Organization, Inc. ("GRI A"), which negotiates contracts
with HMO's for its members, and ViaHealth Preferred Provider Organization, Inc.
("ViaHealth PPO"), which manages fee-for-service business for its members.

As a new member of

You should know that GRIP A has embarked on a new initiative, GRIP A Connect™
Clinical Integration.

Clinical Integration delivers higher quality patient care by creating a connected
community of physicians, hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with electronic access
to patient information, support from patient care managers and assistance to fulfill a
commitment to evidence-based clinical care. As a clinically integrated entity,
GRIP A wil contract on behalf of its members with various payors without accepting
financial risk and withholds.

The GRI A Connect web portal is now being tested, and we are beginning to
"populate" the data repository with patient information from several lab and imaging
facilities.
participating
in only risk contracts through GRIP A and not joining the Clinical Integration
the two signature pages each for the
Program, in which case you should sign only

As a new physician member ofRGPO or WCPO, you have the option of

contract entitled Physician IPA Network Services Agreement for Greater
Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. and the associated Business
Associate Agreement.

If you also wish to join the Clinical Integration Program, you must also sign two
signature pages for the contracts entitled GRI A Physician Participating Provider
Contract - Clinical Integration, which wil allow GRIPA to contract with HMO's
without taking a withhold, and ViaHealth PPO Physician Participating Provider
Contract - Clinical Integration, which will cover all non-HMO business.

It is a requirement of GRIP A Connect participation that each provider individually
sign the enclosed contracts. No one, including your practice manager or an employer,
can sign for you; but you should confirm with your employer that you are authorized
to sign.

ViaHealth administration has already signed group contracts for all ViaHealthemployed physicians.
It is not necessary that other partners or associates in your practice sign these
contracts for you to sign.

Please

mail

all completed signature pages to:
GRIPA Network Services
60 Carlson Road
Rochester, NY 14610
or fax to 585-922-0016

You can learn more about GRI A Connect and about Clinical Integration by visiting
our web site: http://ww.GRIAconnect.com. Please feel free to contactus with any
questions or concerns. I can be reached at eric.nielsen~viahealth.org or 585-922;.

A Network Services can be reached at
kelly.taddeo~viahealth.org or 585-922-1525.

3062. Kelly Taddeo, Director of

Sincerely,

Eric T. Nielsen, MD
Chief Medical Offcer

GRI

GREATER ROCHESTER INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ASSOCIATION. INC.

PHYSICIAN PARTICIPATING PROVIDER CONTRACT - CLINICAL INTEGRATION
This paricipating provider contract ("Contract") is made as of this 10th day of Januar,

2007 between GREATER ROCHESTER INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ASSOCIATION, INC.
("GRIPA"), a New York business corporation, and the undersigned physician ("Physician").

VIAHEAL TH PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATION. INC.
PHYSICIAN PARTICIPATING PROVIDER CONTRACT - CLINICAL INTEGRATION
This paricipating provider contract ("Contract") is made as of this 10th day of Januar,

2007 between VIAHEAL TH PREFERRD PROVIDER ORGANIZATION, INC. ("ViaHealth
PPO"), a New York business corporation, and the undersigned physician ("Physician").

GREATER ROCHESTER

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
ASSOCIATION

By-Iavvs
Of

The Corporation

Revision Date:

December

,2006 .

VIAHEAL TH

PREFERRED
PROVIDER
ORGANIZATION,
INC.

By-laws
Of

The Corporation
Revision Date:

December ,2006

GREATER ROCHESTER INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ASSOCIATION. INC.
PARTICIPATING PROVIDER EMPLOYED PHYSICIAN CONTRACTCLINICAL INTEGRATION
This participation contract ("Contract") is made as of

this day

of ,

A"), a New York
business corporation, and Rochester General Hospital, a New York not-for-profit corporation
that employs physicians ("Provider").
2007 between Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc. ("GRIP

\\

VIAHEA TH PPO, INC.
PARTICIPATING PROVIDEREMPLOYED PHYSICIAN CONTRACTCLINICAL INTEGRATION
This participation contract ("Contract") is made as of

this __ day of

corporation, and
Rochester General Hospital, a New York not-for-profìt corporation that employs physicians
("Provider").
2007 between ViaHealth PPO, Inc. ("ViaHealth PPO"), a New York business

\

\

Covered Lives For Risk-Contracted Payers' Products

Data

Year

Month

2005

VHP

Jan
Feb

11,605
11,510

Mar
Apr
May

11 ,447

Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep
Oct
Nov

Dec

2005 Sum
2005 Average

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

2006

Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep
Oct
Nov

Dec

2006 Sum
2006 Average

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
2007 *

Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep
Oct
Nov

Dec
2007 * Sum
2007 * Average
Grand Total

11,365
11,305
11,318
11,209
11, 165

11,035
10,956
10,897
10,712
134,524
11,210

PCC

GCC

31,366
31,880
32,148
32,294
32,384
32,463
32,679
32,771
32,888
32,823
32,824
32,887

55,451
55,031
54,597
53,602
53,418
53,154

52,383
52,108
51,585
51,221
51,007
50,416

Total
Commercial
98,422
98,421
98,192
97,261
97,107
96,935
96,271
96,044
95,508
95,000
94,728
94,015

389,407 633,973

32,451
28,360

52,831

27,942
27,890
27,856
27,898
28,202
30,144
31,865
31,827
32,505
32,779
33,045
360,313
30,026
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
33,045
396,540
33,045
134,524 1,146,260 633,973

PCG

WC

Total
Medicare
13,820
13,900
.14,014
14,130
14,210
14,244
14,373
14,423
14,420
14,463
14,491
14,533

13,820
13,900
14,014
14,130
14,210
14,244
14,373
14,423
14,420
14,463
.
14,491
14,533
171,021
14,252
28,360 14,893
27,942 14,722
27,890 14,724
166
27,856 14,787
202
27,898 14,869
231
28,202 15,113
286
15,206
30,144
303
15,151
31,865
331
31,827 15,168
353
32,505 15,212
370
32,779 15,238
376
33,045 15,243
180,326 2,618
291
15,027
575
33,045 15,268
585
33,045 15,293
595
15,318
33,045
605
15,343
33,045
615
33,045 15,368
625
33,045 15,393
635
33,045 15,418
645
33,045 15,443
655
33,045 15,469
665
33,045 15,495
675
33,045 15,521
685
33,045 15,547
184,876 7,560
630
15,406
1,914,757 536,223 10,178

* 2007 is estimated based on current trends and information from the health plans

Total

112,242
112,321
112,206
111,391
111,317
111,179
110,644
110,467
109,928
109,463
109,219
108,548

15,499
15,565
15,608
15,619

43,253
42,664
42,614
42,809
42,969
43,546
45,636
47,319
47,326
48,070
48,387
48,664

15,843
15,878
15,913
15,948
15,983
16,018
16,053
16,088
16,124
16,160
16,196
16,232

48,888
48,923
48,958
48,993
49,028
49,063
49,098
49,133
49,169
49,205
49,241
49,277

14,893
14,722

14,724.
14,953
15,071
15,344
15,492
15,454 ..

546,401 2,461,158

Covered Lives For Risk-Contracted Payers' Products
VHP - Via

Health Plan (Excellus managed)

PCC - Preferred Care Commercial

GCC - GRIPA Choice Choice (Excellus managed)

PCG - Preferred Care Gold (managed Medicare)

WC - Wellcare (managed Medicare)

Care Management Services
2005 Experience: projeced vs. Actual
. General eM (Geriatrics included)

. Pharmacy Program
. Diabetes Program

2400

Actual*
1411

Actual
771

6

6

12

-18%

-54%

-51%

-17%

-15%

Projectedt
Enrollment
# of months eligible for cost savings calculation in 2005**

% change IP

..

% change ED

-25%
d

PMPMsavings

i

Total savings for 2005
I

i

I

I

t Based on historical experience of patients enrolled sinæ January 2003:
. Aggregate of 4 programs
. Pre = 12 months

prior to enrollment

. Post = 12 months after program close
. L05 is variable
. total count of members = 2237

* Total enrollment for year 2005 was 2285. Actual = the number of members eligible for cost savings

calculation .

** Based on average duration of months in care management and consistent enrollment during
measurement year

2006 Experience: Preliminary (There is very little run out on the post time, expect more dollars here)
. General eM
. Geriatric Program

. Pharmacy Program
. Diabetes Program
*

Actal

Members Enrolled in 2006
# of months eligible for cost savings calculation in 2006**

6

-72%

% change IP

-18%

% change ED
% change PM

1079

PM

-40%

**Based on average duration of months in care management and consistent enrollment during measurement year

2007 Projeced:

% Change

12 Months

Outcome Measure

Post

-17%
-14%
-10%

ED Visits/1000

IP Admits/lOOO
Total Medical PMPM

t Based on historical experience of patients enrolled since January 2003 to December 2005: .
. Aggregate of 4 programs
.
.
.
.

Pre = 12 months prior to enrollment
Post = 12 months after program. close
LOS is variable
total count of members = 4211

** Based on average duration of months in care management and consistent enrollment during
measurement year

Projectedt
.2400

Enrollment
.

# of months eligible for cost savings calculation in 2005**

6

% change IP

-18%

% change ED

-17%,.

...

PM

PM . savings

Total savings for 2005
.

I

~

I

Average

--'

# of patients Change in A 1 C

...11.1_.._-

-2.61

0.18
-0.48

74

33
32 ..

tt Vi UbucJI n¡;

9

..8
10

48 .

8 -10
::10

30
24

3.05
-20.34

0.18
-0.69
-1.39

91

29

7

..8

I

36
20

I

27
10

months prior to

Baseline A1C In 12

enrollment
None
None

Baseline LDL
.. 100
100 or ::

.. 100
100 or::

enrollment

Baseline LDL In 12
months prIor to

None
None

61

8 -10
::10

.,aseiine" I '"

I

OUTCOMES - DIABETIC PATIENTS IN CASE MANAGEMENT
Patients reviewed atter 1/1/2005 (excludes "low touch" patients)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES

STATUS

Enrolled/Closed

Not Enrolled

Enrolled/Closed
Not Enrolled

STATUS
Enrolled/Closed

Not Enrolled

Enrolled/Closed
Not Enrolled

52
45

185
78

PRE/l00 POST/l00

FLU VACCINE RATE/100 MEMBERS

ENROLLED/C
Not Enrolled

56

61

227
102

PRE/l00 POST/l00

EYE EXAM RATE/100 MEMBERS

ENROLLED/C
Not Enrolled

Ava RANK SCORE
3.22
3.05

PATIENTS.
330
450

POST
PRE
ADMITSl1000 . ADMITSltOoo
172
186
235
179

ED

2õ

VISITSl1000
195

PRE

VISITS/tOOO PREPMPM
135
235

--

POST ED

OUTCOMES _ Cost & Utilzation (Oniy iiicludes patients that have been enrolled for 6 months or more)

STATUS
ENROLLED/CLOSED
Not Enrolled

RANK SCORE
STATUS
ENROLLED/CLOSED
Not Enrolled

POST PM

PM

..c
Q)

Q)

(,
..

i:

100.0%

95.0%
90.0%
85.0%

80.0%
75.0%
70.0%

60.0%
55.0%
50.0%

Quality Indicators Over Time

ONLY)

200210 200230 200330 200410 200430 200510 200520 200530 200610
(PC

Report Run Time

..2 A 1 C TESTS: DIABETICS

-EYE EXAMS: DIABETICS

MAMMOGRAM (AGE 52-69)

""CERVICALCANCER SCREENING

..LDL-C

ACE/ARB OR BETA

-APPROPRIATE DRUG TREATMENT:

-'WELL-CHILD VISIT (200610-N/A)

-HGB/HCT TESTING (2006 10-N/A)

-LEAD SCREENING (200610-N/A)

t; n " ,~ T ¡: n K 0 eii CS T En

J '\D:¡¡'r.N('c'\T I'RAc-:iC(

,\ i;i;OCI'\TIO"

MEASURES
2 A1C.TESTS: DIABETICS
EYE EXAMS: DIABETICS
MAMMOGRAM (AGE 52-69)
CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING
LDL-C

APPROPRIATE DRUG TREATMENT: ACE/ARB OR BETA
WELL-CHILD VISIT ( 2006 1 Q-N/Al
HGB/HCT TESTING 20061Q-N/Al
LEAD SCREENING (20061Q-N/Al

57.1%
60.7%
75.3%
80.0%
71.6%

;ZUU¡¡3U

56.6%
59.0%
76.0%
82.2%
72.8%

86.5%

20021 Q

88.7%

"'uu"'"'''

59.8%
61.9%
76.9%
82.9%
74.4%
63.6%
90.6%
68.7%
52.0%

~uu.. I \I

61.9%
62.1%
75.9%
82.4%
76.8%
65.6%
90.8%
69.6%
55.9%

",uu.",y
63.0%
63.2%
76.5%
82.4%
76.9%
66.4%
93.0%
69.8%
59.4%

.VV""I'i

63.2%
64.2%
77.0%
81.4%
79.2%
67.3%
91.5%
71.5%
62.8%

..vvv_..

62.7%
63.0%
76.9%
80.0%
78.3%
67.2%
91.3%
73.1%
66.3%

------

20061 Q

----- .

(PC

69%
64.6%
72%
62.7%
78%
77.8%
82%
80.0%
80%
78.5%
72%
72.8%
92.9% NA
73.9% NA
68.9% NA
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Abstract
Objective: This paper describes the role of a consultant pharacist on a geriatrc

assessment service.

Setting: The Geriatric Assessment Service is part of an Independent Practice Association
(IPA) in Rochester, New York.

Practice Description: The consultant pharmacist is responsible for the promotion of
rational, cost-effective prescribing of drug therapy in physician offices affiliated with the
IPA.

social
Practice Innovation: A team was formed comprised of a consultant pharacist,

worker and registered nurse with the objective of providing support to communty
physicians in the care of at-risk, frail, medically complex, community dwellng adults::
75 years of age. Assessments completed varied according to patient needs.
Recommendations were made to the primar care provider based on the results of each
patient's assessment.
Caregiver
Main Outcome Measurements: Patient satisfaction, physician satisfaction,

Strain Index, and Drug AppropriatenessMeasure.

Results: Enrollment in the program rose from 19% in the first quarer to 63% in the
fourh quarter. The Drug Appropriateness Measure on average improved greater than
60% for patients enrolled. Member satisfaction rated 9 out of 10. The Caregiver Strain
GAS enrolled patients to non-

Index showed an improvement of28%.. Comparison of

interventional patients showed a lower per member per month cost change from 2005 to
2006.

Conclusions: The GAS provided assistance to primar care providers carng for
community dwellng at-risk seniors resulting in improved pharaceutical care as well as
cost of
reduction in caregiver strain. Benefits from program may impact on the increased

care for these seniors.

Key words: geriatric, assessment, at-risk, drug appropriateness measure, caregiver strain
Abbreviations: IP A=independent practice

association, GAS=Geriatric Assessment

Service
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Introduction
Individuals over the age of 65 make up 12% ofi This
thegroup
United
States population and account
accounts for 36% of
hospital
U.S.
health
care
expenditures.
for one third of

stays and 50% of all physicianhours.zTraining necessar to care for this special needs
90% of all internal medicine residency programs
include some geriatrc curriculum, only 40% require geriatric medicine clinical training

population is lacking. While just over

exceeding 25 half-days and about one-third these

programs require fewer than twelve

needs of
half-days.3 Primar care providers may find it diffcult to adequately assess the

an increasingly frail, at-risk senior population in the short visit times allowed in their
busy schedules.

Purpose
This paper describes the first year of a program designed to provide support to
community physicians caring for at-risk, frail, medically complex, community dwellng
their practices. The Geriatrc Assessment
age currently part of
adults ?:75 years of
of a consultant pharmacist, social
Service (GAS) is an interdisciplinar team comprised
worker and registered nurse that provides multidimensional evaluations for this elderly
use of standardized instruments to
population. The hallmarks of the assessment are the
evaluate aspects of patient functioning, impairments and social supports. The goal is to

develop a coordinated and integrated plan of care, treatment and family caregiver
education. This covers medical, cognitive, functional, psychological and social domains.

Setting
The Geriatric Assessment Service (GAS) is one of many programs provided by the Care
the Greater Rochester Independent Practice
Management Services deparment of
Association (GRIP A), a unique parnership of physicians and hospitals in the Monroe and

New York State. There are approximately 1100 physicians in the
GRIP A network. Services provided by GRIP A include contract management, data
physician network services and physician
analysis and evaluation, actuarial services,
credentialing as well as Care Management Services.
Wayne Counties of

Enrollment Process

Referrals to the GeriatricAssessment Service (GAS) were obtained from 3 main sources:
the IPA's Care
(1) direct primary care provider (PCP) referral, (2) the members of
PCP
practices
that agreed to
Management Services team and (3) through screening of
number of referrals
accept assistance in managing their frail elderly patients. A small
were received from patient family members, third par insurances and colleagues not

employed by GRIP A. A referral was defined as a request for evaluation by a unique

the GAS team. Each te.am member (pharacist, nurse and social worker)
would receive a referral if they worked on a case. Therefore 1 patient could generate up

member of

to 3 referrals.
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Referral criteria for the GAS program included patients 75 years of age or greater
identified as medically complex with one or more of the following problems: memory .
deficits, falls, incontinence, depression, aniety and/or malnutrtion. The Geriatric Needs.
Assessment (GNA) wa's a list of 10 questions (table 1) used to screen all patients being
considered for enrollment in the GAS program. It was the primar trigger for enrollment
patients to consistently takeinto the program. The first two questions covered ability of
history
of patient fallsQr fear
as well as afford their medications. Question J assessed the
of falling. Question 4 related to the emotional state of the patient and question 5 dealt

with memory problems. Question 6 and 7 focused on the patient's ability to máIage
the

answer "yes" to one of

caring for a loved one and for maintaining their home. An

first

7 questions, with an agreement by the individual to accept assistance from the GAS team,
pain
resulted in enrollment in the program. Two additional questions, one related to
uneported to the PCP and another involving patient concerns about sleep, weight change,

hearing or vision changes, were also included and usually resulted in patient enrollment if

answered "yes". .

Any specific request from a PCP to have a patient evaluated by the GAS teamwas

GAS
the Care Management Services team mayor may'
program and evaluated. Referrals from
not already be open to other Care Management Services and were referred ifthecase
The GAS
manager felt the needs of the patient could be best provided by the GAS team.
of
seniors
75
actively approached PCP practices with a heavy concentration
team also pro
in the

defined as a direct physician referraL. AILdirect PCP referrals were enrolled

years of age or greater and offered to screen these patients for potential assistace.

Referrals from this source were obtained by providing the PCP with a listöfat-risk, .
of age currently par of their practices.

community dwellng adults 2: 75 years

Many of

these patients were identified from claims data with diagnoses of dementia, Parkinson's
depression besides the more fiequent
disease, incontinence, malnutrition, anxiety or
diagnoses of diabetes, coronar artery disease, congestive hear failure, chronic
obstructive pulmonar. disease and cerebral vascular disease. The PCP then identified
the
screeD using
patients from this list he/she agreed to have the GAS team contact and
tooL. The (GNA) could be administered

Geriatric Needs Assessment screening

by

one of

the GAS team members by telephone.

Evaluation
Based on the results of

disciplines

the GNA, the GAS team members determined which

primarly
fuctional and social, the nurse and the social worker would open the case. If the needs

would initiate the evaluation. For example, if

of

the needs of

the patient were

the

the patient were primarily financial related to medication costs, the pharacist and

social worker would open the case. During the evaluation, if additional information
became available that suggested needs existed that could
not currently open to the case, a referral could be made to that team member for

best be met by a team member
their

input.
Assessments completed for each evaluation varied according to the needs of

the patient.

A baseline Functional assessment was done on all patients using the Katz ADL and
Lawton IADL tools.4,5 A baseline Caregiver Strain Index (CSI) was done when primary
4
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at closure if

caregivers were involved.6 A follow-up CSI was completed

initial CSI
Mental

the

score was seven or greater. Cognitive function was assessed using the Mini

Status Exam (MMSE), Clock Drawing and Trail Making A and B standardized
assessment tools. Depression was evaluated on all patients without cognitive impairment,
using the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) screening tool derived directly from
Assessment

the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for major depression. The Primary Care Falls
a
and Tinetti-Gait and Balance tools were used routinely on any patient with

history of

falls or appeared to be at future risk. Home safety was evaluated during home visits if it

risk for injur.

was apparent that deficiencies existed that might place the patient at

if
Pharacy safety was evaluated by counting pils and evaluating refill history

there is a

concern about medication compliance. The Hearing Handicap Inventory-Elderly was

also employed by the nurse based on the needs of the patient.
Consultant Pharmacist Role

The consultant pharacist was actively involved in screening patients identified at,;risk

of patients
enrolled in the GAS program that required a

by PCP as well as evaluating the appropriateness of the medication regimens
identified by the team. Every patient

pharacist evaluation received a Drug Appropriateness Measure (DAM). This tool was

adapted from the Brief Medication Questionnaire.7 It consisted of six questions (table 2)
evaluated the appropriate indication of each medication, any untreated needs of the
dosage of each medication in light of
the present drug regimen,
patient, optimization of

that

any renal dysfunction, any drug interactions or adverse effects due to the curent

the patient may have to properly taking

medication regimen and any potential bariers

proton pump

their medications. For example, a typical evaluation might have identified a

inhibitor that was no longer indicated since discharge from the hospital, or the need for
antidepressant therapy based on the results of the depression screen. Each question had 3

possible answers with a score attached:
. "Yes" the problem existed (2 points)

. The problem was being worked on (1 point)

. "No" the problem did not exist or the problem no longer existed (0 points)
The DAM score was the total number of points from the sum of all 6 questions. The
the initial assessment and again after recommendations
DAM was done at the time of
made to the PCP were addressed and the case was closed.

Summary Letter
Once an evaluation was completed, the GAS team communicated the results of the
assessments in a summar letter. The letter was broken down into categories including
cognitive assessment, emotional assessment, safety assessment, pharacy assessment,

findings), goals and lastly
recommendations and plan. The team's findings and recommendations were sent to the
PCP's offce for review. It was the PCP's responsibility to determine what action should
social support, other (hearing

or other pertinent.

5
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(eg.

be taken that involved a change in the current patient medical care plan

staring/stopping medications, referral to specialists etc). Psychosocial issues including
the
team

with

financial, safety and compliance assistance needs were addressed by the

acceptance of the patient, family and notification to the physician. This might involve
application for medication assistance programs, aranging medical or social daycare,
removing scatter rugs that posed a fall risk or teaching the patient how to use a
medication box to organize his/her drug regimen.

Results
from 19% in the 3rd quarer

the GAS program rose each quarer

The enrollment rate of
of2005 to 63% in the second

quarer of

referrals was

2006 (table 3). The source of

primarly through the PCP (table 4). Eachpatient received on average 1.6 disciplines.
the
referred to their case. Enrollment by discipline remained fairly balanced with
the patients and

the remaining

75% split between

pharacist enrollng about a quarer of

the nurse and the social worker (table 5). The reason for a patient not being enrolled
in
6). The
the program was primarly due to the criteria of the program not being met (table

GNA was the program's criteria as discussed in the enrollment process.
physician satisfaction;
The program outcome measures were patient satisfaction,

Caregiver Strain Index improvement.and Drug Appropriateness Measure improvement.
Patient satisfaction averaged 9 out of lOon the assessment tool sent to the patient or .
family member (table 7). The physician satisfaction surey was sent quarerly to..PCPs
until the
who had patients enrolled in the program. This measure was not implemented
third quarer of

the program. Only 1 surey was retued with a score of9 outoflO.

Caregiver Strain Index improvement averaged around 28% (table 8) .

The goal of the pharmacist was to demonstrate at least a 50% improvement on the Drug
Appropriateness Measure. This would mean that on average all problems
identified by
caregiver. An
on by the PCP, patient or

the evaluation tool were at least being worked

problems

improvement score greater than 50% would mean that besides working on the

identified, some of the problems were being completely resolved. The improvement
the in
DAM varied between quarers but averaged 62% overall (table 9). The results of

second quarer 2006 DAM improvementscores were weighed down by i case in which
the PCP neglected all recommendations made by the pharacist leading to a score of
zero. This patient ended up having an acute exacerbation of delirium that resulted in.
admission to a long term care facility.
Each of the six questions on the DAM was analyzed for total score results on the pre-test
and posHest to evaluate what areas were most commonly identified as problems and
what areas showed the greatest improvement after the pharacist's interventions (table
induced problems

10). Compliance barriers, non-optimal medication regimen and drug

were the 3 most common problem areas. The greatest improvement was seen in drug
induced problems, inappropriate dosage for renal function and non-optimal medication
regimen respectively.

6
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Finally, a financial impact of the program was attempted to be evaluated. A comparson
was ru by the analysis deparment comparing the group of patients enrolled in the GAS

program to a similar group of elders not part of the program. The intervention group
represented patients from 10 PCPs in 5 community practices compared to patients from
The average
104 PCPs in 58 practices. The average age in each group was 78 years old.
retroactive risk score was slightly higher in the intervention group (3.05) compared to
the non-intervention group (3.02). The retroactive risk score was based on the diagnoses
associated with each patient. The risk weights were created using a national patient
database. The retroactive risk score was used to predict the dollars a patient should have

one is the average risk. It was expected that
expenses.
patients with a risk score of 3 would have an increase in their cost of medical
cost in the past 12 months. A value of

The GAS intervention group showed a lower per member per month increase in cost of
care from 2005 to 2006 YTD compared

to the non-intervention group (Table 11).

Discussion
The need to care for seniors in the community is growing. In 1996, there were almost 4
by 2040,

milion people in the U.S. over 85 years old. The U.S. Census Bureau projects
older,
13 milion Americans wil be older than 85.8 As our population grows

we will

have an increased demand for health care services, along with a dramatic rise in cost of
will
providing this care. By the year 2030, costs of caring for elderly Americans
represent more than half of all health care dollars.9 Coordinating the care of seniors may
be the most effective way of delivering the services necessar for community dwellng
elders to live in a safe and healthy environment. The federalgovernent sPACE
living
project is an example of a coordinated care program designed to keep frail elders

safely in a community setting. PACE, the Program of All-inclusive Care for the Elderly,
advocates a multidisciplinar approach to treatment that meets both social and medical
needs of its enrollees. i 0

The GAS program was developed to assist primar care providers with the daunting task
keeping their frail seniors safe in a community setting. Too often offce visits with
of
seniors revolve around the immediate needs of overt ilness like bronchitis, CHF
underlying
exacerbations and various pain conditions. This leaves little time to address
and others that
conditions like incontinence, gait instabilty, memory diffculties
increasingly put their patient at risk in a community setting. A referral to the GAS
how well his patient was
more complete picture of
program provided the PCP with a
coping in his/her present environment. It linked these patients with services that might
not have been known necessar and reported problems that frequently go unnoticed until

. i

a disaster occurs.

The consultant pharacist had a unique role on
insight to the complex role medications play in the care of

the GAS team by providing greater
this at"'risk population. It

provided the equivalent of medication treatment management (MTM) in the context of
coordinated care provided by the PCP, social worker and registered nurse. This allowed
the pharacist to assess the real pharaceutical needs of the patient rather than the

theoretical needs that might .be determined by some forms of MTM. The pharmacist
many times had knowledge of compliance issues, potential financial difficulties, overt
7
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all
and underlying medical conditions, clinical lab data and other social dynamics which

influence the ability of a PCP to properly treat a patient with medications in the .
community. The resultant improvement in DAM scores demonstrated

that this foru for

pharacy consultatioäcan effectively impact on medication related problems. The .

recommendations made by the pharmacists were routinely addressed and in some cases
others initiated attempts to
resulted in total resolution of the problem and in many
improve the problem.

A geriatric assessment service can provide assistance to primar care providers carng for

community dwellng at-risk seniors; The GAS program is an example how. such a
program can improve pharaceutical care, reduce caregiver stress and provide patient
satisfaction. Benefits from the interventions made by this type of program may impact

on the increased cost of care for frail community-dwellng seniors.
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Table 1. Geriatric Needs Assessment
1. Do you have a diffcult time taking the medications the Doctor has prescribed?

2. Do you have a diffcult time affording the medications the Doctor has prescribed?
3. Over the past 6 months have you fallen or been afraid that you would fall?

4. Over the last 6 months have you felt unusually sad, anious and or irritable?
5. Have you had more trouble than in the past with memory for day-to-day things?

6. Do you help care for a family member or friend?
If yes, do you have difficulty with any of the following:
_ Physically overexerting yourself

_Managing all the day to day things
_ Dealing with some difficult/upsetting behaviors that need to be done

_ Do you have a hard time asking for help
If

yes to:: 1 of the above, patient qualifies for enrollment

7. Is the patient interested in assistance by our GAS team?

If yes to any of the questions below, patient may be considered for enrollment:
8. Do you have concerns about pain that your Doctor is not aware of?

9. Are there things that make it diffcult for you to manage at home (ie. meals, stairs,

lack of bathroom equipment, etc)
10. Do you have concerns about sleep, weight (loss or gain), vision and/or hearing?
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Table 2. Druii ADPropriateness Measure
Are there any medications without an

2= YES

appropriate indication?'.

1 = WORKING ON PROBLEMS

Are

O=NO
2= YES

there any untreated indications?

1 = WORKING ON PROBLEMS .

O=NO
Are there any medications that are not optimal

2= YES

(not monitored appropriately, subtherapeutic
dose, t not com liant with tests)
Are there any medications that are not dosed

2= YES

1 = WORKG ON PROBLEMS
O=NO
1 = WORKING ON PROBLEMS

appropriately for renal function?

O=NO

diseases/problems?

2= YES
1 = WORKING ON PROBLEMS

Are there any barriers to compliance? (cost of

2= YES

Are there any suspected drug induced

O=NO

med,.complicated regimen, language barrers,

1 = WORKING ON PROBLEMS

or

O=NO

3rd Quarter
2005

4th Quarter
2005

1 st Quarter
2006

2nd Quarter

77

103

99

95

30

44

60

29%

44%

63%

lack of basic knowledge about disease

medication)

Source: Reference 4

Table 3. Proiiram Enrollment Rate
.

Number of

Referrals

Number Enrolled

15
.

Enrollment Rate

19%

2006
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Table 4. Unique Referrals bv Source
3 rll Quarer

4 tn Quarer

1 st Quarer

2 ffl Quaret

2005

2005

2006

PCP

*

81

2006
76

CMS Staff

*

10

11

21

Patientlamily

*

2

1

2

Other

*

0

3

0

3 rll Par Insurance

*

3

0

0

Program Total

*

96

2098

86

..

63
.

..

* Referrals by source not broken down the initial quarer or the program.

Abbreviations:
PCP = Primar care provider

CMS = Care Management Services

Table 5. Enrollment bv Discipline

RPh

RN

SW

Total All

3rll Quarer 2005

4

3

8

15

4tn Quarer 2005

7

12

11

30

1 st Quarer 2006

10

15

19

44

2nllQuarter2006

16

24

20

60

First Year Total

37

54

58

149

Abbreviations: .
RPh = pharacist

RN = registered nurse
S W = social worker
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Table 6. Non-EnroUment bv Reason
4th Quarter
2005

3ro Quarter
2005

,

.

1 st Quarter
2006

2t1Quarter
0

Appt cancelled
Disenrolled
Expired
Hospice
Ineffective

*

1

0

*

1

1

Internal program referral

.

NoRx related needs
Other

1

1

*

0

3

*

4

*

5
- 9

0
0
0

5

.. 4

*

1

0

. . 0

1

3

4

3

0
6

*
*

Physician Refusal

*

Program criteria not met

..

*

Refer to payer CM/M

*

Rx review completed

..

.

*

SNF~Long Term Care

1

*

*

Patient refusal

2006

1

0

0

31

21

12

0

1

J

1

0
3

1

58

Total

0
0
34

.

2051

.

the
* Non-enrollment by reason was not broken down the initial quarer of

program.

Abbreviations:
Appt = appointment
Rx = pharacy
CM/M = case management / disease management
SNF = skiled nursing facility

Table 7. Patient Satisfaction

Total Sent

Total Received
% returned
% Satisfied

3rd Quarter
2005

4th Quarter
2005

1 st Quarter
2006

2nd Quarter

*

14

43
12

10
9

28%
90%

90%
90%

*

.. 6

*

43%
100%

*

..

2006

.

* Patient satisfaction was not evaluated the initial quarer of the program.

\\
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Table 8. Care2:iver Strain Index

# eligible (baseline)
# administered

% compliance
.

# eligible (closure)
# administered

3 rll Quarer

4 In Quarer

2005

2005

*

6

*
*

5
.

83%

*

% compliance

*

% improvement

*

7
7

0
0
100%

*

2nll Quarer

1 st Quarer
2006
20
20
100%

0

.

2006
24
24
100%
5

.i

5

100%

100

.26.5%

30%

the initial

* Caregiver Strain Index not quantified for the group of patients enrolled in

quarer of the program.

Table 9. Drul! Appropriateness Measure
2 no Quarer

3 rO Quarer

4 th Quarter

1 st Quarter

2005

2005

2006

*

8

# administered

*

8.

8
8

12
12

% compliance

*

100%

100%

100%

4
4

11

100%
79%

100%
54%

# eligible (baseline)

# eligible (closure)

*

# administered
% compliance

*

% improvement

*

*

.

.

7
7

100%
64%

.

.

2006

.

11

* Drug Appropriateness Measure was not quantified for the group of patients seen the
initial quarer of the program.

\\
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Table 10. Drue: Appropriateness Measure Totals Broken Down bv Question
Question'

Pre-Test

Post-Test

14

7
18

1. Meds without indication
2. Untreated indications
3. Med reaimen not optimal
4. Dose inaoorooriate based on renal
5. Drua induced disease/oroblems
6. Barriers to compliance

Total score:

44
60

22
2
14

7

50
68
243

29
92

Count of
PCP/Practices

GAS

10 PCPsl

atients

5 ractices

Non-GAS

104 PCPsl

atients

_ 58

....

to Date

Care 2005 to 2006 Year

Table 11. Per Member Per Month Chane:eIn Cost of

Patient
Grou

% Improvement.
50%
59%
63%
71%
72%
57%
62%

Average Age

% female

2005 to 2006
0.35%

78

56%

3.05

11.12%

78

58%

.3.02

PM

PM change

Average. Retroactive
Risk

Score

ractices

Abbreviations:
GAS = geriatrc assessment service
PCPs = primar care providers
PMPM = per member per month
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Ober, Kaler. Grimes & Shriver
Attorneys at Law

Christl J. Braun
cjbraun(¡ober,com
202-326-5046

1401 H Street. NW, Suite 500

Offces In

Washington, DC 20005-3324

Maryland

202,408,8400 Fax 202,408-064

Washington, D.C.

ww.ober.com

Virginia

November 13,2006

VIA COURIER
DavidM. Narow, Esq.
Federal Trade. Commission
Mail Drop 7264
601 New Jersey Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 326-2744

Re: Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association, Inc.

Advisory Opinion Request
Dear David,

Per our recent discussion, our client, Greater Rochester Independent Practice
Association, Inc.

("GRIP A"), has decided to respond to your request for additional

information, dated September 2 1, 2006, on a rollng basis. In this first installment,
GRIP A is providing responsive documents. To assist in your review, we have organized

the documents according to the question to which they are most responsive.
GRIP A requests that certain documents be treated as confidential under Federal
the

Trade Commission Procedure Rule 4.10,16 C.F.R. § 4.1O(a)(2) (2006), and § 6(f) of

Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §46(f) (2006). We have marked as
"confidential" all documents containing competitively sensitive, commercial, or financial
information.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at the above number.
Best regards,

-" / ",j - /"7

/-.
.t, i,'i'(/.Jl;:Q~§
/ . '-,v!i-A
-"- .
Christi J. Braun (
Enclosures

Program Description
2. Please provide copies of all materials regarding the proposed program that have been
any potential physician participants in the
presented, provided, or distributed to
program, or to any potential customers for the program.

1/30/06 SCP Dinner Meeting
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Clinical Integration - an introduction
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Clinical Integration - an introduction
WELCOME

o Clinical Integration - natural outgrowth, pioneering

step
o Six short presentations followed by Q&A

o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback
o These 2 meetings are first test with practicing
physicians

o Why the change?

CllnlQllnt_on - January 2006 (3)

Clinical Integration - why the change?

~

CURRENT SITUATION
o End of a 1O~year market cycle

o Physicians in a squeeze between
o Demands for lower costs
o Call for ever-increasing quality
o Public reporting & accountability

o Relative lack of negotiating leverage
o No way to succeed in pay-for-performance

contracts

Clinical Interation. January 2006 (4 )
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Clinical Integration - why the change?
CURRENT SITUATION

o Landscape is changing dramatically

o Direct contracting
o ¡PAs going away
o Need

for single signature contracting

o Events now unfolding predicted

by PO Board more

than a year ago

Clinical

Intraton - Janu.ry 2001 (5)
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Clinical Integration - why the change?
THE CHALLENGE, THE SOLUTION

o Market-based response

o Acceptable to FTC and Dept. of Justice

o Improves patient care
o Improves physician negotiating abilty
o Clinical Integration
o Federal government approval (Q MedSouth

o Vendors and standards emerging

o Grant money more available

o Pioneering + innovative I logical + relevant
Cllnkal Interaton. January 200 (7 i
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Clinical Integration - defined

care

Clinical integration delivers higher quality patient

by creating a "connected community" of physicians,
hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with

electronic access to complete patient information,
support from patient care managers
and assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidencebased clinical care.
Clinical integration will enable us to demonstrate

improved patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness
so that physicians in the network, working together
through GRIPA, wil be

able to sell payors our

combined services.

Clinical

Interation ~ January 2006 (8)
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Clinical Integration - defined
THE BENEFITS

o Negotiate as a group (private + employed) with
payers

for non-risk business

o Access and contribute to centralized Electronic
Patient Records - entire

patient history

o Computersprovided byGRIPAat nominal cost
o Ease the transition to electronic records
o Reduce omissions,

avoid errors, improve outcomes

o Support independent practices, aid recruitment -as

PCPs benefit, they maintain referral pipeline
o Provide tools forpay-for-performance programs
Clinicl Intr-lon - J.nuary 2.00 i 9 i
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"lde? I'm just a,ie afthose shaJowy figures who

inhabit the mysterous twilight world where the
medical and legal professions meet."
Clinical

integration - January 2006 (10)
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The Legal Case for Clinical Integration

~

CURRENT TRENDS
o What the FTC

expects you to do-and why

o The ideal Clinical Integration program
o Of all options

available for moving out of risk-based

contracts, Clinical Integration is best
o Likelihood of a favorable opinion

o Advance advisory opinion to mitigate legal

uncertainty

Clinical-Interatn -lanu.ry 2006 (11 .)
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Commitment to Care

Management

GRIPA CURRENT SERVICES

o RN + SW help with complex cases
o GRIPA Clinical Pharmacists

o Disease management - help with diabetes patients

ellnlcallntegratlon - January 2006 (12 i
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Commitment to Care Management
EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL CARE

o "Best clinical care protocols" provided as electronic
prompts while you are with patient
o Creating guidelines

o Inventory existing vs. needed
o Involve practicing physicians - all of you - in
creating and approving
o What's next: what Clinical Integrati6n will

look like in

action

Cllnlcillnteration - January 2006 (14)
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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"And that's why we need a computer."
ClinlcallntegratJon . ianuary 2006 (18 i
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The Connected Community - first steps
VIEW AND PRINT LAB & X-RAY REPORTS
o During patient appointment, missing report

o Have staff print lab, x-ray reports
o Could be printed ahead of time by offce staff for the

patient paper fie
o Least impact to your offce workflow
o Next step: view the report on PC, laptop

o Next step: use the portal to send / make available

patient notes to SCP
o Next step: migrate all patient records to portal

Clinical Intraton - J;uuory 2_ (19 i
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The Connected Community - first steps
FROM SIMPLEST TO FULLY INTEGRATED

o Flexibility

o Works with offces that are completely paper and
those that already have EMR
o Adding data wil

be helpful but not mandatory

o PCPs will be first adopters

Clinical

Interation - January 2006 (20 i
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"Say! When did I start reportng to my computer terminal?"
Cllnlaillntraon -J.nlNry 200 (21)
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ThePhysìcian Perspective on Clinical Integration
PAT RIGGS

CllnlcallntegratlDn - Januilry 2006 (22)
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The Physician Perspective on Clinical Integration
JOHN GENIER

Clinical Interaton. i.nu.ry 20.08 (23 i
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The ViaHealth Perspective on Clinical Integration
HOSPITAL & PHYSICIAN INTEGRATION - SAM HUSTON
o Physician recruitment & retention very important to

RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key to future success

o Relationship to GRIPA and POs highly valued
o Risk contracting

appears to be disappearing
i

o Loss of the risk modelleaves physi~ians bare & with
few options

o Some aspects of CI may be mandated in next 5 years
o Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
o ViaHealth commitment to Clinical Integration
Cllnlc.llnteritlon . January 2006 (24 )
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Your Comments & Questions
HOW CAN WE MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU?

o GRIPA commitment:
o Integration

o Seamlessness
o Ease of use
o Ease of transition
DAfter Q&A -Brief survey

Cllolc.llnteriltlon - Janu.ry 200 (25 J
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Clinical Integration - questions and answers

~

Clinical integration delivers higher quality patient care
physicians,

by creating a "connected community" of

hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with

electronic access to complete patient information,
support from patient care managers
and assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidence-

based clinical care.
Clinical integration will enable us to demonstrate
improved patient outcomes

and cost-effectiveness

so that physicians in the network, working together
through GRIPA, will be able to sell payors our

combined services.

Cllnlullntraton - January 2006 (27 i
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Clinical Integration
WE WELCOME CONTINUED DIALOGUE

o Changing landscape

o Gauging your interest
o Brief survey

o How best to stay in touch with you

o Wil you help us . . . ?
Thank you for sharing your valuable time.
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Clinical Integration - an introduction
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Clinical Integration - an introduction
WELCOME

o Clinical Integration - natural outgrowth, pioneering

step
o Six short presentations followed by Q&A

o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback
o These 2 meetings are first test with practicing
physicians

o Why the change?

Cllnlcllnte-l - J.nu.,. iOO (3 J
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Clinical Integration - why the change?
CURRENT SITUATION

o End of a iO~year market cycle

o Physicians in a squeeze between
o Demands for lower costs
o Call for ever-increasing quality
o Public reporting & accountability

o Relative lack of negotiating leverage
o No way to succeed in pay-for-performance

contracts

Cllnlallnter.tion - J.nuiiry 2006 (4 )
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Clinical Integration - why the change?
CURRENT SITUATION

o Landscape is changing dramatically
o Direct contracting
o ¡PAs going away

o Need for single signature contracting
o Events now unfolding predicted by PO Board morE!

than a year ago

Cllnlallntraton .. Janu.ry 2006 (5 1
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Clinical Integration- why the change?

THE CHALLENGE, THE SOLUTION

o Market-based response

o Acceptable to FTC and Dept. of Justice

o Improves patient care
ability

o Improves physician negotiating

o Clinical Integration
o Federal government approval (Q MedSouth

o Vendors and standards emerging

o Grant money more available

o Pioneering + innovative ¡logical + relevant
Cllnicllntroton ,January 200 i 7 J
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Clinical Integration - defined
Clinical integration

delivers higher quality patient

care

by creating a "connected community" of physicians,
hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with

electronic access to complete patient information,
support from patient care managers
and assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidence-

based clinical care.
wil enable us to demonstrate
improved patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness
Clinical integration

so that physicians in the network, working together
through GRIPA, wil be

able to sell payors our

combined services.

CUnlcal Integration - January 200l (8 -J
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Clinical

Integration - defined

THE BENEFITS

o Negotiate as a group (private + employed) with

payers for non-risk business
o Access and contribute to centralized Electronic

Patient Records
o Computers

provided byGRIPA at nominal cost

o Ease into electronic transition
o Reduce omissions,

avoid errors, improve outcomes

o Support independent practices, aid recruitment
o Provide tools for pay-for-performance programs

Cllnlaillnteraon - lanu_ry 2001 (9 1
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Clinical Integration ~ defined
THE BENEFITS

o Negotiate as a group(private + employed) with

payers for non-risk business
o Access and contribute to centralized Electronic

Patient Records - entire patient history
o Computers provided by GRIPA at nominal cost

o Ease into electronic transition
I

o Reduce omissions, avoid errors, improve outcomes

o Support independent practices, aid recruitment - as
PCPs benefit, they maintain referral pipeline
o Provide tools for pay-for-performance programs
CliniulJntegration w January 2006 "( 10 J
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inhabit the mysteous twilight worlJ where the
meical aM legal professions mut."
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The Legal Case for Clinical Integration
CURRENT TRENDS

o What the FTC expects you to do-and why
o The ideal Clinical Integration program

o Of all options available for moving out of risk-based
contracts, Clinical Integration is best
o Likelihood of a favorable opinion

o Advance advisory opinion to mitigate legal

uncertainty

Clinical

Interation ~ JëlnuBry 2006 (12 'J
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Commitment to Care Management
GRIPA CURRENT SERVICES

o RN + SW help with complex cases
o GRIPA Clinical Pharmacists

o Disease management - help with diabetes patients

CllnlQI Interaton - January 20." (13 i
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Commtment to

Care Management

EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL CARE

care protocols" provided as electronic
prompts while you are with patient

o "Best clinical

o Creating guidelines

o Inventory existing vs. needed
o Involve practicing physicians - all of you -in
creating and
approving
o What's next: what Clinical Integration will look like in
action

Clinical Jnterllon - liluary 200 (15)
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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"And that's why we need a computer."
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The Connected Community - first steps
VIEW AND PRINT LAB & X-RAY REPORTS
o During patient appointment, missing report

o Have staff print lab, x-ray reports

o Could be printed ahead of time by offce staff for the
patient paper file
o Least impact to your

offce workflow

o Next step: view the report on PC, Iqptop

o Next step: use the portal to send / make available

patient notes to SCP
o Next step: migrate all patient records to portal

Cllnlc.llntegratlon - January 2006 (20)
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The Connected Community - first steps
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FROM SIMPLEST TO FULLY INTEGRATED

o Flexibility

o Works with offces that are completely paper and
those that already have EMR

o Adding data will be helpful but not mandatory
o PCPs will be first adopters

Clinical

Intration ~ J.nu.ry 20C (21 i
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The Physician Perspective on Clinical Integration
JOHN GENIER
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The Physician Perspective on Clinical Integration
PAT RIGGS

Clinical

Integration - Janu8ry 2006 (24 i
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The ViaHealth Perspective on Clinical Integration
HOSPITAL & PHYSICIAN INTEGRATION - SAM HUSTON

o Physician recruitment & retention very important to

RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key to future success

o Relationship to GRIPA and pas highly valued
o Risk

contracting appears to be disappearing

o Loss of the risk model leaves physicians bare & with

few options
o Some aspects of Ci may be mandated in next 5 years

o Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
o Via

Health

commitment to Clinical Integration
Cllnlcallnter-lon - Jilnu_ry 2GO (25 i

(&'¡tj:,1¡:14\1

Your Comments & Questions
HOW CAN WE MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU?

o GRIPA commitment:
o Integration

o Seamlessness
DEase of
use
o Ease of transition
DAfter Q&A - Brief survey

CUnlcallntegration ~ January 200~ (26)
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"El'CQ'lhing that was in that liing cabinet is now on this

little disk. Except or cours for my bottle of scotch. "

Cllnlcil Intraton'" lilnlYry 2006 (27 i

(lJ:~~¡lfL'~~

Clinical Integration ~ questions and answers
Clinical integration delivers
higher quality patient care
by creating a "connected community" of physicians,

hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with

electronic access to complete patient information,
support from patient care managers
and assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidence-

based clinical care.
Clinical integration wil enable us to demonstrate

improved patient outcomes and cost.Jeffectiveness
so that physicians in the network, working together
through GRIPA, will be able to sell payors our

combined services.

Cllnlal Integration - lanuilry 2006 (28)

14
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Clinical Integration

WE WELCOME CONTINUED DIALOGUE

o Changing landscape

o Gauging your interest
o Brief survey

o How best to stay in touch with you
o Wil you help

us . . . ?
Thank you for sharing your valuable time.

CliniClI Interation - .J.nuary 20 (Ze i
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Integration

Clinical

as a reason toorm a
Connected Community
for MD Users Group

3/13/05
Eric T. Nielsen, MD
CMO, GRIPA
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Physician Contracting
~ Per FTC & DOJ, it is ilegal for
independent groups of "competing"
physicians to contract together with an
insurer (or even compare fees)
~ Waiver only for
Integration

. Financial

· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
. Clinical

Integration

· Hard to do. MedSouth is only group in the
country to get

prior approval of FTC
3

Why IPA's Have To Change
~ HMO's unpopular, Capitation decreasing
~ Insurers want to direct

contract with each MD

~ Insurers want to set up their own P4P's
~ Employers want "0" premium

increases

~ Anti-trust constraints on physician organization fee-forservice contracting
, Most private MD's in groups -=5, by choice, but compete
with large employed groups
4

2

Integration"

"Clinical

is not a medical term

an IPA continue to contract for
without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?

~ Can we as

our physicians

~ without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

5

Yes. .. .
if we have the following three key
elements of Clinical

Integration:

1) Evidence-based guidelines, agreed upon by

the physicians, on utilization to control costs
and assure quality of care
2) Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomesi with
sanctions for poor performance

3) Common electronic medical records systems
or software and data warehouse to permit
shared access to patient records

6

3

What do you get
Integration?

with Clinical

~ Improved Quality
~ Lower Costs

~ Maintain a stable network of independent physicians
~ Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care mgmt, and IT
~ Present a common product to the community

~ Better reimbursement to physicians for a better product
~ A way for IPA's to continue to contract for both capitated
risk & fee-for-service business

~ NOT market power: must be .:35% of providers in
service area
7

Integration

Clinical

Model

In Action

8
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Integration

Clinical

GRIPA-VRrf:ion
~ Clinical

Integration Committee

. and MD Advisory Committees by specialty (?virtual)

~ Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated
by committees and expanded to
multiple specialties

guidelines, monitoring
adherence, feedback to MO's, and reporting to IPA

,. Processes for disseminating

,. Care Mgmt assisting MO's with compliance

.. Sanctioning for non-compliance
12

6

The Connected Community
- first steps
~ VIEW AND PRINT LAB & X-RAY REPORTS
. During patient appointment, missing report

. Have staff print Jab, x-ray reports
. Could be printed ahead of time by

office staff for the

patient paper file
. Least impact to your office workflow

. Next step: view the report on PC, laptop

use the portal tosend I make available
patient notes to SCP

. Next step:

. Next step: migrate all patient records to portal
13

The Connected Community
- first steps
~ FROM SIMPLEST TO FULLY INTEGRATED
. Flexibility

. Works with offices that are completely paper
and those that
already have EMR

. Adding data wil be helpful but not mandatory
i

. PCPs will be first adopters

14

7

GRIPA's Goals
,. rrovide physiciaiis vvith the most complete history of

medical care at the point of care

~ Provide physicians with e-tools to replace manual processes
(Le. referrals, admissions, disease registers) .

~ Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to develop

P4P, incentive and quality programs .

~ Include employed and private physicians in contracts
~ Be accountable to insurers, employers, community,

regulators . .

care 15

on technology and quality of

~ Differentiate the network based

Our Plans
~ 12/2005 contracted with Healthvision for IT infrastructure, eprescribing, referral mgmt
~ Early 2006 data source interfaces & portal design

~ Late 2006 roll-out web portal to physicians offices

~ FTC advisory opinion in 2006

~ Negotiate/charge a premium fora better product by 2007
~ Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for ?400
16

8

Our Stretch Goals
~ Obtain a copy of all elecrronlc billing from practice management
systems, clearinghouses, or biling services to augment clinical data
,. Encourage, but not require, MD offices to adopt EMR's interoperable
with Healthvision

~ Co-development with Healthvision
guideline availability on the portal (phase1)
. patient-specific prompts at the point of care (phase 2)

. monitoring & reporting on compliance (phase 2)

~ Help Healthvision to become able to support clinical integration for other
physician groups in other markets
,. Guide other physician groups in other markets toward clinical integration
as the next model of physician contracting
17

Simplify new technology

''And that's why we need a computer."
18

9

3/14/06 Monroe County Medical Society BOD

Integration
as a reason to form a
Connected Community
Clinical

for MCMS BOD 3/14/05

Eric T. Nielsen, MD
CMO, GRIPA

Contracting & Quality
www.GRIPAconnect.com
for RGH Quarterly Staff Mtg
3/17/05
Eric Nielsen, MD
CMO, GRIPA
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Physician Contracting
~ Per FTC & DOJ, it is ilegal for
independent groups of "competing"
physicians to contract together with an
insurer (or even compare fees)
~ Waiver only for
. Financial

Integration

· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
. Clinical

Integration

· Hard to do. MedSouth is only group in the
country to get prior approval of FTC
4

2

Why IPA's Have To Change
~ HMO's unpopular, Capitation decreasing
~ Insurers want to direct contract with each MD

~Insurers want to set up their own P4P's

~ Employers want "0" premium increases
~ Anti-trust constraints on physician organization fee-forservice contracting

~ Most private MD's in groups -c5, by choice, but compete
with large employed groups

5

"Clinical Integration"
is not a medica/term
~ Can we as an I P A continue to contract for
our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?

~. without running afoul of FTC/OCDJ?

6

3

,
'I.'

Yes.. ..
if we have the fOllowing three key

Integration:

elements of Clinical

guidelines, agreed upon by

1) Evidence-based

the physicians, on utilzation to control

care

and assure quality of

costs

2) Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with
sanctions for poor performance
medical records systems
or software and data warehouse to permit
shared access to patient records

3) Common electronic

7

What do you get
Integration?

with Clinical

~. Improved Quality
~ Lower Costs

~ Maintain a stable network of independent physicians
improvement using

~ Shared commitment to clinical

guidelines, care mgmt, and IT
~ Present a common productto the community

~ Better reimbursement to physicians for a better product
~ A way for IPA's to continue to contract for both capitated
risk & fee-for-service business

~ NOT market power: must be -i35% of providers in

service area
8

4

Clinical Integration
Model In Action
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Cli n icall nteg ration
GR/PA-Version
~ Clinical

Integration Committee

. and MDAdvisory Committees by specialty (?virtual)

~ Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated by

committees and

expanded to multiple specialties

~ Processes for disseminating guidelines,
monitoring adherence, feedback to MD's, and
reporting to IPA

~ Care Mgmt assisting MD's with compliance
12

6

First Step: view or print lab and images
. During patient appointment, missing report

. Have staff print lab, x-ray reports before visit
. Least impact to your office workflow

Next step: view the report on PC in exam room
Next step: use the portal to send /make available.

patient notes/attachments to other physicians

13

The Connected Community
- step by step
FROM SIMPLEST TO

FULL V

INTEGRATED

. Flexibility

. Works with offices that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR

..i

. Adding data from physicians' offices would be
helpful but not mandatory

14

7

GRIPA's Goals
~ rrovide physicians vvith the most complete history of

medical. care at the point of care

~ Provide physicians with e-tools to replace manual processes
(Le; referrals, admissions, disease registers) .

~ Provide I P A with comprehensive clinical data to develop
P4P, incentive and quality programs

~ Include employed and private physicians in contracts

regulators .

~ Be accountable to insurers, employers, community,

care 15

~ Differentiate the network based on technology

and quality of

Our Plans
~ 12/2005 contracted with Healthvision for IT infrastructure, eprescribing, referral mgmt
~ Early 2006 data source interlaces & portal design
~ Late 2006 roll-out web portal to physicians offices

~ FTC advisory opinion in 2006
~ Negotiate/charge a premium for a better product by 2007
~ Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for ?400
16

8

Our Stretch Goals
~ Ubtain a copy ot all electronic biiiing trom practice
management systems, clearinghouses, or billng
services to augment clinical data
~ Encourage, but not require, MD offices to adopt
EMR's interoperable with Healthvision
~ Co-development with Healthvision
. guideline availabilty on the portal (phase1)
. patient-specific prompts at the point of care (phase 2)

. monitoring & reporting on compliance (phase 2)

17

Simplify new technology
.:. r:: .¡:r~ l)(-: ~h :1..' i. ,. ~-. .

''And that's why we need a computer."
18
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3/17/06 Rochester General Quarterly Medical Sta
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Integration

Clinical

&

GRIPA Connect
ww.GRIPAconnect.com

,.

for RGH Quarterly Staff Mtg
3/17/05
Eric Nielsen, MD
CMO, GRIPA
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;1 Physician Contracting . ........... ..
· Per FTC & DOJ, it is ilegal for independent
groups of "competing" physicians to contract

together (or even compare fees)
· Waiver only for:
- Financial

Integration

;,

í

· Employed group
· Group accepting capitated risk & withhold
- Clinical

Integration

· Not easy, Risk of investigation, lawsuits
· FTC/DOJ prior approval of plans (only MedSouth) 2

1

~"Ri~A

Why IPA's Have To Change
· Capitation decreasing

--

· Insurers want to direct contract with each MD

· Insurers want to set up their own P4P's

· Employers want "0" premium increases
· Most private MD's in groups oe5, by choice
3

;I

Key elements of
Integration:

- -lR'~'À'=

Clinical

1) Evidence-based guidelines to control costs
and assure quality of care, agreed upon by the

physicians
2) Monitor guideline-related performance with

sanctions for poor performance

3) Common EMR system or another way to
electronically share access to patient records

4

2

What do you get

,'RJPA,

Integration?

with Clinical

,.

· Improved Quality

· Lower Costs

· Stable network of independent physicians contracting

together
· Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
evidence-based guidelines, care mgmt, and IT

· Better reimbursement to physicians for a better product

· DON'T GET market power
- must be ~35% of providers in service area
5
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, ;'RliJf~A,

A's Goals

__ GRIP

· Provide physicians with the most complete history
of medical care at the point of care

· Provide physicians with e-tools to replace manual
processes (Le. referrals, admissions, disease

registers)

· Include employed and private physicians in
contracts

quality of care 9

· Differentiate the network based on technology and

iQ~RJIJ~A
.,', "',:, ',¡ I". ",
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www.GRIPAconnect.com

Questions?
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

o Natural outgrowth-pioneering step

o Short presentation followed by Q&A

o The presenters
o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback

o Why the change?
\\
\

\\

3

GRIPA
::. -,¡" ,.~ -i-

Physician contracting
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together
with an insurer

(or even compare fees)

o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
· employed group
· group
accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do - MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
4

2

GRIPA

Why IPAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation

decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases

o Antitrust constraints on physician organization
fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in groups "'5 by choice but

compete with large employed groups
\

\\

5

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

Can we as an IPA continue to

contract for

our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

6

3

GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
1. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation-

agreed upon by physicians - to control costs
and assure quality of care
2. Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
3. Common electronic medical records system or

and data warehouse to permit
shared access to patient records
softare

7

GRIPA

,~- - - .~,

J _./ ""n '"

Benefits of Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost
o Maintain stable network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

o Present a common product to the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product
o A way for IPAsto continue to contract for both
capitated risk & fee-far-service business

service area 8

o NOT market power: must be -:35% of providers in

4

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration
in Action

9

Clinical Integration
Model in Acton
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - our version
o Clinical Integration Committee
· and MO Advisory Committees

by specialty

(virtual?)

o Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated by committees and
expanded to multiple specialties
o Processes for disseminating guidelines,
monitoring adherence, feedback to MOs, and
reporting to IPA

o Care management assisting MOs with

compliance
o Sanctioning for non-compliance

13

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - first steps
o View and print lab and x~ray report
· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file
· Least impact to offce workflow
· Next step: view report on PC, ,laptop

· Next step: use portl to send patient notes

to SCP .

· Next step: migrate all patient records to
portal
14

7

,
'I..

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty
completely paper
and those that already have EMR

o Works with offces that are

o Adding data wil be helpful but not mandatory
o PCPs wil be

first adopters

15

GRIPA

Goals of GRIPA Connect
o Provide physicians with most complete medical
history at tirneof care

o Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

manual processes (i.e., referrals, admissions,
disease registers)

o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop P4P, incentive and quality programs

11;

8

GRIPA

Goals of GRIPA Connect I 2

o Include employed and private physicians in

contract
o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators

o Differentiate the network based on technology
and quality of care

17

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT
infrastructure
DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces & portal

design
o Late 2006 - roll-out

web portal to physician

offces
02006 - FTC advisory opinion

o 2006 - negotiate I charge premium for better
product

o Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for 400?
18

9

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic billng from

practice management systems, clearinghouses,
or billng services to augment clinical data
o Encourage, but not require, MD offces to
adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision
o CO-development with Healthvision:

,~~:-~~

2;:,~1

· Guideline availabilty on the portl (phase 1)

· Patient-specific prompts at point of care

';':&.-'~
"'."'~
,. ..

(phase 2)

".,,~\

· Monitoring & reporting on compliance

\

(phase 2)

\

\

19

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals I 2
o Help Healthvision sUPpOrt Clinical Integration
for physician groups in other markets

.,,~

" .:,;,1

o Guide physician groups in other markets

toward Clinical Integration as the next model

..::"';0..'-.';"-;
, ,~~~., ,
..'.....'.'.... .........'1.

of physician contracting
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Simplify technology
':'.l::irt i").n .':.

''And that's why we need a computer.". 21

GRIPA
,-. ---,.;.
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ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very

importnt to RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key to future success

o Relationship to GR1PA and POs highly valued
o Risk contracting

o Loss of the risk model

appears to be disappearing
leaves physicians bare &

with few options
o Some aspect of C1 may be mandated in next 5

years

\ 0 Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be

mandated 22
11

GRIPA

Physician perspective

23

GHIPA

& Questions

Your Comments

HOW CAN WE MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU?
o GRIPA commitment:

· Integration
· Seamlessness
· Ease

of use

· Ease of transition
DAfter Q&A - Brief survey, contact form

24
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,
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

. . . . . thank you l
Stay in touch with
GRIPAcon

nect.

com
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

D Natural outgrowth-pioneering step
D Short presentation followed byQ&A

D The presenters
D Collaborative spirit - input and feedback

D Why the change?

3

GRIPA
._, - ,; i; .-:.:~ \,'; :!,

Physician contracting
D Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
D Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
· employed group
· group
accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do - MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
4

2

GRIPA

Why IPAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases
o Antitrust constraints on physician organization

fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in groups -i5 by choice but

compete with large employed groups
5

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

Can we as an IPA continue to contract for
without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?
our physicians

. . . without running afoul

of FTC/DO)?

6

3

GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
1. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation agreed upon by physicians - to control costs
and assure quality of care
2. Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
or

3. Common electronic medical records system

softare and. data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

7

Benefits of Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower costs

D Maintain stble network of independent physidans
D Shared commitment to clinical

improvement using

guidelines, care management, and IT

D Present a common product to the community

D Better reimbursement to physicians for a better
product
D A way for IPAsto continue to contract for both
capitated risk & fee-for-service business

D NOT market power: must be -:35% of providers in
service area

8

4

GRIPA

Integration

Clinical

in Action

9

Integration

Clinical

Model in Action
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Clinical Inte~ration
Model in Action
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Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect- our version
o Clinical Integration Committee
· and MO Advisory Committees by specialty
(virtual?)
o Evidence-based guidelines, measures, &

goals

prepared and updated by committees and

expanded to multiple specialties

o Processes for disseminating guidelines,
monitoring adherence, feedback to MOs, and
reporting to IPA
o Care management

assisting MOs with

compliance
13

GRIPA

~,;:~f;g~~,,;,
l.f' '.1

, ,y GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and print lab and x-ray report

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file
· Least impact to offce workflow
Next step: view report on PC or wireless

laptop in exam rooms
Next step: use portal to send patient
notes to other physicians

Next step: migrate all patient records to
portal or EMR
14

7

,
'1-'

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
that already haveEMR

and those

o Optional e-prescribing & lab order entry

o Adding data. from physician's offces wil be
helpful but not mandatory

, 15

GRIPA

Goals of

GRIP

A Connect

o Provide physicians with most complete medical
history at time of

care

o Provide physicians.with e-tools to replace.

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to
develop incentive and

quality programs

o Employed and private physicians in contract

o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
o Differentiate the network based on technology

and quality of care
16

8

,
"1.1

GRIPA's plans & timelines
o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT

infrastructure
& portal

DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces

design

o Late 2006 -roll-out web portal to physician
offces
02006 - FfC advisory opinion

product .

02006 - negotiate / charge

for better

premium

o Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for 4001
17

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic

billng from

practice management systems, clearinghouses,

or billng servicesto augment clinical data
o Encourage, but not require, MDoffces to
adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision

o Co-development with Healthvision:

· Guideline availabilty on the portal (phase 1)

· Patient-specific prompts at point.of care
(phase 2)

· Monitoring & reporting on compliance
(phase 2)
18

9

GRIPA

Simplify technology
.:: C:'irlü, .Ü"i:".r,l' ,"'-,n

''And that's why we need a computer."

19

GRIPA

:r-i'z:;-,

ViaHealth perspective
D Physician recruitment & retention very importnt
to RGH & VOW
D Connectivity key to future success

D Relationship to GRIPA and POs highly valued
D Risk contracting appears to be disappearing

D Loss of the risk model leaves physicians bare &

with few options

D Some aspect orCI may be mandated in next 5
years
D Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
D Via

Health commitment to Clinical Integration 20

10

,

'1-'

GRIPA

Physician perspective

21

GHIPA

Questions

Your Comments &

HOW CAN WE

MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU?

o GRIPA commitment:

· Integration
· Seamlessness

· Ease of use
· Ease of transition
DAfter Q&A - Briefsurvey, contact form

22
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GHIPA

Integration

Clinical

. . .. . thank you!
Stay in touch with
GRIPAcon

nect.

com
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

o Natural outgrowth-pioneering step

o Short presentation followed byQ&A

o The presenters
o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback

o Why the change?

3

GRIPA
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GRIPA Retreat 8/2004

REDACTED

4

2

GRIPA

RGPO Retreat 11/2004
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GRIPA

GRIPA Planning Committee 3/2005
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3

GRIPA

GRIPA Retreat 6/2005
o Clinical Integration ratified as goal
D Consultants and legal team identified

12/2005
o GRIPA BOD approves C.l.business plan

\\
\

7.

GRIPA

Physician contracting
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together
with an insurer (or

even compare fees)

o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
· employed group
· group. accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration

· Hard to do'- MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
8

4

GRIPA

Why IPAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases
o Antitrust constraints on physician organization

fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in groups -:5 by choice but

compete with large employed groups
9

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

Can we as an IPA continue to contract for
our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?
,2,\

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?
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GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
i. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation "agreed upon by physicians - to control costs
and assure quality of care
2. Monitor guideline~related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for por performance
3. Common electronic medical records system or
softare and

data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records
\
\
\
\

\
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GRIPA

Benefits of Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost
o Maintain stable network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

o Present a common product to the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product

o A way for ¡PAs to continue to contract for both
capitated risk & fee-for-service business
12

6

GRIPA

Integration

Clinical

in Action
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Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - our version

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and

print lab and x-ray report

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

of appointment for

· Offce staff prints ahead

patient paper file
· Least impactto offce workflow
Next step: view
laptop.
Next step: use

in exam.

report on PC or wireless
rooms
portal to send patient

notes to other physicians
Next step: migrate all patient records

portal or EMR

to
18

9

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR
o Optional e-prescribing & lab order entry

from physician's offces wil be

o Adding data

helpful but not mandatory

19

GRIPA

Goals of

GRIP

A Connect

o Provide physicians with most complete medical

history at time of care
o Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop incentive and quality programs
o Employed and private physicians; in contract

o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
o Differentiate the network based on technology
and quality of care
20
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GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
D 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT

infrastructure
& portal

DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces

design

D Late 2006 - roll-out web portal to physician

offces
D 2006 - FTC advisoiy opinion

D 2006 - negotiate / charge premium for better

product
D Continue risk contracting for

640, FFS for 400?
21.

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic

biling from

practice management systems, clearinghouses,

or billng services to augment clinical data
D Encourage, but not require,MD offces to
adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision

D Co-development with Healthvision:
- Guideline

availabilty on

the portl (phase 1)

- Patient-specific prompts at point of care
(phase 2)

-Monitoring & reporting on compliance
(phase 2)
22
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GRIPA

Simplify technology

''And that's why we need

a computer."

23

GRIPA

ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very important

to RGH & VOW

o eonnectivitykey to future success
o Relationship to GRIPA and POs highly valued
o Risk contracting appears to be disappearing

o Loss of the risk model leaves physicians
bare &
i

with few options
o Some aspect ofei may be mandated in next 5

years
o Makes

o Via

sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated

Health commitment to.elinical Integration 24
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, Physician perspective
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GRIPA

RGPO Board Members
D Joseph DiPoala - Pres.

D David Cheeran

D John Genier - Treas.

D Mark Chodoff

D Michael Jacobs

D Karin Dunnigan

D Michael Kukfa

D Lyle Praire

D Paul Mikus

D Patrick Riggs - V.Pres.

D David Schlageter

D Andrew Swinburne

D Christine Stewart

D Edward Tanner

D Robert Thomson

26
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GRIPA

GRIPA Board Members
RGPO

Via

Health

o Joseph DiPoala

o John Biemiler - Treas.

o John Genier

o Richard Gangemi

o Michael Kukfa - Chair

o Richard Hogg

o Patrick Riggs

o Samuel Huston

WCPO

o Daniel Meyers - V.Chair

o Richard Endres

o Robert Wayland-Smith

o David Hannan
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

. . . . . thank you l
Stay in touch with
GRIPAconnett.com
i

28
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4112106 GRIP A BOD

Clinical Integration

Clinical

Integration Project

Initiatives

Leader

I. Communications - Physicians M. Benjamin/rand Cool
2. Communications - Community G. Coughlin/J. Garham
3. Legal & Regulatory
E. Nielsen M.D.
4. Contracting

G. Coughlin

5. Physician Enrollment
6. Clinical Guidelines
7. IT - Healthvision
8. IT - All Other

TBD

Project Coordinator
Consultants
Marketing
IT
General

Marketing

D. Lange
V. ViglucciI. VanHousen/Consultant

V. Viglucci/Consultant
L Jackson

Brand Cool Marketing
TBD
David Kantor

1

Integration Project

,Clinical

Status of Initiative Development
Leader

Obiectives

1. Communications- Physicians

x

x

x

x

2. Communications - Community

x

x

6/30

6/30

3. Legal & Regulatory

x

x

x

x

4. Contracting

x

x

x

x

5/31

5/31

5/31

5/31

6. Clinical Guidelines

x

x

x

x

7. IT - Healthvision

x

x

x

x

. x

x

6/15

6/15

5. Physician Enrollment

8. IT - All Other

Clinical

WorkDlan Milestones

--

Integration Project

S ecial Communication Protocols
I. Communications - Physicians

Phvsician
Oreanizations

HOSDita

Attornevs

x

x

x

2. Communications - Community

x

3. Legal & Regulatory

x

4. Contracting

x

5. Physician Enrollment

x

x

6. Clinical Guidelines

x

x

7. IT - Healthvision

x

x

8. IT - All Other

x

x

2

Communications - Physicians
Leader: Marianne Benjaminlrand Cool Marketing
Report To: Eric Nielsen M.D.

Support: Marketing Committee
2006. Objectives

i. Develop and Implement a CI Education Progra targeted at GRIA owner
physicians
· Attempt to meet and/or speak with every physician by December 31, 200

· Utilze group/individual meetings supplemented with pnnt and WEB media
· Minimum target - direct

contact with every owner offce

. Monthly Newsletter

. Integrate program with Physician Enrollment plan

Communications - Physicians
(Continued)
Leader: Marianne Benjamnlrand Cool Marketing

Report To: Eric Nielsen M.D. .

Support: Marketing Commttee

2006 Objectives

robust marketing program to mantain and build
enthusiasm for CI Program

2. Develop and implement a

. Monthly Newsletter

. WEB Site
. Target Mailngs

. WEB Site
. Publications

. Champions and endorsements

3. Investigate the feasibilty of branding the CI program
4. Develop and implement

a comprehensive marketing

plan for GRIPA

3

Communications - Physicians

Milestones
PHYSICIN DINNERS

Web

Conne
1 OFFICE VIS1T

otr

Monthly

Newslers

Marketii
Plan

200&

1/1

3

6

Communications

9

.12/31

Community

Leader: Marianne BenjaounlJimGarnham, Brand Cool Marketing
Report To: Gregg Coughlin
Support:

Marketing Comouttee

2006 Objectives

i. Develop and Implement a CI Education and Marketing Program targeted to

employers, regulatory groups, city and county governmenta units, state
agencies, trade asociations and

the

community.

. Educate and seek support for the Clinical Integration Program
. Explore contract opportunities

a CI Education and Marketing Program for
insurers
and third party adounistrators

2. Develop and Implement

3. Evaluate feasibilty of a CI Education Program l!

consumers and general public

4

Legal & Regulatory
Leader:

Eric

Nielsen MD, Gregg Coughlin

2006 ObjectiveS

1.

2.
3.

4.

Milestones

Legal & Regulatory

Submit

Mee

Advisory

Opinio

With FTC

Requ_

Advisry
Opinion

New

Provlc Update P.O.
Se
Agrements
Cont

2006
1/1

6

5

,
'I.'

Contracting
Leader: Gregg Coughlin, Jim Garnham

2006 Objectives

i.

2.

3.

Contracting
Leader: Gregg Coughliii, Jim Garnham

2006 Objectives

4. '

s.

6

Guidelines

Clinical

Leader: Deb
Lange
Report to: Eric Nielsen, MD

Support: Clinical Integration Commtte (CIC)
200 Objectives
1. Develops inventory of guidelines and measures from national and local
repoitories and loca payors.

. Compare to national Stadards
. Complete financialimpacts.tdies
. Complete analysis requested by CIC

· Propose guidelines and measures to CIC

2. Clinica Integration Committee approval
. Reviews and analyzes guidelines
. Solicits input from Specialty

Advisory Committees as neeed
.. Approves guidelines

(continued)

Clinical Guidelines

Leader: Deb Lange

Eric Nielsen, MD
Support: Clinica Integration Committee (CIC)
Report to:

2006 Objectives
3. Develops

process for monitoring adherence to guidelines and standards

. Develops procedures and protocols
. Establishes standards
. Corrective Action plan guidelines

. Sanction guidelines

4. Designs reporting system for monitoring and reporting
5. CIC refers poor penorming providers to Quality Assurance Council for

follow-up action.

7

IT - Healthvision
Leader: Vicky ViglucciIoniiV anHousenlConsultànt
Report to:

Eric Nielsn, MD .

Support: IT Steering Committee
200 Objectives
i. Design port functions and feature
. Physician Advisor Group
. Rules & roles
. Display and transmission of guideline
. Select features

2. Develop links between Data Sources & Port
. RGH
. Other

IT - Healthvision (continued)
Leader: Vicky ViglucciIonnaVanHousnlConsultànt
Report to: Eric Nielsn, MD

Support: IT Steering Commttee
200 Objectives
3. Asses offce readines and develop deployment strategy

. Hardware & connectivity to Portal
. Offce Flow assessment
. Vendor negotiations
4. Instal technology to connect offce to Healthvision

. Implementation Plan
. Training - education

. Help Desk

5. Design and development of c1imcal datàbase

for guideline monitoring

8

IT Milestones
:?

! OFFICE READINES

Physician Advlary

Committ

Recmmendat:
Data Sorc:
-RGH
-ACM

-Roc_r Radiolo

)

OFFICE ROLLOUT

2006

III

.

3

9

12/31

IT - Other
Leader: Vicky VigluccilConsultant
Report to: Eric Nielsen, MD
Support: IT

Steering Comnttee

200 Objectives
i. Evaluate alternative data sources to enhance guideline compliance &

monitoring
2. Evaluate alternative communication links between GRIA and participating

providers

9

Clinical

Integration Project
Pro.eet Oversi ht

i. Comrunications- Physicians
2, Communications -Community
3. Legal & Regulatory

4. Contracting
Leaders

5. Physician Enrollment

Project
Coordinator

President Board

6. Clinical Guidelines

7. IT - Healthvision

8. IT - All Other

10

4/17/06 Rochester General Fam. Med. Dept.
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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Clinical

Integration

o Natural outgrowt-pioneering step
o Short presentation followed by Q&A

o The presenters
o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback

o Why the change?
,
,
,
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GRIPA Retreat 8/2004
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./ RGPO Retreat 11/2004
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GRIPA Planning Committee 3/2005
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GRIPA

GRIPA Retreat 6/2005
o Clinical Integration ratified

as

goal

o Consultants and legal team identified

12/2005
o GRIPA BOD approves C.I. business plan
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GRIPA
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Physiciancontracti ng
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing"
physicians to contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do- MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
· employed

8

4

GRIPA

Why IPAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation

decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases

o Antitrust constraints on physician organization
fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in groups ~s by choice

9

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

Can we as an IPAcontinue to contract for
our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

10

5
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GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
1. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation physicians- to control costs
agreed upon by

and assure quality of care

2. Monitor gUideline-related performance to
control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
3. Common electronic medical records system or
softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

11

GHIPA

Benefits

of

Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost
o Maintain stble network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

o Present a common product to the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product
o A way for IPAsto continue to contract for both
capitated risk & fee-for-seivice business
12
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Clinical

Integration
in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - our version
D Clinical Integration Committee

· Quality Assurance Committee
· Advisory Committees by specialty
D Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated by committees and
expanded to multiple specialties
D Processes for disseminating guidelines,
monitoring adherence, feedback to MOs, and
reporting to IPA

D Care Mgmt. assisting MOs with compliance

D Laptop for each MO, wireless router each offce
17

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and print lab and x-ray report

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file
· Least impact to offce workflow

Next step: view report on PC or wireless
laptop in exam rooms
Next step: use portl to send patient

notes to other physicians
Next step: migrate all patient records to
portal or EMR
18
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GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
and those that already

have EMR

o Optional e-prescribing & lab order

entry

o Adding data from physician's offces wil be _
helpful but not mandatory

19

GRIPA

Goals of GRIPAConnect
o Provide physicians with most complete medical

history at time of care
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o Provide physicians with e-tools.to replace

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to
develop incentive and quality programs

o Employed and private physiciansi in contract

o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
o Differentiate the network based on technology

and quality of care
20
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GRIPA

GRIPA's plans 8: timelines

o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT
infrastructure
DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces & portal

design

. 0 Late 2006 - roll-out web portl to physician
offces
o 2006 - FTC advisory opinion

02007 - negotiate / charge premium for better
product
o Continue risk contracting for

640, FFS for 400?
21

GRIPA

GRIPAConnect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic billng from

practice management systems, clearinghouses,

,~
:,.,

"d--

I.\
i

o¿,,:J \

or biling services to augment clinical data .

o Encourage, but not require¡ MD offces to
adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision
o Co-development with Healthvision:

· Guideline availabilty on the portl (phase 1)

· Patient-specific prompts at point of care
(phase 2)
· Monitoring & reporting on compliance

(phase 2)
22
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GRiPA

Simplify technology

"And

that's

why we need a computer."

23

GRIPA

ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very importnt
to RGH & VOW
o Connectivity

key to future success

o Relationship to GRIPA and POs highly valued
o Risk contracting appears.to be disappearing

o Loss of the risk model leaves physicians bare &

with few options i

i

o Some aspect of CI may be mandated in next 5

years

o Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
o ViaHealth commitment to

Clinical Integration 24
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GRIPA

Physician perspective
Dinitially skeptical
Dessential to the future of physicians and RGH
Dno longer "business as usual"
Dallows you to be an .independent practitioner

Dretaining the benefits of a large group
Dnot ready for a full EMR

computers
Dinputinto clinical guidelines 8: portal
Dbegin the transition to use

DPay-for-performance programs are
Drather set them up

coming
with "friends and family"

Dmaintain the bond of GRIPA physicians

care we deliver
\ Drecognized for the excellent

\
\

25
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GRIPA

RGPO Board Members
o Joseph DiPoala - Pres.

o David Cheeran

o John Genier - Treas.

o Mark Chodoff

o Michael Jacobs

o Karin Dunnigan

o Michael Kukfa

o Lyle Praire

o Paul Mikus

o Patrick Riggs - V. Pres.

o David Schlageter

o Andrew Swinburne

o Christine Stewart

o Edward Tanner

o Robert Thomson

26
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GRIPA

GRIPA Board Members
RGPO

ViaHealth

o Joseph DiPoala

o John Biemiler - Treas.

o John Genier

o Richard Gangemi

o Michael Kukfa - Chair

o Richard Hogg

o Patrick Riggs

o Samuel Huston

WCPO

o Daniel Meyers - V.Chair

o Richard Endres

o Robert Wayland-Smith

o David Hannan

\

\
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Clinical

Integration

. . . . . thank yOU!
i

Stay in touch with

GRIPAcon

nect.

com
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GRIPA

Physician contracting
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
,
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do - MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC

2
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Why IPAs have to change

_of"

o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers wantto set up their own P4Ps
o Employers.want "0" premium increases

o Antitrust constraints on physician organization
fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in

groups ~5 by choice

\

\

\

3

\

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

for
our physicians without taking capitation or
Can we as an JPA continue to contract

another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

4

2

GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
1.

Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation agreed upon by physicians - to control costs
and assure quality of care

2. Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
or

3. Common electronic medical records system

softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

5

GRIPA

. --Benefits of

Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost

o Maintain stable. network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT
o Present a common product to the

community
i

o Better reimbursement to physicians ifor a better

product
o A way for IPAs to. continue to contract for both
capitated risk & fee-for-service business
6
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Clinicallnte'gration
Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - our version
Committee
· Quality Assurance Committee

o Clinical Integration

· Advisory Committees by specialty

o Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated by committees and
expanded to multiple specialties
o Processes for disseminating guidelines, .

monitoring adherence, feedback to MDs, and
reporting to IPA
o Care.

Mgmt. assisting MDs with compliance

o Laptop for each MD, wireless router each offce
9

GRIPA

. GRIPA Connect- first steps
View and print lab and x-ray report

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during

patient appointment
· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file
· Least impact to offce workflow

Next step: view report on PC or wireless

laptop in exam rooms i

Next step: use portal to senti patient

notes to other physicians

Next step: migrate all patient records to
portal/EMR
10

5
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GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
D Flexibilty
completely paper
and those that already have EMR

D Works with offces that are

D Optional e-prescribing & lab order entry

D Adding data from physician's offces wil be
helpful but not mandatory

11

GRIPA

Goals of GRIPA Connect
D Provide physicians with most complete medical
history at time of

care

D Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

manual processes
D Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop incentive and quality programs
D Employed and private physicians in contract
D Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators

D Differentiate the network based on technology
and quality of care
12
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GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT

infrastructure
DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces & portal

design

o Late 2006 - roll-out web portl to physician.
offces
02006 - FTC advisory opinion

02007 - negotiate /charge premium for better
product
o Continue risk

contracting for 640, FFS for 400?
13

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic billng from
practice management systems, clearinghouses,

or billng services to augment clinical data
o Encourage, but not require, MD offces to
adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision
o Co-development with Healthvision:

· Guideline availabilty on the portl (phase 1)

· Patient-specific prompts at point of care
(phase 2)
· Monitoring & reporting on compliance
(phase 2)
14
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GRIPA

Simplify technology

''And that's

why

we

need a computer."

15

GRIPA

ViaHealth -perspective
o Physician recruitment/retention important to

RGH & VOW
o Connectivityis.key to

future success

o Relationship to GRIPA and PO's highly valued

. i

o Risk contracting is disappearing, leaving

physicians bare & with few options

o Some aspect ofCI may be mandated in nextS
years, makes sense to pursue now

o ViaHealth's commitment to Clinical Integration
16
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GRIPA

Physician perspective
oinitially skeptical

onot ready for a full EMR

ono longer "business as usual"
oPay-for-performance programs are coming

orather set them up with "friends and family"

0c.1. begins the transition to use computers
oallows you to be an independent practitioner
ogains the benefits of a large group

oMD input into clinical guidelines & portal
omaintainstothe
of of
GRIPA
physicians
\ oessential
thebond
future
physicians
& hospital

\ orecognized for the excellent care we deliver
\

17

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

. . . . . thank you!
Stay in touch with
G

RIPAconnect.

com
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5/19/06 Physician Dinner meeting
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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Integration

o Natural outgrowth-pioneering step
o Short presentation followed by Q&A

. ..

o The presenters

I
I

o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback
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o Why the change?
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GR1PA

GRIPARetreat6/200S
o Clinical Integration ratified as goal
o Consultants and legal team identified

12/2005
o GRIPA BOO.

approves c.1. business plan
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GRIPA

Physician

contracting

FTC &OOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

o Per

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for

· Financiallntegration
· employed group
· group
accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do - MedSouth is only group in
the country to
get prior approval of FTC
8
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GRIPA

Why I PAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

set uptheir own P4Ps

o Insurers want to

o Employers want "0" premium increases
o Antitrust

constraints

on physician organizatiQn

fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in groups ~s by choice

9

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

Can we as an IPA continue to contract for
or

our physicians without taking capitation

another type of financial risk?

. .. without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

10

5
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GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
i. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation.-

agreed upon by physicians - to control costs
and assure quality of care

2. Monitor gUideline'-related performance to
control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
3. Common electronic medical records system or
softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

11

Benefits of

Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost
o Maintain stable network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

o Present a common product to the community
I
,,.,,.:-,,-'-;,\
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o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product

i
\
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o A way for IPAs to continue to contract for both

\l,

capitated risk & fee-for-service business
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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GRIPA Connect -- our version
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GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and

print lab and x-ray report

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file
· Least impactto offce workflow
Next step: view report on PC or wireless

laptop in exam rooms
Next step: use portal to send

notes to other physicians
Next step:

patient

migrate all patient records to

portll EMR(lite)
17

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR
o Optional e-prescribing & lab order entry
o Adding data

from

physician's offces.

wil be

helpful butnot mandatory

18
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GRIPA

Goals of GRIPA Connect
medical

o Provide physicians with most complete

history at time of care

o Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop incentive and quality programs
o Employed and private physicians in contract

o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
o Differentiate the network based on technology

\ 19

\ and quality of care

\

\

\

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT

infrastructure
DEarly 2006 - data source

interfaces & portal

design
o Late 2006 - roll-out web portal to physician

offces
o 2006 - FTC advisory opinion
\

o 2007 - negotiate / charge premium for better
product

\
i
\
,\

"\
~

\

\\

\
\

o Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for 400?
20
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic billng from

practice management systems, clearinghouses,
or biling services to augment clinical data
o Encourage, but not require, MD offces to
adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision
o CO-development with Healthvision:
· Guideline availabilty on the portl (phase i)

· Patient-specific prompts atpointof care
(phase 2)
· Monitoring

& reporting on compliance

(phase 2)

Simp Iifyteçhno logy
::_ '~:.H-~rJ~; :h"c ~i ,-.~'.,'"

;
.\
\

,

\ "And that's why we need a computer."
\

22
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GRIPA

i' .1 ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very important

to RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key to future success

o Relationship to GRIPA and POs highly valued
o Risk contracting appears to be disappearing
o Loss of the risk model

leaves

&

physicians bare

with few. options
o Some aspect of CI may be mandated in next 5

years
\. 0 Makes sense. to pursue now if it is to be mandated

\ 0 ViaHealth commitment to Clinical integration. 23
\

GRIPA

r",';
Physician

perspective

Oinitially skeptical
Oessential to the

future of physicians and RGH

Dna longer "business as usual"
Oallows you to be an independent practitioner

Oretaining the benefits of a large group
ì

i

1
I
;

i

~,)'\

\

. "\

Onot ready for a full EMR

Obegin the transition to use compyters
Oinput into clinicalguidelines&pqrtal
OPay-for-performance programs are coming
up with "friends and family"

Orather set them

Omaintain the bond of GRIPA physicians

Orecognized for the excellent care we deliver
24
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GRIPA

RGPO Board Members
o Joseph DiPoala - Pres.

o David Cheeran

o John Genier - Treas.

o Mark Chadoff

o Michael Jacobs

G Karin Dunnigan

o Michael Kukfa

o Lyle Praire

o Paul Mikus

o Patrick Riggs - V.Pres.

o David Schlageter

o Andrew Swinburne

o Christine Stewart

o Edward. Tanner

o Robert Thomson

25

GRIPA Board Members
RGPO

ViaHealth

o Joseph DiPoala

o John Biemiler .;. Treas.

o John Genier

o Richard Gangemi

o Michael Kukfa -Chair

o Richard Hogg

o Patrick Riggs

WCPO
o Richard Endres

o Samuel Huston
o Daniel Meyers - V.Chair

o Robert Wayland-Smith

o David Hannan
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Integration
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Stay in touch with
GRIPAconnect.com
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5/23/06 Physician dinner meeting
CLINiCAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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Clinical

Integration

D Natural outgrowth-pioneering step
D Short presentation followed by Q&A

D The presenters
D Collaborative spirit - input and feedback

D Why the change?

3

GRIPA
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GRIPA Retreat 8/2004

",i)
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RGPO Retreat 11/2004
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GRIPA

GRIPA Planning

Committee 3/2005
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3

GRIPA

Integration defined

Clinical

Clinical integration delivers higher quality
patient care by creating a connected
community of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with electronic access to
information, support from

complete patient

patient care managers and assistance.to fulfill
a commitment to evidence-based clinical
,

care.

7

GRIPA

GRIPA Retreat 6/2005
o Clinical Integration ratified as goal
o Consultants and legal team identified

12/2005
~j 0 GRIPA BOD approves c.1. business plan

8

4

GRIPA

,,,,,
Physician contracting
independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for

with

an

insurer (or even compare fees)

o Waiver only for
-Financial Integration

· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold

- Clinical Integration
· Hard to do - MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
\

\

\

9

GRIPA

Why IPAshave to

change

o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases
o Antitrust constraints on physiciary organization

fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in

groups ..5 by choice

10

5

,
'1-'

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

for
our physicians without taking capitation or
Can we as an IPA continue to contract

another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

11

GRIPA
!-"

Yes,-with three key components
i. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation -

agreed upon by physicians- to control costs
and assure quality of care
2. Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with
sanctions for poor performance

3. Common electronic medical records system or
softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

12

6

GRIPA

Integration

Benefits of Clinical

o Improved quality
o Lower costs
o Maintain stable network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT
o Present

a

common product to the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product
o A way for IPAs to continue to contract for both
capitated . risk & fee-for-service business
13

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration
in Action

14
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - our version

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and print lab and x-ray report

print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Have staff

;~
-i

I

./

· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment

~:i
I
i
i

patient paper file
· Least impact to offce workflow

Next step: view report on PC or wireless

i
i
i

laptop in exam rooms

.'),' \

;";l/ i

for

\

Next step: use portal to send patient
notes to other physicians
Next step: migrate all patient records to

portaI/EMR(lite)
is

9

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR
o Optional e-prescribing & lab order entry

o Adding data from physician's offces wil be
helpful but not mandatory

19

GRIPA

Goals of

GRIP

A Connect

o Provide physicians with most complete medical

history at time of care
o Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to
develop incentive and quality programs

o Employed and private physiciansi in contract

o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
o Differentiate the network based on technology

and quality of care
20

10

r
'1.1

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT
infrastructure

DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces & portl
design

o Late 2006 - roll-out web portal to physician
offces
o 2006 - FTC advisory opinion

o 2007 - negotiate / charge premium for better
product
o Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for400?
21

GHIPA

. GRIPA Connect Stretch

Goals

o Obtain a copy of all electronic billng from

practice management systems,. clearinghouses,
or biling selvices.Io augment clinical data
o Encourage, but not require, MD offces to
adopt EMRsinteroperable with Healthvision
o Co-development with Healthvision:

availabilty on the portal (phase 1)
· Patient-specific prompts at point of care
(phase 2)
& reporting on compliance
· Guideline

· Monitoring

(phase 2)
22
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GRIPA

Simplify technology

''And that's why we need a computer."

23

GRIPA

" Solicit

your feedback

o Please fill out our survey - 3 minutes!

o Please fill out our contact form

· Let us know if you're willng to help

1
1
,,\
.,.;
\
.~\
\

\

\

\,

24
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GRIPA

ViaHealth perspective
D Physician recruitment & retention very important to
RGH & VOW

D Connecivity key to future success
D Relationship to. GRIPA and POs highly valued
D Risk contracting

appears to be disappearing

leaves physicians bare & with

D Loss of the risk model

few options
D Some aspec of CI may be mandated in next 5 years .

D Makes sense tö pursue now if it is to be mandated
D Via

Health commitment to Clinical Integration
25

GRIPA

Physician perspective
o initially skeptical
physicians and RGH

o essential to the future of

o no longer "business as usual"
o allows you to be an

independent practitioner

o retaining the benefits of a large group

o not ready fora fullEMR
o begin the transition to use computers

o input into clinical gUidelines & portal
o Pay-for-performance. programs are coming
o rather set them up with "friends and family"

o maintain the bond of GRIPA physicians

o recognized for the excellent care we deliver

26
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RGPO Board Members
D Joseph DiPoala - Pres.

D David Cheeran

D John Genier - Treas.

D Mark Chodoff

D Michael Jacobs

D Karin Dunnigan

D Michael Kukfa

D Lyle Praire

D Paul Mikus

D Patrick Riggs -V.Pres.

D David Schlageter

D Andrew Swinburne

D Christine Stewart

D Edward Tanner

D Robert Thomson
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GRIPA

GRIPA Board Members
RGPO

ViaHealth

D Joseph DiPoala

D John Biemiler - Treas.

D John Genier
D Michael Kukfa ~ Chair

D Patrick Riggs

o Richard Gangemi

D Richard Hogg
o Samuel Huston

WCPO

D Daniel Meyers - V.Chair

D Richard Endres

D Robert W~yland-Smith

i

D David Hannan
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GRIPA

Integration

Clinical

.. . . . . thank you!
Stay in touch

with
GRIPAconnect.com
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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6/20/06 ViaHealth Finance Committee
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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GRIPA

GRIPA Retreat 8/2004

D Flat conversion factors

D Payors' movement towards direct contracting
D URMC's success at increasing payments to

its

employed physicians

3

GRIPA

RGPO Retreat 11/2004

4

2

.-.-

GRIPA
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3/2005

GRIPA Planning Committee

5

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration defined

Clinical integration delivers higher quality
patient care by

creating a connected

community of-physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with electronic access to

complete patient information, support from
patient care managers and assistance to fulfill
a commitmentto evidence-based clinical
i

care.
"4:
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GRIPA

GRIPA Retreat 6/2005
as goal

o Clinical Integration ratified

o Consultants and legal team identified

12/2005
o GRIPA BOD approves c.i. business plan

\\

\\
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GRIPA

Physician contracting
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract

~

with an insurer (or

,~ .I

J

together

even compare fees)

o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration

1
i
i
ì
i
\

~-') \,

· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do -' MedSouth is only group

in

the country to get prior approval of FTC
8

4

GRIPA

"'..;~~;"'"

., J Why IPAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium

o Antitrust

increases

constraints on physician organization

fee-for-service contracting
o Most private MDs in groups c:5 by choice
,

\

\

\

9

\

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration not a medical term

Can we as an IPA continue to contract for
our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

\

10

5
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GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
and

1) Evidence-based guidelines to control costs

assure quality of care, agreed upon by the
physicians
2) Monitor guideline-related performance with

sanctions for poor performance

to

3) Common EMRsystem or another way

electronically share access to patient records
\

\\
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GRIPA

Benefits

of

Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower costs
o Maintain stable network of physicians contracting

together for risk & fee-far-service business
o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT
o Present a common product to the

community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product (4% for MedSouth in 2005)
.;

NOT MARKET POWER - must be .:35% of providers

ì

-\

in the service area
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Clinical

Integration
in Action
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Integration

Clinical

Model in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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Patient Visits PCP

GHIPA

GRIPAConnect - OlJr version
o Clinical Integration Committee

· Quality Assurance Committee
· Advisory Committees by specialty

o Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated by committees and
expanded to multiple specialties
disseminating guidelines,
monitoring adherence, feedback to MOs, and
reporting to IPA

o Processes for

\ 0 Care Mgmt. assisting MOs with compliance
\
\

\ 0 Laptop for each MO, wireless router each offce
16
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GRIPA

l-,

GRIPA Connect - first steps

report

View and print lab and x-ray

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment
· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file

· Least. impact to offce workflow

Next step: view report on PC or wirele,ss
laptop in exam rooms
Next step: use portal to send patient
notes to other.

physicians

Next step: migrate all patient records to

portIIEMR(lite)

,

\

\

17

\

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR

o Optional e-prescribing &Iab order entry

o Adding data from physician's offces wil be
helpful but not mandatory

'~1

"-~ì
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\
\

\
\

\
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G RI PA

Goals of GRIPA Connect
o Provide physicians with most complete medical
"'~

history at time of care

i

o Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

.1

,;'.~

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

._-~CJ

develop incentive and quality programs

(~ìt,.:\ ..;"-_., ~.¿~

¡¿ii. ";j
-~'~'~~'_d
- .'. ::.

;r'~-~~\

in contract

o Employed and private physicians

",ì
',-',.,
'...._.i,f'
,

/¿.- \

insurers, employers,

o Be accountable to

-, '\

community, regulators

\

o Differentiate the network based on technology

\

,

and quality

\
\

of care

\
ì
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GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
o 12/05 - contracted with Healthvisionfor IT
i nfrastructu re

DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces & portal

design
o Late 2006 - roll-out web portal to physician

offces
02006 ., FTC advisory opinion

02007 - negotiate I charge premium for better
product

o Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS for 400?
20

10
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GRIPA Connect Stretch Goals
o Obtain a copy of all electronic biling from
practice management systems, clearinghouses,
services to augment clinical data
or biling

o Encourage, but notrequire, MD offces to

adopt EMRs interoperable with Healthvision

o CO-development with Healthvision:

· Guideline availabilty on the portl (phase 1)
· Patient-specific prompts at pOint of care
(phase 2)

· Monitoring & reporting on compliance
(phase 2)
\

\

21

GRIPA

Simplify technology
..: '-: ,:r,:-c!",,!-;:~~I : ,,-,

"And that's why we need a computer."

22
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GRIPA

Integration

Clinical

. . . . . thank you!
Stay in touch with
GRIPAconnect.com
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GRIPA

7/13/06 Physician dinner meeting - contract review

Clinical

Integration defined

Clrnical integration delivers higher quality
patient care by creating a connected
community of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with

elecronic access to

complete patient information, support
from patient care managers and
assistnce to fulfill a commitment to

evidence-based clinical care.

GRIPA

Physician Participation Contracts
Executive Summary
o Brief overview. of notable features-in

particular, some that may be unusual
compared to previous contract
o By signing these contract you agree to the

following:

1

GRlPA

1

GRIPA

2
is . medically approiniate, refer patients
participating in GRIPA health plans to other
physicians participating in GRIPA Connect Clinical

Whenever it

Integration

o We want patients to remain within the. Network where they
will be taken care of by physicians who are clinically
integrated via the.

management

web portl, clinical guidelines, and case

o To ensure that patients reap the benefits of our integration:
safer, more effecve care, with fewer gaps in care and
duplicated effort

o Whenever a patient receives care outside the Network,

GRIPA wil be unable to collec data, resulting in a gap in
the collecive understnding of that patients history and

treatment

o There wil be times when necessary services can only be

-1
.,:
"-\
.\\
.,

obtained outside of GRIPA Connec

\

\\

2

GRIPA

3
Make available to GRIPA information necessry to
implement Clinical

Integration: patient clinicar data,

medical records, and biling data .

GRIPA

4
Accept, and use, a tablet computer provided by
GRIPA

3

GRIPA

5
You wil provide high-speed Internet access and a

Internet at each offce
location where patients are seen

computer able to access the

o Your GRIPA Connec tablet computer may be

computers

one of these

o If you don't already have high-sped acces, contact us for
information on providers and rates

o Thes wil be your only out-of-poket cost assoiated with
participating in GRIPA Connec

GRIPA

6
You and your offce staff wil attend training sessions

on using the web portl
o To be sure that you and your patients are reaping the greates
possible benefit from all the

features the portl wil offer

o As advanced features come online, we wil offer subsequent

training sessions

"\

\
'\
"\

4

GRIPA

7
You wil not opt out of any health beneft planS contracted
through GRIPA under these new contract
o Our purpose is to maintain the integrity
Integrated Network so as to provide

of

the

Clinically

the most choices and.

continuity of care for patients

GRIPA

8

5

r
'i.'

GRIPA

9
Serve on our Quality Asurance Council if asked
performance with respe to Clinical
Guidelines,agreed upon by the physicians, that all physicians

o Role is to assess

wil be asked to implement

o Rotating membership chosen through a lottery system
o We may also askyou to serve

on other GRIPA committee but

wil not require you to serve on more than one committee at a
time

GRJPA
A testimonial

allows you to be an independent
practitioner, while retaining the benefits of a large group.

"Clinical Integration

are

Clinical guidelines and pay-for-performance programs

"friends

coming soon, and 1 would rather set them up with

and family" than. have them dictated to me by outside

sources. I think Clinical Integration is an exciting
opportunity to maintain the bond of GRIPA physicians and

hopefully be appropriately recognized for the excellent care

we deliver every day."
-John Genier, M.D.

6

7/14/06 Presentation & audio recording for web publishing
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration defined

Clinical integration delivers higher quality
patient care by

creating a connected

community of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with electronic access to
complete patient

information, support from

patient care managers and assistance to fulfill
a commitment to evidence-based clinical
i

care.
,
,
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GRIPA

6/2005

GRIPA Retreat

o Clinical Integration ratified

o

Consultants

as goal

and legal team identified

1212005
o GRIPA BOD approves c.1. business plan

\
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GRIPA

Physieiancontracting
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
group
accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do- MedSouth is only group in
· employed

· group

the country

to get prior approval of

FTC

8

4

,~;~~;_d':.

GRJPA

1.,,,'../
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Why IPAs have to change
o HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

..~...I

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

,)
,d .'../

.-~

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps

~Ú~?-.'.~I

,.,.:-

o Employers want "0" premium increases

~!i."1

physician organization
fee-for-service contracting

;Î

o Antitrust constraints on

.'(71

o Most private MDsin groupsc:5 by choice

\
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

nota medical term

Can we as anIPA continue to contract for
our physicians without taking capitation or

another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

\

\

\
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GRIIJA

Yes, with three key components
i. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation.-

agreed upon by physicians - to control. costs
and assure quality of care
2. Monitor guideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
3. Common electronic medical

or

records system

softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records
,
i

\

\\

\
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GRIPA

Benefits of

Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost
o Maintain stable

network of independent physicians

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

o Present a common product to.the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product
o A way for IPAs to continue to contract for both

capitated risk & fee-for-service business
12
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GRIPA
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Integration

Clinical

in Action
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Integration

Clinical

Model in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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GRIPA

GRIPAConnect-- our

version

o Clinical Integration Committee
· Quality Assurance Council
· Specialty.
Advisory Committees
o EVidence-based.guidelines, measures, & goals

prepared and updated by committees and
multiple specialties

expanded to.

o Processes for disseminating guidelines,
monitoring adherence, feedback to MOs, and
reporting to IPA

-;'

\. 0 Care Mgmt. assisting MOs with compliance

\
\ 0 Laptop for eachMO, wireless router each offce 16

\

8

,

'1-1

GRIPA
1.___'_'
,,-

GRIPA Connect - first steps
x-ray report

View and print lab and

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment
· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for patient paper file

· Least impact to offce workfow
Next step: view report on PC or wireless
laptop in
Next step: use

exam rooms
portl to send patient

notes to other physicians
Next step: migrate patient records to
EMR(lite) compatible with portl
17

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty
offces that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR

o Works with

o Optional e-prescribing & lab order entry

o Adding data from physician's offces wil be
helpful but not mandatory

\

\
"

,

\

18
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GRIPA

Goals of GRIPA Connect
D Provide physicians with most complete medical
history at time of care
D Provide physicians with e-tools to replace

manual processes
D Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop incentive and quality programs
D Employed and private physicians in contract

D Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
D Differentiate the network based on technology
and quality of care
\

19

\

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines
D 12/05 - contracted with Healthvision for IT

infrastructure
DEarly 2006 - data source interfaces & portal
design

D Late 2006 - roll-out web portal to physician

offces
D 2006 - FTC advisory opinion
\

\ D 2007 - negotiate / charge premium for better
ì

\ product

'\

\

\ ~

\\ D Continue risk contracting for 640, FFS 400-500
\

\

10

,
'1-1

GRIPA

,;:tf ,~

i,'..
. "

GRIPA Connect

Stretch Goals

o Obtain a copy of all electronic biling from

¿.

practice management systems, clearinghouses,

I

services to augment clinical data
o Encourage, but not require, MD offces to

f
f
,

or billng

.'.-,. -", "
"-~.,.",.".-,,,.,_-:~.._.--...
',.:-'.~" .' ,-:"

with Healthvision

adopt EMRs interoperable

'tj.,,;J

o Co-development with Healthvision:

~\¥;;i;d ..è"i
dJ.

· Guideline availabilty on the portal (phase i)

:'1

· Patient-specific prompts at point of care

~;ri\,\
k~,

(phase 2)
\

· Monitoring & reporting on compliance

\

\

(phase 2)

\

\

\\

21
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GHIPA

Simplify technology

"
,
:..~"ft-;"~ I
"i,1
\
Ii

\
,1
\
'i
"

i

\
'\ ''And that's why we
\

need a computer."

22
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GRIPA

ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very important to

RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key to future succeSs

o Relationship to GRIPA and POs highly valued
o Risk contracting appears to be disappearing
o Loss of the risk model leaves physicians bare & with

few options
o Some aspec of CI may be mandated in next Syears

o Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
\ 0 ViaHealthcommitment to.Clinical Integration

23

\

GRIPA

- -Physician perspective
o initially skeptical
o essential to the future of physicians and RGH
o no longer "business as

usual"

o allows you to be an independent practitioner
o retaining the benefits ofa large group

o not ready for a fullEMR
o begin the transition to use computers

guidelines & portl,
o Pay-for-performance programs are con¡ing
o input into clinical

o rather set them up with "friends and family"

o maintain the bond of GRIPA physicians
o recognized for the excellent care we deliver

24
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GRIPA

RGPO Board Members
i
I

';j~-.

'I

o Joseph DiPoala - Pres.

o David Cheeran

o John Genier - Treas.

o Ronald Kirshner

o Eric Ingerowski

o Lyle Praire

c"c . /.~~rt
o Michael Jacobs
~,d:~ 0 Michael
Kukfa

o Patrick Riggs;. V.Pres.

o Andrew Swinburne

~'t.~,' . ~.~~ 0 Paul Mikus

o Edward Tanner
'~ 0 David Schlageter
0t9;",\ 0 Robert Thomson

o Gordon Whitbeck

\
\
,
,

\\

\\
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GRIPA

!,~,'("

GRIPA Board Members
RGPO
o Joseph DiPoala

o John Genier
o Michael Kukfa - Chair
o Patrick Riggs

WCPO
o David Hannan

Via

Health

o John Biemiler - Treas.
o Richard Gangemi
o Richard Hogg

o Samuel Huston
o Daniel Meyers ~ V.Chair

o Robert Wayland-Smith

o Greg Heeb

26
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

· . . . . tha n k you l
Stay in touch

with
GRIPAconnect.com

\
\

\\

\
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GRIPA

Solicit your- feedback
D Please fill out our

D Please fill

· Let us know

sUrvey - 3 minutes!

out our contact form

if you're wiling to help

28
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7/20/06 Physician contracting meeting
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration defined

Clinical integration delivers higher quality
patient care by creating a connected
of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with elecronic access to
complete patient information, support from
community

fulfill

patient care managers and assistance to

a commitment to evidence-based clinical

care.

3

GRIPA
.J""

Physiciancontracti ng
o Per FTC & DOJ,iIegal for independent groups

of"competing"physicians to contract together
with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do~ MedSouth is only group in
FTC
· employed

the country to

get prior approval of

4

2

GRIPA

Why IPAs.have to change
o

HMOs unpopular, capitation decreasing

o Insurers want direct contract with each MD

to set uptheir own P4Ps

o Insurers want

o Employers want "0" premium increases
o Antitrust constraints on physician organization

fee-for-seivice contracting
0:5 by choice

o Most private MDsin groups

\

\

\
\

5

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration nota

medical term

Can we as anIPA continue to contract for
or

our physicians

without taking capitation

another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?
,

6

3

,

'1-'

GRIPA

Yes, with three key components
1) Evidence-based guidelines to control costs and
assure quality of care, agreed upon by. the

physicians
2) Monitor gUideline-related performance with

sanctions for poor performance
3) Common EMR.system or another way to
records
electronically share access to patient

7

... -Benefits

()f-Cliniëal

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower cost
o Maintain stable network of physicians contracting

together for risk.&fee-for-service business
o Shared commitment to clinical

improvement using

guidelines, care management, and IT
o Present acömmon product to the

community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product (4% for MedSouth in 2005)
NOT MARKET POWER. - must be. .:35% of providers

in the service area
8
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GRIPA

Integration

Clinical

in Action

9

Integration

Clinical

Model in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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Patient Visit PCP

GRIPAConnect - our version

6

GRIPA

~~;'!~~\l
l,' -l
¿I GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and

print lab and

x-ray

report

· Have staff print lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Offce staff prints ahead of appointment for
patient paper file
· Least impact to

offce workflow

Next step: view report on PC or wireless

laptop in exam rooms
Next step: use portl to

send patient

notes to other physicians

Next step: migrate all patient records to
an EMR(lite) interoperable with portal
13

\

GRIPA

From simplest to fully integrated
o Flexibilty

o Works with offces that are completely paper
and those that already have EMR

o Optionale-prescribing & lab order entry

o Adding data from physician's offces wil be
helpful but not mandatory

14

7

,
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GRIPA

Simplify technology

computer."

"And that's why we need a

Clinical

15.

Integration

. . . . . thank you l
Stay in touch with
GRIPAconnect.com

16.
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION
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GRIPA
Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association

050/50 partnership (PHO) of the ViaHealth hospital
formed in
Health
hospitals
· RGPO, GPO, WCPO
system and

the physicians organizations'

1996 from the medical staffs of Via

¡
;

i

-~~., ' .\

'~"-,~,'" i

o Joint venture to take capitated risk and negotiate
contract for its shareholders with HMO's

r' ;o-,J \

2
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GRIPA
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Changing Marketplace

Issues identified at GRIPA retreat 8/2004

\

\

3

\

GRIPA
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Î
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Why GRIPA has to change

;

o Capitation decreasing

"_,.1i

'..~

o Antitrust constraints on fee-for-service
i

contracting

i

i
!

o Insurers want to direct contract with each MD
o Insurers want to

set up their own P4Ps

o Employers want "0" premium increases

o Most private MDs in groups c:=5 by choice

4

2

GRIPA

~ ,

GRIPA Planning Process
O.RGPO Retreat 11/2004

o GRIPA Retreat 6/2005

o
o
\

\

\

\
i
i
ì

5

\

\

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration defined

Clinical integration delivers higher quality
patient care by

creating a connected

community of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilities with electronic

access to

complete patient information, support from
managers and assistance to fulfill
a commitment to evidence-based clinical
patient care

i

care.
..,
..,

\\

\

\,
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t
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GRIPA

Physician contracting
o Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration

group

· employed

& withhold

· group accepting capitated risk

· Clinical Integration

· Hard to do - MedSouthisonly group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
7

GRIPA

Clinical

Can we as

Integration" is

not a medical term

an IPA continue to

contract for

our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

8

4

GRIPA

-",;~ç;-::.~

(-,'

Yes, with three key components
utilzation -

1. Evidence-based guidelines on

costs

agreed upon by physicians - to control

and assure quality of care
2. Monitor gUideline-related performance to

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance
3. Common..electronic medical

records system'qr

softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

\

\

9

\

GRIPA

Integration

Benefits of Clinical

o Improved

quality

o Lower cost
o Maintain stable network of physicians contracting

together for risk & fee-for-service business
o Shared commitmentto.c1inical improvement using

guidelines, care management, and IT
o Present a

common product to the community
i

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product (4% for MedSouth in 2005)
NOT MARKET POWER ~ must.be -035% of providers

in the service area
10
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Clinical

Integration
in Action
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Clinical. Integration
Model in Action
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Integration

Clinical
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Model in Action
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Patient Visits PCP

GRIPA

GRIPAConnect -- first steps
View and print lab and x-ray report ,

· Ask stff to print missing lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

. .1
,d~

· Staff prints missing

report ahead of appointment

· Least impact'to offce workflow
Next step: view

_i'1

report on PC or wireless tablet in

exam rooms
Next step: optionale-Rx and/or lab order entry

i-....'. .'.

..... '"I

Next step: use portl to send patient notes to

other physicians- referral management

\

.1
:i

Next step: migrate all patient recf)rds to

') \

"~i'. \

EMR(htel compatible with portl
I
I
i,

Works with offces that are completely paper and those that
already have EMR
14
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GRIPA

lc,

How

does GRIPA Connect differ from

prospective RochesterRHIO ?
D GRIPA is using the portl as a tool for C.1.

for funding

o Not dependent on grants

.~i.'.-l...........

D No governance obstacles

ß~

:;~:;f

- ...............~.........c....-..-.....".....i
:!- - "';-~:: - ,;,
o Physician oriented

D Wil function in 2006 compared to ? 2008 ?

~,J_,_.......,l

o Wil have functions not anticipated for RHIO

... ... J

; ',"_P,:, _"_ - __~;_:-?

· Lab order entry

· Referral Management

ti. ....it~j?~

~ _. 1K~;'

· Clinical Guidelines

- -".;~ \
\

to MO's

· Monitoring and feedback

\

· E-Rx (?)

,

\

\

\\
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GRIPA

Current Status:
o Marketing to physicians

· Presentations, small group dinners
o Contract mailed to

o IBM review of

private physicians

IT readiness

. i

o Contract with Healthvision for IT infrastructure

o Data Source contract & interfaces
o Practice Mgmt system interfaces
o Request submitted for FrC Advisory Opinion

16

8

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans & timelines

o 3rd Qtr 2006 to 2nd Qtr 2007 - roll-out web
portl to physician offces

o Late 2006 or early 2007 - FTC advisoiy opinion

o Mid 2007 - negotiate / charge a premium for a
better product

17
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GRIPA

l:"" . r

fi Requests of ViaHealth Board

18

9

G RI PA

Clinical

Integration

. . . . . thank you!
Please check out:
www.GRIPAconnect.com
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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8/10/06 ViaHealth Quality Committee
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
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GRIPA

GRIPA

GRIPA
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Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association

i
I

o 50/50 partnership (PHO) of the Via

-,i

system and the physicians organizations' formed in
1996 from the medical staffs of ViaHealth

I
i

. ""

" ..

hospitals

i

-'.j

I

i
!

Health hospital

· RGPO, GPO, WCPO

o Joint venture to take capitated risk and negotiate
contract for its shareholders with' HMO's
i

o

2
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GRIPA
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Changing Marketplace

. Issues identified at GRIPA retreat 8/2004
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GRIPA
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WhyGRIPA has to change
o Capitation decreasing
o Antitrust constraints. on. fee-for-service

contracting
o Insurers want to direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases

o Most private NOs in groups .-=5 by choice

4
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GRIPA

_"I" ,'"-:;" -~ .

I1

i

GRIPA Planning Process

J
,1

o RGPO Retreat 11/2004
o GRIPA Retreat 6/2005

o
o
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Integration defined
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Clinical integration delivers higher

patient care by creating a

.~.-';I

quality
connected

physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with electronic access to

community of

....~

complete patient information, support

from

patient care managers and assi~tance to fulfill
a commitment to evidence-based clinical

'-.: .1
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care.
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contracting

Physician

D Per FTC & DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
D Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
-employed group
- group accepting capitated risk

& withhold

· Clinical Integration
- Hard to do -'MedSouthis only group.in
the country to get prior approval of

FTC
7

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration" is not a medical term
contract for

Can we asan IPA continue to

our physicians without taking capitation or
another type of

.f"...,,1\

. . . without

financial risk?

running afoul of FTC/DOJ?

!
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\

1

i

\

\

\

\

8
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GRIPA

.ef ';'~~;'~~g1

¡"., .7 Yes, with three key components
11

1.
I
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Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation-

agreed upon by physicians - to control costs
and assure quality of care .

;--~

.... J
;..~

:~,_d__:._ ij

2. Monitor gUideline-related performance to

,----

control costs and improve outcomes with

sanctions for poor performance

1
":4

or

3. Common electronic medical records system

softare and data warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records
\
\
,
\

9

\
\

\

GRIPA

Benefits of

Clinical

Integration

o Improved quality
o Lower costs

physicians contracting
together for risk & fee-for-service business

o Maintain stable network of

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

.'\

i

_",,,
ì
r'
-"\

o Present a common product to the c;ommunity

,\

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

\

'if \

\

product (4% for MedSouthin 2005)

\

NOT MARKET POWER - must be .(35% of providers

in the service area
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Clinical
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Integration
in Action
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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Patient Visits PCP

GRIPA

GRIPA Connect -- first steps
View and print

lab and x-ray report

· Ask staff to print missing
patient

appointment

lab, x-ray report during

· Staff prints missing report ahead of appointment
· Least impact to offce. workflow

Next step: view report on PC or wireless tablet in
exam rooms

Next step: optional e-Rx and/or lab order entry
Next step: use portl to send patient notes to

other physicians - referral management

Next step: migrate all patient records to
EMR(htel compatible with portl

Works with offces that are completely paper and those that
already have EMR
14

7
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i." lr How does GRIPA Connect differ from

j

RochesterRHIO ?

prospective

o GRIPA is using the portal as a tool for C.!.

o Not dependent on grants for funding
o No governance obstacles
o Physician oriented

o Wil function in 2006 compared to? 2008 ?
o Wil have functions not

anticipated for RHIO

· Lab order entry

· Referral Management
· Clinical Guidelines
· Monitoring and feedback to MO's
· E-Rx (?)

15

GRIPA

Current Status:
o Marketing to physicians

· Presentations, small group dinners
o Contract mailed to private physicians

o IBM review of IT readiness
o Contract with Healthvision for IT infrastructure
,

o Data Source contract & inteifac~s
o Practice Mgmt systeminteifaces
o Request submitted for FTC Advisory Opinion

16
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GRIP

A's plans & timelines

t\
JJ

o 3rd Qtr 2006 to 2nd Qtr 2007 - roll-out web
portl to physician offces

o Late 2006 or early 2007 - FTC advisory opinion

o Mid 2007 - negotiate / charge a premium for abetter product
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Requests of ViaHealth Board
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Simplify technology
.; ¡'~.~rt C(';~~;:"'P ... ..

''And that's why

we

need a computer."

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

. . . . . thank you!
Please check out:
i

www.GRIPAconnect.com
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION

FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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Physician Advisory Group Mtg.

9/5/06

Agenda
· Introduction

· Physician Contracts Update
· Hardware Assessment
· Portal Features/Rollout Timeline

· Practice Management Data
· Portal Demonstration

Introduction
· Kelly Taddeo - GRIPA Dir. Network Services
. · Ben Smith - GRIPA Physician Tech. Cons.
· Kelly Brady - GRIPA Manager Technical Dev.
· Brad Lawrence -Healthvision Project Mgr.

1

Physician Contracts Update
· Private Physicians
- 141 signed contracts

· ViaHealth Employed Physicians
- Single signature by CEO
· Contract Summary sent with contracts

· MCMS Review
- Response from our lawyers

Office Hardware Assessments
· High-speed Internet Access
· Router/Wireless Access point
-Installation
· Setup/connection of wireless tablet
· # & type of existing computers

· Other existing hardware
· Support of existing hardware

2

GRIPAconnect Portal Feature/Rollout Timeline
Sept i Oct

Nov

Dee Jan Feb March

Data S()IJrçe~___-i

Not yet started

Work in progress Part Done

- -, Do¡,ë

Practice Management Data
· Vendors who are working with us:
- MEDENT

- Perfect Care
- Practice Made Perfect
- Specialist

-IDX

3

Healthvision Roles/Rules
· Clinician
· Office Staff Admin

· Report - Audit

· Physician

· Patient Reg - Level 1
· Patient Reg - Level 2
· Patient Reg - Level 3

· Security Administrator

· Referral Config. Admin.

· Merge Admin

· Clinical Data - Summary

· HCO Site Configurator

· Referral Administrator

· Interface Administrator

· Utilzation Manager

· Test Administrator

· Consulting Provider

· Front Office

· Feed Administrator

Portal Demonstration
Questions/comments
from group

4

9/26/06 Physician dinner meeting
CLINICAL

INTEGRATION
FOR All THE RIGHT REASONS
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GRIPA

GRIPA

Integration

Clinical

o Natural outgrowth-pioneering step
o Short presentation followed by Q&A:
· History and why the

· Clinical

change?

integration defined

· GRIPA Connect web portl
· Physician Contract

o The presenters

o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback
2
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GRIPA
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION
THE MOVIE

.- .

vv~~t'-Æ

'GRIPA

GRIPA retreat 8/2004

~g-)

4
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GRIPÄ

Why IPA's have to change

Marketplace

Changing

o Capitation decreasing

o Insurers want to direct contract with each MD

their own P4Ps

DInsurers wantto set up

increases

o Employers want "0" premium

o Most private MDs in

o Antitrust

groups ~=5 by choice

constraints onfee-for-seivice

contracting
\
\
,

\.

\

\

\

5

\

GRIPA

The critical question
Can we as an IPA continue to contract for
our physicians

. . . without taking capitation or
another type of financial risk?
. . .

without running afoul of FTC/DOJ?
i

6

3
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GRIPA
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j RGPO Retreat 11/2004

7
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GRIPA

~i~J

GRIPA Planning Committee 3/2005

8
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GRIPA

Physician contracti ng
DOJ, ilegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians. to contract together

o Per

FTC &

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do .. MedSouth is only group in
the country to get prior approval of FTC
9

GRIPA

Clinical

Integration defined

Clinical integration

patient care by

delivers. higher quality
creating a connected

community of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with

electronic

access to

complete patient information, support from
patient care managers and assistance to fulfill
a commitment to evidence-base(¡ clinical
i

care.

10

5
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GRIPA
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Three key components of e.i.
1. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation costs
and assûrequality of care
agreed upon by

physicians - to control

2. Monitor gUideline-related performance to

control costs. and improve outcomes with
sanctions for poor performance
3. Common electronic medical records system or
softare anddata warehouse to permit

shared access to patient records

11

GRIPA

Be

nefits- of

Clinical

Integration

o Shared commitment to clinical improvement

using

guidelines, care management, and IT

o Improved quality
o Lower costs
network
of physicians
contracting
together for risk&lor fee-for-service business

o Maintain stable

o Present a common product to the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product (4% for MedSouth in 2005)

L
.l

i

NOT MARKET POWER - must be ~35% of providers

\.

in the service area

\\

\
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Clinical Integration
Model in Action
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GRIPA

it will work

GRIPA Connect - how

o Clinical Integration Committee - 12 MOs

Committees - 16
· Quality Assurance Council - 16
o Evidence-based guidelines, measures, & goals
· Specialty

prepared

Advisory

and updated by committees and

expanded to multiple specialties
o Processes for disseminating guidelilies, monitoring
adherence,
feedback
to MOs, and reporting to IPA
o Care Management assisting MOs with compliance

o Laptop for each MO, wireless router each offce
o Full Electronic Medical Record

(EMR) not required
14
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GRIPA

GRIPA Connect - first steps
lab and x-ray report

View and print

· Ask stff to print missing lab, x-ray report during
patient appointment

· Staff prints missing report ahead of appointment
· Least impact to offce workfow
Next step:

use portl to send information to

other physicians - referral management

Next step: view report on PC or wireless tablet in
exam rooms
Next step: optional e-Rx and/or lab order entr

Next step: migrate all patient records to
EMR(lite) compatible with portl

Works with offces that are paper-based and those that
\

already have EMR

'.

\\

15

\

GRIPA

Goals of GRIPA Connect
o Provide physicians with most complete medical
history at time

of care

o Provide physicians withe-tools to replace

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop incentive and quality programs
o Employed and private physicians in contract
o Be accountable to insurers,

employers,

community, regulators

o Differentiate the network based on technology
and quality of care
16
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GRIPA

GRIPA's progress/current status
o 6/2005 Clinical Integration ratified as goal, consultants
and legal team identified

o 12/2005 - BOD approved CI business plan, contracted
with Healthvision for
IT infrastructure

DEarly 2006 - portal design
o 6/2006 - FTC advisory opinion request
o 7/2006 contract to private physicians & Via

Health

o 2006 - data source contract & interfaces
o Practice Mgmt system interfaces

o IBM review of IT readiness

17

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans/timeline

o Late 2006 - roll-out web portal to physician

offces
DEarly 2007 FTC advisory opinion response
o 2007 continue risk contracts for 640 physicians

o Late 2007 -negotiate fee-for-service contract
· charging a premium for a better product
· For 400? physicians

18
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GRIPA
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Samuel R. Huston, Retired CEO, ViaHealth
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GRIPA

John Genier, M.D., primary care
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GRIPA

Simplify technology

"And that's why we need a computer."

21

GRIPA
Physician Participation

Contracts

Non-standard features
By signing these contract, you agree to:

access at each offce
· Attend training sessions on using the web portl
· Provide high-speed Internet

· Serve on a GRIPA committee if asked

information necessary
to implementC. I.
· patients' clinical data (lab, x-ray, hospital)
· medical records (by review, in your offce)
· billng data on all patients

· Make available to GRIPA all

(Note: charges wil notbe stored or used by

GRIPA)

22
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Delet. 011 charg pri 10
GRIPA analytc ongin.
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GRIPA Analytc Engine
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GRIPA

Non-standard features of contracts
For GRIPA C.I. health benefit plans:

24
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

.' . . . . thank youl
Stay in touch with
GRIPAconnect.com

2S

Save the Date!
RGPO and WCPO Joint Annual Meeting
Thursday, November 9, 2006 Time: 6:30 PM
Place: Twig Auditorium ~ RGH
Brief presentations, hands

on demos, great foo!

Learn more aboutGRlPA Connec Clinical

Integration

Try out the Web Portl
Ask questions one-on-one

Pick up your laptop/tablet (eligible physicians, signed ei contract)
Watch for your invitation in the

mail

shortly!
26
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cr

RIPAconnect Portal Features/Rollout Timeline

..

:i,' Sept

,~~ßources

Nov

Oct

Dec

Jen

Feb

March

.:'~

\ Not yet startE!

Work

in progress ! Part Done ---- Dorie

27

GRIPA

GRIPA
Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association

o 50/50 partnership (PHO) of the ViaHealth hospital
system and the physicians organizations formed in
Health
1996 from the medical staffs of Via
hospitals
· RGPO, GPO, WCPO
o Joint venture totake capitated risk and negotiate

\ contract for its shareholders wit~ HMO's

0:

28
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GRIPA

How does GRIPA Connect differ from
prospective Rochester RHIQ?
D GRIPA is using the portl as a tool for C.!.
o Not dependent on grants for funding

D No governance obstcles
o Physician oriented

o Wil function in 2006 compared to ?2008 ?
D Wil have functions

not anticipated for RHIO

· Lab order entry

· ReferralManagement

· Clinical Guidelines
· Monitoring and feedback to MOts
· E-Rx (?)

\
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RGPOBoard Members
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D Michael Jacobs

o Lyle Praire

D Michael Kukfa

D Patrick Riggs - V.Pres.

o Paul Mikus

o Andrew Swinburne

o David Schlageter

D Edward Tanner

o Robert Thomson

D Eric Ingerowski

D John Genier - Pres.

30
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GRIPA Board Members
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RGPO

ViaHealth

o Gordon Whitbeck

o John Biemiler - Treas.

o John Genier

D Richard Gangemi

o Michael Kukfa - Chair

o Richard Hogg

o Patrick Riggs

o Mark Clement

,-.:..'..'.-........... '''~'-...I'

".

Uf~.t-l~
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WCPO

o Daniel Meyers - V.Chair

o Greg Heeb

o Robert Wayland-Smith

. ~:l'¡

(J\

o David Hannan
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ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very important to

RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key to future success

o Relationship to GRIPAand POs highly valued
o Risk contracting appears to be disappearing
o Loss of the risk model leaves physiaians bare & with

few options i

o Some

aspect ofCI may be mandated in next 5 years

o Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
o Via

Health commitment to Clinical Integration
32
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Physician perspective
o initially skeptical
o essential tothe future of physicians and RGH

o no longer "business as usual"
o allows you to be an independent practitioner
o retaining the

benefits of a large

group

o not ready for a full EMR
o begin the transition to use compùters

o input into clinical guidelines & portl
o Pay-for-performance programs are coming

and family"

o rather set them up with "friends

o maintain the bond of GRIPA physicians
o recognized for the excellent care we deliver

33

CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR ALL THE

RIGHT

REASONS
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GRIPA
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10/26/06 Physician dinner meeting
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
FOR

ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

o Natural outgrowth-pioneering step
o Short presentation followed by Q&A:
· History and why

the change?

· Clinical integration defined
· GRIPA Connect web portl

· Physician Contract
o The presenters

o Collaborative spirit - input and feedback
2
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GRIPA

, , fWhy IPA's have to change
j Changing Marketplace
o Capitation decreasing

o Insurers want to direct contract with each MD

o Insurers want to set up their own P4Ps
o Employers want "0" premium increases

o Most private MDs in groups .:=5 by choice
o Antitrust constraints on fee-for-service

contracting

5
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GRIPA

The critical question
Can we as an IPA continue to contract for
our physicians
. . . without

~

¡
,

taking

capitation or

another type of financial risk?

. . . without running afoul of fiC/DOJ?
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RGPO Retreat 11/2004
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GRIPA Planning Committee 3/2005
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Physician contracting
D Per FTC & DOJ, illegal for independent groups
of "competing" physicians to.contract together

with an insurer (or even compare fees)
o Waiver only for
· Financial Integration
· employed group
· group accepting capitated risk & withhold
· Clinical Integration
· Hard to do - MedSouth is only group in
country to get prior approval of FTC
the

9
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration defined

Clinical integration delivers higher quality

:~~

patient care by creating a connected
community of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilties with electronic access to

complete patient information, support from
i
.'\
,0-_ \
",\

patient care managers and assistance to fulfill
a commitment toevidence-based clinical

care.
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,/ Three key components of e.i.

,
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1. Evidence-based guidelines on utilzation agreed upon by physicians - to control costs

~

2. Monitor gUideline-related performance to

I

control costs and improve outcomes with

-

í
I

I
!
¡
\

\
A .J \

'" !

and assure quality of care

sanctions for poor performance
or

3. Common electronic medical records system
softare

and data warehouse to permit

shared access to. patient records

11

GRIPA

Benefits of elinicallntegration

~-~
o Shared commitment to clinical improvement using
guidelines, care management, and IT

l,)

o Improved quality
o Lower costs
o Maintain stable network of physicians contracting

together for risk &lor fee-for-service business
~. ì
,¡

o Present a common. product to the community

o Better reimbursement to physicians for a better

product (4% for MedSouth in 2005)
NOT MARKET POWER- must be -c35% of proViders

in the service area
i;z
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Integration

Clinical

Model in Action
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GRIPA

I ,

GRIPA Connect - how it will work
o Clinical Integration Committee - 12 MDs

- Specialty Advisory Committees - 16
-Quality Assurance

Council - 16

guidelines, measures, & goals
prepared and updated by committees and

o Evidence-based

expanded to multiple specialties
i

o Processes for disseminating guidelines, monitoring
adherence, feedback

,"'C.(/ '.

to MDs, and reporting to IPA

o Care Management assisting MDs with compliance
o Laptop for each MD, wireless router each

offce

o Full Elecronic Medical Record (EMR) not required
14
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GRIPA Connect - first steps
View and print lab and x-ray report

· Ask stff to print missing lab, x-ray report during

patient appointment .

· Staff prints missing report ahead of appointment
· Least impact to offce workflow

Next step: use portl to send information to

other physicians - referral management

Next step:

view report on' PC or wireles tablet in

exam rooms
Next step: optional e-Rx and/or lab
Next step: migrate all patient records

EMR(hte) compatible with portl

order entr

to

Works with offces that are paper-based and those that
already have. EMR

"
,
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Goals of GRIPA Connect
o Provide physicians with most complete

history at time of care

medical

o Provide physicians with e.;tools to replace

manual processes
o Provide IPA with comprehensive clinical data to

develop incentive and quality programs
o Employed and private physicians in contract
"'Á/ "

o Be accountable to insurers, employers,
community, regulators
o Differentiate the network based on technology

and quality of care
1.6

8
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GRIPA

status

GRIPA's progress/current

o 6/2005 Clinical Integration ratified as goal, consultants
and legal team identified

/1

o 12/2005 - BOD approved CI business plan, contracted
with Healthvisionfor IT infrastructure

DEarly 2006 - portl design
o 6/2006 - FTC advisory opinion request
o 7/2006 contract to private physicians & ViaHealth
o 2006 - data

source contract &

interfaces

o Practice Mgmt system interfaces

o IBM review of IT readiness

17

GRIPA

GRIPA's plans/timeline
.'~

o Late 2006 -roll-out web portal to physician
offces
DEarly 2007 FTC

advisory opinion response

02007 continue risk contract for 640 physicians
o Late 2007 - negotiate fee-for-service contract
· charging a premium for a better product
· For 400? physicians

\
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Samuel R. Huston, Retired CEO, ViaHealth
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John Genier, M.D., primary care
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Simplify technology
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"And that's why we need a computer:'
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GRIPA

Physician Participation Contracts
features

Non-standard
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By signing these contract, you agree to:

offce
· Attend training sessions on using the web portl
· Provide high-speed Internet access at

each

· Serve on aGRIPAcommittee if asked
· Make available to GRIPA all information necessary
to implement C.I.
· patients' clinical data (lab, x-ray, hospital)
· medical records (by review, in your offce)
· billng data on all patients
(Note: charges wil not be stored or used by
GRIPA)

22
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GRIPA

Non-standard features

of contracts

For GRIPAC.I. health benefit plans:
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GRIPA

Clinical

Integration

.. . .. thank you!

Stay in touch with
GRIPAconnect.com

25

GRIPA

Sa~ve the

Date!

RGPO and WCPO Joint Annual Meeting
Monday, December 4, 2006 Time: 6:30 PM
Place: Twig Auditorium (§ RGH
Brief presentations,. hands on demos, great foo!

Integration

Learn more about GRIPA Connec Clinical

Try out the Web Portl
Ask questions one-on-one
Pick up

your laptopltablet (eligible physicians, signed CI contract)

Watch for your invitation

in the

mail

shortly!
26
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'_r,4~_f~:; GRIPA
J 1 fRIPAconnect Portal Features/RolloutTimeline

./ Sept' Oct Nav Dee Ja'n Feb March

.DaIl_Saurces

'" Not yet started

Work in progress Par1Done

, , Done

27
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GRIPA
Greater Rochester Independent

050/50 partnership (PHO) of the Via

Practice Association

Health hospital

system and the physicians organizations formed in
1996 from the medical staffs of ViaHealth

hospitals
· RGPO, GPO, WCPO

o Joint venture to take capitated risk and negotiate
contract for

its shareholders with' HMO's

.,'A.J 0:

28
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GRIPA

How does GRIPA Connect differfrorT
prospective Rochester RHIQ ?
o GRIPA is using the portl as a tool

o Not dependent on

for C.!.

grants for funding

o No governance obstcles
o Physician oriented

o Wil function in 2006 compared to ? 2008 ?

o Wil have functions.not anticipated for RHIO
· Lab order entry

· Referral Management
· Clinical Guidelines.
· Monitoring and feedback to MD's
· E-Rx (?)
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GRIPA

RGPOBoard Members
D Joseph DiPoala

o Ronald Kirshner

D Michael Jacobs

D Lyle Praire

D Michael Kukfa

o Patrick Riggs- V.Pres.

D Paul Mikus

o Andrew Swinburne

o David Schlageter

o Edward Tanner

o Robert Thomson

o Gordon Whitbeck

o Eric Ingerowski
,

o John Genier - Pres.

\

\
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GRIPA Board Members
RGPO

ViaHealth

o Gordon Whitbeck

o John Biemiler - Treas.

o John Genier

o Richard Gangemi

o Michael Kukfa - Chair

o Richard Hogg

o Patrick Riggs

o Mark Clement

WCPO

o Daniel Meyers - V.Chair

o Greg Heeb

o Robert Wayland-Smith

o David Hannan

\

\

\

\
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GRIPA

ViaHealth perspective
o Physician recruitment & retention very important to

RGH & VOW
o Connectivity key

to future success

o Relationship to GRIPAand POs highly valued
o Risk contracting

o Loss of the risk model

appears to be disappearing
leaves physiGians bare & with

few options i

mandated in next 5 years
o Makes sense to pursue now if it is to be mandated
o Some aspects of C1 may be

\

\

\

o ViaHealth commitment to Clinical Integration
32
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Physician perspective
o initially skeptical
D essential to the future of physicians and RGH

usual"

D no longer "business as

o allows you to be an independent practitioner
o retaining thebenefits of a large group

D not ready for a full EMR
D begin the transition to use computers
o input into clinical guidelines & portl
coming
D rather set them up with "friends and family"
o maintain the bond of
GRIP
A physicians
D Pay-for-performance programs are

o recognized for the excellent care.we deliver

\
\
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CLINICAL INTEGRATION
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FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
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It'~ hard to belii'H' that it ~s been 1 0 ~'i'ars sinn' the I'h~'sili,lJ Org,inizatinns and Hospit,ils

as~ociated ,yith ViaHt'alth forged a partner~hip and cn'att'd the Greatr'r Rodwsttr Ind"lwnclent
Practin,A~~ociation. Ph~'siciansand Hospitals came togi,ther with the goal of impro\'ing till
r¡ualit~, and eflkienc~- of patient carl' in our comil1init~' while also containing h,'alth Carl' costs.
We 'n' ¡¡cl'.linplished llan~' milestones on'r the ~'t'ars:

GRIPP, is a

, with 640 ph~'sidan O\-\Ïwrs,

Physician Compensation continues to be ont' of our top prioritii's, GRIPA has consistl"ntl~' led

the conimunit~, in paying higher conwrsion factors and in the distribution of signilkant risk
withhold return and gain share. For till past four )'l'ars GRIPA has paid till hight'st i'onn'rsion

factors for Prl'l-i'rred Cart' Gold and Prcfl'rri.d Carl' Comnwrl'al in the community.
GRIPA was ranknl number 3 in the RochcsterTop i 00 in 200+ and 2005. The RodllsterTc,p
100 is sponsored b~' thl' Rodil"stL'r Business Alliance and the local olln' of K prvlG, .i world,

wide accounting lii-ii, Companit's must han' at least S 1 million in n'n'nui' for
three const'cuti,',' Years ,ind ranking t.ikL.s into account both dollar .ind lJ\rCenlagi'- growth,

.

.i..
;' I I

. G RIPA \\)rb with Pn.fi'rred Can' to adniiniswr programs li-i Prel,'rn.d Can'
Commercial and I'n,lt,rred Cart' Gold.
(her the wars, GRIpA also worked with Excellus Bit1\ Cross Bltw Shii'lito .idminiStl'r
programs Jèir Blue Choice (GRIP:\ CIi"i(c,Clioicc) and tlllViaHealth Plan,
Vial-l"alth 1'1'0, InL' a GRJPA .ilTiliated company, proYidl'~ a prO\idn nl'twork .1Iclnii'llÏtal

iianagl'mt'nt seniCl:s li.lr J-eJlth!\m\' ~t'''' York, Int', Pri\'Jtl' I'h~althc.in' s,\'stenis, Inc.( I'HCS)
and FiiltIis Care Nt',,- York,

GRIPA ren~ntl~' entered into a partnt'ship ,,-ii-i \Vt'IICan', till lai'gl'st !\1ldÏtaid .iid Medii',ln"
unk contractor in tilt nation, V,'eIlCJI'' chose to work with GRIP:\ hecaust' \VdIC.iI"l lI11mlwrs

nn,d acn.-ss to high (iualit~- c()mmunit~' pro\'ider networks .1Id exn'lknt hl'.ilthlwllllìts ,int! si'n-În's,

ViaHealth 1'1'0, Inc, I1I'SSl'ngio'rs coìllra,ts to :"el\\')rk proYid,'rs I'm' non,

risk hliSilllSS,

GRIPA Cari' 1I1anagers. Con~ultjng Clinical Pharmacist~ and Information Tl'dinolog~' stair art'
Jyailabl" to help ph~'sil'am ,)1 ~itt to inipro\'e omn' s~'stl"m~ and optimizl" patil"nt carl',

C RIP,'. qafïare kno,,-n as n.itional l':'J)crt~ in areas of comp\"'nsJtion, reponing, inlormation
iechnolo!!y and Jata analysis aml art' hTqli"ntl~' asked to siw.ik at national conkrl"nces,
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Risk based contracting as 'we know it wil soon be a thing of the past. For the past 18 months,

physicians.
understanding of this community we are coiúdent that the answer is GRIPA

GRIPA has been studying alternatives for the best working model for community based
Based on our research and

Connect™ Cliiiical Integration.
Clinical Integration delivers higher quality patient care by creating a
connected community of physicians, hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with

~ GRIPA t

(~nl1eCt

electronic access to complete patient information, support from patient care
managers and assistace to fulfll a commitment to evidence,based clincal care.
"' Clinical Integration
Fully implemented" Clinical Integration wil allow a physician to access patient
records from a GRIPA-provided laptop in the examining room, review clinical guidelines with the
patient, electronically order prescriptions and lab procedures, make notes available to a referred
specialist, track patient compliance, and more, Patient records wil be accessed though a secure web
portal that wil be compatible with a wide range of Electronic Medical Records systems, but you 'h;li
NOT need EMR to use the portal.
Clinical Integration wil enable us to demonstrate improved patient outcomes and cost,
effectiveness so that physicians in the
network, working together through GRIPA, wil be able to sell
payors our combined services. This ability to offer the GRIPA network and its new program through

single-signature contracts 'h;li help GRIPA and our physician practices remain competitive in the market

health of our patients,
We believe the result wil be better clinical guidelines, better care for patients, and-as a result-

while improving the

better pay for physicians. Our goal is to begin enrolling physicians in GRIPA Connect by mid,summer

rr-

2006.

~.
~
J'-

Commission guidelines, GRIPA staff members are all involved in thedeveJopment of Clinical

¡;

;S

We are working diligently with our-lawyers to assure that our processes meet FederalTrade

Integration and we have developed several committees that our membership are invited to join,
There is only one other health system in the nation that has successfully implemented the Clinical
Integration model but we are confident that our skiled physicians and stellar hospitals are just the right
partnership to be successful in ths modeL.
For more information on Clinical Integration please visit the website
at www.gripaconnect.com
GRIPA, the Rochester General Physicians Organization, the Wayne County Physicians
Organization, Rochester General Hospital and Newark, Wayne Community Hospital have made great
strides m'er the past 10 years as we worked together for common purposes, Clinical Integration

knowledge, technology and skill that we believe wil address
the current pressures on our health care system and most impo~tantly wil help us achibve our common
goal of the highest quality in patient care.
promises to be a best'practices alliance of

Sincerely,. Jf. fi

. ~""9¿~ 0~ ' .~ ~Ä?/n
~~FA,M.D. GREMCOU UN
Chair Presidênt

GRIPA Board GRIPA

ERIC NIELSEN, M.D,
Chief Medical Officer

GRIPA
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Corrirn¡ttee ~V1embers

Michael Kukfa, M.D., GRIPA Chair

Richard Gangemi, M.D., Sr, VP Academic and Medical

Affàirs, YiaHealth

Gregg Coughlin. GRIPA President

Daniel Meyers, GRIPA Vice Chair: President Al Sigl Center

John Genier, M.D.,

John Biemiler, GRIPA Secretary/Trea~urer;

David Hannan, M.D., Past Presid.ent, \VCPO, Community

Community Physician

Phvsician

Whitney & Company

Richard Hogg, CFO, ViaHealth

Joseph A. DiPoala,Jr., M.D.. President, RGI'O,

Samuel R. HÙston, President & CEO, ViaHealth

COllllunitv Phvsician

Patrick Riggs, M.D., Communit~¡ Physician

Richard F. Endres, M.D., Community Physician

Robert Wayland-Smith, Chase Manhattan Bank
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CREDENTIALING
COMMITTEE

Eric Nielsen, 1'.0,

T. Jeffrey Dmochowski, M.D,
Anthony Fedullo, 1'.0,

Darushe Anissi, 1', D, Chair

james Garnham

Sharon Norton,R.N" B.5" CPHQ

AUDIT COMMITTEE

G,Randall Green, 1'.0,

HarisAziz,M.D,
Steve Herbert, 1',0,

Joseph Mancini, 1\,D,
Christine ~te"'art, M,D,
Eric Nielsen, M,D,

Nedra Keller, c.P.C.S,

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Eric Nielsen, M,D., Chair
Meg Bills

Anthon)' Fedullo, M,D,
Michael Kukfa, M,D,
Linda Nicholson. R,N.. M,S" Ed,D"

C.N,N,A.

Joseph Rube, 1\,D,
Scott Schabel, M.D.
Arthur Segal, )\, D.

Gregg Coughlin

Barton Kaplan, 1',0,

Daniel MeYl"rs, Chair

John Biemiler
Richard Hogg
Patrick Riggs,

1',0;

Robert \Vavland,Smith

bb ~

Greaa Couahlin
Jennifer Briggs

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
John Biemiler, Chair

Robert Wavland,Smith,

jennifer Briggs .

bt- .:

BUDGET COMMITTEE

Kathr~'n Gardner, R,N" Ed.D.

Gregor~' Heeb, M,D,

Jodi Lubba, B,S,N,

Richard Hoaa
Tinioth~' O'Connor, M.D,

=

Gregg Coughlin

Eric !\ielsen, M.D,

Gregor~' Heeb, M,D,

Jennifer Briggs

Richard Hogg

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

Michael KukJà, M,f),
Timothy O'Connor, J\1.0,
G".en Sterns, M,D,

Tom Sorrento, RPh., c.G,P,

UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Scott Schabel, M.D., Chair
PradeepSaraf, M.D.

Eric Nielsen, M.D.

Jeanette Altavela, PharmD, 13cP5
Kathryn Gardner, R,N" Ed,l),
Jodi Lubba, B.S.N.

Committee Changes In 2006
A Clinical

john Biemiler, Chair

John Biemiller, Chair
joseph A, DiPoala, Jr" 1\,)),

Ed.D,

jodi Lubba, B.S,N,

Greaa Couahlin

Michaèi Kukla, M,l),
Eric Nielsen, M.D.

Joseph Vasile, 1\,0,. 1\1,B,A,

FINANCE COMMITTEE

Greg()r~' Seeger, M,D,
Kathryn Gardner, R,N.,

Eric Nielsen, 1'.0" chair

P. Miler Ashman, M,D,

Joseph Vasile. Iv!. D,. 1'1'1. R,.",

Kristin Christian, 1\,0,

Jennifer Briggs

Mar~' E, Constantino, B,5,)\,. R,l\,

Beatrice Deshommes.M,D,

Integration Committee has been

formed \vhich reports to GRIPA BOD. This

committee will replace the Utilization
Management Committee and the Quality
Improvement Committee, Specialty
,A(h'isory Groups are also being dewlopN.I

with 3,5 physicians in each major specialty,
A Quality Assurance Council is also being
added, The RGHHARP and the Ne\\ark\Vavne HARP Committees have been
discontinued,

GRIPA CONTACTS
Gregg Coughlin, President
58 :;,922,1529

Eric Nielsen, M.D., Chi..r Medical Offker
585,922,3062

Greater Rochester IPA
Audited Financial Summary for Year Ended 12/31/05

GRIPA Connect: The Short Version
CL!1'JlC'\L Ir'-TCGRATIOH;

WHAT IT ME,ANS FOR.
RELATiONSHiPS WITH

Clinical Integration delivers

INSUR.EPS

higher quality patient care by

Clinical integrtion wil enable us

creating a connected community
of physicians, hospitals, labs and
imaging facilities with:

to demonstrate improved patient

~XACTLY \/VH.AT IS

do not?

A: Yes.AII RGPO andWCPO shareholders

so that physicians in the network,

are individually eligible to participate in GRIPA

working together through GRIPA,

Connect Whether you are a solo practitioner
or an employee of a larger practice or entity

wil be able to seIl payors our
combined services.

patient information,

j support from patient care

managers and

J assistance to fulfill a

commitment to evidence,based

A LOOK AT A CliNICALLY
INTEGRATED PRACTICE

my practice partners

Q Can I participate in

outcomes and cost-effectiveness

) electronic access to complete

clinical care.

.. . GRIPA C,onnect even if

and whether or not your parters or
associates partcipate, you can stil partcipate

This ability to offer the GRIPA
network and its new program
through single-signature contracts
wil help GRIPA and our
physician practices remain

in GRIPA Connect Some employers may
have restctions, but ViaHealth-

employed physicians are being
permitted to partcipate.

competitive in the market while
improving the health of our

patients.

Fully implemented, GRIPA
Connect Clinical Integrtion wiIl
allow a physician to access patient
records from a GRIPA-provided

GET UP TO SPEED ON
GRIPA CONNECT

If I enroll in

J Look for these newsletters.
We'll send them out often to
keep you informed.

can I contract with an
insurer that GRIPA does

laptop in the examining room,

Q GRIPA
not Connect,
contract with?

review clinical guidelines with
the patient, electronically
order

A: GRIPA is intending to contrct with

prescriptions and lab procedures,

physicians non-exclusively, so you could

make notes available to a referred
specialist, track patient

with whom GRIPA does not have a

contract separately with an insurer

WN.GRIPAconnectcom
) Attend a GRlPA Connect

dinner meeting or another
GRIPA Connect presentation,

relationship.

compliance, and more.

j Visit our web site:

We're speaking often and
Patient records wil be accessed

everyhere. See the back of

through a secure web portal that

PHARMACY

wil be compatible with a wide

RADIOLOGY

range of Electronic Medical
Records systems, but you wil

fft

NOT need EMR to use the portl.

, ,

this newsletter for details.
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GRIPA

GRIPA is a partnership of physicians and hospitals in Monroe, Wayne. and Ontario Counties of the

Greater Rochester region, including 5 10 private physicians and I 30 employed physicians, as well as
the Rochester General Hospital, Rochester General Physicians Organization, Newark Wayne
Community Hospital, and the Wayne County Physicians Organization,

~~

.-.,__ (fJ 200(ì Greatt1' Riil"heSiCr Imi..peruL"nr Practice ,Assiicimimi. All ri.c.hrs rc:;en'ci.l.
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KELLY TADDEO TO LEAD PHYSICIAN ENROLLMENT

__..no ...___" .__.__________._. ----."---.-,-. ..--_.-.-..----...---------".. .~\--"._..--.--.----":---_....--..------

the Clinical

Relations and Network Services, wil spearhead

Kelly Taddeo, GRIPA Director of Provider

Integration Physician Enrollment Process. Kelly will contact physicians, be responsible for contracting
activities, and be the point person for questions about Clinical Integration.
Kelly has worked for GRIPA for six yeara and in the V¡aHealth System since 1997. She has extensive
experience with physician education activities and contracting initiatives and works closely with
physicians, hospitals and insurance partners.

New York at Brockport and a Master's in Health Systems
Administration from Rochester Institute of Technology. She resides in Greece with her husband and son.
Kelly holds a B.S. from State University of

Contact Kelly at 585.922.1543 or at Kelly.TaddeoItGRIPAConnect.com.

GRIPA
,-¡lln1(=:gr;.-(;c::-,

First-Class Mail

GRIPA

U.S. Postage

60 Carlson Road
Rochester, NY 14610

PAID
Rochester. NY

Physicians coming together

Permit No. 491

for all the right reasons

On the road to

Clinical

lntegration-

we're making progress!
GRIPA
Physicians coming together
for all the right reasons

We submitted a request to the FfC for a prospective advisory opinion
at the beginning of May. Within the next few weeks, we expect to hold
face-to-face discussions with FfC staff to review our plans and receive
preliminary feedback. (Stay informed by checking in on our web sitewww.GRIPAconnect.com.)
June 2006 UPDATE
GRIPA Connec

GRIPA welcomes Jennifer

worked as a Pharmacy Technician

Giudiceas Provider Relations

at

Account Manager and Trainer.

nine years.

jen is responsible for ongoing

JENNIFER GIUDICE NAMED
PROVIDER RELATIONS

ACCOUNT MANAGER
AND TRAINER

Ciintact Jen at 585,922,1536
or via eiiail at
Jennifer.Giudiceliviahealth.org.

training and suppon activities of
the GRIPA Connect Web Ponal
as well as providing professional
suppon to physician members
A.
of GRIP

Rochester General Hospital for

The Rochester native received
her Bachelor of Am degree in
Health and Human Services
New
from the State University of
York at Buffalo. "I look forward
physicians
to working with

offce staffs on the
and their
jen most recently served as an
A.
implementation of GRIP
Inside Sales Representative for
Butler Animal Health Supply but Connect Clinical Integration,"
says jen. "It is an exciting time
she is a familiar face at GRIPA
to be working for GRIPA."
where she worked in Network
Services for three years. She also
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Physicians coming together
for all the right reasons
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Also insid.. .

· Meet jen Giudice, Provider Relations Account Manager & Trainer
. November 9-Save the Date for RGPO/WCPO Annual Meeting

ERIC NIELSEN. M.D., NAMED CHA"IR
OF MSSNY TASK FORCE ON CLINICAL INTEGRATION
',.'
GRIPA Chief
the State of

Medical Ofcer Eric Nielsen, M,D., has been named Chair of the Medical Society of
New York (MSSNY) Task Force on Clinical Integrtion.

MSSNY recently formed the task force ,to:
'J Study the opportunities and risks associated with clinically integrated groups;

o Develop materials to educate the membership on the legal, business, ethical
and clinical issues associated wit clinically integrated groups;
:.) Develop policy and legislative recommendations on the issue; and

'J Formulate a white paper on the issue, in concert wit the AMA.

"i believe Clinical Integrtion wil be of increasing interest to independent physicians in New York
as well as nationally, and I complement MSSNY on its decision to develop a resource on this issue,"
said Dr. Nielsen.

GRIPA Member David Hannan, M.D., also serves on the task force.
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Physician Participation Contractsanswers to

frequently asked questions

In mid-summer of 2006, we sent out contracts to GRIPA Primary Care Physicians and

GRIPA

Specialists in private practice. Over the last several months we have spoken to hundreds
of physicians at dinner meetings and other events, but of course the details of contracts
;1.:

Physicians coming together
for all the right reasons

always bring up new questions. One of the most common questions has been why sharing billing information with GRIPA is necessary for Clinical
Integration. Find the answer inside-and visit our web site:
August 2006 UPDATE
www.(JRIPAconnect.com-for a more complete list of FAQs.
GRIPA Connect

July 5, 2006

Dear Dr. ,
As you probably know, GRIP A is embarking on a new initiative, GRIP A

Connect™ Clinical Integration.

Clinical Integration delivers higher quality patient care by creating a
connected community of physicians, hospitals, labs and imaging facilities
with electronic access to patient information, support from patient care
managers and assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidence-based clinical
care. It wil allow us to contract as a group with various payors without
accepting financial risk and withholds.
Weare in the process of building the GRIP A Connect web portal and

beginning to "populate" the data repository with patient information from
health care providers. Several lab and imaging facilities have asked us to
accelerate the process of enrolling physicians in the network so that they can
the consent
feel assured that they are sharng patient data appropriately, with
of providing physicians.

As a result, we are attaching a GRIP A Physician Participating Provider
Contract - Clinical Integration. This supplements but does not replace your

present contracts with GRIP A for HMO business as a financially integrated
group accepting capitated risk; but with this contract we can contract with
HMO's without taking a withhold. We are including an Executive Summary
ofthis contract so you can gain a quick understanding of the notable points.
Several are different from the usual provider contract, but are essential to a
clinical integration program.

We are also enclosing aViaHealth PPO Physician Participating Provider.
Contract - Clinical Integration, which wil succeed your present contract
with ViaHeaIth PPO and cover all non-HMO business. If

you choose not to

paricipate in GRIP A Connect Clinical Integration, your present ViaHealth

PPO contract wil remain in place until GRIP A terminates the recently
messengered non-risk payer contracts.

Enclosed you wil find a total of8 contract signature pages. You wil need to
sign and return all 8, if you wish to participate in GRIP A Connect

Clinical Integration. We wil then send you counter signed copies of these
documents by return mail as confirmation of enrollment.
It is a requirement of GRIP A Connect participation that each provider

individually sign the enclosed contracts. No one, including your practice

manager or an employer, can sign for you; but you should confirm with your
employer that you are authorized to sign.

It is not necessary that other partners or associates in your practice sign these
contracts for you to sign.
Please

mail

all copies completed signature pages for both

contracts and both Business Associate Agreements to:
. GRIPA Network Services
60 Carlson Road
Rochester, NY i 461 0

or fax to 585-922-0016

If, after careful thought, you have decided that collaborating with your
colleagues in providing quality care and contracting together is not for you,
please complete the enclosed letter of refusal and return to GRIP A Network
Services as above. You should know that failure to sign these new contracts
wil terminate your present ViaHealth PPO contract and limit your
participation in GRIP A to HMO contracts requiring a withhold.

All eligible physicians are encouraged to enroll before 8/11/2006 to have
your patient data, including a planned six-month backload, available to
you on the portal at first productive use later this summer. Although we
wil do our best to accommodate everyone, late enrollees wil experience
delays in data availability and may not be provided a backload.
Portal User Rules, as referenced in the contract, will be forwarded when
available.
You can learn more about GRIP A Connect and about Clinical Integration by
visiting our web site: http://www.GRIPAconnect.com. Please feel free to
contact us with any questions or concern. I can be reached at
eric.nielsen~viahea1th.org or 585-922-3062. Kelly Taddeo, Director of
GRIP A Network Services can be reached at kelly.taddeo~viahea1th.org or
585-922-1525.
Sincerely,

~ 7: Ji
Eric T. Nielsen, MD
Chief Medical Officer

RISK-BASED CONTRACTS ARE GOING AWAY.
What's next for Rochester's community-based physicians?

GRIPA
Clinical

August 11, 2006

Integration

PLEASE JOIN US FOR DINNER
AND A FRANK DISCUSSION,

(Fname) (Lname), (Degree)
(Group Practice Name)
(Street)
(Street 2)
(City), (State) (Zip)

Dear Dr. (Lname),

Once again, the landscape of health care is changing in our country. Forthelast 18 months,
your Greater Rochester Independent Practice Association (GRIPA) has been grappling to

define the next working model for community-based physicians,
We believe Clinical Integration offers us the best of all worlds-an innovative, effective way to

preserve what's best about our Network, improve the quality of patient care, and manage costs
deliver on all those requirements, Clinical
in an increasingly cost-conscious market, As we
Integration will also allow us to sell our services as a group to payors and receive bettet
reimbursement for a better product.
Clinical Integration will mean changes in the way we practice. It requires the creation of a
connected communit:y of physicians, hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with:
. electronic access to complete patient informacion,

. suppOrt from patient care managers, and
. assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidence-based clinical care.

As one of our colleagues wrote to us after an early meeting, "The idea sounds great but the
details wil obviously be important." Now is the time to dive into the details with liS.

I hope you'll join us tor one of the two dinner meetings we have planned in September. I also
hope you wil bring your offce manager with you. We'll present the basic case, answer
questions and invite your commenrs. We wil pay particular attenrion to concerns you have
about the (¡RIPA Connect Physician Pai'icipation Contracts that we have sent out for your
can have their say.
to about 20 physicians so everyone
signature. Meetings will be limited
Please respond as soon as you can. I look forward to a liviily and enlightening discussion.

£"~r~
Best regards,

Eric Nielsen, M,D.
Chief Medical Officer

Learn more at www.GRIPAconnect.com

. ,.

Integration

FAQ about Provider Agreements for Clinical

What is the responsibilty for the office biling person or biling service for
submitting biling info to GRIPA?
a copy
GRIPA has established a process for physicians using Medent to submit

orall billing data to GRIPA electronically, at no charge to the physician, and is
actively working with Penect Care, Practice Made Penect, and Specialist. GRIPA
will offer technical assistance to any vendor interested in providing this service. If
you want GRIPA to approach yourvendor, please contact Kelly Brady, Manager

of Technical Development at GRIPA, either kellv.bradv~viahealth.orQor585922-1580 or contact GRIPA Network Services at or 585-922-1525.

A generic vendor contract and a document specifying the data requirements for
transferring this information electronically to GRIPA have been prepared and can
be sent to any vendor on request. If your vendor cannot provide this servlce, y.ou
will be required to submit a paper copy of all your bilings by fax or maiL.

Isn't it a HIPAA violation for offices to send biling info to GRIPAfor
insurance plans not contracted with GRIPA and for government programs
such as Medicare and Medicaid?
using this information for treatment of
patients and improvement of the quality of health care its members deliver.
GRIPA has HIPAA Business Associate Agreements with each orits physicians,
which allow for the sharing of patient information for these purposes.
No. GRIPA is a provider organization

What type of information is GRIPA looking at in the biling data sent by the

offices?
GRIPA will be collecting the IC09 and CPT codes, as well as patient identifiers.
This information will be used to create patient health records in the GRIPA
Connect web portal, which will be used by GRIPA members to deliver and
coordinate higher quality care as part

of GRIPAConnect Clinical

Integration.

The billing data will help GRIPA to record diagnoses for patients and monitor
whether patients receive the care recommended by the GRIPA Clinical
diagnosis of diabetes requires an
a
Guidelines. For example, to establish

appropriate IC09 code, and to verifythat a physician evaluated the diabetic
patient 2-4 times/year requires CPT codes.
Is GRIPA planning to use billng data to compare productivity of one

physician versus another?
GRIPA is primarily interested in quality and efficiency of care for all patients
treated by our physicians and has no interest in comparing productivity of one

physician to another or in computing a physician's gross income. Everyhing that

GRIPA does with this information

is under the direction of the Clinical Integration
paneL.
our

Committee comprised of 6 PCPs and 6 specialty physicians from

Why does GRIPA want physicians' office schedules?

scheduling
Initially, GRIPA's Care Management Services department wil use the
information, when working with specific physicians and

offces, to identify

opportunities for case, disease, and pharmacy management services that wil
benefit patients coming in for appointments. In the future, GRIPA wil send,

prompts to physicians and offices about patients scheduled for appointments
who are in need of particular care under GRIPA's guidelines. For e-prescribing,
the physicians' office schedules wil allow GRIPA to preload expected patient
shorter and save physicians time
lists, which wil make the name-search lists

when creating electronic prescriptions. GRIPA does not plan to use scheduling
information in any manner without prior approval of its physician committees, and
it wil only make such information available to appropriate GRIPA staff '

Why are physicians not able to opt out of GRIPA products under Clinical

Integration?
For its future PPO fee-for-service contracting, GRIPA needs to be able to offer a
market-place and ensure
value in the
reliable, defined network in order to provide

that all members are cooperating in the improvement of the quality and effciency
patients, an
of the care GRIPA's members provide. Collaboration in the care of

integration requirement of the FTC, can only be optimized when all GRIPA

and

physicians participate in all GRIPA contracts. Administrative feasibilty

marketplace acceptance of the program would also be diminished if physicians
were allowed to opt out.

What happens if a physician chooses not to enroll in the Clinical

Integration Program?
He or she will be able to continue in our present risk contracts and be eligible for
future fully capitated risk contracts as long as they are available. He or she wil
remain in our old PPO contracts only unti the end of the current renewal period,
usually until 1/1/07, and would not be eligible for any future PPO contracts.

What are the Clinical Guidelines? And who makes them up?
i

Integration Committee ("CIG"), consisting of 6 PCP's and 6
specialists appointed by the GRIPA Board from the GRIPA panel for a three-year
term, has the responsibility for choosing the guidelines that wil be used to
measure performance. GRIPA staff wil present information from relevant
national guidelines including NCQA, HEDIS, AHRQ, as well as the Rochester
Community Wide Guidelines to meetings of Specialty Advisory Groups, which will

The Clinical

each

include GRIPA panel representatives from all specialties to be measured by

,.
l

to the CIG

guideline. The SpeCialty Advisory Groups will make recommendations

regarding modifications to these proposed guidelines. The CIC will then discuss
each guideline, and any necessary modifications, during at leasttwo separate

monthly meetings before recommending approval, after which each guideline wil
be approved by the Board and then made available on the portal. Feedback wil
be solicited every 6 months from all affected physicians and each guideline wil
to
likely be chosen
wil
be formally reviewed by the CIC annually. Guidelines
touch as many specialties as possible, touch the common disease states of our
patients, include preventive care, and focus on quality and effciency of care.

How wil GRIPA deal with poor penormers?
quality and effciency of care.
Performing below the targets of the guideline measures wil provide the
physician, and his or her office staff, an opportunity to work with the GRIPA Care
Management staff to improve care to high-risk patients and to help identify and
correct the process issues that may be impacting performance. If a physician
does not participate in these efforts and continues to have poor performance, his
or her case will be discussed in detail at the monthly Qualiy Assurance Council

GRIPA is primarily interested in improving

from the entire panel fora

meeting of 16 of his or her peers, selected by lottery

If
one year term, and a corrective action plan will be developed and overseen.

loss

the Council's expectations are not met, there will be sanctions in the form of
from the Clinical

of financial bonuses and the possibilty of expulsion

Integration

Program.
How can we deal with poor penormance due to non-compliant patients?
GRIPA will be able to identify most of

our non-compliant patients from the lab,

imaging, and billing data and will also solicit names from physicians' offices of
their non-compliant patents. GRIPA is asking permission from our physicians for
the GRIPA Care Management staff todirectly contact these patients to identify
and, if possible, correct the barriers to compliance and follow-up. The

great

services that the Care Management Services ("CMS") provides - including
disease, case, and pharmacy management - wil now be available on a larger
scale to help physicians and their

patients.

Guidelines developed by the
Rochester Health Commission in the past and now the Monroe County

Why can't we use the Community Wide

Medical Society?
We are in fact using the Community Wide Guidelines as reference material

along

with those of national organizations such as NCQA and AHRQ. GRIPA must
develop its own unique set of guidelines, agreed upon by committees of GRIPA

physicians, with the opportunity of feedback from the entire paneL. The guidelines
must be as stringent as those we have used for our risk business; and where our

physicians disagree with national or regional evidence-based guideline, we will
use the opinions of our physicians.

Why is GRIPA separating itself from the Rochester RHIO, which has the
potential to bring the entire community of physicians together?
We consider ourselves a test case for the Rochester RHIQ, as GRIPA is

probably 2 years ahead of the RHIQ inimplementation. We hope, though, that
the RHIO can build on the work that we have already done. It is possible that

GRIPA's web portal could connect to the prospective Rochester RHIQ at a future
date if the RHIQ permits it. The RHIQ is, however, unlikely to provide all ofthe .
Integration, GRIP A's portal wil
features of GRIPA's portal. As a tool for Clinical
lab order

have not only electronic health records, but also referral management,

entry, clinical guidelines with patient-specific prompts, e-prescribing,and

monitoring and feedback for physicians.
Is GRIPA competing with the new Rochester Regional Health Information
Organization (RHIO)?

GRIPA has been represented at meetings of the Rochester Health Commission
RHIQ committee and financially supported the feasibility study for the RHIO. It
may have been theoretically possible for GRIPA to use the RHIQ architecture for
its clinical integration efforts, but it became clear that it would be at least 2008

before the RHIQ would be able to start sharing clinical data. GRIPA'scollection
of information for a portion of the medical community will in no way disadvantage
the prospective community-wide Rochester RHIQ. GRIPA and the Rochester
RHIQ did both apply for funding from the $53M HEAL NY grant program. The

Rochester RHIQ received $4.4M, GRIPA received $0.228M. GRIPA wil
continue to work with the Rochester RHIQ.

Why do we have to become clinically integrated before the FTC makes their
decision about our request for an advisory opinion?
i

We are implementing our plan for the Clinicallntegratiory Program in parallel with
our submission of a request for an advisory opinion on our plan from the FTC. It
is unlikely that we will be fully clinically integrated before the FTC gives us their
ruling, which we expect in late 2006 or early 2007. We have been inthe process
Integration Program since June 2005. It will take us
of developing the Clinical
2007 to complete the process. If we had waited to begin until we had the
unti
FTC ruling, we could not hope to complete the process until 2009.GRIPA also
has the staff and resources to implement the Program now and likely would not if

we had waited another 2 years.

,
'1-'

Aren't you asking us to just trust GRIPA?

Physicians will receive assistance in providing quality care, improving efficiency,
and implementing evidence-based guidelines in their practices. They wil also
receive assistance integrating information technology into their practices, without
having to absorb either the cost or the workflow disruption of a full EMR. They

wil receive the satisfaction of knowing that the investment of their time and effort
will benefit their

patients, their community,

contract with payers as a group for the Clinical
need to accept a risk withhold or give up the independence of private

and their colleagues. Physicians wil
Integration Program,

but wil not
practice.
to

be able
By providing a better, higher quality product to payers, GRIPA wil

seek premium rates for its members.

What about the referral relationships that some specialists maintain with
out-of-network primary care physicians?
Through the participation contract, GRIPA physicians have agreed to refer
patients in-network whenever medically reasonable. There are two advantages
to keeping referrals in the GRIPA network. First, each referral presents an
of GRIPA patients, which is an essential
opportunity for collaboration in the care
information
component of clinical integration. Second, the portal wil only include
about the care provided, tests ordered, diagnostic

images ordered, and

prescriptions written by GRIPA physicians. In-network referrals optimize the
availability of this information, giving GRIPA physicians the advantage of the
most-complete information available on their patients. GRIPA does not,
referred by
however, intend to disrupt existing referral relationships. Patients
non-GRIPA PCPs to GRIPA specialists will remain the patients of the non-GRIPA

PCPs.

Att: GRIP A PHYSICIANS
Date: September 1, 2006

all our physicians on 7/10/06. We
The new GRIPA Physician Agreements for Clinical Integration were sent to

currently have 141 signed contracts. ViaHealth has indicated its intention to sign for its employed physicians.

It was suggested that physicians sign the contracts by 8/11/06 to be included in the data backloads from our data
sources, but there is no deadline. Physicians can sign up at any time. For the most par, GRIP A staff wil be
prioritizing offices for rollout depending on the dates the contracts are received.

Some of our physicians have indicated that they are waiting to sign the Agreement until
they have seen the legal review of the Agreement being done for the Monroe County
Medical Society, at the request of one or more of its members. The MCMSis now in the
process of distributing their review of our contract.
As GRIP A has previously learned, the issues involved in Clinical Integration require extensive legal analysis.
GRIP A has enlisted the help of lawyers specializing in antitrust issues. Many of the concerns raised in the

Medical Society's review have been addressed in the 2-page Contract Summar sent to physicians with the
contracts and in the FAQ's already on the GRIPAconnect.comwebsite.
wil get
Please feel free to contact us as below ifthere are any further legal or contractual questions, and we

answers from GRIPA's legal team.

Some physicians have expressed concerns that by sending GRIP A their billing data, they
may be violating some HIP AA or other privacy regulation at the state or national leveL.
has discussed this issue with its attorneys based both in New York and
Washington, D.C. and there is no cause for concern. The information conveyed to GRIP A or its contracted
vendor(s), including biling information supplied by physiCians and clinical data supplied by labs, hospitals, or
other providers, wil be used and disclosed by GRIP A solely for treatment, quality improvement or other
purposes permitted under HIP AA. GRIP A will hold patient data on behalf of its physicians, with whom it has
HIP AA Business Associate Agreements. GRIP A has entered into a written agreement with its
vendor(s) requiring them to comply with the privacy and security obligations undertaken by GRIP A under its
Business Associate Agreement with each physician.
Please be assured that GRIP A staff

If you have any questions please contact Eric Nielsen, MD Chief

Medical Officer at 585-922-3062 or by email

at Eric.Nielsen(?viahealth.org or Kelly Taddeo, Director of Provider Relations at 585-922-1543.
Please visit GRIP Aconnect.com for more information.

60 Carlson Road, Rochester, NY 146 10- i 02 i, Phone 585.922.1525, FAX 585.922. i 5 i 0

Attn: GRIP A Physicians and Office Managers
Date: 8/13/2006

Re: GRIP A Clinical Integration Contracts
The new GRIP A Physician Agreements were sent to all our Primary Care and Specialist physicians on 7/10/06

and we are currently receiving signed contracts. ViaHealth has indicated its intention to sign for its employed
physicians as well.

It was suggested that physicians sign the contracts by 8/11/06 to be included in the data transmissions and
backloads from our data sources, but there is no deadline to sign. Physicians can sign up at any time. GRIP A
staff wil be prioritizing offces for rollout depending on the dates the contracts are received.

Some

physicians have expressed concerns that by sending GRIP A their biling data, GRIP A would know andisbe

able to compare their income with their colleagues. Our purpose in creating a Clinically Integrated Network

to serve our physicians and their patients. .
further
Nevertheless, please be assured that GRIP A will not know what payors actually pay to physicians. To

allay any concerns, the GRIP A Board of Directors passed the following resolution on 8/9/06:

. GRIP A wil not store the actual monetary charges for services included in the copy of standard
837 biling transactions obtained electronically by GRIPA from physicians' practice management
systems.
. This resolution and any future changes wil be approved by the GRIPA Board of Directors and,
following any such approval, wil be distributed to the

entire physician panel of the Clinical

Integration Program.
If

you have any questions please contract Eric Nielsen, MDChiefMedical Offcer at 585-922-3062 or by email
Provider Relations at 585-922-1543.

at Eric.Nielsenêviahealth.org or KellyTaddeo, Director of

Please visit GRlP AConnect.com for more information.

fiO Carlson Road. Rochester, NY 14610-1021, Phone 585.922.1525, FAX 585.922.1510

Integration

Provider Agreements for Clinical

FAQ about

AUn: Office Manager/GRIPAPhysicians
Date: July 31, 2006
Integration.

initiative, GRIPA Connect Clinical
As you probably know, GRIPA is embarking on a new

that were sent

Integration contracts
We have been getting many questions about the Clinical

on July ¡tho We have posted all the questions and answers on theGRIPAConnect
website.
To
copy faxed
to your
a

view them please go to www.aripaconnect.com. If you would rather have

offce please contact us at 585-922-1525.

find.
Listed below are just a few of the questions and answers you wil

What are the advantages of participating in the Clinical

Integration Program?

Physicians will receive assistance in providing quality care,improving efficiency, and implementing evidence~
based guidelines in their practices. They will also receive assistance integrating information technology into
their practices. without having to absorb either the cost or the workflow disruption of a full EMR. They will
effort will benefit their patients, their
of knowing that the investment of their time and

Integration

receive the satisfaction

community, and their colleagues. Physicians wil contract with payers as a group for the Clinical

Program, but wil not need to accept a risk withhold or give up the independence of private practice. By
providing a better, higher quality product to payers, GRIPA will be able to seek premium rates for its members

Whattype of information is GRIPA looking at in the biling data sent by the offices?
GRIPA wil be collecting the IC09 and CPT codes, as well as patient identifiers. This information will be used
to create patient health records in the GRIPA Connect web portal, which wil be
used by GRIPA
members
to
Integration.
The billng
data wil
deliver and coordinate higher quality care as part of GRIPA Connect Clinical

help GRIPA to record diagnoses for patients and monitor whether patients receive the care recommended by
For example, to establish a diagnosis of diabetes requires an appropriate ICOg
code, and to verify that a physician evaluated the diabetic patient 2-4 times/year requires CPT codes.

the GRIPA Clinical Guidelines.

i

Please take the opportunity to join us tonight,Mondav Julv 3~st at 5:30pm

in the lWlG
Integration and get

Auditorium at Rochester General Hospital to find out more about Clinical

your questions answered. No RSVP is necessary.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions or concern. Please contact Dr. Nielsen, Chief
585-922-3062. Kelly Taddeo, Director of GRIPA
Medical Offcer at eric.nielsencmviahealth.orçi or
Network Services can be reached at kellv.taddeocmviahealth.orçi or 585-922-1525.

,-_..---------~
hn r"rlcrin Rmin Rocnester. NY 14610-1021, Phone 585.922.1525, FAX 585.922.1510

CLINICAL INTEGRATION

Please take the opportunity to join us on Mondav Julv 31st at 5:30pm in the TWIG
Auditorium at Rochester General Hospital to find out more about Clinical Integration
and get your questions answered. No RSVP is necessary.

Attn: Office Manager/GRIPA Physicians
Date: July 27, 2006
Subject: Clinical Integration Contracts
As you probably know, GRIP A is embarking on a new initiative, GRIP A Connect Clinical Integration.

Clinical Integration delivers higher quality patient care by creating a connected community of physicians,
complete patient information, support from
hospitals, labs and imaging facilities with electronic access to

us to

patient care managers and assistance to fulfill a commitment to evidence-based clinical care. It wil allow

withholds.

contract as a group with various payorswithout accepting financial risk and

We are in the process of

building the GRIP A Connect web Portal and beginning to "populate" the data

repository with patient information from health care providers. Several lab and imaging facilities have asked us
to accelerate the process of enrolling physicians in the network so that they can feel assured that they are
sharing patient data appropriately.

please return
Contracts were mailed to GRIPA physicians on July 7, 2006 and we are asking that you

them by August 11, 2006. If you have not received your contracts please contact us at 585-922-1525.
You can learn more about GRIP A Connect and about Clinical Integration
by visiting concern.
our web Isite:
can be reached
questions or.
with any

htto://www.GRIPAconnect.com. Please feel free to contact us

GRIP A Network Serices can be

at eric.nielsen(âviahealth.org or 585-922'-3062. KellyTaddeo, Director of

reached at kelly.taddeo(âviahealth.org or 585-922-1525.
Sincerely,

~ 7: ¡i
Eric T. Nielsen, MD
Chief Medical Offcer

t:() r"rl.-nn Ro::cL Rochester. NY 14610-1021, Phone 585.922.1525, FAX 585.922.1510
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Clinical Integration:

How wil it
work for

you?

Join us to learn more-

and voice your opinion.

Physicians' Dinner Meetings
Wednesday. June 21
Thursday. July 13

Tuesday. August 8
DelMonte Lodge
41 North Main Stret Pitford

Dinner is served at 6: 15 pm;

program begins at 6:30 pm
Attendance is limited to fewer than
20 physicians; ample time for Q&A
and a frank discussion

RSVP online at GRIPAconnect,com or by
contacting Kelly TaddeolQ 585,922,1543
or at infO(GRIPAconnect,com

GRIPA

For the earliest online access to
,

\,

your patient data, return your
signed contracts by July 31!

GOT QUESTIONS?
GET ANSWERS.
We will hold three Q&A
sessions on the new GRIPA
Connect contracts:

5:30 PM

Put your signed GRIPA Connect Clinical Integration
by July 31 and we will have all
mail
contracts in the

JULY 11,2006

of your available patient data, plus a six,month
backload, loaded onto the GRIPA Connect web

THURSDAY

portal and available to you when the portal first

TUESDAY

20,2006

JULY

comes online.
MONDAY

Late enrollees may experience delays in data
availability and may not be provided a backload.

JULY 31,2006

TWIG AUDITORIUM
Rochester General Hospital
necessary;

No RSVP
come whenever

you can.

GRIPA
CL;¡ica! \r:tegl-ê:t¡or;
Physicians coming. together

for all the right reasons
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Technology made accessible
Knowledge made applicable

Collaboration made possible
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WHAT'S NEXT-AND BEST FOR EVERYONE?
decade in health care was distinguished by the emergence
of HMO-based models in which providers shared financial risk with

The last

find ways

insurance companies, motivating everyone in the system to

to cut costs while improving quality of care. One of the results was
the creation-of physician-led networks, often in theform of
Independent Practice Associations. GRIPA, or Greater Rochester
Association, grew out of this market modeL.
Independent Practice

Today, like many of our colleagues across the nation, we're faced
with the market-led demise of risk-based contracting models, and
have been searching for the next, best, most viable way for
patients. The model we
physiciansto work together on behalf of

have chosen is one called Clinical Integration.
At its core is a best-practices alliance of knowledge, technology and
skill that we believe addresses the current pressures on our healthcosts, to
care system: to deliver higher quality care, to manage
reimburse physicians such that we can continue to attract
talent, to stand up to stringent public accountability.

extraordinary

:#'

GRIPA CONNECT™
CLINICAL INTEGRATION-DEFINED
GRIPA Connect Clinical

PHARMACY

RADIOLOGY

COLLABORATION

THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

l-¡'

Instant access to a patient's

health record through the

fÐ
t

-. '\

GRIPA

physicians no
longer spend valuable time
chasing stray pieces of infor-

mation, and
patients avoid duplicative
test and diagnostic errors

basd on misinformation,
The inclusion of
evidence-based clinical

guidelines, delivered as
prompts during patient visits,
makes possible a higher

standard of care,

O~

connected communityof physicians, hospitals,
labs and imaging facilities with:
HOSPITAL

0~il

Connect web portal means
.

~~

LAB

I

~Ð
PRIMARY
CARE

\

$
GRIPA

Integration delivers

higher quality patient care by creating a

SPECIAL TV
CARE

electronic access to complete patient
information,
support from patient care managers, and
assistance to fulfill a commitment to
evidence-based clinical care.

We believe the result will be better clinical
guidelines and better care for patients. Our goal
is to begin enrolling physicians in GRIPA
Connect by mid-summer 2006,

,~\t

THETHREE COMPONENTS OF
CLlNICAL INTEGRATION
The Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice

,"'~.i\ '~,

one that
program to evaluate and

have described a clinically integrated network as
implements "an active and ongoing

modify practice patterns by the network's physician

participants and creates a high degree of interdependence and
cooperation among the physicians
to control costs and ensure
quality." The program should include: technology

~

infrastructure to support the sharing of patient health and
treatment records; collaborative disease and case mangement

programs aimed at prevention and treatment; and

commitment to evidence-based guidelines, with sanctions for
those physicians not adhering to the standards.

Networks that implement Clinical Integration programs are
able to contract jointly with insurers where they can
demonstrate that joint contracting
is necessary to achieve the
quality improvements in patient care. In the Greater
Rochester market, this wil allow independent, communitybased practitioners to work together while maintaining their
own practices.

BENEFITS BUILT IN FOR EVERYONE

When fully implemented, GRIPA Connect Clinical
Integration offers benefits for everyone.
f?TIFNTS
o Improved safety
o Better access to the latest proven techniques and

treatments
o Streamlined interactons with health

care systm-ess

waitng and duplication

GRIPA CONNECT IN ACTION: ENVISION THIS

__PH'iSK.IAN_S_____________ ____.

A physician gets a call at midnight that a patient suffering
an acute ilness in the ER. Rather than drive to his offce
the physician pulls the patient's
record up on the GRIPA Connect web portal from his home
to access the patient chart,

computer. An email or phone call to the attending physician
in the ER-who also has access to the record-assures that
the patient's entire medical history, including drug allergies, is
understood and accounted for during treatment.
New diabetes management programs offer great promise

for

managing the disease, but how best to get the information to
every patient? Accessing web-based patient records, GRIPA
care managers pull up the records of patients diagnosed with
diabetes. They attach a clinical note to each chart about the
most recent promising pharmaceutical intervention so the
patient and doctor can discuss

it during their next visit.

o Abilit to spend more time with patients, less time witli
paperwork
o Access to complete patient information
o Ability to deliver higher quality care

o Abilit to monitor patient compliance
o Ability to sell combined services of network to payers

makes independent practice more viable, especially for
small practices

__l:QSEJIALS___________.. ___________ ____,;___,__ _"__c______.____.,__

o Improved clinical quality and patient safety
o Base of independent physicians aligned with hospital
o Ability to manage cost
o Differentiation in the market as high quality provier
JN S_Uß.ERS________________ ____n_______
I

o Higher subscriber satisfacion
i

A cardiologist is called upon to see a patient. Rather than

o Cost effciencies and savings

have staff take a complete medical history and order a battery
of foundational tests, the cardiologist reviews the alreadycomplete history online and the results of tests already

o Better HEDIS scores

taken. No reinventing the wheel or duplicating expensive

procedures. The cardiologist orders a prescription

o Easy access to objective utilization data

,EMBL O.:EE.S_ ___. u__ __________ _____,______, ,. ______

o Containment of health care cost
o Healthier employees

electronically, and it's ready for the patient to pick up when

he arrives at the pharmacy. The cardiologist can see that
the patient did so.

co f:1MUNJTY_____,___. __________
o Ability to maintain independent physician pracices

o Better health care
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IMPLEMENTING GRIPA CONNECT:
A MULTI-PHASE PROJECT
Fortunately, the foundation for the care management and
clinical guidelines components of Clinical Integration are
already in place at GRIPA. They will be strengthened through
physician involvement and inclusion in the portal.

GRIPA is

currently hosting meetingsandinformationa(

sessions on GRIPA Connect. If you or your organization
more about this pioneering effort, we

would like to learn

GRIPA has contracted with Healthvision, a Texas-based
company with a track record of creating health care portals,
to build the GRIPA Connect web portal. Development of
the portal is currently underway. Phase One functionality is
expected to be online in mid-summer of 2006, when GRIPA

wil begin enrolling physicians in GRIPA Connect.

invite you. to contaa us.
Visit us

at www.GRIPAconnea.com for the latest news on

GRIPAConnect. Or email usatinfo(tGRIPAconnect.com.

Gregg Coughlin
Chief Executive

Some physician offces wil have access to advanced features
during the initial rollout. E-prescribing, for instance, will be
made available to physicians willing to use
it. The referral
management feature, which will facilitate transmission of a
substantial amount of information between PCP and specialist
offices, wil be available to all and its use strongly encouraged.
Lab order entry, which will require interfacing with those
facilities, will be available a few months after the initial
launch.
Because Clinical Integration is most effective with broad
participation, GRIPA Connect is open to ViaHealthemployed physicians as well as those in private practice,
Physicians' offices currently run the gamut from fully
electronic operations with Electronic Medical Records and
Practice Management systems to those with paper records. To
participate in GRIPA Connect, physicians will be required to
obtain high-speed Internet access. GRIPA will provide a

laptop or tablet computer to each physician, as well as
training for physicians and offce staff in how to use the
portal. This is expected to ease and accelerate the transition

Offcer

585.922.1529
Eric Nielsen, M.D.

Chief Medical Offcer
585.922.3062
ABOUT GRIPA
GRIPA is a partnership of physiciansandhospitals in Monroe,

region,
including 510 private physicians and 130 employed physicians, as

Wayne, and Ontario Counties of the Greater Rochester

weUas RochesterGeneral Hospital,

Rochester General Physi-

cians Organization, Newark Wayne Community Hospital, and
the Wayne County Physicians Organization.

Physicians coming together
for all the right reasons

GRIPA

to shared knowledge technology,

To assure that we ate on the right track with the federal
government, we are requesting an advisory opinion from the
Federal Trade Commission,

GRIPA I 60 Car/son Road I Rochester, NY 14610

Network Services: 585.922.1525
Care Management Services: 585.922. 1520
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Physician Participation Contracts

\

We have been talking for some months about GRIPA Connect Clinical
Integration, and are now ready to begin enrolling physicians in the

Network. It's importnt that you review the attched agreements
carefully before you sign. This Executive Summary will give you a brief
overview

of the notable features-in particular, some that may be

unusual when compared to previous contracts.

.' ~. ~ ~

B \/ si gnjng these contråcts.
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Physicians coming together
for all the right reasons
\¥enever it is medically

appropriate, you

Clinical integration delivers higher

wil refer patients participating in GRIP A

quality patient care by creating a

health plans to other physicians participating
in GRIP A Connect Clinical Integration. We
are asking for this because we want patients to
remain within the Network where they wil be
taken care of by physicians who are clinically

connected community of physicians,
hospitals, labs and imaging facilities

with electronic access to complete
patient information, support from

integrated via the web portal, clinic~1 guidelines,

patient care managers and assistance

and case management. It's the best way to ensure
that patients reap the benefits of our integration:
saÍer, more effective care, with fewer gaps in
care and duplicated efforts. Whenever a patient
receives care outside the Network, GRIPA wil be
unable to collect data, resulting in a gap in the

to fulfill a commitment to evidence,

basd clinical care, It will allow us to

contract as a group with payors,

'~'.'3- - ;~l,d,~," , .
' 'J~':, . ~~.:

" ('y\J;
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collective understanding of that patient's history

and treatment. We do understand that there
will he times when necessary services can only he
obtained outside of GRIPA Connect,

fP." tluu ii tJ.e
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You will make available to GRIP A
information necessary to implement
Clinical Integration: patient clinical
data, medical records, and biling
data. Some of this data wil be added
to the central data repository, accessible

via the GRIPA Connect web portal, so
that providers can access it to care for
patients. GRIPA will also use this data
to establish Clinical Guidelines and
improve the quality of care patients
receive. We are asking for information in

the Internet at each office location

where patients are seen. Your GRIPA

Connect tablet computer may be one
of these computers. If you don't already
have high-speed access, contact us for
information on providers and rates.
These wil be your only out-of-pocket

chosen through a lottery system. Its role

GRIPA Connecc

/~,.
. . ~', ~should be sent to GRIPA. 1£ you

are using Medent for practice
management, this should be a no-

cost, easy-to-implement request.
We are contacting other practice

management companies to arrange
a similar agreement. Contact us or
stay informed through our web site
for more information about your
practice management system.

You will agree to serve on our Quality
Assurance Council if asked. This
group wil have a .rotating membership

costs associated with participating in

the following way:

7 An electronic copy of all Claim
Forms submitted to an insurer

"-"'t
..\" .
.. "

You wil provide high~speed Internet
access and a computer able to access

\..",,.,

You and your office staff wil attend
GRIP A Connect training sessions
on the web portal. We want to be sure
that you and your patients are reaping
the greatest possible benefit from all the
features the portal wil offer. As advanced
features come online, we wil offer
subsequent training sessions.

is to assess performance with respect to
Clinical Guidelines, agreed upon by the
physicians, that all physicians will be
asked to implement. We may also ask
on otherGRIPA committees
you to serve
but wil not require you to serve on more

Patient clinical data and medical

('- ..

'!".

~UeStl()nS ~

Concerns?

(if you' have one) or a visit from us to

your office to review paper records as
necessary.

Formore infonnation about GRIPA
Connect Clinical Integration, visit our

GRIP A under these new contracts.
Our purpose is to maintain the integrity
of the Clinical Integration Network
so as to provide the' most choices and
continuity of care for patients.

:¡!~

: :;:~

LEARN WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW

You wil not opt out of any health
benefit plans contracted through

i

. .~

than one committee at a time.

!- ~ -

records should be accessible to
GRIPA via the web portal, your
Electronic Medical Records system

-"¡
-.'~

web site: ww.GRIPAconnect.com
Come~o a dinner meeting. We limit
participation to about 20 to encourage
Q&A and a frank discussion. Dates and

times are on our web site.
Call us or write us:

Kelly T addeo

You wil accept, and use, a tablet
computer provided free of char~e by

GRIPA Direor of Provider Relations
and Network Services
585,922,1543

GRIP A.

Kelly,T adde~RIPAconnect.com
Eric Nielsen, M.D
Chief Medical Offcer

585,922-3062
Eric.Nielsen(QRIP Aconnectcom

GRIPA
GRIPA I 60 Carlson Road I Rochester, NY 14610
\\'ww,GRIPAconnec t.com

Network Services: 585,922, i 525
Care Management Services: 585.922.1520
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arcle.

struged

1 get involvecIaa in stwma private ptice,grup who ha

Why should

reuiunew docrforOven yeand eVeiyday I waste more bine trngio sC¡l,eeze my

medcations the patient
the adtof di contrcti wi thsevedmprve Will the major

into ovheled specialsts for consultS or batte for påoi authoriation for
has

ben on for yea With
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insur re listen
to
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II tw ma grup? Aft

concerns of

maintan

commit to help

sstrng

consider the

HOTLINE NUMBER:

822-4414
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NUMBER:
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options, I felt

it wa

RGPO. .' '. . '. .

Clci Inietionis the projec thatthe RGPO has còmmtt to as a way of imprvi patit

cae in an elecnicay connected envnment. Successfu clca ÌDtetionwi alow us to neohave

tite as a group and

ii voice in the

ca of ourpatients-a voice that would not be

possible asa

seer questions regadi the

smal grup practce. The RGPOBoardhas rezed ther ar

24/7 PHYSICIAN

ro
patients

Clcalntegtioncontrcr.~d ar worki with theGRIA mament to address those conce so tht al

PO meibe wi be comfortblewith the projec and:wt to parcipate Cli

Integtion ca only be successful if
want

your feebaCk to.

assist

the majoåty of our docrs pacipate We represent you. an
in makngClcalnieti()n what

you

wat.

At our October Boar meeti we addrsed the contrct concerns we have head in terms of
char data. GRIPA ha ag to strp and did the char
will prde

data when it ar at GRIA,and

an indepedent auditor who reporronly to the RGPO to enure it is done correc.

The Bord still had many concerns about the bilng data requited, and so we formed a commtt
provde a list specific restrctions in re to the bil data that we
led by Ted Taner who wi
will

present to GRIPA. The RGPO Board wats tp protec physci ÌDtetswhie mata th

momentu of Clca Integrtion. We also voiced our concerns over pricy and HIPAA issue
GRIPA provided an educational

piece on the

pricy issue to the Board. The elecnic environ-

ment has provided new quesåons about pricy that no one has answ for. but the state and Feer

goverent ar pla on reea new gudeles in 2007 to dea with port 2nd RHO issue .

GRIPA wi be involved on those tak forces. and many physician at RGH wil be ased to provide
their experse in tems of devdoping safegurds for sensitie
patient information to be excluded
from our own porta

MARl YOUR CALENDARS
RGI MD DI. Da.
January 27, 207
Rlvør COvøntl Cøntør

I have commtt to the RGPO Bod that we wi be a more trsparent orgtion. Ths arti-

cle is the fit of many steps we have planed to keep our doctors informed and involved with the
po. Many physicians do not undetad the role that the RGPO pla~'S in relation to GRIPA, RGH

and the insurer It is up to us to educate our colleaes about the major issue and seek thr opin~
ions. I have asked the RGPO Board membe to report at thei practce an depatmenta meti

the results of our Boar meetigs Each month I wi submit an arcle to the Forwn oudi
Con/ÎlUtl Øll ~ 2.

i Cari About thøRGPO,continuid

Why Should'

actions taken at our Board meeting. We wi also be inviting at large RGPO
members to our meetig for their input and welcome anyone who has an
interest to attend.

president of the RGPO at
I am excited at the challenge of sering as
such a dynamic time. We have an experinced group of Board members
who represent the many different consòtuiencis of the medical staff at

RGH. I want to be clear that the role of the RGPO Board is not to "sell"
Clinical Integration, but rather represent all of our physicians and use their

com,
muniry deserves. The RGPO realy is "physician worki for physicians".

input to make Clinical Intergration the model for health care that our

comments /guestions at

Please feel free to contact me with

__ j()nri,gc:i~~ja.h.ea_th.()I'.

__Rti:eO_Q(6l:~-l;____________________
john Gerner, MD President, Pat Rigg MD Vice President, Roben
Thórisón, MD~ Secretary /TresÙíer

RGPÒBóadMtnlil: .

REPORJIIN

Mark Davenport,MD, Ronad
Kirshner, MD, Eric
PiPoalMp,
Ingerowski, MD, Michael jacobs, 'MD, Michael KukflMD,
Paul Mikus,MD, Lyle Prairie, MD,Edwárd Tanne,MD, DavidSchlagere,

joe

Founders 'SociøtyGala 2006
Saturday evening,

October 14, 2006 was another splendid
The

celebrating Philanthropy at R()chesterGeneral Hospita.
at thedRochesterRiverside Convention Center was attended by

event
part)'

MD,Andrew Swinburne, MD,Go40n-W~itdpMD
-c..,-.;,.---"..~:;",.--..,-.
...... ....... . ........... ............._........_......................d.....d................
"'_'_' '_."................_............._.-.............._............ .......

()ver

750 people - communty leaders, board members, employees as well

Flu...vaccinll.COJllI'I1~.íøniOi'Î;-..

as medil and dental sraff. Ths year, we were pleased that 96 indi-

Fr.~~~r!Ji/~lŽ~s:Bt,~lê~ri~¡iià)athnari()naà

,"Íduals from the RGH medical and dental

staff . attended. Once

again, Jeane Grove, M.D., chaired the physician committee - that
encouraged support from l-IDS. Leaders like Steve Ettnghausen
and Ralph Doerr arranged tables of physicians.
who support the Foundation.
Th event is held to honor those

The Agnes Bartett Curtis Philanthropy Award was presented to
Tom and Heather Golisano for their $9 milon gift that will name

Iy and Iocayab6ut the pássible in.~ of¥edê#~esori reburement fof.iflu shots gi inc:om.uni:àba:di';iCs. . ~is a

~~£tdni~~~~~~~~i;~t!lir~~l~.~~tr~:i~..Depent; . _ ..... ........ .._......................_.. '._
Por the Medicae Pà.Dimplein~tltiOtPròss tht. tok

the B. Thomas Golisano Pavilion and Emergency Center. Drs.

placein.2()5,insurance' coii~rc:ttct~c:h,..~yof..theiPar B

Gwen and Ricliard Stems were co-recipients of the John \XTJitbeck,
M.D. Philanthropy Award, given to honor those who are philanthro-

insqrcepJansand thenoff~tbes/n:~PartB. plans

pists as well as advocates forphilanrhropy. Congratuations, Gwen

flu shOts) toconSuei:fOi I'urcMay gfthe new
pla ar MedicaeManC~Jln:û~thtcove,t:ushots only in

and Rick!

provider' offi;es..unless...the.'planh¡ja-contt'\tt..a"mass"imu-

In addition. florence Belknap and her daughter Nancy Belknap
were awarded the Mary L Keith Award for Nursing Philanthropy, in
memoriam. The Honorary Award was given to Stewart D. Da""Ís,
with Harris Beach, for his loyal work on behalf of
Est.., an attorney

the Foundation, most recently as Chairman of the School to Work
Program.

. (which cover

ni t:tcover flu shots

~carciiJO\let that only

Partners for Progress Campaign work contiues. The goal for
the project to support facility master plan upgrades is $46 milon.
To date, almost $42 millon has been committed from a number of
most generous contributors. Stewart Cramer, M.D. and Rob
George, ?"LD. have been working with several medical and dental
staff on their personal gifts. Thank you to al who have already
made their gifts!

Ther î~nation-

chose lessc#DsMedca ii-

par forfl-lsh9ts~c:Ve -in~ proviqer's

offce and that these peple wila:cincoiiUnclièsunprepáreto pay out..f~poet;H()we~insurce-p1 ca

(and do)

enter into contrct withorgriatiôDstlatèonduct ~ommunty clnics, thus

Additional News from the Foundation

giverïIiWmtuni:diriiÇs

alspetion that may people

shot given

enabli the orgza1Îón to biUdieinsurce compay for a
in arnal,

a dr störea

senorcenre.et In

om commu-

nity, Prefered Care covetS 1 (j,OOof the 18,00 seniors in maned
and
Preferred
usualy obtaflushQtsin public
cae plans who
c:cs,

Cae has contrcts with Ma Indepdent Nur Care, and the
Center for Nuring Entrepreneurship (VoiR), the big
imuniers Cónsequendy,in our community, most seors

three loc mass
wi be

unaffected by the Part B changes. However, we are advisin consumer

who chand thei Par B pla to confi their flu vacciation coverag with thei plàn admstrtors before theyhead out to community

clnics
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be avaiable. 802.11 band
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um defitions of may of the terms used in IT. As the wieless net-
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Wi-Pi (also WiFi, Wi-fi or wifi is a brand oriy licened by the

Unîted State Beause of ths
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hier data

to a sire con- tlål the802.11b(6.5 Mbit/sec),biifw:ithi:hësan'è nugè(loofeet

data to al other ~ompatible wireIess devi~es as wdl as

protocril

nec LA dëv:ice alowi wieless devces to communicate with indoors)~thenew 802Jln
any

will have

other device on the LA. rate (200 Mbit/scc) and anenendedra of 160 feet

Wi-Fi ca be interpted

by other devces, notably 2.4GHz cordeSs

phones. Power consumption is faily high in

wieless devces maki

battery life and heat a concern. The most common wiess encr
tion (see below) standard, Wire

Equialent Privacy(Wp), has been

show to be breakable even when corrctly configure;

data
indoors.

a nliicl higher

BLUETOOT is an industral spefication for wireless personalarenetworks(pANs) also known as 802.15.1. Bluetoothprovides a wa to connec and exchange information betw devices
Japtops, Pe printe digitalca.

such as' PDAs;mobile phones;
era

and

via a sec, globaly uncensed

video gae consoles

short-rang

rao frequency._

ENCRYPION- Tn cryptogrphy, encrtion is the proceSs of
obscurng information to mae it unreadable without special The nae Bluetooth is derived from a 10t centu Dansh king,
knowledge. A cipher is an alorithm for perforng encryption

diplomacy which aled war-

Hard Bluetth, who enagd in

each oter. Bluetooth is a radio stan-

(and the reverse-decryption) a series of well defined steps that ca

nn paties to

be followed as a procedure. The origi information is know as

dad andcommumcation protöcl desi for low

platext and the encrypted form as ciphertext. The ciphertext

sumption with

message contas al the informaóon of the platext message bùt

cost trsceier ßUcrocp in

not in a format reable by a human or computer without the

proper mechansm to decrypt it.

power . con-

a short rae (geray 10 meters) bas ona low

each device. Device may communcate with each other when they ar in rae. As radio' communcation is utied, the devices do not have to be in lie of sigt and

Access points and computer using no encryption or the older
\VEP encryption, ar vuerable to eavesdrppi. WEP encry
tion can protect agnst casua snooping but may also gi one

a

false sense of securty since freely avalable tools can determine the
encrytion passw;d in under a second. The newer Wi-Fi

Protected Access (WA) and TEEE 802.11i (WM) encryption
stadards do not have the serious weaknesses of WEP encrtion.
IEEE 802.11. the Wi-Fi stadard,

negotite with

denotes a set of Wireless L-\N

(\'L stadards developed by worki group 11 of the IEEE

LAN/1\L'\N Standards Commttee (IEEE 802). The 802.1 1 famly currently includes six over-the-air modulation techniques that all

can be in other roms so long as the trsmssion is powerf
enoug;
i

Some common uses of Bluetooth ar:

. Wireless contrl of and communcation betwen a cell phone
and a hands free headset or ca kit.

. Wireless netrking between PCsin a confied space where little bandwidth is requed.
. \Vireless communcation with. PC input and output devices with

the most common bein the mouse, keyboard and priter.
· Wireless control of a game console.

Week

National Medical Stan Services Awareness

November 5-11
By Ator Loti M(KeIP, Manager MedkJto Offce

In 1992, The. United States physicians' hands that care for our which heath ca. professionas have
Congress and George Bush, President
of the United States, issued a procama-

patients on an ongoing basis. been approve to treat RGHpatients

tion designating the first week of We are dedicated professionas who are
of physici advoacy.

November as "Nationa Medical Staff. on the frontline
We work with the. Medical & Denta
Services Awareness Week".

we ar respnsible for communcating servces to the 1302 mem-

In addition,

ber of. the RGH .MDS, . i:ug meet-

Staff leadership and Clinical ings mai, newsletter, clètories

The proclamation read:
The proftssional u4io diret or oianage
inedial staf serces, from hospital comoium-

Deparuent leadership to assure that etc. _. all while mantaining the. highest
only applicats whose history can be level of customer servce that regaccounted for, are presented for mem-

tions alOVl,

cations to the accreditan() oj pllsidons and bership. consideration. Throug.. both
the application process and the reap- The. ''behid the sceiiesof carig staf
nHrses ploy all importnt role in our Naton ~
health care .rstcm. In adition to servng hos- pointment process the Medical Sta or "THOSE PEOPLE" as we have
pital and other primary care facilities, these Office professionals secue information been caled, have nevr bee seen ca
professionals also u'ork in HMO~, medical
socities, State Licensing Board and consulting

firms. By adoiinistering role and reglo1uns,

to assist the clical. leaerhip whie
maki decisions on contiued membership. Our actions assist the hospita

I! eniiriilf accrditaton complince and I! by assurng protection.. from. inconi-

prol1Ìding a wide ran.fte of supporl to pllsi~

cians omJical staf coordinators help to pro-

"iote the quality and efcienry of health. care;
Todt il1af! medical staf sen1Ìces prf!fes-

tent, troubled and impaed health cae

diecty, but our attempts. to

provide comprehensive. serces, and
our dedication to qualty. eXcellence,

along. with our loyalty to. the RGH
affect the qualty care

MDS, ultiately

We are trned to identi- our patients receive
fy problematic applications and reapThe dedicated membe of your RGH
pointment documentation.

professionals.

sionals are striing to promote efenry aiid
projssionalis1l1 Ì11 health care I! working

for patients

Medical Staff Offce.

Within this profession, each person may

dedicated to this

have over 71 yea
profession and are very

new challenges and opporunities in health care

certied . as a grateful to be worki with the wonder& Denta Staff Members of
Certified Medical Staff Coordinator fu Medica
RGH.
They
are:
(CMSq and a Certified Provider

industr. This week we acknowledge such

Credentig Speciast (CPCS);, The

through the legal .fnancial and regulatory

requireinents that have increased along with

qJrls.

become nationally

RGH officecmrendy has two - Mar Lou McKewn - Maner - 20

GEORGE BUSH, President of nationaly certifed specialists
the United States of America
The Medical Staff Offce, which is

When you go to the hospita seeking accountable to the Medca & Denta
medical care, how do you know that the

Medical & Dental Staff Members are
properly traied, licensed and qualfied
to tae care of your patients? The pro-

Staff Leadership, as wel as the Hospita
Board of Directors frequently interacts
with many departments throughout the
hospita including notification to the

fessionals workig in the Medical Staff Operati Room that . a physicia is
Office investiate every practitioner

approved to perform a specific proce-

who applies for privileges to practice

dure, or notifying the Emergency

medicine at Rochester General

chane in priviRoom, when there is a
leges. It is imperative that each employ-

Hospita. Whie the department may

not be involved in the ''hands on" care
of patients, we are responsible for the

ee of the hospita

be aware of this avail-

able information when determining

yea, Ortopaedic Surger, Famy
Practce
- Karen Curtis - 8 years, Cardiac

Servces, Dentistry, Psychiatry,

Surery

-Barbar Kahe, CPCS - Secretay,
NYS Association of Medical Staff
Servces - 24 years Medicine,

Ophthaology. Pediatrcs
- Bernadette Thomas, CPCS - 19 years,
Anesthesia, ED, Radiology, Radiation
Oncology, PM&R, Lab, Obstetrcs &
Gynecology

Mossago from thB

Closures

Parking Lot

Important Notice:

By &zle Pisarek, Parking Manager

Presidont of thB

On November 10t 2006, Rochester General Hospita wil be celebrati

Medical & Dontal Stan-

the ground brea of the B. Thomas Goliano Pavion and Emergency
Department. The celebration wil tae place in physician par lot 2 which is

located next the Emergency Deparent. A large tent and other props 'wil. be

Cynthia Christy, MD

erect in ths parking lot for this special event.

Pleae note the followig:

My fit comment would be to th our

· As of 11 :30 PM on

new CEO Mr. Mark Clement and his admstr-

November 8th, 2006;

tion for agreei to split the cost of food and

parki lot 2

drnks at our Medical & Dental Staff
Committees. Currently those expenses are

be closed

employees that. are

approximately $15,00 pe yea. They include

assigned to this lot. The

coffee. breafast and lunch for. MDS Members

lot will. re"-open on

and the Hospital employees who pacipate in
these extremely imponantmeeti As most of
the attendees are not MDS Members, the
Hospita wa in absolute ageement that these

Satuday November 11 tho
Those employees and

physicians who are parin in

expenses should be shared.
As President of the RGH MDS i am grate"-

ths lot should park

Avenue
dur these

in the Portland
rap garie .

fu for this acknowledgeent which shows the

passes to ext. Employees

also apprecite the fresh.. coat of pait

should sign. the back of

that has been applied to the walls of the

theirspitter tickets and

Physician Lounge area.

wil ext via the cashier's

Acte

Members of the RGH MDS are expeted to

4 . Por Gaag (Visitors)
5. c.ter SbeetG_-i(V.silDs)

t

boths at no char

S . MsinLob Entr..i:
7 . Pnel Disdge I Can.. C..w
8 . Emplyee Per Lot Ml

9 . Parniil OfIC Building (POB)

10. Meic'" 0li: BUilding CMO)

11 . Eniy

Street ramp

gaage wil also be closed on November 10t for ths event. Employeewho

yea. TIs data is maitaied as par of the cre-

park in ths lot wi

dentis fie and considered at tie of reappoint-

ment.

3 . Emplye Paiili Lolll

· Employee paking .10t 3 which is located next to the Carter

50% of the Quaerly Staf Meeting each

attend.

2 . Empy.. Parnv Lot *2

their "hands free" parking

Sta.

I need your input and feedback All

1 . Emplyee Paiinv Lot '"

ties. Physicians may use

hospitas parterhip with its Medical & Denta
We

will

to physicians and. the few

be able to park in employee lots 1 and 8. Pleae see

attched map which outlnes the locations of these lots.

· Please post ths notice for your staff and th you in advance.

For our Septembe Meetng we had alost
200 people sign-in, but
meetig many of you had left

withn 20 miutes of the
These meeting

A SincerB Thank you to our

are your opportty to hear about what is going
on in the hospita and ways to assure that your

opinons are head by your elected offcers and

NursB Practitioners

Hospital Admstrtion. Please let myself, or any
Every year, the first week of November, has

been designated by the American

Academy of Nurse Practitioners as ¡National Nurse

Practitioner Week in celebration

of your Elected Membe know what we ca do
to make ths meeting bettet for you;

Ideas that we have currently head include:

- Shortening the. meetig tie to 60 minutes

of

the knowledge, skills and professionalism of this grôup of advanced practice nurses.
In 1965, Denver Co.lorado graduated the first dass of Nurse Pratitioners. The des,

- Allow for questions at the bennng

care needs of
a pediatric population that was not being served by the current health care

As your Elected President i am here to ser-

providers of. the ties.

ice your needs and make sure your issues are
head. Please give me that opportunity and com-

municate with me on any suggestions you may
have.

igoated role of these specially trained nurses was to take care of the

health

Forty years later the profession has grown beyond. hopes. There are currently over
115,000 nurse practitioners in the United States. They now come in many specialtis and
practice in many different settngs.
If you see a Nurse Practitioner during their honorary week, please thank them for all
they do.

Integration:

GRIPA ConnBct™ Clinical

Spucial Thanks to Phy~icians
!:\' F'~':L' ~\HL;l.st'li. \,l.r:I" (~~\.'1/"'i. ("l¡,rP_:\

The Oinie-.i Integration Committee
is comprised of both primary care and
specialst physicias who are members of
GRIPA and are respected practitioners in
meets monthy
the community. Thi group
and has the prImairesponsibility for the
selection, modcation and evauation
of Clinica Guidelines. The'CIC receives
input and recommendations from Specialry

Advisory Groups, whidi include physicians
from each

of the speialties and

Jean Nickels, M.D.
John O'Sullivan, M.D.
Anmony Ra, M.D.
Jane Salamone, M.D.
Scott Schabel, M.D.
Stephen Silver, M.D.
F.dwardTanncr, M.D.
Roben Tarelbaum. M.D.
Derek tenHoopen, M.D.
Joseph Vasile,M.D.
Maurice Vaugan, M,D.

subspcialties affected by the guidelines

Gordon 'Witbe, M.D.

GRIPA Connect™ Clinicallmegration
will soon launch the information portal

that are being developed.
Many physicIanshave given up count-

Also a special than you to physicians

designed to facilitate better
communication and data exchange

less houis to help with i.s proces and we

who ".ave been working as part of the

\Vould like to thank the following doctors:

Clical Integration Physician

between physicians, hospitals and Other
health care providers. Many offces are
already being contacted by GRIPA

technical staff for equipment assessments
and training schedules. Clinical
guidelines are being reviewed monthly by
Integration Committee, wich
the Clinical

new guidelines routinely being prepared
by the Specialty Advisory Groups.
Clinical integration delivers higher

quality patient care by creating a
connected community of physicians,
hospitals.

labs and imaging facilities

with electronic access to patient

Adviry Group

Clinica Integration Committee
Michael BerIowitz, M.D.
Ralph Doerr, M.D.
John Genier, M.D.

Mar Grieff, M.D.

Michael Jordan, M.D.
Paul Mikus, M.D.
Gregory Ole)'oiirry, M.D.

Patrick Rig, M.D.
William Rolls, M.D.
Stephen Silver, M.D.
Derek tenHoopen. M.D.
Peter VanBnint, M.D.

Gordon ~ilitbeck. M,D.

information. support from patient

care inanagers and assistance to

P. Miler Ashman,M.D.
Josph DiPoa. Jr., M.D.
Steven HQwaro, M.D.
John Huselton, M.D.
Thomas Roberts,.M.D.
Frank N.Salamone, M.D.
John Seford. M.D.

Cli.cal Iiitegration Specialf)'

fulfìll a coinmitment to evidence-

Advisory Groups

based clinical care,

Uina Agrwa, M.D.

If you would like to be part of a
Specialty Advisory Committee to
help develop Clinical Guidelines for
Integration contact Marie
Clinical
Tortarella at GRIPA at 585,922,1541
or marie.tortarellaiQvialiealth.org

Darshe AnIssi, M.D.
Haris Aziz, M.D.

Special Tliaiiks.......
You ha~ probably heard mention of
the Clinical Integration

Commiuee and

Specialty Advisory Groups. These are
groups of our physicians who have
volunteered their time to help devdop
clinica guidelines tor GRIPA. This process
is essentia to being considered a clinically
integrated group according to the Federal
Trade Commision. TIie realiry is that there
are countless guidelines being drafted by
various groups and insurers every day, but

(hese guidelines will be developed by our
own physiciaosjòr our own physici.

Susan Danay. M.D.
Michael Dobmeier, M.D.

GRIPA

Zachaiy Freedman, M. D.

Donad Gabd, M.o.
Jeffrey Gordon, M.D.
Edith Granum, M.D.

Marn Grieff, M.D.

C1ir-¡!,::-al ¡nt~gi-2ti,:::.¡.:

Sieven Howard, M.D.
Michael Jacobs, M.D.
Daniel Jacobson, M.D.
Jdfre)' Liberman. M.D.
Michael Meyer, M.D.

lr\-.,!('¡.. :' .);: .'\'h:~Ù('?; (.if )'8.5. :'/,,"..:: ...:~06::; t'n~

Michael Mirwd. M.D.

(":,J (";i;"i-:":I 11./ 1:;'j~'.:"\'/eÙI'i.".':'"ì.-:i,i/:,"ll/¡.h...-;;)l

Michael Myers. M.D.

coming together

Physicians
for all

the

right reasons

Medhost Update.
, In response to qu~s- .~~
ED

nons from the RGH .,I..Af/'
Medic~1 Dental Staff." ",'f!; . .

regardingl\edhost and ~

patient care issues, thisisthe next in a series of

issues.

statements meant to address those
MARK YOUR

RGH MDS Diner

CALENDAR
Dance

January 27, 2007

states of display and require. password entrance.
to serve the RGH MDS,
have determined that there are four locations
we
In the Adult ED where the medical staff usualy
transit to attendtheIr. patients. We are in the
displays to be
process of. procurg large screen
display a map of
placed at those areas and. wil
As part of our efforts

observed as restaurants

go to the Vianet:

Remember to:

· Check your encounter forms for new, revsed or obsolete codes
· Check your reference sheets for new, revised or obsolete codes

locate a table

for you)

ED areas with the patients

located in specific

Codi InformatIon/ICD-9-CM updates effect October 1, 200

· Check your series

to a computer generated screen. Although
all throughout the ED,

beds (similar to that which yoù may have

discharges/visits as of October 1. 200!
the New, Revised, and Invald codes

shifted

tbey exist only at work stations and in various

Important Coding Information
ICD-9-CM cod updates are effect for
Deparunents - HIM

boards used to locate patients are no longer in
use, the tool used to find patients in the ED has
there are such screens

Have fu with your peers.
Invitations to be maied soon.

Fora listi of

Now that the large, hand written locator

be in place soon.
As always, askig any staff in the

name. They should

result in assistance in locatplan to implement this as
ing your patient, but we
one more
tool. Thanks in being patient with us
as we implement our new Emergency
Department should

Department Informati0l1 System.

bilg for carryover of new, revsed or obsolete codes

Inaccurte codes may. result in insurace company dens or reduced payment.
Make sure you are usin the most current ICD 9 CM version.
Contact for coding questions r~arding the ICD 9 CM lldates:

· LOrn Lauzze, Manager, Health Information Management, Coding Revew
and Compliance

lorr.lauzze~ahealth.org
· Carole Woods, Manager, Health Information Managent, Data

carole.wos(gaheath.org

MARK

Qualty

YOUR CALENDAR

Quarterly Staff Meeting Dates
December 15, 2006

March 16, 2007
June 15; 2007

September 21,2007

Medical and Dental staff Alumni Dinner on
Wednesday November 15 from 6:00 pm10:00 pm at the Rochester Hyatt Regency.

December

1;;f
- ~

14, 2007

Twig Auditorium
7:30 a.m.

.

50% AttC1datlce requested

Changes to Your KGH Directory
For those of you who access to the ViaNet, don't forget the on-line directory in Departments and Medical &
Dental Staff. For those of you who do not have access to the ViaNet, there is a monthy excel directory avaible for
you upon request. Contact
Mary Lou McKeown at
922-4259 or marylou.mckeown(fviahealth.org.

Meri Atanas, MD
Attending, Department of Radiation Oncology

Margot Searls, RPA
Adjunct - Department of Medicine/Internal 1\-1edicine

1425 Portland Ave Box 233
Rochester 14621
585-922-4031

1425 Portland Ave Box 287
Rochester 14621

585-922-9067

Olivia Chiang, PsyD.
Attending, Department of Psychiatr & Pediatrcs

Adjunct-Department of Emergency Medicine

1425 Portland Ave Box 228
Rochester 14621
585-922-2575

Rochester 14621
585-922-3846

Amy Fix, MD
Attending, Department of Pediatrics
913 Culver Rd
Rochester 14609
585-654-5432

Chrstopher Vereecke, NP
1425 Portand Ave Box 304

Emiy Wolfe, RPA
Adjunct - Department of Medicine/Internal Medicine
, 1425 Portand Ave Box 258
Rochester 14621
585-922-2300

Jeanette Guzman, MD
Attending, Department of Emergency Medicine
1425 Portland Ave Box 304
Rochester 14621
585-922-3846

CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP

CHAGE TO INACT.
Jeremy Bowen, RPA-C ....................lnactieIResiged

Wil B. Casey, MD ..........................................Inacte

Ann Marie Lagonegro, NP

Heather Cook-Smith, NP .............Inacte/Termiated

Adjunct - Department of Psychiatry

Jack Dorkhom, DMD ....................Inactive/Resigned
Ronald Haien, MD ........................Inactie/Resigned.
Susan Harfield, RPA-C ................,..Inacte/Resigned.
Amy Heiburg, RPA-C ..................Inacte/Resigned

490 East Ridge Rd

Rochester 14621
585-922-2500

Tiffany Maynard, NP
Adjunct - Department of Emergency l\ledicine &
Pediatrics
1425 Portland Ave Box 238
Rochester 14621
585-922-4097

Susan Newburge, PhD
Adjunct - Department of Psychiatry
224 Alexander St East \V'ing

Rochester 14607
585-922-7791

Marc Lapell MD ........................Inacte/Resigned.
Stanley Novak, MD .....................Inactive/Resigned

Brenda Perez, MD ......................Inactve/Termiated
Sushi Saha, MD .,.............................lnactive/Retired
Michelle Siena, NP .........................Inactie/Resigned

Roderick Spes, Mn ........................Inacti/ Resigned

CHAGE TO ACTIV
Nai Nagovskiy, MD - Attendig. Medicie/Internal

Medicie Hospitast
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, RGII MDS ELECTED

REPRESENTATIVS
Lida Rice, MD
President, 266,Oï30

Cynthia Chrsty, MD
President,Elect,922,4028
Peter Van Brunt, MD
922-3854

Past-President,

Roman Kowalchuk, PhD, MD
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, A NEWSLETTER FOR THE M,EDICAL,AND DENTAL

. - - - . ~

. STAFF OF ROCHESTER GENERAL HOSPITAL
A Mêasai froi, thltPrlSidQlI Und M.

MD. .ì

Ice,

i. recently,attended a mçëtigat the Acaclemy of Medigne with af~w.dòzen. ?thetsc:j,

that purorteqtQ help,ushe-tttrlUderstandtht:.E#:eUuscpntraètthafW'~ havçaUgot-i
tenand which. Excellus hopesapdexpectS 'Ye wi all signasindividlials~,Negptiations:~

Sec./Treasurer, 922,3220

with RIPA are apPareptly ?riQir,butwith great uncertaity astowlieth~they are.i

T. Jeffrey Dmochowski, MD

gpliganywljere. AiiattO~neyfr?rn MSSN¥ wasbroughtii todårfy theissiies for us.j

266-8401

We werë lead to. expect a., bgeLtwentymuuite Qverë\,withaio~~rquestionand~;~

Robert George, MD
342-0140

Joseph Kurnath, MD
(i41,(I'l(iO

.

ij

-"

.j
:,j

Jula Smith, MD
922,4020

Pamela Sullvan, MD
922-3H4ó

Maurice Vaughan, MD
33:-,2"7;)1)

Michael Jacobs, MD
F.di!Oï'1' rtlmlil

24/7
PHYSICIA.i'J

HOTLINE NUMBER:

a22~U14

anS\eq~eriod.Hespentthefit:15 iTat($darifying thatheisp.ot ll~"pr~c#ciiig attor- di
our contract, an that we:;
realy should consult pur own attorm::ys. He made it clear repeatedly that, the forum thatd
evenig could not and would not even hint to us whether we should-actualy sign the

ney" and therefore caniotgive us any individual advice about

contractS. He then

over,

went

we.

point by.point: a document that

were given

on entr

that showed that the new contract did indeed meet the requiements of the settlement ..
óf the lawsuit (Dolan Yo Excellus), and if at any point somethg occurred which did not.

meet thOse requirelIeo.ts, we had recourse. Ràther than taking comfort in this intormation, the group had several questions about recourse if we didn't like the contract itself._
response: you are
free tòsee individual counsel from,
the standad
These were met with

if several individuals hied the

would happen

your own attorney. Someone asked what

same attorney (so he or she would get several times the fee for the same work.. ..?). The
answer was hedged, and we were basicaly told that only "individual" courses of action

could be determined. One person said they had sent the contract back with several
changes made to the wording, etc. and they were caled by Excellus and told that it was
not acceptable to do so-you either signed or not, that they could not negotiate in that
way with an individuaL. (But we should still consult with and pay our own attorneys to

DIRECT ADMISSION
NUMBER:

get their opinons about the contract.) We were also remlded that only legaly affliat-

922-7333

solo practitioners) discussing our contracts would be a violation of anti-trust. Someon
asked what would be the critical mass of physicians not signng as individuals that would

ed groups could have single signatue negotiating, and that even two of us (if we are

threaten the panel size and might cause Excellus to rethink the process, and after deny- ..

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Saturday August 5, 2006

RGH j\IDS

.

FAivIILY FUl'I

EVENT
Rochester Rhinos
at their 11m' park.

,\fort dttails to jò//om

ing that he krew any such numbers, a not so subtle warning to watch what was said in
public ensued.

At that point the frustration in the room was palpable, and several people (myself
included) started tricklng out before the meeting ended. It seems to me that the antitrust laws in this country are being grossly abused if they are invoked against 1:\'0 (or
more) po\verless individuals \vho have no recourse when dealng with a huge empire like

Excellus. Somehow I thi our forefathers who wrote those laws had it in mind the
other way around.
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Updates From Your HGR Modical Staff Dffcø
Due to recent changes in the Medical Staff Office, contacts for your
clilÚcal deparent may have changed. Please keep this information in your

files for future correspondence and contact.

,:.~

HGH MOS Elaction Update
Peter H. T-"aii Brunt, ~\fD, Past PreJide/: ,:
Credel1tiaÙ and j\!oIJÙiatil1c.l!
COJJmittee Chairs

Karen Curtis - Cardiac Services, Dentistry, Psychiatry & Surgery

922-4629 - karen.curts~viahealth.org

Barb Kahle, CPCS - Medicine, Ophthalology & Pediatrcs
922-4477 - barbara.kahle~viahealth.org

Bernadette Thomas, CPCS - Anesthesia, Obstetrcs/Gynecology,

Durng the March 17, Quarterly Staff Meeting, I

sented the 2006 Balot for the RGH l\IDS Officers
Medical Board At Large i\-fembers. As permitted b.
RGH ~IDS Bylaws, 30 days following that presentation'
tions nomiating one or more additional candidates ma:
presented to me for inclusion, provided that such peri:

Radiology, Radiation Oncology, Emergency Medicine, Pathology and Lab
Medicine, Physical Medicine &. Rehabiltation

conta a mium of 15 signatures of the MDS \Vh
eligible to vote. If you are interested, please make s

922-9332 - bernadette.thomas~viahealth.org

have these petitions by Apri 17, as the balot wi be cl
the followig day.

Mary Lou McKeown. Manager - Orthopaedic Surgery & Famy Practice
922-4259 - marlou.mckeown~viaheath.org

Other important updates
The RGH Internet Website Headig :Medical & Dental Information
allows you easy access to the following information: www.viaheath.org
. Annual Health Assessment Form

Infection Control Manual
Infection Control Test
. Nurse Practitioner Practice Agreement - standard

Nurse Practitioner Quarterly Review - reqtUrement for every

For those of you not in attendance dur ths mee

below you wi fid the individuas identified by the .
MDS Nomiating Commttee who are presented as ,
itself wilf

possible representatives. The actual balot

maied by the Medical Staff Office before May 1,2006;
balots 'wil have to be retuned in

the speialy marked e

lope and announcements of the winners wil be made
ing the Quarterly Staff Meetig on June 16, 2006.
Should you have any questions, please give me a c
585- 922-3854

quarter
. Information on Mercury MD Data

. The montWy RGH lVIDS Calendar of E,"ents
. Links to your Department Chiefs
Links to your Elected Representatives

RGH :\DS MontWy Newsletter, FORUM

PRESIDENT ELECT:

\1

.',:.....-.'.......'.',..

011e T ?ofe

Rick Constantio, MD
Ghinwa Dumyati, MD
Phylls Harris, MD

jf~
t.~.,
,
'"..

t:

As always, we are more than wilng to assist you in any of your needs.

iBg!b~a Sjonatl!la. ßaqulramøot

SECRETARY

'f

"
1;

Oiie T 'ole

'i
.jj

Robert Mayo, l\ID
Derek tenHoopen, MD

A
:"

B)' johii 1_ Ge¡iei; !lID

On July 1 st, \.ve began to require each medical record entry to include a
printed name and contact number or license number. I am happy to report
that compliance \Nith this requirement is above 70% \.\ith our last random
chart audit. With the help of Adrianne Mann of the Department of Nursing,

TRESURER:
Oiie Vote

Stephen Ettinghausen, :\lD
Roman Kowakhuk, :\ID, PhD

L

we are in the process of reyiewing a chart for each MDS member for com-

l1,

pliance. Those attendings not in compliance wil receive a reminder letter
\\ith a follow-up re,'¡ew one month later. If they remain in non-compliance,

MEDICAL BOAR MEMBERS:
Tbree Totes

f."

we will notify their respective Chief for further follow-up. \'Çe haye gotten

Roderkk Davis, \fD
Stephanie Elsen, :\fD
Joseph Kurnath, :\ID

,'¡':

through approximately 300 members to date, and ha,-e been pleasantly surprised at the compliance, I wil be asking the :\fedical Board in the coming

month to consider compliance '\"th this requirement as part of the re-credentialinp: process so we can maintain the momentum of this in the future.

David Sd,lagetcr, :\1D

Ronald Sham, \rD

Feedback from nursing and pharmacy bas been ,-ery positive. \,\'e rec-

\faurice Vaughan, .\ID

ognize how difficult it is to change old habits, and appreciate the effort pur
forth so far. Pjt:ise remember to continue to ":\L\KE YOCR SIGNATCRE
COC);T".

Gordon \\liirhL'ck, \ID
Balazs Z~cnjrs, \ID
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
~

Sync Everywhere Setup from an Existing MOata Install
1-IData SyncEverywhere is an MData feature
that alows users to synchronize MData from any

All other info will remain the same; do not

internet connection. To utize this feature, the
de...¡ce (pDA, Smartphone, etc.) must have an

5. Uncheck (or check as appropriate) the 'CON-

active connection to the internet (ie: a data plan
from a cell carrier that alows internet access, a
wireless connection to the internet, etc.).

This feature WILL NOT SYNC with a
PAL OS device in the cradle attached to your
PC.
This enables synchronization and fresh data
from anywhere there is an internet connection just
as if you were at a sync station. The user is respon-

Secure Email

, System (SESl ;Jntlatt)

sible for the configuration and maintenance of
their own internet connection on d1eir device.
Since al devices require different configurations, it
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible to
provide support for basic internet connectivity, so

, ~-( r (hose pri\-ate RGH

none wil be provided. If an active internet connection is present on a device, MData will sense it and

\lD~ \lè.mbers who wish to

change any other fields.

FIGURE IR PORT' checkbox and click 'OK'
Note - The 'Configure IR port' box needs to
be checked to sync at a sync station and unchecked
to sync by any other method.
Having the "IR Port" checked will block a sync
attempt via the internet and not having it checked
will not allow a sync station synchronization, so it is

very important to remember this, especialy if you
plan to synchronize by both methods. Toggling of
the 'Configure IR Port' setting back and forth is
fine, as long as the correct setting exists for the sync
method being attempted.

Next perform a sync. If sync does not work
the first time, try a second time. If this sti does

utize it to synchronize. To configure MData to

not work, soft reset your device and attempt again.
If sync still does not take place, check configuration above and correct. Also check to see that

)': ,"k (,) receiye and read

utize this feature, the steps below will need to be

appropriate connection you are attempting to use is

'f1cn '~red clinical informa-

performed. This configuration will work exacdy as

avaiable.

( 6' (~'.). r;',11IJriicated on. the

.. ... !)!c:l~e contact lvIary

f .i.iU \lcl"'~i.o\\"'n in the

before, with the added internet sync capabilty.
1. Open the MData application and login using

PIN

\kdiclÍ Staff Office 585-

':!;_~. -, .~~C) ';t- !'~ardou,mckeand she
.~.~i:-: . ;1. dc::ufnentatÏon

the physician's lounge at Rochester General
Hospital on Tuesday and Thursday mornings from

2. Click on the 'OPTIONS' button and click

7:30-9:30 am for any problems or questions. Please

~all the help desk at 922-HELP at other times.

'Configure'

3. In the 'CONFIGURE' screen click on the
'SERVER' text box to get the screen below:

--1.,;-,; ,;-,'e :,::",risrration

A representative from the IT department is in

4. Replace the text in the 'SERVER' text box to

Contact me at michaei.feinstein~viahealth.org or
922-1642 or 922-2932 for any other unresolved

problems.

mdatalink.viahealth.org and click 'OK'
2.

3.

4.

5.

j.~.P ,.'.
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Highlights of ViaHealth Accomplishments 2005

\.0'12

neE! rr
Care Achievement Awar ,"ana con1-

i l.o)',Ùt

PEOPLE
. In Rochester, we marked the employment annversaries of 654 employ-

ees, which totaled 10,105 years of outstanding service to our community. In

over 150 Medical and Dental Staff
members from RGH and NWCH.
· James C. Mead, MD, attending psy-

chiatrist and Medical Director of

Inpatient Psychiatric Services at

employees, which totaled 1,315 years of

NWCH received the Wilam T. Hart
Award. Dr. Mead was selected as the

outstanding sen;ce.

person who exemplifies Dr. Hart's phi-

Wayne County, we recognized 96

. Physician Appreciation Breakfasts

were held at RGH and NWCH to celebrate Doctor's Day on March 30th.
This annual event commemorates the
value of the work done by our fine
Medical Staff.

. Jeane Grove, DO, was selected as a
2005 Local Legend from New York
State Congresswoman Louis Slaughter.

for advocating for patient empower-

hospital and DeMay Living , 'utet lab

ment.

information booths and 0 . sO 5?ir\~
screenings to the public. " '1\e~\)' c(

· RGH launched a Physician
Leadership Academy that is designed
to equip physicians and future leaders
with the tools necessary to deal with a

wide range of leadership issues. The
program was initiated by Dr. Richard
Gangemi, Senior Vice President for

gram sponsored by the American

Medicine.

Improvement. , st ßte¿\st ,

. NWCH participated in C .' tcd. by t
County Diabetes' Coa1;

,'. ''1
"Health Lifestyle Choices tfetcd.
a

Academic and Medical Affairs.

oration with the National Library of

management and receiViPtcornt11-itte
attention by the Institute' ~ci?-atècl in

losophy and demonstrates dedication

The honor is part of a national proMedical \X;'omen's Association in collab-

has intiated an approat 5 Ü,ÒiJi-\e
access to healthcare and ch ' ncClt -an'

· Michele Unger, MS, RN, CCRN,

· Physician Services hosted a ,A team i

Manager's event at RGH.th S)ster
for tbs tn'
plays in the Atrium and educati -websi.t.e
of departments had in

sions were presented in the T l' ß1:'

event was a great success with s '."ifn

attendees. . t 'at.,.c~
-

· RGH became the presenting st;H Fe

CNAA BC and Nurse Director for the

for "Rochester Goes Red", ari\ O\?'?~

Rochester Heart Institute, was the

tive of the American Heart Asso,i"",' ore '&

. Robert Mayo, MD, was named the

recipient of the Genesee Valley Nurses

which addresses heart healt' .le'

first annual recipient of the Father

Association Nurse Administration

women. Activities and events 0(. c-r

George Norton Physician Excellence
Award. This prestigious award was
established this year by Patient Care

Award.

throughout the year and acro;",GH.

· Edie Hil RN, BSH, MPA, CORN

Services to honor a physician for excellence in inpatient and family care, col-

care team and
a commitment to the mission of RGH.
. Rosemary Roth, MSN, RN, CORN,
laboration with the health

0.1

organization. ;Co

and Clinical Resource Nurse, was the

· The newly expanded and reno~~oc\

recipient of the Genesee Valley
Teaching Award.
· Mary Jo Marro-Tobin, DDS, was

Women's Care Urut at RGH '\vas ;:f.;l:C
icated in 2005. ImprO\Tements ind" tioi-

a,varded the first annual Fred Halk

Triage area, a new central registrati pi:,

the creation of a new four bed ,. \c;\'

Young Dentist A"vard. The a'\vard hon-

desk staffed 24/7,expanded OB/G~ :.

American Association of Nurse

ors Dr. Marro-Tobin who exemplifies
the philosophy of Dr. Halk ,vho mentored young dentists throughout his

waiting areas and the creation of, 1.:
OB/GYN consultation room. The r(;

Executives as one of the top 12 nursing

career.

attracti,.e area for patients and the

CNAA BC and Nurse Director of
Surgery, ,vas recognized by the

leaders in the country.

· The Isabella Graham Hart School of
Practical Nursing graduated fify-two

· Hil Haven rolled out Quality
Leadership traing for all department managers, quality improvement

fumil~ .

ovations offer a more comfortable ai\

· \Ve began our cultural transformatioi
,vith the kick-off of Excellence Eveii

Licensed Practical Nurses. This distinguished nursing school has provided

committee members and medical staff.

Day. The system-wide initiative puts an
enhanced focus on service and includes,

career opportunities to individuals and

SERVICE QUALITY
· "Reweavig the Safety Net" project
was recognzed in the Innovation cate-

expectatlons an measurable results.;

nursing staff to healthcare providers

since 1964. The licensure exam pass
rate continues to be 1001Yr,.

gory as an outstanding example of

. d i

\X'e selected 46 team leaders and affili-

ate champions who wil lead the
process. ü"er 250 ~taff members

. Physician Services hosted a physician

teamwork and collaboration by the

on teams that include Emi

social evening which was attended by

Rochester Business Journal's Health

Expl:rIcnce/ Loyalty, PatJen't

I' , ~

Loyalty, Resident
Loyalty, Physician

nce, ~) "

/ I o'"a!tv :Measurement,
't Award.'
approac . s and communications. System
include the Leadership
; and cl¡

pment and the Standards
Committee.

receill
nstitite

ticipated in the Makig Strides
st Breast Cancer Wal that is
red by the American Cancer
,

"fered a "Never 2 Late" adaptive
uter lab for participants and a

. sh Spiritual Group.
newly constructed website went

~~.a' A team of people from across the
irnia

system worked together to prothis more user-friendly and attrac-

ica
. .
tiwebslte.

Thomas High School and at Martin
Luther King, Jr. School #9.
· RGH is proud to be a Global
Showcase Site for the Eastman

award recogrzes excellence in both

Kodak Company. Seven visits

qualty of care and operational efficien-

occurred this year with health

care pro-

th 0 s with asthma, celebrated its twelfth
g 5 .' H Found~tion, the cai:p provides

a opporturut:y for the kids to learn
t'r at about
Camp the
Haccomo.
Funded
by the
sOfjore
condition
of asthma
i~!- . e having fun and participating in

Mexico taking part in the program.
a Stroke Center. In order to receive this
· Our volunteers provided 56,886 hours
designation a rigorous review process
of service at RGH and 21,520 hours of
occurred to verify that state requireservice at NWCH. We are most apprements were being met.
ciative of the service provided by these · RGH earned the Qualty Respiratory
dedicated individuals.

Care Recogntion from the American

· \1'e hosted two "For Your Good
Health" lectures. Over 425 people
attended with an overal satisfaction

.tonference entitled, " Rochester

)+Locks". The well attended two day con-

ìherence highlighted keynote presenta1 tions from nationally acclaimed nursing
¡'. L.::d(;~',5, ~ number of worksh~ps, exempbr Clíspiays, and a vendor fair.

. :\\\':CH ¡:ut in place a new patient
meal tray service, funded by a dona~i(;¡ì fu,m the NW'CH Auxiliary. The
;icw system helps control temperatures

ill- the food being served.
. The RGH shuttle servce continued
throughout the year and was successfu

b,

in traosportino- emplm'ees to and from

¡ ;,(; temporary parking lot which
;¡ccnrln¡ochred 600+ cars each day.
'~!1(; òClTicc was being provided while

... b l._ ..

rile ne'.'.' p;1rking t'arage was being con~tructc-d.

¡ii' Behavioral Health Network

,- , b

Incd (;Dcratino- two oe\v School

ßa~(:d i Lalth Centers at Freddie

~..
~~'t;.~:

Association for Respiratory Care.

Approximately 10% of hospitals in the
country have received the award. This is

rate of 9.7 on a 10 point scale. NWCH

the second consecutive year that RGH

sponsored "Take Time for Yourself", a

has been recogrzed with this distinction.
· HANYS awarded its annual Pinacle

included speakers, workshops, screenings and health cooking demonstra-

tions.
· DeMay Living Center participated once

again this year in a program at Camp
Haccomo with 38 residents enjoying
the experience.

Ie' erous activities.

)5 GH held a regional Nurse Magnet

cy.

fessionals from several states and · New York State designated RGH as

half day educational health event that

~ 1ì p Broncho Power, a camp for

Quality in the areas of Acute

Myocardial Infarction and Coronary
Artery Bypass Surgery. The Premier

CLINICAL EXCELLNCE
· At RGH we celebrated our Nurse
Magnet designation with a formal
presentation made by the chairperson
of the Magnet Program, Brenda Kelly,

,MA, BSN, RN, CNAA, BC, and

Award for Qualty Improvement to
RGH for a project that signficantly
reduced hospital infection rates.

· RGH received the Solucient designation as a Performance Improvement
Leader Hospital. The award was initiated last year and RGH is the only hos-

pital in the region to have received the
award in 2004 and 2005.
· RGH was designated as the areas first

Accredited Chest Pain Center by the
Society of Chest Pain Centers. We a:re
the 140th in the nation to receive the

accreditation.

President of the American Nurses

· The Isabella Graham Hart School of

Association Credentialing Center,

Practical Nursing underwent an

Cecelia Mulvey, RN, Ph.D.

accreditation survey conducted by the

· RGH \vas named a SolucIent Top 100
Cardiovascular Hospital for the sixth
time, one of only 19 in the nation to do
so with this frequency. This prestigious

award objectively measures perform-

National League of Nursing
Accreditation Commission. A recommendation to continue the accreditation was made to extend over the next
eight years.

ance on key criteria in a number of · Roswell Park Cancer Institute's
areas of heart care. RGH is the only
Medical Grand Rounds are now a\'aiIhospital in the region to receive the designation in 2005.

able weekly using WebEx meeting technology. These sessions are interactive

· The RGH School of Medical
and carn' C\-IE credit.
Technology celebrated its 70th anniver- · Kodak RIS/PACS continued to be
sary in 2005 and has graduated more than
ïOO medical technologists.

· RGH received the Premier Award for

installed in \'arious departments at
RGH. This has resulted in quicker turn
around time for exam results.
C¿Ji:Ù¡i'td (iii i":":::C s.
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Carter Street Ramp Garagi
By Kate Pisarek

The Carter Street ramp garage opened on January 30, 2006 RGH for RGH
employees and physicians, patients and visitors of the Medical Office Buidig.
Although \ve experienced some technical diffculties initially, the garage is runng

smoothly. If you haven't seen the garage, please stop by. It is truly beautifu.
\Ve are continuing the re-register process for al physicians for the Portland
Avenue garage. \Ve anticipate that physician lot 2 wil not close to the ED construction unti the fall. If you haven't re-registered for parking in the Portland Ave

garage, please send your registration forms to the Safety and Security Parking Office
as soon as possible so that we can give you your new "hands free" tag. If you have
questions regarding this process, please contact Kate Pisarek at 922-4665.

Please note that the main Safety and Security offce has moved to the Carter
Street Garage. Al parking registration, photo IDs and security access services are

EXCELLENCE EVE
Physician ExperiencB -

Team Update'
By Aida Casiano-Co/ón, Ph.D., and Ala

The Physician Experience!'
Loyalty Team has been actively
working on identifying barriers to
physician satisfaction at RGH. So

provided there. We have a new main number 922-9803. Our office hours are

far we have interviewed al RGH
Chiefs of Service and many other

Monday-Friday from 7:00 am-5:00 pm. Thank you.

RGH Physicians. We are in the process.

ing a list of the
More information will be added to theil

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

the recent Physician Phone Survey"

The department of Physician Servces wil be hostig the Medical & Dental Staff

"Spring Physician Social" on Tuesday April 25 at the Daisy Flour Mi from 5:30-9:30
pm. The "Social" which has become a bi-annual event, is an opportuty to introduce
the newest members the Medical and Dental staff and to provide an informal settng
for the physicians to reacquait with colleagues face,to-face. General information

regarding the Hospital wi also be available, along \vith photographs of our newest
members.
Our "Fall Social' had over 150 physicians who attended last October, and we look

forward to an even larger participation this Sprig. Please call Ariana Parris at 9229435 by April 17 to RSVP

Irritants are being categorized and pri'
and we are aleady working on solutions
following items:
. Establishing a mechanism whereby p ,

care physicians could be promptly no
when their patients are admitted.
. Having available to the MDS members a
to-date, easily accessible, secured datab.

phone numbers that could be used to c
another directly.
. Increasing the ability of physicians to r

unit nurses from offsite locations, especi t~\'1
when, the .physicians are res~~ndi~g to a pa,1t,:~ ~

Physician Servces at Rthester G~ner~and

Looking into ways that efticiencies could ~" ç\"
achieved by standardizing, where appropriate;1t ,)

Ne":~,~k-\Vayne Community HospitaÌ':d

,~ ". -. . - ~

Invite y¡'lito Join Us for a

Klediad

and

the organzation of nursing units, such as int '\

Denta Staf.

SprnolfFiysÍf.ían Soda£,'

the availabilty of forms. ~i

~y

..,.~.._-

TuesyApii25'

\
..

5:3~p.m.

tz

Please keep sending us suggestions f()J'~
improvements. We wil keep you posted as we f..,
move forward with this initiative. l

Dai FlOur Mil '''0"

" .,.Zf.~

Bl Road
..~~.. --""-"""",i880.
. ossom"._._
, ,.~' ~"". . . ..

Please ca Ari Parris at 922-9435bvÅÎ,iíi7-lålRVP~
-"~"'- - .

Get reacquaited withcoUeaes and meet tbep6ê~ì;í!n

..' c. . """'

of tbe Medica and Dental StliflEkio1' delielii~s bors'~¡;ieiiVr~""
pasta, i:ari'ing stations and-desserts.

RE\UNDER TO SAVE THE DATES:
.-\nnual Doctor's Day Breakfast on Thursday March 30, from i -11 am in the

RGH Atrium. (RSVP not required).
Spring Physician Social on Tuesday Apri 25 from 5:30-9:00 pm at the Daisy
Flour ;\fili. (please call /'i,rianna Parris at 922-9435 to RSVP.)
. Annual Practice ;\Ianagers Event on Wednesday May 17, from 8-1 pm at RGH.
(Please cali 922-LI~K (5465) to register.

Call Phooi Usage
This message is sent on behalf of the Safeti'

Committe, we are reniO\;ng the restrction on us~
of cell' phones iii the hospital based on a national
movement tht is built on newer e\"idence associated with the lackòf cell phone interference in hospi,
tals. Engineering is

in the process of re-mm"inC) the

restrction signs located throughout (he hos;ital.
Please contact Ken W'edbke (BiomecEc:il encinr
jng 922,4222) or Cindy Bile,ch! (Qi .
Improvement 922-3793:, if :;OU h~'\'e ciuesti.

Thank \'u. '

l

Integration-

Connect 1M Clinical

~

: A Connected Community Can Accomplish
1L ,C\,10: i¡I,1fA
Ir is our plan co have the portal
operational by mid-summer. when we
will begin enrollng physicians in GRlPA
Cunnect. GRIPA Connect will enable us to
demonstrate improved patient ourcomes and

.I

"j vias inltially a skeptic
regarding 'Jimcai Iniegration. but

now recognize that it is essential
to ¡he future of physicians and
RGH, MaiO! cirnges that we

cost-effectiveness so that physicians in (he

network, working wgerher through GRIPA.
will be ablc to sdl payors our combined
services. This ability to offer the GRIPA
nctwork and its new program through
single-signature contracts wil help GRIPA
and our physician practices remain

have seen iust in the past few
months with respect to physician

competirive in the market while improving

practitioner, while ietaining the

list ging dramancally in rhis counrry. Wirh

the heath of our patients.

'decline of risk-based contracts, your
0iieatcr Rncheswr Independent Practice
fa : nciaiinii (GRIPA) has spcnr elK'I.st

\Ve are attending as well as hosting a
series of meetings over the next several
months co bring everyone up to speed about

benefits of a large group, I am
not reaày for a full EMR-but the

S of

The hea th care landscape is, once again,

contracting make it clear that

it will no longer be "business
as usual. Clinical

Integration

allollJS you to be an independent

pOHal will "liow rre to begin ¡he
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HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 2005, Coot.
.~

o A Kodak partnership event was held with a number of Kodak
scientists observing various surgeries to better determine
future innovations and products.
o Hil Haven was selected to be a member of the primary par-

ticipant group in the CMS Nursing Home Quality
Initiative which wi provide additional resources to address

specified clinical issues.

o NWCH upgraded its MRI technology and expanded the FOCUSED GROWTH
. availabilty of services in 2005.

o We served our community viith 35,351 inpat:ient disc
and 1,128,973 outpatient visits across our health sys'

FINANCIAL PERFORMCE
o Our financial performance is expected to realze a positive
bottom lie which exceeds our budget.

o By the end of 2005, the RGH Foundation reported that over

$40 mion had been raised for "Partners In Progress", our

2005. This compares with 33,893 inpatient discharges in

and 1,117,452 outpatient visits in 2004.

o RGH opened services at its Liden Oaks site which incl
a satellte office for the Lipson Cancer Center, physical t
py, hand rehabiltation and occupational therapy and labor

capital campaign. The generosity of physicians, employees

ry services. The beautifully appointed center offers

and the community is most sincerely appreciated.

access and a comfortable and convenient location for tr.

o RGH was deeply honored to receive a $9 mion gift from

Mr. Tom Golisano. This establishes the B. Thomas Golisano
Pavilon and Emergency Center. This gift supports a master
facilty plan that wi bring a true renaissance, to the campus. Al
of us are most grateful to Mr. Golisano for this most generous

ment.

Changes to Your RGB Direçtory

gift.

o RGH received a $300,000 grant from Eastman Kodak's

Rochester Economic Development fund for the School to
\'\iork program. Students are recruited from high schools
throughout the city of Rochester. The program has been very
successful and RGH currently employs 50 graduates of the
program.
o The RGH Foundation hosted its annual gala, "The Power of
Phianthropy", and raised over $142,000 to benefit the hospital.

o The ViaHealth of \X-'ayne foundation hosted "A Gala Mfair-

,.,;"

New Applicants

;~
'i'':

Mohamed AlsalahI, MD
Courtesy, Departent of Medicine/Ambulatory
1304 Dri\"ing Park Ave

:Newark. NY 14513 315-359-2130

Cranberries & Roses". More than $36,000 was raised to

Heather Cook-Sinth, NP

support hospital and DeMay Living Center programs.

Adjunct, Department of Cardiac Ser\"ices/Cardiology

o RGH received a $300,000 grant from RG&E as part of an
Economic Development program to assist electric customers

2664 Ridgeway Ave

that are investing in improvements to their electricity delivery

Karen Mazza, NP

systems. The grant wi be used to support work with the

Adjunct, Department of Emergency :Medicine

~faster Facility Plan.

Rochester, Ñì' 14621 585-922~3846

o The second annual golf tournament was sponsored by the
Twigs of the RGH Association. Proceeds of $10,000 wil
be used for the benefit of the hospitaL.

o Independent Livig for Seniors held its second annual
pasta dinner. Oyer 300 people attended and the event raised
51,958 which wil support programming for participants.
o ~\X'CH held its 14th annual golf tournament which raised

Rochester, NY 14626 585-225-5050
1425 Portand Ave Box 304

Change in Status
Da\"id Broadbent, i'lD - Pediatrics ......................... ..lnacti\-e/Resi¡!t:fl

Galaa :\gban, i\ID - Surgery/Plastic Sur¡!ery.......lnacti\-e/Resi,/.;
Lisa Bonvino, DO - Psychiatry .................................Inacti\.e./Resi;-

Q\'er $25,000 to beneìit the programs at the hospitaL.
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Linda Rice, MD
President, 266,1.30

Cyntla Christy, MD
President,

Elect, 922-4028

Peter Van BrWlt, MD
Past,

President, 922,3854

Roman Kowalchuk, PhD, MD
Sec./Treasurer, 922,3220

T. Jeffrey Dmochowski, MD
266,8401
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NEWSLETTE
R F'O,~~
R~ THE' MEDI
CAL..
AN D DENTAL
.ASTAFF)
I'
.
'
OF, RotäES,TER- G'E.NERAL HOSPITAL. ..'.'. .
.. Many

of. you have heard of the

. . - "-" . .

"port" heidesignedand implemeted as.å way_¥

physicians andpatientinformation.Throi.ghthe portal,we''V:....pe abk: to.:.....~,s.
x-ray reports, consultants notès;, disèharge si.mma.es anclother"vital'E
access lab data,
information in a moreefficientway. We
wi bè able to orderx,.raysand lab tests, and ~~
us cC?nform.to the.new pr:escribing rnar:;j:
send electronic prescriptions
(which wil help
to li

check bila lab

dates): Imagine not having to walk out oftheexa,roöni to

result, fid;;

,42,V14lJ

a report;.'. Or locate a requisition. Al Wi bè at our figertips, with a secure wueless lap-,'.'
have fu electronic medical records;top right in the exam ~oo~. A~d we do nothave to

Joseph Kurnath, MD

to take advantage of the new teChnology. . .

Robert George, MD

r:-1,04UU

to learn how to use such comput-'

I realze there are many who are fearfu of trying

Julia Smith, MD
922,4020
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RGH MDS ELECTED
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Pamela Sulvan, MD
922",846

think this is somethg that would' just be too disruptive and .

er technology, and might

cumbersome to learn and apply. However,aiyone who has learned the ins and outs of

and figurig out how to. use Mercur MD softare to down-

navigatig through CCS,

Maurice Vaughan, MD

load patient information into one's PDA (both daunting tasks to many when first intro-

3.~18-1:i !o

duced), . should have no fear of venturing further into the ever-expanding world of

Michael Jacobs, MD
Edil.'T "l Fo,"lfI!

24/7
PHYSICIA1'J

HOTLINE NUMBER:

Bì2-M!4
DIRECT ADMISSION
NUMBER:

822-7333

information technology. .
Once the portal is up and runnng, and enough of us are linked, we can begin the .
process of clinical integration, or joinng together to improve quality and efficiency. If
we know the clical guidelines that are evidence-based and promoted by ourselves, and
are prompted \vith reminders as we are seeing patients, it \vil be easier to follow them.
If we know what pharmaceuticals are on the individual formulary of the insurance of

the patient in front of us as we order the drugs, it will save countless phone cals and
rewritten prescriptions later on. If we can show that \ve are more efficient as a group,
we should be able to use this to our advantage in future negotiations fur better reimbursement. In fact, it seems this is the only way we can take control of our fate, and .
wi be vital to our survival as individual practitioners.
portal is being discussed. If you have not
There are many venues in which the
attended an informatiorial dinner meeting; or weren't at the last Quarterly Staff meet-

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Saturday August 5, 2006

RGH j\IDS
FAi'v'1IL \' FUN
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ü.1
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ì.~i-li'
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i
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ing, or the speciall\fDS meeting the following week, I urge you to inquire in the Medcal
Staff Office to get more information about upcoming meetings. This is one time when
ignorance is not bliss!
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cêS~"UpdâtlJS,..
FOLDERS

., .... ....

. Apparently some members ofrlt:indi~alstå::,

have heen confsed hy opening foldetsIt' cCš that are:

.,_ _:i":-

'~~~kl~

empty. If a folder, or a suhfoldetcóiitaii doCents'. '.~tioiifare
CCS v.-I display an icon sh~wirta pfe~, Qfpapéfi~~;~ti~ii~~'tii~:~

folder. If the folder is empty, a plafolderjlìdi~~",~~()m~'Hti(;o

. .~: .. - '.';~'-;':,

. Thei()u.~~,~,~~~~~~f~~£~~~~~;,~.

~PER - ATINDING DICTATE
'APER - ATIG DICTATE ADDEND
APER - ATIG DICTATE CATH
'APER - ATIG DICTATE DS
i\PER - ATIG DICTATE OP
APER - CODE QUESTION
.:PER - DICT.ATE
¡\PER - MISSING H&P
APER - MISSING Tl1MOR SHEET

¡\PER - SIGN DISCH NOTE
~PER - SIGN ORDER

..\PER - SIGNATlRE

ttending needs to dictate a report (see Comments Tab to see
ttendigneeds to dictate

the discharge summary addendum

ttending needs to dictate the Cardiac Cath report
ttending needs to dictate the discharge summary

ttending needs to dictate the operative report
ere is a coding question that needs to he answered in the pa

esident/PA/NP needs to dictate a report (see Comments Ta
&P must be
completed in the paper chart or sent from the p
umor sheet must be completed in the paper chart
e discharge note needs to he signed in the paper chart

rders need to be signed in the paper chart
A signature is missing in the paper chart (i.e. H&P)

If you disagee with any deticiency or for Patient Visit Sumaries (PVS) need somethng changed prior to yo
ton to send the document back to HIM. You will be prompted to type in the reason for rejectig the deficienc
any changes that need to he made on the PVS.
Please contact HL\1 at 922-4521 if you have any questions regardig chart completion or need assistance\vi

MD DATA ASSISTANCE
\\e ha\'~ had ,1 representarin:~ from IT in the ph;'sician's lounge at

plcase call the Help Desk at lJ2-HE.

RGH since July 2llll5. The number of reyuests for assistance has

.:¡ther be handlcd o\'cr the phone ora

decreased to a point where the representative will no longer be in the
lounge after ,\pril 311, 20()6.For any \1 Data problems after that date,

an IT representativc to meet with the c

~J1!;;r~?:f~t;Th~t~ "

upon time,

Remote Patient Monitoring
~ widespread over th~ next, five t? six ~~ears. One hundredhe~thcare org~zati~ns

inv
I, 'mote
,.;'ed inmonitorig
telehealthofwere
chronic
interYlewed
diseasesincludig
such ashome
coronay
health
heart
agencies,
disease
acadenuc
and diabetes
medical
wi
centers, regional hospitals, government agencies and disease management
companes.
Sixtyat least lited investments in

!/fVr¿1lf~

five percent of the organizations interviewed were mag

remote patient monitori solutions focusing on high-risk, high,cost patients with multiple

~l\

chronic diseases. The major impetus driving ths is cost as they need to keep these patients
out of the emergency departments and out of the hospitas.
cell phones to
Partners Telemedicine in Massachusetts isusing "smar pil bottes" and

remid patients to take their medications. The technology is sti immatue and
would benefit
electronics
indus-

1. Jeffrey.

from the involvement of telecommuncations companes and the consumer

Father

tr. For telehealth to work as it is hoped to- for a patient in rual Wyomig to have access to

annual Father George Norton

the country and not just in individua states as they are today. Payers too have to get on board
with reimbursements which they are more liely to do once Medicare leads the way.
Cell phones wi playa bigger role in patient monitori. Technology is aleady avaiablevia
to

Excellence Award selected T. Jeffrey D

l\ID as recipient of the 2006 aw
Dmochowski, a colon/ rectal surgeon,
ored in a ceremony held March 17.
The award, now in its second year,

monitor vital signs and even EKG patterns and transmit that information to a cal center

people in the world the cel phone may be the. only computer they wi

own. The cel phone might be a good vehicle for storig a personal health record as wel as a
blood glucose monitor. Institutions that have a business case for connecting with patients anytie and anywhere as in the case of clical trals, may fid the cell phone extremely usefu.

.

lished by Patient Care Servces to annu
physician recognzed by staff for ex

patient and famiy care, collaborative e
the healthcare team and commitment
sion of Rochester General Hospital. T
named for Father George Norton, wh
chaplain at Rochester General until
2004, and recognzed by RGH staff fo

ees Updatø - COMMUNICA lION EASE
Do you have trouble tryg to get in

George Norton Award
Judges for Rochester General

a specialst in Boston, for example, clicians may have to be licensed to practice anywhere in

cell phones. For many

DmochowskL MD Be

touch with your fellow

RGH MDS members?
CCS now has increased contact information, and it's available 24/7

kindness and compassion.

.'Iimy Loii McKeoJln, i11edical Staf OjjìceAIaliager 9224259
MaryloJl.IlC!eolvli(ll'ahealth.org

Award recognzes include:
Patient focus

Qualities that the Father
i\dvocacy
Collaboration
Compassion

Starting the last week in :March, a request made by your RGH l\'lDS Elected ~Iembers
to add additional contact information to theCCS Directory was put into place. To view

the directory, log into CCS,click on "View" (drop dO'vn box) and then click on "Staff i

In,-oh'ement in patient

Building strong relationships

Directory". From there you can search by last name, first name, department etc. :

The information found in this directory, "vhich is only accessible to CCS users, is i
based on the information you have provided the l\Iedical Staff Oftice from your original !
application, your reappointment application or any updates you have since communicat, i

;\ wide range of staff, including
workers, nurse practitioners, physici

and housekeepers, as well as ,-olunte
patients and medical colleagues n
physicians for the award. In a letter

ed. This enhanced directory now includes: ;
Primar\" Office Phone Number

Primary Oftice "Back" Phone Number
Primary Office Fax Number

the late Father ~orton, a panent

expressed her feelings for the excelle

Answering Service Number

passionate care prm-ided to h

You are each encouraged to review the information identifed for yourself and

Dmochowski, including a 7:00 pm ph
Super Bowl Sunday - just to see
doing. :\ nurse practitioner shared a
Dr, Dmochowski loaned her se,-er:i

let me know if it requires any updating. Also, if there is no contact number appear-

ing in these categories. please contact me so that they can be added. Cell numbers, home
numlii:rs. pager numbers can be added but only when specifically directed by you, other,
\\-1:,(' rhat information ri:mains personal/contidential. .\Jchanges immediately appear on

textbooks so that she could expan

CC5, '.,h,:n ciian,:.eJ in (he \Ic:dical Staff Oftice database. I

'i
L ¡!

" l~ has h.:c-n sU:!!2:esteJ th:1t each medical ünice allow an early option to the tdephone I

! ~i. ,):r cnns:Ut'r,',n'.in, 1

care

. _ G,t! :11tSs:l::e """,liich \'ouid prO\-jde immediate physician to physician access. Thanks I

knowledge and skills.

Dr. Dmocbowski. :i graduare
\Iedlcal College, in Philaddp!ii:i, 1

;

Rochester General for more than?

...."...-,;,;,.'; 't..;~:;;... - ~.., ---.' ~ ..':--' ~
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t\\~\ .lHE ViaHealt~~~~~NG INSmUTE
~ The Healing Institute is a partership with conventional and complementary medicine

and is committed to improi1ingthe health of the community and the people we serve ry providing care
and education focused on the indii'idual's bocl, mind and spirit.
As many of you may know, the ViaHealth Healng Institute steering committee has been working together OVer the past few years to '~

identify complementary medical sen'ices to the patients we serve, our employees and the community.

\~'e have some sen'ices aleady available for our patients at Rochester General Hospital. They include: Music therapy, Humor Therapy
and \ve have been working on the process and the credentialng for massage therapy. \Ve ha\'e also had the wonderfu opportunity to bring the
Just For You Program to our employees. As we al know our health care employees often don't take time for themsdvesbecause of our

to our employees such as massage
therapy sessions, open sessions with pastoral care and aromatherapy educational sessions to name a few
At this time, ViaHealth is begining to explore the feasibility of providing integrative medical services as an adjunct to ongoing medical

demands for caring for our patients. So throughout this year we have brought some well recei\-ed offerings

care. We fed that input from the medical staff is critical to any decision making and planning for this project. Our plan is to have e\;denced

based services available by credentialed practitioners. But, we need your input. \Ve would be grateful if you would take a IInute to complete
the questionnaire below.

So, if you could take a moment to complete this questionnaire and fax back to me at 922-2864 it \vould be greatly appreciated and help

design a valuable program of services.
\'V'ould you like to learn more about complimentary therapies for the purpose of making referrals

DYes

or counseling patients?
. \'\'ould you refer patients to a physician-supen'ised RGH lntegrative?-Iedicine facility?

DYes

DNo
'DNo

If yes, please estimate how many referrals you would make each month:
Maiupulation (check one)
# per month
D Chiropractic
Cl Osteopathic

6í

Cl Either

Acupuncture
Massage Therapy
Stress Reduction/relaxation traiiung
Homeopathy
Diet/herbs/ supplement counseling
Other (please write

in)

\X'-ould you use this program for educational purposes, i.e. requesting published literature on the

complimentary therapies or a specific herb or supplement?

D Yes

D No

DYes

Cl No

.-\re there any specific ther:pies you would like included?

Do you currently refer patients for any complimentary therapies?
If yes, to 'which therapies do you refer?
\X'hat is your specialty?
\X"ould ~'ou like to assist in this project in any \\'ay?

Beth Treiber (585) 922-1119

. beth. treiber~viahealth.org
:~

FAX: (585) 922-2864
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Email
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Best Time to Reich
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Integration
jA comnmC Clinical

I~.~~I:,
I~ ~~,:~, ~~~stions on portals. contracts. participatioii ell,
'...~.-'~h:;',,:..": .
Q: Wil participating in GRIPA
Hospital have agre(.'d to participate in
(he \wb portal. Lahs that will he nn line
when we launch (he porral include
ACM. We
ViaHdtb and
are continuing discussions wirh
other providers.
Q: How much wil

this cost md

A: 11wbulk ,lr the. cost wiU be in
providing high-spt.'ed Intern('t acæss

(0 your offce, and in (he labor cost to
transition to the system. \'aewiI work
with you on (he laut.'r rii be sure (hat
the transition is as easy as possible.

"'tuh Di: N¡"!ii' rlt 585-922-3062 or
,"Ùl' ~';¡.~d i! ....! f:-,.'ic. 4\..',",'l-i!i1 (J~iJj¡i !1(;'d/!Ù. o;:~

Lisr .Iloinh in Forum Wt. gave you

Q: Who's paying for al this~
A: The major cost for this initiative is
bt.ng borne by GRIPA. We arL' also

:111 (h(;i')piL,Tlii~ ;n..;idi ""('.H'"

applying.for a New York Stare grant to
defray s"me "f (he eosr.
Q: Can I participate inGRIPA Connect even
if my practice partners do nol?

.iddrt.~~~illb ~OfTK' ,."!...r'~.HJr 1.1lK'~rinJl~-

A: \':5, All Rt.PO .Iiid \X/CPO shardlOldL"1õ

an ()\'crvi(."\v "f CI¡ nica.lntegration
;md wt. han: h.:L'n :lì"i.ing.
pn:~"I1rari"'n~ ,11 I'h)'sici:in rn..'rin¡;s

are indi\'idiiall~' digibk (0 participate in
i: Will we have to have an Electronic

~. edical Record (EMR) S)'srem to
~i" ccess the web portal?

..N... 'You will IlL,..d ,i L,'iipur(.'r.
laptop. d"'Ltr"ni.: ;;ibkt or h;lIHihdd
pL'rsollal digir;il ;i"i~t;lnt ¡,PO"\) with
~ln 111-tl.rn~-t Ci)ll11i"Crillll (0 ~lCCi.~~ (he

\\',h p"rraL (~R.ip.-\ \viil pr,,\'dL' "';ll
with ..idwí a I:IP("P i'r;i ('llllpU(L'r
r:.bler. 'I'''i. wi!! ni'~,d r" pri ',vidL' rii.
high ,'pn'd iii ('Lori i'" ,KLL'~,

:l: Wil GRIP.. Connect work wirh
my EMR~

-\: \Ve :in: in diKlI,~i"n ',"i(h
"L'\'r;i1k,I.:IiI;; E\ IR \ .:;idnr, i"
a~~ur,,' ilH"r')pL'r;iHI¡I~ (.."nip:Hihii.
iryl WI1L'rL''''~'r p",,,if-k, Our ,:':-t('ni

will fun: .in fl~1l'Il, n.,n'prnpridafY
:irehi(.:crure, ,,,it Vi ",if E;\I R wndor
"tt,'rs rhi: ,al1e.:, i( ,hi!li!d ¡.(' no
prohkin ro ni.ik", ihe (W,) ,)',(,:rn~
\\'1'(.,\ i"~erhLT, ít ::, 'll "He e,iii,¡,kr-

ing purcl,."iiig.ln E\IR s:;,t,:I1. "i'
.1 pr.lC!ÍC(.- i11~1n.i;;,,.nil"nt :'j'srern. \'/i.'
"'LL;~l'S( y' ~1I Cf ¡Ii iJ~r. u;- ~llld 'oX\.' \,...i!1

;j\'~, )'...\li r111",l..' J,"¡.ìi I"

~: Wil the hmpitals be a part of this
sysrcJl~ \\"!h;¡r .ibout rhe labs~
¡' 1./h-I1\:.~tcr C;I.:n..:r:d H, -', P i r,il .lPI.:i
~'

0... \'...1rh \\~l\!h. (~¡ :i~ ¡r:lInir\"

C Rl PA Conn...cr. Whdher you .tre a solo

pranitionLT or an employe(' or a l;ugcr
pí.lCtici' IJr ,'miry .indwh,'r1wrl'r lint your
partnd's or asslKiatö pariicipah:, l'1)U Gil
srill parricipatL" in GRIP.", C,.iiiwc't. SÙIlW

employers may haw rö(ricrions, but
\'i:iH"alrh-.:mplovi'd phy,iciam ,H,' h"ll1g.
p..rmiuL'd to participate.

Q: \t'hat's our legalliabilry for
antitrust lawsuits~
-\: .\lrli"u~h e1'l: FTC .tiid Ju"ik',:

DL'parrllWiii ban:' slIl.,d I1t '¡'e (h;iii .2 '5

phy~jci.ln ,)rg.ini'l.1tiolis inrhL' p.tst lin:

~;.., :

of G RIPA?

A: Nu, although we an:: hoping for robust
participation. For members in private
practice wishing to engage in singlcsignature contrac(ingf.'Jr non-risk
contracts, rhisis probably the only
open avt.'nue.

Q: If! enroll in GRIPA Connect, can I
contract with an insurerthatGRIPA
does not contract witli

A: GRIPA is imending tó contracr with
phy~iciaii non-L'xcllIsivdy. so you could
contracr 5tp-.U'3tely with an insurer with

whom GRIPAdocs not have a rdation~hip.

Q: What is ViaHealth's stance on this~
A: \;iaHc'3lrh k'ad,,'rshiphas been very
,upporrive, Pr,'Sid('ntSam HUSTon

'piikl" in Etvor iif Clinic;ù Imq,¡r:nil)J
at oLir first (hr(.' physidan mL...rings,

. Q: Wil emplo)'ed physicians be able ro
participate:
A: 'lL'S. ;1S long;,ii- th,')' arL' m..mb~'rs of

GRIPA.

Q: Have oiher IPAs done ihis? ~'hat
has been their experience with
reimbursement for physicians~
A; Od,,,'r i PAl' h;iw ~uc':L'i-ful1y sold rI'L'ir
"á\'ice,~, ;l. .:ink:illy illti.gr:it(...d
Ih'rwi.1lks, ri,l p;iyors, Any incrc';lS(' in
;;1£,'.\, rh"u:,h, d¡,1n,'t (,.n'L' in rhe
¡~,irin of k\'lT;I!;"" It ('iim~' iii thL' form

,if:: (oiipi.:ti tin' prnduct dur rhe.'
P;lyofS wc're. willing t.) huy.

~'L'.Irs. (he.: 'JI1I)' individual

plipicÏ:lIs".Id \\''rL' rh~' . 'r~;HI i:liri, 'm'

GRIPA

bo;ud mc'nibers :l,d physidam who
t;lCiliraTed thL' agn:(:mt.'nrs ,)1 prke with

rht.'ír ciimp.:iiors, GRIPA physicians

~hould nor n('cd (0 worr)' ,ihout (his.
First, GRI PA has hired kW)\'IL'dgL'Jble

,irornl')'s ro hdp i'nsiirc (ha( CRIPA
C. Hll1t'Cr JlL'("' ,Ill k;;al rL"l lIi íL'I1Kiir"

LoU on to ww.GRIPAconnøct.com

5n:,(lIiJ, CRIPr\ is raking rhe pru,icriw
\lLp "f 'L'('king an ,idvi~"ry ",~'ii,i'in

You GBI

tr'J11' (ho;' FTC hd~,rL' it bq~ins

Ci;nir,l(tiiig wirh p:iy',\r~ ie:,r CRIPA
C"nn"'Ll. R""L'¡ving.t fa\",r.ih!",

learn mol'

. si!P up fll B Physician Dinner Meetig

taki 011 Clinicallntegratio Survey

:id\'¡,"f\' ,'pini",n will brc¡¡l~' rL,drlLL" ¡he

..-h:lno.: di~H .111\-' )l1c.: \\-il 1" .'Ul.- (~R L r:~.

.._-:,..~..-._.,.,.~..!. 0,..!'~~~~. - _.""_
J,."

Connect be mandatory for members

. ;:~.;'~il~jf1~i.ê:,")fi~,~'1~4',~i.:t;j2i~~:/ .:,"i5;~i~,i.l

cootact us

,~~¿TJ¿;~;J~:'lj,:,~:;~l;c;rt:;;~~~"I:'J;;i:f:~~T:~~~"J

";~;-":'r-~ft;~~TI:~'t. '_", ' "C', ":" ,. -!. ~'-- _.,
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Practic8 Maoag¡j;'
CEO~.nPDA IE
By Sam HustoJ1, President G'" CEO ViaHealth

Event

continuing. It is anticipat-

On Wednesday May 17, the depat

The process to recruit a new CEO ,for ViaHealth is

of Physician Services wi be hostigthè
Anual Practice Managers' Conference

ed that a list of potential candidates wil be presented to the Search Committee at
the end of Apri or the beginnig of l\lay and that interviews wil be carried out
,hordy thO'eafter. Folowng tho initial in"".iew.. a smaler group wi he ¡'wited
back for second interviews. These interviews probably wi take place around the
end of May with the goal of an employment offer being made sometime in June. If
al goes well my hest guess is that a new CEO "il ",ke offce in the fal--Sep"mbO'?

Open House from 8:00am~ 1 :OOpm her'
Rochester General HospitaL. :,.

The event wi highlght over 30 the h'
pitals programs and services, provid~d;"
opportty for practice managers to seé.~'A

hospita first hand and communcate our p"~;

and renovation. We 'will ~
practical information on topics ~
provide
medical. practices face today, and per~
most imporwdy, contiue a dialogue .wt
practice managers, a constituency ìmpo~

for expansion

Annual Doctor's Day Celebration
A crowd of more than 250 gathered in the Atrium on March 30 during the annuour physicians for
al Doctors' Day celebration breakfast. The event hosted by the RGH
Foundation,

to the growt of the hospital.;

GRIPA and Physician Senrices is held annually to pay tribute to

"RGH Showcase" an exhibit area ~

their dedication to the health and welfare of their patients.
Each physician received a special RGH Doctor's Day coffee mug and entered to

the entie morIUg in;

take place durg

hospita's Atrium where representatives' fi,
of RGH departments and progr~
a varety

win one of several raffe gift baskets prizes. Among the \vinners were: Christine

Pamela

Stewart, :MD, John Genier, MD, Roderick Spears, MD, Steve Ognbene, 11D, Robert

wil offer information and answer questi(
Heinig, l\ID, Rahul Laraia, 1\D, Paul Burns, MD, Scott Hicks, MD and

Four different. 45 minute education~

Sullvan, 1\ID and Kelly Hynes, DDS. Congratulations to the lucky winners, and a

focused discussions wi be presented in

very special thanks to the departments of Education, ILS, Surgical Services,

T\V1.g Auditoriu.m... Included :"~ be sessioii

Coordination,
Zimmerman,
Ambuhtory Division, :--idical Nursing, RBI, Medical
Nursing,Deb
PR/Marketing,

the RGHMaster Facility Plan'~

\Vomen's Care Unit/ Emergency Department/ Bed

MDS
to
Ri"l, and physician Services for their generous donations. If by
youthe
were
notoffice
able to

Independent Living for Se1Uors ''Your:

attend the breakfast and would like a coffee mug, please stop

Everyday" and Human Resources tip

receive one.

at Home Choices", "Excell€
The- "how-to'S" of Interviewing

Resoluuon. Tours of the r
~enoYated Clinical Laboratory Depart

Confct

and the \"(~omen'sCare Unit wil also be

able. Breakfast and lunch. \\--i be servo
addition to. special door prizes and a g
eyeryone '\vho attends.

Your office can register for this ey

calng922-U~K (5465)
We hope that you encourage your ~

participate.

\

2006 Quarterly Staff :Meeti
6/16,9/22,12/16

7:30-9:00 am T"vig AuditoriUI
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President, 266,0730

President-Elect, 922,4028

Peter Van Brunt, MD

T. Jeffrey Dmochowski, l\'ID
266-8401

Robert George, MD
.;42-U140

, , .. "- , "', . " ." -'.", '. ' '
from the, PrQsident, LindaM. RiGÏI~' MD "

A, Message

what ,lbave .iearnêd,'ovèr the ' i

'. As my tenure as presi4entt;omes't() aclóse, i reflect on

tWoyear; First and, f~remost,lhave le~ed tbeimport~cè of involverIë?-tiò. the b()spi~ "
anq.

the

problems,

as wenas to feeltlor~, fully

the CÒmiuIUty ìn wlich we pra!=tice m,edicine. Run ahaspital in
'so maíY regulations

and

such tight fiaic:alconsttaitsis achàleri 'that

a: par oL~i

ths enwonmèrit of:'
most of Us .iec,"_:

as physicians,ca,n pl~y here isçriti~ "
cal.andctucia to theong9ing provision of, high qualty. cate for our patierits. ',' Our inut is:
difference. '
vitalaíd encouraged. ihofew tae advantage 6fthe oppqrtiiui:s to make a
ogne hut may nötfiy apprrôa,te: Tleròle that we,

fully

al the better fora constant influx of

new views and new energies.

Somehow; when

commitment, there is time, andJ've never felt it was time poorly spent.

you make the

I have learned that more is accomplished by listeIUg and brainstormig to come
up with practical solutions, than

by jÙst complaing. I have learned that those with the

:vlaurlce Vaughan, MD

power to make things happen respond more positiely to concrete proposals, than by sim-

,-:'.1~-~-~ .HI

ply restating the problems with anger that nothig is done. We have more access to the
admnistration at RGH than do the medical staffs in many hospitals, and should take fu
advantage of that.

l:t;'i,lo:" ,'il FOi:"!,,!

24/7
PHy-SICli0.¡

HOTLINE NuMBER:

i

,j22~,¿U'~4
DIRECT .,..J!,rfISSI01'T

NUMBER:
i
I
i

"

are wi to put in some time, no one is overly burdened and the job will get done, hope-

Michael Jacobs, MD

i

.

,;"?,:,,.,

641,i)4liO
922--LC(!1 ¡

I

.~

I have learned thatthe common excuse of "no tie" simply döesn'thold"vater. If we all

Pamela Sullvan, ¡--iD
\)22",846

¡

~~
:~i
f;.
~¡.

Joseph Kurnath, MD
Julia Smith, MD

I

,~

1

j;STAFF:'OF. ROCHESTER' GENERAL HOSPITA'L,

ta tobefter undertandthdssues

Sec.;'Treasurer,922-3220

1
1
"'_;,-,,;_8
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Past,President, 922,3854

Roman Kowalchuk, PhD, MD
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RGH MDS ELECTED
REPRESENTATIVES

'.~

-t

822-7333

There have been many positive changes at RGH in the

past few years: tìnancial

turnaround, including several large phianthropic donations; signficant progress and
improvements in information technology with RIS/PACS and CCS access via our oftces

and our PDAs; planned and implemented improvements to the physical campus, including
the expansion of the ED and the new entrance complex just breaking ground; the
new energy into e\Teryone contributing
"Excellence Everyday" campaign which has instilled
to making RGH a better place to work and to be a patient; the clinical integration proposal which should senre to improve qualty and efficiency for all of us, and wil hopefully help
us to negotiate better reimbursement rates; the new Dept. of Physician Services which has
helped to recruit more new physicians than we have seen in a long tiine; and more successful nursing recruitment and retention (nursing,\'acancy rate is atan al-time low, even in this

';~.AHK YOUR CALENDARS

. '-

Saturday August 5, 2006
"Q
GT-......
'v'ID' ~U
.,\.
~ ~t "' 'íTT ~i -;T T~.,,, ~

J.-ir-.. 'i lL.1 r'u.l -.:.~

~ -r\ïEl'~:T
RodJtJ!tr RhillOJ

at rlJtir lleW park.

,\hrt ddaiIJ !f.j¿¡/f.lI:

tie of nursing shortage).

There are still issues to be addressed: recruitment in many specialties is sti diftÌcult, especialy in our chronically low reimbursement mileu; the new construction wil add
further stresses to the system unti it is completed; transitioning to a ne\\! CEO in a \\Tay that
is smooth and constructive, while maintaining the present positive momentum is always a
challenge.

So 1 turn the ga\-e1 over to Dr. Cynthia Christy and her successors. I strongly

encourage more of you to come to the forefront and offer your ideas and expertise as oftì,

cers and represemati\'cs of the RGH :\IDS. It truly has been a privilege and honor to
sen-e.

Elevator Etiquette Recently Shared With 8GB Employees
Gr ElewtOl

VeU_ Eleyotor

r
i

I

FE 1 =
Card
Swipe

Dirty

~

FE 3

F2 2

Pot ¡em

Pcilenl

¡

Tronpo

Visitors

¡
i
i

Cdi' Swipe

Ope

,~
"':_1

Patien

Aces

6-7

8-7

~,
,.',
"

ì
!

· Remember, patient privacy

,and comfort is a priority.
Please step off the elevator,
to allow transport of patients
and wait for the next eleva::
tor.

· As a guideline, and to live a
healthier lifestyle, walk up at
least one flight, and dOWn

two whenever possible.

· Pause before entering to
allow current riders space to
step off.

· When escorting someone,
stop and hold the door for
them to step on ahead of

you.

· Use elevators asappropri-

Dirt S.rvc.

ately assigned - such as

transport elevators,clean
and soiled service elevators.
· When asking staff or visitors
to step off the elevator so

that patients may be transported, used judgement to

J' " UUH~~7J
,:1l ~k..~,;iJ,I..i;..1
i.
~hanges
Cn"r,id~11~
t?1PlJ~,J~1l":4l..¡¡y
H~~~,,,~T~
Dochestfir ¡~~~~:tH'l''11 °J~~'~~'1i'l::l

n U;.fiu~i,!.J L ',~~;'UiJ¡;'::1:!
In h:eping with the spirit of EXCl.:llmce EH:ry Day and our commitment to proyide the

best possible em'ironmcmJor patients and \'isitors, there wil be changes in the use and ayail-

determine visitor needs -

ability of de\'3tors at Rochestt:r General Hl)~pital.

such as visitors who appear
frail or who may be
using

Soon, card swipe readers th:ir han:' been instalkd will be lIsed to call eleyators for patient
transport, ,ind clc'an ;ind dirty sen-ice. InJi\"idual eli\'arors \\,¡thin each bank _ red-yellow

walkers or wheelchairs.

and green - are c1e:1r1~' markt:J for thi:ir inr\:nd.:J U:'l:. Orher de\'arors \\'ithin each groiip

· When visitors appear to

'.i'ill remain ~l'::ii!able for gt:ner:il me b~' ':i~it()r~, ~tar"f and ,1i1bulatory patients.

need assistance. please

The di;i~r:im includeù ;iho\': i!Ju"tr;lk~ the ~nr(,nd(,d LIS\: for each elenltor. Staff coop-

offer help and escort them to

\:Liri(jn io h::: to th\: ~lIcc\:~()f rhi, rLin, and i, ,~r(:ar1y ;irpr.:c~atcd. Our s~'Hem ,tand:irds

their destination.

tijl (:1-1 ;1f. ir i:tilìui:rre an: ;tho inclu(k-d for :' "ur rL'fcrencc,

. If the elevator is full, do not

attempt to squeeze in.

,t.J!

Privacy Biggest Challenge to

Nationwide Healthcare Information Network
Privacy contiues to top the list of poten-

litig who has access to health data, buiding

tial srubling blocks to a nationwide health-

in permission-based controls and guaranteeing
that employers would not have access to health

care information network (NHll\T) It is felt

Michael J. Feinstein, M.D..
Medica/ Di,.clor, Informa/Î
ViaHealth,Rochcster Genera Hospita

Voice: 585.922.1642 (Humboldt);
585.922,2932 (RGH)
Fax: 585.922.1 655
Emal: michael,feinsicin(g,'¡ahcalth.org

that uness the public is given. strong control
over their onlne records, the network might

whole project is policy and not technology. The

never get off the ground. For many, the fear of

policy needs to be buit in at the outset.

data. Thus, the möst chalenging aspect of the

loss of privacy is so strong that forcing

The emphasis on privacy is not shared by

Americans to participate in the NHIN could
doom it at the outset Patients may need to be

National Alance for Health Information tech-

al experts. Scott Walace, the CEO of the

able to opt out of the NHIN. One study nology, says, "It's not privacy they want but
showed that only one in three Americans say
that they trust health plans and government
payers to protect thei information. Another
twenty per cent say that their personal hèalth

information has been ilegaly disclosed.
A study by Connecting for Health found
that consumers' top
remain authenticating

priorities for the NHIN
users, controllng and

confidentialty." The

difference is that privacy,

in terms of safeguardig data, is alost an
antithesis to the
goal of a NHIN, wruch is to
share data with providers when. they need it
most Confidentialty is compatible with data
sharig with the expectation that data is shared
with care professionals and no one else.

United Statas Behind Other Nations on

li8althcarø Information T echnologyAdoption
A report published in the journal Health
Affairs found that the United States is at least
twelve years behind other

industrialzed nations

in its adoption of healthcare information technology (HI1). The report looked at healthcare
spending and IT adoption in countries that are
members of the Organization of Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD). In
government,
health insurers, or both pay for healthcare IT
other industralized nations, the

. .

implementation.

tivity and inadequate tÏnancial incentives. Small
i groups and solo practices find the startup
and
developing a national IT network, expected to I maintenance costs too expensive. Many nations
be completed this year. The V nited States have begun to subsidie health
care IT purchasspends the least per capita on healthi:are IT es on the condition that the s\"tems intercon-

Germam. was the first country to start

compared with fi\'e other nations. Total invest-

nect. The U.S. has just begun to make modest

ment per capita as of 2UOS was 43 cents, com-

im-estments in this area.

pared with 54.93 per capita in .\ustralia, 531.85

The report also found that the l.S. spent

in Canada, 521.20 in Germany, 511.43 in

more per capita on healthcare tlian other industrialized nations that are members of the OECD

:\of\vay and 5192.79 in the lnited K..ngdom.
Pliysicians in the l.S. ha\'e been reluctant

and had fewer doctors, nurses, hospital beds and

to adopt HIT O\"er concerns about lost produc-

:\IRI machines than the OEeD mö:.ian.

. Dfficial NYS Prescription

Frequently Ask8d Questions

Updatø

. Is an official prescription written by a Physidä'

· Practitioners in hospitals and their affiate
clics and practitioners in designated non-

profit diagostic and treatment centers. are
exempt from the requiement to prescribe
. non-controlled substances on official prescriptions until Apri

19, 2007.

· Adhesive stickers and labels, if lited to

patient information, are vald for use on offcial prescriptions for non-controlled sub-

stances.

requied to be countersigned by the supervsin ph: .;.'.~"
..

No. However, offcial prescriptions written by a Physicït,
must conta the imprited (stamped or typed) name".::,
Physician's. Assistat and the Supervisin Physician.,;;?

. Does a practitioner have to possess a DBA registratioi).;.'_

receive official prescription!!? . ,

stances.,i~'

number are prohibited. from issuing prescriptions for conti'.:t
. Are

· Oral prescriptions for non-controlled sub'-

stances do not require an official prescription
follow-up.
· Refi authoriations may be faxed to pharmacies from practitioners for non-controlled

substances only.

· Electronic prescriptions for controlled substances are not yet permissible in New York
State.

· Prescriptions faxed from a practitioner's
office to a pharmacy must be on an offcial
prescription unless the practitioner's offce is
exempt under the hospital and affiiate
exemption.

a DEi'\f

No. However, practitioners that do not possess

practtioners without a DEA registration alowe4 fZ:,.

facitys DEA number when issui controlled subsÚ(
scrptions for patients of such facity? ..';"
No. Practitione,rs who are eligible for a DEA registration niu~t:

their own DEA registration number to issue contiolleClsubs"::
scriptions.The only practitioners who, upon authoriation fì,
facilty, may use the facilty's DEA number to issue controlled su'

residents, internsä~'
eignphysicians. Residents, interns and foreign physicians arenöt.

prescriptions for patierits of such facilty

are

ble fonhei own DEA registration number. '
. Do residents need to include any additional information?

Residents who do NOT have their own license number MUST pIa d
the prescription the supervising physician's name and license numb'
j\fMIS number.

;. \0 \\~ ~
è ,~~l\\-i-\'

· The quantity of refils and the number quantity of drug to dispense for controlled sub-

. What if a prescription is wrtten ona non-official form? ''l FTC

stance prescriptions must be listed numerical-

tion ",il not be tiled by a pharmacy. Non-controlled substance Po' I::

Controlled substance pr.escriPtiOnS no.t ~Vritten..on... a.n offcial presc4.... '-\:\~',d

ly and written word (example: 1 (one) refil,

scriptions wil be tilled but the pharmacist is required to report th: k,

dispense 30 (thirty))

practitioner's name to the Department of Health unless the prescri~ . ','

tion is from an exempt facility. :,
Information received from:
James Giglio, Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement

· How do I order official prescriptions? ;~
Cal

NYS Department of Health - ~-\pril 2006

1-866-811-7957 or visit \v\v\v.health.state.ny.uslnysdoh/narcoticslt~:.

ConcierUB OffIce Update ~...

~1'chir¡m',a. JJ8'\!!V' ~m:"in. fjlOU~¡nD

~~h:lIuU ¡¡ HI .¡ îli lIP. '" wuU

NEW EMPLOYEE BADGES
At orientation this morning 0Iay 15), new employees
receind a small, colorful foam star to place

on their badges as a "signal" to the rest of the
organization that they are new employeesE! So, if
you see employees walking around ,,-ith a star on their
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~ of
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GRIPA

In o.arlr fill I)f .2(H 16, we will ;iJd .l.n:ss to
the Lib Order Entry t~'aturl', Th,'s.. t~'aiuri'~
arc till' oni'S 11'.lS( ni'edi,J to rHl'lt (he "kt.

II iii
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Dialysis and Nephrology
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Onjune 12,2006, the Dialysis Unit of Rochester General Hospital v.ril make a

The Department of S 0;'1 \)~ t\ie ,

long awaited move to a large and beautiful off-site facility located at the corner of
Ridge Road East and Seneca Avenue. The dialysis population is growing rapidly, and

Securty is pleased. to anoun: cÒ- ~~ \"\e"'~c,

the new building ,-vil allow Rochester General Hospital to serve this population in
friendly, convenient surroundings for many years to come. They wil be joined by
the Nephrology Unit of the Department of Medicine, who wil have their offices in
the same building, providing on-site support by doctors and mid-level practitioners.

lowig parking upgrades: e 'Ç -ct
Ù\"\'b
;\r,\0
floor
of the".. ~¿\\'\'?? :
· The ground
Avenue garage has been d, ~~ to e.
for attending! community' ~~
cianswho are here for lit'

The Dialysis Unit wil be divided into 2 separate suites: 1) In-center hemodialy-

ods. Facuty physicians sho
above the ground floor whet:

sis in a new state-of-the-art facilty, and 2) Home Dialysis, providing peritoneal dial-

wi be able' to use the "hands.
lane at the express exit. Safe

ysis, and in the future, hemodialysis in the home sètting. The nephrology office wi
expand to have 8 exam

rooms for more efficient care of patients. Two of the

Securty wil be enforcing par "

nephrologists ,"",il continue on a rotating basis to provide in-patient consultation and

these physician spots and'"

care for hospitalized dialysis patients, maintaining our comuùtment to in-patient

encourage al Physicians to dis'
. the red and white parki decal

services.
"It wil be a big change, and a great one", said Dr. Steve Silver, head of the
Nephrology Unit. "This new

your vehicle. Please contact t

Nephrology Center is a joint effort of Rochester

General Hospital and the Department of Medicine and is a sign of our commitment
be
receiving state-of-theto excellent care of patients with kidney disease. They wi

Parking Office at 922-9803 if yei
need a replacement decal.

· As stated above; an addition '.'

art care."

"hands free" reader has beenl

:-

instaled at the left hand express lane 4;

exit. from the lobby level of the '

.\. - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- -- -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---~ ---- - - - - - -- - - ----

Portiand Avenue Garage. Ths readalow for easier
egress for
Physicians electing to park above

er wi

the ground floor.

~' ' /:1;tå:t.",z~
-'.'je.,

Safety and
." ", :;~t;~:,~:tj~t::l~~'~~\-~.~:~~n:

encourage al

Security 'would also

like

Physicians that have not

yet registered for parkng to ,'isit or cal
the Parking

Offce to register and

receive your "hands free" parkng pass
for

the Portland ¡\,"enue Garage. The

parking oftìce js)ocated on the tirst
floor of Carter Street ramp garage.

Center for Kidney Disease and Hypertension
370 Ridge Road East, Suite 20

Rochester, Ne\v York 14621
Oftice phone: (585) 922-0400

Office fax: (585) 922-0455

2006 Quarterly Staff Meetings
6/16,9/22,12/16
7:30-9:00 am Twig Auditorium
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~ t.tQ: N Physic~an Services
YJdlJta ¡ -:: .\kd;cal and Dental stair members from Rochester General and Newark

?tledicallibrary to

Consult

'Jerit '~ 'n;~lLlnif\ Hospitals and their senior adminstrative staff gathered on April 25th
offer first

'0 cJri,.
Of S" ,Flour SIill
the 2006
qfors~
. Spring
'.'Physician
-. Social.

's' "C r:i . '

'de "0/.,.. 1 b\' the Department of Phvsician Services, the event was held to welcome and

. e the nc\y.:st 31 members of the iVleclcal and Dental staff and to provide and

~r:tring for the physicians to see colleagues face-to-face. The second annual Fall

s being pI:nned, and future announcement \\;11 be forthcoming.
:inks w c':eryone who helped to make this event possible.

and Nursing Consult
The RGH Medical Library wil
have a one month free Trial of 2 new
database products, First Consult and

Nursing Consult, starting on :\Iay 30,
2006.
First Consult is targeted main1yto
physicians, andis'a type of product that

to UpToDate. First
Consult is an evidence based, continuhas been compared

ously updated resource which compiles

and summarizes the latest information
on evaluation, diagnosis, management;
outcomes, and prevention.

Consult is targeted mainly

Nursing
to nurses, and is

a

type of product that

to MD Consult,

has been compared

except being geared to nurses instead of

physicians. Nursing Consult pro\'ides
an integra.ted search of full text journal

articles, full text books, detailed drug
more.

information, and
Both

of these products are sched-

uled to start being available on the

ViaLibrary page on the ViaNet on :\Iay

30. In addition, First Consult is sched-

-i-?l.

(~:~,

uled to be a\-ailable remotely, which

~""

means it can
puter with

be

accessed from any com-

Interner access, such as your

home computer.

The .\Ieclcal Libran. will be consid-

"-,~ .,~ . ,.tt

eringadclngone or both uf these productS to the Library's list of subscribed
databases, if
there is enough demand
for eitherur both
of them after the end

. J

of the free trial.
" 1

Further information on ho\\. to
access these databases will be made
availahle shortly
before the start of the
free trial period. For morc information,
including a Cser's Guide for either of

these ne,,- products, contact the

:\ledical Library at 922-.f -l3, or ~tip
into the :\Iedical Librar~' to pick up a

copy uf the Lser'sGuide,

.,;-:-"-~''''"'-~----h7'- -.--~~;.--...-.,~..__.c'-- _~.__

Changes to Your RGn Directory
For those of you who access to the ViaNd, don't forget the on-lie directory in Departments and'"
StafE For those of you who do nothave access to the ViaNet, there is a monthly excel directoryavaiablê"
request. Contact Mary Lou McKeown at 922-4259 or marylou.mckeown(fviahealth.org. '¡ ,

New Applicants
Elaie Daiey, NP '., ,

Cheryl Kle, NP

Provisional Adjurct Department' of Emergency Medicie

Provisional Adjunct, Deparentof

t 425 Portd

601 Elmwood Ave

Ave Box 304 '

Rochester 14621 922-3846

Rochester 14642'

Matthew Fleig, M1~' " " " "
Provisional Attenclg~Departrem of Famiy

Chrstopher Richardson, DO , ' , " ,
Provisional Attendig, Department ,of Surgeif ..Gënetal.

Surgery, "

Practce/Medicine&Pt:diatrcs "

Genesee Valey FamiyHealth Group

.1445 PortlandAve'#301

3800 Dewey Ave ' , '" '

Rochester 14621. 922~4518

Rochester 14616 922-244

Tracy Vasile, DO
Supplemental Staff, Department of Emergency' Medicine

Joseph Hart, MD
Provisional Attending, Department of Surgery/Vascular
Surgery
Dof R Vascular Surgery
601 Elmwood Ave

1425 Portland Ave Box 304

Rochester 14621 922,.3846
Jan Waler, MD
Provisional Courtesy, Department of Pediatrics
Wayne Medical Group
4425 Old Ridge Rd

Rochester 14642 275-6772
Eric Kerr, RPA-C
Provisional Adjunct, Department of Surgery/General
Surgery
1425 Portland Ave Box 173

Wilamson 14589 315-589-3312

Rochester 14621 922-3458

Changa !n Status
Laszlo Boros, MD ......................................Inactive/Resigned
David Broadbent, J\fD ............................Inactive/Honorary
Ann Burbank, NP .....................................Inacrive/Resigned.
Timothy Chilell, RPA-C ...........................Inactive/Resigned
Richard Deter, RPA-C ...............................Inactive/Resigned
Willam Driscoll, :MD ................................Inactive/Resigned
Deborah Englert, ;\ID ...............................Inactive/Resigned

Jane Khuri, DPM .......................................Inactive/Resigned

James Fetten, ;\ID ......................................Inactive/Resigned

~-\exxander Solky, ,MD ......... ...... ........ ........ Inacth-e/Resigned

Marvin Lederman, MD .............................InactivejResigned
Sarwat Malik, MD .....................................InactivejResigned
Rajan Ravikumar, NfD ...............................InactivejResigned

~. L

Jonathan Rubins, 1\tD ................................InactivejResigned
Susan Sargent, RPA-C ..............................InactiyejResigned
John Schmidt, MD .....................................InactivejResigned
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RGH MDSELECTD
REPRESENTATIVS
Cyntla Chrsty;MD
Preident, 922-428

Richar'Constatio,,'MD
President-Elec 9.2"3496

Lida Rice, MD
Past-President, 26g:4730

Robert MayO~MD

Secreti922-4707
Stephen Ettghausen MD
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"
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A NEWSLETTER FOR THE MEDICAL AND DENTAL

STAFF OF ROCHESTER GENERAL HOSPITAL
nlll';...Mllliblrø~u.
tb8__RoçhQøtQrGQn8ral.,ltsliital
".- - ',' -.of,"
MediGal-and-D8ntal.Stair:...
. Lemepe by tellsou h~pleaåraci~tobe

II'

be a pa of: and lea suchan exe;ptionalorgtion, ....
1 wóuld lit li fuacknowled and thnkSiuHiito~-for the

Treasurer, 922-4715

T. Jeffry Dmochowski, MD

years ~ apeod.of grt chage and may chalenge i would also

Robert George, M.'

Editor (i' 170171/1

822-4414

weste

...... .... teúi

the stronget and most respe heath sy
York
State

of

New

Dur my futweek, I toured Roeste Genera and each of the ViaHeath affte. and me
with

discovered ver ealy oDis jus how

hundreds of employees, physicis, and paents Wht I

unique

and

staff

speal ViaHeath and its physicis and

proudy

rey arl Physicians and sta

descnbe the quaty

improvement intiiithey ar worki on; I wa enthusiuca told about

the pla to devop

and exd clnica. capabilties ra frm. the Emercy Depaent' to a

new 64slice Clj and I wa educated on

effort

to improe the patient

expeence .. a

central

foc

of the orgniation this pat 12-18 months. I also saw first hand the manY initiatis undery to
improve the work

24/7 PHYSICIAN
HOTLINE NUMBER:

as ODe

Or:zatiOD

922,4020

338-2700

positionl our

.. enYiaeath and Roeste Gener Hòspitaand

Ronald Sham MI

Peter H. Van Brunt, MD

have plåyedthes pas si ye in str-

employee

bocl and our

Joseph Kurnath, MD
641-040

Maurce Vaughan, MD

six
like

to ackowÍedtheesseni. rolethtyoiithe medca/c:entBsta£: the

342.0140

922"384.

th pa

extrrd leaerp he ha providèd die sySte over

266,~1

Pamela Sul, MD

tie ini~histry Th heth~..

joinYiaeathat th dync

temhaseaedareputàtion for excellencë, and.it-iS a real pri to

vita to

del

and practice envionment for our employee and physcins -sometlthat is

exceptiona clca and' serce qualty to our ¡:tieDts and commulÙty. .

Over the next sever month lwi.be return to each oCthe affites to complete a more
comprehensive orientation to the syste.' I will also be meeting with Rocester Gener..Hospita
medica staf
officer and deparent chfs, and wiUbe working very hard to mee as maypracing physicians as possible. My goa dur the fit 60-90 days is toliste andJea and hea frm

DIRECT ADMISSION
NUMBER:

822-7333

our physici staff and patients how we ca ma Rochestet Gene Hospitaand'Viaeath an
even better heathcare orgatioD for our patients and communty.
Durng the next si months, one of my most importt priorities wi be to lead the OrglÙzaon the wonder work and progrs
tiOD throug the devopment of a new strtegc plan to buid
tht has occurred at ViaHeath over the yea The

pla process wi be hiy collboratie an

wi involve our bod, medical staff, managment tea and employees, as wel as commUnty leaers This plan wi map out the ways in which we will continue to ea the confidence of our com-

munty and practici physicians and deler even higher levds of serce and quaty to our patients
and community who so much depedoD Rocester Geera an ViaHeath.

I would lie to close by than you for such a wa wdcome to Rohester and Viaealth. I
look forwar to working with you in the months and yea ahead to make ViaHcath the hethcare

MARl YOUR CALEDARS

provider of choice for the reidents and the preferred heath system of practice for the physicis of
the Greater Roester area

RGH MU Di Dan

Jaoo 21. 207
RIv covøn C8nt8r

Mark C. Oement

Preident
Rochter Genera Hospita

forum

New Expanded Outpatient Hours for.thø

Message from the

President of the
Medical & Dental Staff-

Cynthia Christy, MD
· RGH and Newark Wayne

Rochester General Hospital Department of Diagnostic Imaging
I n order to improve patient convenience and access and to meet the needs of our referring health

care protèssionals, the Diagnostic Imaging Department has expanded the hour of operation for
and open for
Outpatient examnations into the early eveni. The Radiology Departent is now staffed
walk-in patients unti

6:30 pm Monday thru Friday.

In addition to providing unscheduled routine Outpatient X-Ray examinations on a walk-in basis, we
have added a 5 and 6 PM Outpatient Ultrasound appointment time and a 4:30 and. 5:30 Outpatient CT

Hospitals have joined together

appointment time. An Attendi Radiologist wi be onsite durig the performance of these exas.

with Strong and Highland hospi-

Preliar interpretations wil be given upon request. The actal images wi be avaiable via the PACS

tas in becoming smoke~free on

Webserver immediately from selected PC's as soon as the exam is performed and in CCS when the report

November 16, 20 inconjunc-

is sent to CCS. If you would

tion with the America Cancer

tions, please cal us at 922-2987.
Please have your office cal the Schedulng desk at 9222160 to schedule an appointment, for any Ultrasund
durg these latCJ hours.
or CT procedure. For routine X-Ray exams, your
patients can simply stop by
Please post the new hours of operation grd near your appointment desk for quick reference. Should
the Radiology Director, plese ca Stephen Doerner at
you have any questions or would lie to ta with
922-3250.

Society's Great American

Smokeout. I am realy proud that
we ar partcipating in this intiative to promote heather lifestyles

for our patients and employees.

Rochester General Hospital - Deparunent of Diagostic Imagi

. Tobacco use is the leadi pre-

OUTPATIENT HOURS OF OPERATION

ventable cause of disease and

death in the. United States.
Smoking is a factor in heart dis-

ease, cancer, stroke, and lun disea and it costs the U.S. nealy
$150 bilon each yea in heath
car and other expenses. About

like training on accessing reports or images in CC.. or have Webserer ques-

Walk,in

* The Radiology Regstration Area is

No Appointment
needed

op unti 6:30 pm

By appointment

Monday - Fnday

.

General Diagnostic
X-Ray

8:00 am - 6:30 pm

exams

Mamography

Screerù

8:00 am - 4:00 pm

Monday - Friday

.

Ultrasound

8:00am - 6:30 pm

By

Monday - Fnday

appointment

438,000 people die each year

.

..

frm smoking related diseases.
Seond had smoke is the thd

CT

8:00 am - 6:30 pm

By appointment

.Monday - Friday

leading cause of preventable

Nuclear Imagi

8:00 am- 5:00 pm

By appointment

Monday - Fnday

"

death following smoki and
abus. In addition, a packa-day smoker spends about
alcohol

$1,46 - $2,190 a yea on cigarettes.

· Smoki cessation classes have
been offered for staff and nico-

tie-replacement alternative wi
be offered to staff (for a sixmonth period), patients and visitors Clinical staff '\,.'il assess each

hospitazed patient. prescrbin
nicotie replacement therapy and

offering smoking cessation counseling to those who use tobacco.

· Many committees that includi
physicians, nurses and other staff
have been meeting for months to
plan for this transition to a totaly
smoke-free environment.
· Please tae a moment and men-

tion these options to a smoker in
your midst. It could save thei life.

UPDATE: RGB EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
By John Jrhrver, MD

Census: r'Or the pat si months there ha. been a 9% ED cenus inct . fued by an increà
of severl hundred additiona

ambulance arals pe

month. Concutly, the numbe of "Code Red"

(ambulce diverson) hows has deced .. .
Physician Recruti

The ar of Bryan Gao, M.D~. Eve Wils, M.D., (bth Adult

ED) and Kevin O'Gara MD. (pedittc ED) increaes the complemt of physcins tred in
Emergncy Medicie to eigt. Acte recrtment continues with dier pla in Aly, Syruse
Rochester and Buffalo, the sites of Emergncy Medicine residency trni pros.

Nurse Recrti In the Adult ED, nie RN's (including th aldy RGH . staff have be
added to the department staff in the lat tw months reduci the num of ope positions sigicantly. The concept of a dedcate nur staff in th Trasitiona Car Unit (fCU wa imlemented in July.
Qualty Improvement: Patient complants ar steadiy

dere (50% in the lat 6 months) and

rnag to bokig by provider remais less than 2 hours averae for 90% of

adssions Averae Adult

ED lengt of stay remains 5-6 hours (9 miutes in the Fast Track unt).

Emergency Deparunent Inormation System: Implementation of the Medost BOIS commenced in JulY (includes Newark-Wayne Hospita ED) "'1th fu operational status scheduled for

November 2006. Ths touch screen system wi include patit locator, ord-entty, nur and physi-

cian documentation fuctions.
New Emergency Department: Designng the new RGH ED is near completion with the beginning of construction slate for the late Fal.

, - forum
MED"oSI -Phase One

IT UPDA IE

BJ' H.rmddl Christensofl, i\-D

The transition from paper to
paperless has begun in the Emergency

Department.The start date for GO
LIVE for Phase one in the implemen,
tation of Medhost ,the Electronic
Medical Record for the ED, has come
to pass, and has been called a Success.

According to the l\Icdhost Support
Staff here for the initial days of the
Go Lie and the RGH Project Team
Leaders the transition went smoothly.

During this Phase Medhost is mainly a
Tracking System and Locator Board.

The most notable change in the ED is
the now barren Locator boards which

were hung on the halls through out

the ED. Their function is now being
found on the varous computer work
stations in the Department. With literally the touch of a finger any Patient in
the ED can be found from any terminal. The abilty to track the progress of

Lab and Radiology tests can also be
ascertained by the Status of the various icons on these screens.
As' an Historical note, Medhost
has it

HOSPITAL WIRESS SYSTEM- At ths rie the wi
access points have been

for the entie hospita is complete and the

done to be sure there are no "dead"

instaed. Testing is now being

spots and that al zones are overlappin When completed in the next
few months, not only wi many wiess devces be utied in the hospita but also your PDA's may be synced at any location with the

hospita. The present' infrred syc stations wiD sti be available

should the widess sytem be doWn or for the staf that doe not have
widess capabilty on thei PDA's.

We wi be worki to hae the capabilty for the staff to have a
physician direory on their PDA's.

CHAGE CAR& The chare catue module frol
Mercu

'MD. for PDA's wi be implemente in the very nea futu

MiJ. FCÎtè M..

MeJ Dm In/_iz/i

for al employed physicis. We ar al looki at a HandOf module for "change of cover" which would initially apply to al
Hospita and house sra;

Viaeath-Roesf Geer Hosita

NURSE CA SYSTE, 'lenew Wescom nure ca syste

Em mif~thorg

Voice 585.9221642 (Humboldt);

58.9232 (RH)
Fax 585.921655

and 48, 5200 and 7800 wi

ha been completed on 4200,5800,280

that 'we (:omplete in the past tW

be completed ths yea Units

yea include, B7, DOSA, PACU; crcu and Radiation Oncolog

Nures and technci weboth pa and locato devices. When a patienr presses his or her ca button, the cal goes diecy to the nure or teclcian assig to that patient.Jf they ar unavaible, the ca
nur

goes to the nure manag. When a
the

foot of the be. An LED outside

ente the patient's rom, the time

is note frm adeviêe at the

rom tells wher nures and tenicis ar at any time. The sytem

alows for a mared reduction in noise leve by eliti overhead pas on the floor as wel as ca be
rept of ca thoug delier of serice is recorded in a database
The enti nur ca event, from

for assisting in planning St3ffg and for risk mament.

origins in the Restaurant

Business. It was orialy a Table and
order tracking softare system used by

the Waiters and Waitresses and it is

this sameumapping system that
Medhost currently uses to track and
locate

Patients thru the ED.

Another featue of this phase is
the abilty to generate comprehensive
Standardized Discharge lnstructions

and information on the prescriptions
given to Patients for the Patients. It is
now also possible for the ED Provider
to Fax to the Follow'up Provider a

brief synopsis of what that Patient
was Discharged with., As we become
more proficient with tls system the

MDS should start seeing more of ths
kind of information coming to their
Offces on their Patient.~ that have

'~,.~-I~L I.!: I_~,

Pog lJ'I In fUrstslllK l. Jn iw i? "ImS tm its Ú1r sa uf "ii uinSÚI
IS&T STTEGIC PLA- The Information Syss and Technolog grup is presedy underg
ing an evuation by

the First Consulti Group with an overa strtegc pla for the depaent lObe

devdope Varous focs

groups wi

be convened includi lIphysici focs group, for questions prob-

lems and sugestions.

M Data PDA PROGRA- Acte users of the M Data progra (those who have synced at least
once durg the month) geery rut beeen 105 and 115 user. However, inctie users (those who have
siged up but not synced rheir PDA's with the progam in one or more months) ru approxitel 145 to

150. If any of the staff is havi problems or question~ with the progr or with their present PDA (or
choosing a new PDA) pleae contact me at the above rhone or emaiL. For simple technica problems or
questions pleae cal the Help Desk at 922"HELP.

been seen in the ED.
We in the ED are excited about

RG" Selected "Mentor" Hospital

this new TooL. I t provides a bener han,

.al LÙ1(10 G. Nicholsofl, RN,MJ,lHJEd,CNAA

die on the flow of Patients and allows

for better Teaching on Patient

We are pleased to announce that Rochester General Hospital has applid and been
selected as a mentor hospital for the Institute of Healthcarc's (lI)'l 00,000 Lives

Discharge. There will be more to Campaign to increase patient safety. Vicky Orto's "Rapid Response Team" and Linda
come, stay runed for Phase JI.

Greene's "Preventing Central .Line Infections" team have been deemed ottcial "mentors" for
other hospitals who arc implementing these quality / safety improvements. Congratulations to all those that
have participated and are leading the charge.

A Sincere"Thank You

Dødiatø C8rt

To An of ou

to All Our Physician Assistants

Nursa Midw8S In Ho of Natial

On October 6, 1967, the first Physician Assistants
graduated from Duke
University. Today, more than 42,000 PAs are providing essential medical and
surgical services to people from al wals of life.

with

Rochester General Hospita has the honor of seeing 119 of you work

Nurs~ry.W8øk
The Amerca College of Nure-Midw
(ACNM and cerfied nür~midWi acrss the
public awess
of
domestic,'¡olenceas tbetbeneof Nur'-Midwfer
countr Wi work to rase

our patients on a daily basis.
You have assisted each of us in assuring that patients receive the attention

Week (Octbe 1~7).Thseffor:Coincidewith the

and care that we would al wish for our family members to receive.
The Medical & Dental Staff of RGH honor you on your nationaly recognized day and than you for your service and dedication. Please. keep up the

Violence Awars Mo,ntb. . .
Th. reayour.çontiçnttQ ae With

good work and continue to assist the hospital and its physicians with your

women, foralifete.Y ouartobecongttlated

invaluable care.

mions. of.Amercaobse Nationa Do~tic

Rohester Ge~Hospita.hathehonoi.of. se
you work

with

our patien~-ona daYba You have

assistd may pliys~. patientsandthcifamies

Changes in Conbcting RG" Medical and..Dental

Staff MBmbers Through thB RG" Swichboard .

the ai:tionand
we woul al
ea that
for our fam, membmt() .~~... ' . .
To honoryoii,oiiyour natiolirreOged .

by providi
wish.

week and thank you

In an effort to enhace the abilty for RGH Medica and Denta Sta membe to be contact more

easiy, espealy by one another the process by which

has be clarified.

"pag" requests will be handled by the RCiH Switchbord

The desired objective is to establish as streamed a mechasm as. possible utilizing the avable resources in

and

for yourseice

dedcation;

the Medical & Dental Staff isserding yo~ thè
enclosed token of
Please keep up

our apprërlón; . .
the gò workandcontinuc to

assist the hospit:.l and itspl:ysciswith your invau-

able care. .

an effcient, customer-frendly maner

The reultat process to be used when someone.ca the Switchboard ask-

in them to page anRGHMDS member is as follows, dependi on wheter or

not the Switchbod has been gien the membe's pagr nwnbe:
· If the Switchboad ha
ual to the calers number and

a pager number: The operator wil pa the indiidinform the caler tht if he

a cal back then the caer should phone the membes
ing service, and one or both of these numbe wi be given to

or she doe
offce

not

at Reappointment

or the answethe caler.

If the Switchboard does not have a paer nwnber: The opertor wi inform
the caler that a pager number is not avalable and the caer wi nee to ca

the office or the answeri servce, and one or both of these nliberswil
be gien to the caeL
continue to be pagd via their pa. numbe and
overea pagg wi be reserved for STAT cals only.
NOTE: Residents will

In order to have as accurate and comprehensive a database of paer, offce

and answenng servce numbe as possible, the Medical Staff Office is contacting each membe of the RGH Medical and Denta Sta. As ths

Upgrade in eME ReqUirements

get

information is

gathered, it is loaded into a database that wi be made avable to the

~y Mary I"ON McKeown, Mallager Medical Staff Offce
At time

of reappointment a notice is sent to each

RGH MDS Member asking for the provision of the previous two years of CME's. A very lage

percentae of the

reappointment applications which are returned do not
contain any CME's. This

in

turn prolong completion of

the reappointment process.
In an effort to make documentation easier for every-

Commttee agreed to
add a statement to the reappointment process instead of

one, the Chiefs and the Credentials

Switchboard. Please note that if the member chooses to provide a number other
than a pager at which he or she ca be contacted, for example. a cell phone num-

requirig submission of al CME Certificates. It is antici-

be,tht option is avable at the discretion of the membe but only one

of completed reappointment applications. Ths statement
will now be included in all reappointment docuentation
for each RGH MDS Member to sign.

"pager" number will be stored

in the database.

Ths procedure, which wi be in effect as of October 1, 200, is the result

of a cooperative effort among Mar Lou McKeown Man, Medica Staff
Offce; Donna Piano, Manager, Telecommunications; and the Physician
Experience/Loyalty Team, co-chaired by Aida Casiano-Colón and Mark
Mancuso; and was approve by Richard C:rngeni, 1\ID, Senior Vice Preident,
Academic and Medical Affai Any questions or feedback regardig the imple,
mentation of ths policy by the Switchboard sta should be diected to Donn
and any concerns with the policy itself should be forwarded to Dr. Gangemi.

patedthat ths wil assure the receipt of a greater number

In addition, the docuented

actual requiement for

CME credits has been upgraded to 50 per year. The
change from 20 CI\æ to 50 CME credits takes place start,
jng October 2006.
Should you have any auestions, please contact your
Medical Staff Office Representative.

Dentistry at Rochester General Hospital
l!r Richard Speis1lan, DDS. E4AHD
Chief Department of DC1tz.try
With the

sale of the Genesee. Campus and the close

of the Pluta Oral and Maxllofacial Surgery (OMFS)

time Oral and 1\Iaxilofacial Surgeon
of our senior attending staff. While we have been strving to make more (OMFS), Dr. .lolly Caplash. Dr Caplashdid his post graduate training at
Family Center for Oral Health, the Department of Dentistry has lost two Our department has hired a part

effcient use of our space at RGH, we will be expanding our space in the U of R, relocated to Maryland after graduation and has returned

phases so that we can accommodate our 5 general practice residents and home to Rochester. Dr. Caplashrecently received his board certification
senior attending staff. .In phase .I of our expansion we will be adding 2 in Oral and Maxilofacial Surgery. Dr. Salahuddincontinues to assist with
additional treatment rooms and upgrading our air hancUer system to the supervision of our OMFS residents rotating through our department

improve ai flow to the treatment areas where nitrous oxide is used for from the Uniersity, and to help our patients with oral and maiwlofacia
sedation. We wi re arrange our admstrative suites to accommodate surgery needs.
our attending and residenutaff so t.hat they have a

quiet place to discuss

patient care and review charts. We are excited to be working v.ith Roop
team specialin
in lean
Hazare,a new member of our seruor leadership

Access to care and Enhanced Patient Servce

six -sigma process improvement, to look at ways to improve patient

waiting tie or busy phone lines. We are. also looki at ways to better

access, improve the processes through which we deliver patient care, and
to improve the environment of care to better serve our patient's needs.
We wil be adding hours dedicated to our employed staff and look

appointments. The addition of Dentists has increased our abilty to proand their famies. We have had
vide comprehensive care for employees

forward to providing cosmetic services and minor ortodontic care to
correct cosmetic deformities in our adult patient population. We are
recruitig new senior statrmembers to assist

scheduling employees to makeit more cònvenient for them to come in for

discussions with.Kodak on the digita imag system are hopeful that we
",ill join radiology in the use of the new

Acquisition of new technology

Our goal contiues to be to become the dental health care provider
of choice for our staff at RGH and the community.
Support servces
The Department of Dentistry continues to provide support services
for our either centers of excellence at RG.H. The relationship between
diseases of the oral cavity (periodonta disease) and cardiovascular disease,
premature birth, low birth weight infants and other chroruc diseases is
stronger as more research data becomes avaiable.
becoming
Our staff is working with The Women's Ceater_!!pr()yige denta
health screening, education, preventive progras and dental care for at

their pregnancy to help avoid complications
later on. Our senior and resident staff contiues to provide support to the
patients of the .Mar Gooley Hemophilia Center, the Dawn and Jacques
Lipson Cancer Center, The. Rochester Heart Institute, and the Pediatrc,
Medical and Surgical Services at RGH. In addition we provide care for
Independent
Living for Seniors clients and continuous coverage for our
risk pregnant women early in

The Department of Dentistry is the lat bastion of fi based tech-

nology at RGH. Digital radiography will offer us significant benefits in
patient care and acces.s to care. Having radiographic information available

in real tiein the OR and for ouIoutpatients wi reduce the tie our
patients have to spend under general anesthesia and increase the number
we wil be able to see in our department. We a re looking for
of
patients
wars to raise funds to begin obtang the technology needed for our transition away from film.

Pediatrc Dentistr
Dr. Nicole Mooney has been providing services to our pediatrc

patients both for outpatient and through ambulatory surgery for those
young patients who can not be cared for in an out patient settg.

UPDATE

As

General Practice Residency Program
Dr. Ma'1:Jo Tobin stepped down as our residency director and handactive
the reigns over to Dr. Samantha Vitagliano who has been an

member of the dental staff since the. completion of her residency. Dr.
Tobin continues to support the program and remains as one of our ded,
icated voluntary attending statT members.

Our new resident staff are:
Dr. Puneet Gil R i

Dr. Vivian Luong Rl
Dr. Ravi Vasudeva R i
Dr. Svetlana Yiiro\'skiy RI

Dr. Albert Zak RI

ON "Do Not US8"

Abbreviations and "legibility"

and maxillofacial trauma and

after hours emergent oro,facial problems.

ed

system. .

with the increased demand

for services.

Emergency Department for dental and oral

We are currently exploring new tdephone systems to decreae patient

of mid- August, the occuence of d~~

"Do Not D.se" abbreviations in the med. 'cal """.. l'.. . .

recor~ has increased. .. ~
Simultaneousy, the use of the pnnted nae and
phone number to clrify entres in the medca record has

decreaed,
Ths is not a god combination to prevent error.
and "qod" and to
Remembe parculy to Ilusin "qd"
print your name and phone number to facilitate any needed darificaòon of record entres.

The "Do Not Use" abbreviaòon list can be found at
wwvicath.org, under Medical Professiona Informaòon.

Thank you from,
Hospital staff and your paòents!

i

Dispelling Myths &~'Misp8rcøptionS
Just Tho Facts About Clinicallnteuration
, CìRlf'2'\

b..; E~~lL l\)i~.Js¿n. ?\,'í.f)., c.-:.\.lC)

FACT: You DO NOT have 10 have aD
Elearonic Medical Reoord (EMR)
Sptem to açcess the GRIPA Connect

web portal
Al

(PDA) with an

personal digtal asistant

Internet connection. GRIPA wil provi
private physicias who are members of
RGPO/wCPO with a laptop I tablet.
You will need to provide and pay for the
high-speed Internet acc.

who have alredy signed their GRIPA

Connect Clinical Integration contracts.
For those of you who stiI have questions.
we want to clarif somt' of the /åcrs about

Oinica Integration. Please ca us at
(585) 922-1525 if you have additiona

questions and we'd be happy to discu

FACT: Clinjçallotegration wi NOT
cost ,'Uu a lot of mODey.

Die bul of your costs wil be in providi
high-speed Internet acce to your offce,
and in the labor cost to lean, and
transition to, the
sytem. We wil work
with you on the latter to be sure that the

transiuon is as eas as possible. The major

cost for this initiauve is borne by GRIPA.

speciast physicians who are members of

GRIPA and are respeced practitioners in
the community Thîsgroup meets monthly
and ha
the prim responsibility for the

selecioo, modcatÌon and evuation
of Oinca Gudelines. TheCICreceives

input and recommendations from Speciaty

frm each of the spciaties and
by the guidelines
The GRIPA
Boaro of Diectors has fina approva on

subspeciaities affected
th

are bein developed.

al guidelines.

Want to learn more about GRIPA
Connect Clinicallntegrationl
GRIPA Physicians and Practice
Managers: If you haven't yet attended
one of our dinner meetings,join us on

your concerns.

FACT: It wi NOT tae a lot of tie for
FACT: It is NOT a HIPAA Violation
for ph)'iåaD offces to sed billig ino
data to G RIPA for insurance I'las oot

çontracted with GRIPA and for
government programs siidi as Medicare

& Medcad.
HIPM permirs a physician to shate heath
information, without patient
authorization, for pulposes of improving
tht' quaity of cart' provided by the
physicia or other health

is comprisd of both primai care and

Advioiy Groups, which include physicia

Redi_.'b .'OJ: l\~ÙlíJe¡¡ dl 585-.922.3I'Nj2 :?r

Thank you to the many physicians

Primar,. Care Physcian and Specialts
in the GRIPA Network.
The Clica lntegaåon Committee

you wil need to acc the web portal

is a computer, laptop, tabler or hadheld

L'UI C¡;Ù:ti/ /N E;,.j(.\JV!eJ.:;e¡¡(;~'~i,'Ùi¡Jl'd/th.1.7rg

AR being devdopeil and approved by

cart' providers.

HIPM also allows a busines associate.
as GRIPA, to aggregate the data
such
supplied by multiplt' providers for
analytica and benchmarking puroses
relaud to quaity improvement.

To panicipatt' in GRIPA Connect Clinica
lntrgration, all physicians must sig a

:your offce staf to send bilg data to

GRIPA.

RSVP by calling 922-1525 or online at

GRIPA is working with physicia offce
biling vendors to create a method for each
practce to send data electronicaly, without
extra work for the offce staff and at no

GRIPAconnectcolT.

chargr r.o the physician.

RGPO/WCPO Annual

FACT: Clical'lotegrated physician

orgaizauons CAN legally contta(.-I with

Web Ponal, a chceto'tty out' the

The Federa Trade Commission alo~'S
joint contracting that does not involve the
sharing of financial rik

where the

physicia orgaization can demonstrate

that joint contrcting is neces to
achieve measurble quaity improvements

ponal's fuctionalty on the. new laptopsl

tablersand införmatÏon you need to get

up and runnig on GRIPA
Mak the even November 9
at RGH. We'll send möre detais to
your offce

Connect.

physicia members'offcC$.

in patient care. To be succesfu in demon-

physicjans must share their biling dataso

SUdi that the covered emity (the physician

that improvements ca be measured.

information that would violateHlPAA.

Physici's. Orgzations wi feature

insurcrs on a fec-for-strvçe basis.

contract. 111e BA agreements are wtitten

lIse of. or disclosure of, protected health

Meeting

annual meeting of the

demoDStrationson the GRIPA Connec

is attached to the Oinica Integration

offce) cannot contractually authoriz the
business a5-~ociate (GRJPA) to make any

Up Close with GRIPA Connect at the

This year's

improvement, GRIPA must
implement Clinical Guidelines to which
its members wiJadhere, and GRIPA

Blisine.'l Associate (BA) agreement, ~liich

either October i 7 or October 26 at
6: 15 p,lT at the DelMonte Lodge,

stratin quality

FACT: Clical G,udelics AR NOT
being developed b,. GRIPA Staff. ThC)'

G RIPA
::,~.¡ iri ¡ca! ¡ ntes~rat;(:.i-i

Physicians coming together
for all the right reasons

, foru

~

-- .

. Medical and Dental staff Alumni Dinner on
Wednesday November 15 from 6:00 pmlO:OO pm at the Rochester Hyatt Regency.

The New Hard Copy
RGH MOS Oirectoryis Availabl8
~)' Mar Loii McKewn

As with
previous yea a curent hard copy veron of the Rocester Genera
Hospita Medical & Dental Staff Dirctory ha been created and is avable to
a copy sent to your office. In addicontact me to have
each MDS Offce. Pleae

tion, a month updated eleconic excel version is avable for you at any tie. I

maybe reached at 922-4259 or marlou.mckeown~aheath.org.

The directory includes al 1287 Membe of the RGH MDS- Actve,
Counes, Consulti, Adjunct and Supplementaandthei membeship statu as
of the 7/2006. Those who are rioted as "provisiona" meas that they are with
of appointment to the RGH MDS at the time the directory was

their first year

CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP

prited.

ENTERED LEVE OF ABSENCE

When you review the paes you will fid:

· Rosemar janofsky,CNM -Deparoent

of OB/GYN

· Nandi joshi, MD -, Department of
Physical Med & Rehab

· Jane Pardee, MD -Departent of
Pediatrcs

· Sharq Sayeed, MD -Deparent of
Surgery/Gener Surger Hospitast

1. Directory is in alphabetica order

2. Last Name, First Name, Degr, and Memberhip Statu
3. Priar CliCa Deparent the person has priegs with and the dision

N~be .
if appliCable, . .. . .

4. Office Name, Primary Offce Loation, City, State Zip Coe
5. Primar Offce Location Phone, an Alternate Phone Nwnbe, a Pagr and a Fax
information is based on the daiy updates you provide your Medical Staff
not
then the MSO
ths directory is
correc
has no record
of corrected data. Please contact your MSO representative to have
Ths

Office

REENTRY
· Pamela Mar, MD - Deparent of
Medicie/Interna. Medicine

· Cynth Reddeck MD - Department of

Cardiac Servces / Cardiology

(MSO);If the information in

ths correced Correctons wi appea :i the electronic versions as soon as
For those of you looking for MDS professionas. by. clcal department or
diectory. When you locate
listi at the back of the
division, there is a alphabetica
can then cross reference that perlooking for, you
the MDS professional you are
son in

CHAGE TO INACT
Armin Afsar-Keshmiri, MD

also be correctd in the hard copy version when it is next printed.

received. It wi

the ma diector

involvement with Rochester Gener
Hospital and the Medical & Denta StafE Please contact me with any comments
We hope ths assists yoi.in your day

you may have.)

Jason Batley, MD
Aida Casiano-Colon', Ph.D.
Heather Cook-Smith, NP
Tersa DeSantis, NP

Catherie Emsthausen, NP
Paul Holman, MD
Kely Hynes, DMD
Dana Jackiw, NP.

Jimy Jula, MD
jenifer Kent, CRNA.

MARK

YOUR CALENDAR

Nai Nagovskiy,MD

'The Departtent of Physician Services wil be hosting the
seinÎ-anual Medical & Denta Staff
"FalI Physician Social"

Nancy O'Rourke, NP

Wednesday October 25 · 5:30 pm- 9:00pm

Vinya Kondur MD
Elzabeth Masco, NP

Anace Said, MD
Bipin Shah, MD
Michele Siena, NP
Scott Thompson, MD
Paul Weiss, MD
Michad Wittek,RPA-C

Oak Hil Country Club

Join us and meet Mark Clement, new President and CEO of ViaHealth, and the
newest members of our Medical and Dental StafE

More than i 75 physicians attended our Spring Social in Apri, and we look forward
to an even larger participation ths Fal. Please contact Lisa Tantalo at 922-9435 by
October 15 to RSVP.

, . for
Changes to Your RGH Directory
For those of you who access to the ViaNet, don't forget the on-line directory in Departments and Medical & Dental Staff. For
those of you who do not have access to the ViaNet, there is a monthly excel directory available for you upon request. Contact Mary

Lou McKeown at 922-4259 or marylou.mckeownêviahealth.org.
Patrick Basile, MD, Attendig Sarah De\\-;tt, PA,C
Surgery/General Surgery Hospitalst Adjunct, Orthopaedic Surgery

1425 Portand Ave #113 1425 Portand Ave #143

Rochester 14621 Rochester 14621
585-922,4518 585,922,3963
Naga Garipau, MD

Jennifer Kendall MD
Attending, Anesthesiology
1680 Empire Blvd #300

JobnPietropaoli, 1\D
Attending
Medicine/Internal Medicine

Webster 14580

1401 StoneRd #201

585-347-0030

Rochester 14615
585,865,1110

Attending, Medicine/I nternal

Anna McNanley, MD
Attending, Obstetcs/Gynecology

Medicine/Hospitalst

125 LatUIore Rd #258

220 ,Alexander St #402

1425 Port.land Ave #287

Rochester 14620

Attcnding, Obstetrics/Gynecology
500 Helendale Re #265

Rochester 14607

Rochester 14621

585-42,8020

Rochester 14609

585-922-8350

585,922-4368

Theresa Bingemann, MD
Attending
Medicine/Alergy/Immunology

Michelle Bloom, RPA
Adjunct

Medicine/Interna Medicie
1425 Portland r\ve #258

Rochester 14621
Adrienne Brydalski, RPA

Adjunct, Medicine/Internal Medicine
1425 Portland Ave #258

Rochester 14621
585-922,2300

Kaùùeen Byrne, NP
Adjunct

Emergency Medicie & Pediatrcs
John James Audubon School
500 Webster Ave

Rochester
585,482,9290

Adjunct, Emergency Medicine
1425 Portland Ave #304

Rochester 14621
585,922-9332

Jeaette Guzman, MD

585-922,2300

14609

Attending, Emergency Medicine

1425 Portland Avc #304

Rocester 14621
585-922-384
Marc Halterman MD /PhD
Attending, Medicine/Neurology
1425 Portland Ave #220

Rochcster 14621
585-338-4371

Sal Sadruddin, MD

Rochester 14621

Medicine/Hospitast
1425 Portlnd Ave #287
Rochester 14621

585-922-4371

Heather Michalak, MD
Attendig, Pediatrcs

1800 English Rd
Rochester
585-225-2525

14616

Mathew Mingione, MD
Attending, Obstetrcs/Gynecology
601 Elmwood Ave #668

1425 Portland

Ave

SICU

Rochester 14621

Shirley Cirillo, MD
Attending,;\f edicine/Neurology

585,922-3860

Rochester 14622

Sara Hines, PA,C
Adjunct, Medicine/Internal Medicine
1425 Portland Ave #258

585-467,8888

Rochester 14621

Carla Culhane, NP
Adjunct Mcdicine/Endocrology

585,922-435
Minc¡ue Ho, i\ID

Anne Olinger, MD

Gina Overhorr, PA,C

Adjunct, Surgery/General Surgery
1425 Portand Ave #362

Medicie/Hospitalist
1425 Portand Ave #287
Rochester 14621
585c922,3458

Becca Spauldig, NP
Adjunct. Psychiatry

Joanne Pauliny, MD
Attending, Pediatrcs
1700 Hudson Ave

Rocester

146n

585,342,5665

Nancy Pelino, MD
Attending
Medicine/Internal Medicine

Rochester 1462

Rochester 14626

2350 Ridgeway Ave

Emily DcBadts, RPA,C
i\djunct, Obstetrcs/Gynecology
1200 Driving Park Ave

585-275,7824

585,225-0410

Jason Huang, .MD
Attending, Surgery/Neurosurgery

Newark 14513

601 Elmwood Ave Box 670

A. David Penney, Jr., 1\ID
Attending, Ohstetrcs/Gynccoloy
1415 Portland Ave #400

Rochester 14642

Attendi Medicine/ Internal

Rochester 14621

585,922,4800

585,276,3049

585-922-3458

585,922-3458

j\ttending, Obstetrcs/Gynecology
601 Elmwood Ave Box 668

315-331,6737

Gavin Scott, RPA

Roshan Sher AIi, MD
14617

Rochestcr 14607

222 Alexander SI. #5500

585,336,5626

1425 Portnd Ave #173
Rochester 14621

Rochester
585,922-8950

585-586,2355

Rochester 14621

585-275,7824

2066 Hudson Ave

Surgery/Critical Care Medicine

Attending, Radiology
1425 Portland Ave #226

Adjunct. Surgery/General Surgery

1425 Portland Ave #287

2828 Baird Rd

585,922,4368

Rochester 14642

Rochester 14621
585,922,9067

Attending, Medicine/Intenal

Br)'an Scott 1\.ID

Attendi Medicie/Geriatrics

Susan Hartfield, RPA
Adjunct

1734 East Ridge Rd

Attending, Medcine/Neurology
1425 Portland Ave #220

Valerie Hamann, RPA-C
Adjunct, Medicine/Internal Mcdicine

Mirabai Chockalingam, ~ID
Attending, Medicine/Internal
Medicine
Fairport 14450

585-266-2360

Michael Meyer, J\ID

Carlisc Gross, NP

Krstin Rooney, lvID

Rochester 14621
585,922-4200

490 East Ridge Rd

Rochester 14621
585,922-2500
Jamie Marie Yee, RPA-C

Adjunct, OrtlOpaedic Surgery
293 West North St

Geneva 14456

315,789,0993
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Cyntha Chrsty, MD .

Richard Constantio, MD
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RGH MDS ELECTED

l,

."~

A Møssagø fromthp: PÎ'8sldêÎltCynthiâ,ÇbrÎstY,MD'~:l

Presidem,Elecr, '12,3496

Linda Rice, MD
Past-President, 266-0730

Robert Mayo, 1\D
Secretary,

922-4ïOi

Stephen Ettinhausen, MD
Treasurer, 922,4715

T. Jeffrey Dmochowski, MD
266,H4l11

Robert George, 1\D
.~..2-í j1-+1'1

whoranandqidn'tgetelectedthis~tie.Wç;liopë tøcallony()úmthC,futue1. .... j
The(eare many opporturutiesfòr inembers"of the' !\S togeiirvòlvedin therunniof:
be to sèrveasa memberoföne of our committees which?
for the most part ,meet on amorithY"b~sis. ~eiow I have listed the vaijòus MDScommlttees ..
and their chairs. If you are interested
in. servg on one of tliesecorrmittèes, please let either:
the Chii or
Miuy
McKèown (922-4259)Jinow.
Löu
our HospitaL.. One of these would

Jeiseph Kurnarh, MD
h4 ¡ ,O..IJII

Runald Sham, ~lD
922--l(i20

P,ir-ic la S ulJi\'an, i\tn
'.J2.2-.1h4()

:\hurice Vaughan, MD
.1.;;:'-2~íl(¡

ì'Iich:icl Jacobs, :\'ID
l:r.~il,'ir ~/ F!Ji:I¡li/

COMMITTE

. CHAR

Bylaws

. I\nchaeI Jacobs~ MD
Linda
'.
. Rice
", .MD

Credèhtialng
Infection Control
Medical Records

Nominati
24í7 P:r-:PISICL~-"

HOTLINE NUMBER:
',4:~" 2 ,..Wl,. "4"

~A.'
;,.~
:J~' =:;~)
",'f;-'.,;

DIRECT ADlvIISSIO~
NUMBER:

a22-7333
;\AHK YOUR CALENDARS

Saturday August 5, 2006

RGH IvíDS

....... i-.Ã.i ..'l
'T-' ~ Vi-IT ,7 PU"7 T

TI'Tr~T'T
L V L1. ''' ..
Rochester Rhinos

ai/heir imp park.
.Hore de/ails to jolloii

Qualty Council

Pharmacy & Therapeutics
Utilization Management
Cancer
Critical Care
Ethics Grand Rounds
Operating Room

Ghinwa Dumyati, MD
Joseph Rube', I\ID

Unda Rice, MD
Richard Constatino, MD
Cynthia Christy, l\-ID

Anthony Fedulo, MD
Stephen Ettinghausen, MD
David Lee, l\-ID

David Lee, l\fD
Ralph Doerr, l\ID

Patient Advocacy

Richard Constatino, 1\ID

Radiation Safety

Sanjeev Taneja, MD
\Vilam Fricke, 1\ID

Transfusion
Laser Usage
Medical Library

RalphPenruno, MD
Scott Schabel, l\ID

I wil do my best to continue the spirit of cooperation among our members and work to
improve communication. I see collaboration both among our members and other key players
in the area as crucial to takig our orgaruzation to the next leye!.
I would like to offer my thanks and that of the rest of the :MDS for the kind and thought-

ful leadership and commitment that Linda Rice, :\D has contributed oyer the last :2 years as
President. Luckily for us she will continue to serve as Past-President for the next :2 years and

will, therefore, stay very involved in our organization.

.,

~

Management

Health Information

Medical RecordS' Updatø
Barb Gerrnger & Melissa Collins

Sig¡ing the Patient Visit Summaar (pVS.) on lie
\,,'hen you are reviewig the PVS for signatue and
disagree with the codig or wishto add or clarify a diag-

"~~:~~~£1:.~.:';"- .

Ì4øwly Elected

nosis or procedure, please do not create an addendum.

please reject deficiency
and indicate what needs to bechà.ged on the PVS.
If the PVS needs to be edited,

Rochester G8neralllospital
~'lldical & Dental Staff Representatives

2006-2008

Ths reject process sends thePVS back to the coder an
assures that the appropiiåre chanes are made in al s)'s-

..

tems. Addig an'addendurWi do just that. It does
not notify any of the

HI

been added and coding chans

ELECTION RESULTS

staff thåt an addendum has .
may be required.

On Line Deficierç:JImagqglssùes

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Rick Constantino, MD

Treasurer
Stephen Ettinghausen, MD

Ths is Îust a renùder .tht there.
are forms avaiable
in the HIM Physician Record Completion area that you
should complete if. you ace experiencing any problems
or difficuties with the system. We
do follow up on every
issue we receive. The staff inthis area of HIlI wil complete the form for you if you point out the issue to them.

One issue identifid recendy was a "package

Secretary

errot' that occurred when the provider opened
their desktop and the
first deficiency was a

Robert Mayo, 1ID

paper deficiency. That issue

Medical Board Representatives
Joseph Kurnath, MD
Ronald Sham, MD
Moe Vaughan, MD

CURRENT OFFICERS
2006-2008

PRESIDENT
Cynthia Christy, MD

has been resolved

as of 6/9/06.
Imaged Documents
Do you know that you can also tind these documents in
CCS?

.
.
.
.
.

Inpatient I\IRI reports
Inpatient echocardiogram reports
Fetal monitor strips
OPBED visits

Antenatal reports

Vacations

PAST-PRESIDENT
Linda Rice, MD

Please remember to let us know when you wil be on
vacation. The clock
stops counting your charts while
you are away if weha\-e entered your time off in the

Current Medical Board Members
2005-2007

Jeff Dmochowski, :\lD
Robert George, l\D

vacation database. Please cal 922-4232 and let us knm.v

the dates you \vil be away. There is also a form in the
HI:T Physician Record Completion area that you can
complete with this information if you are there working
on ,'our records.

Pam Sullivan, .MD
- "":;'";J0" -:' ':,_.-...-;,~:".=",:..,;~-:",,.._"!~,,.¡,. .-.""':",.., _':_'.~_.:-~~.._. '~"____" ,. _-: ," _ ...._ :,':-' u
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Electronic Health R8cord (EUR) Certification
Since July 2004, the Certification for
Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT)
has been developing criteria to judge whether

Michael J. Feinstei, M.D.
Medical Dimtor Infrmatics

ViaHeath,Rochester Genera Hospita
Voice: 585.922.1642 (Humboldt);
585.922.2932 (RGH)
Fa.'t 585.922.1655

Emai: michael.feinsteinl§viheath.org

., --"

The certfication. isweb~basea . and shoUlde¡~

physicians wil fid a vendor's electroruc health

take one day to completê. júroÎ's' will incÌude'),
physicis, non-physiëia" prm1dersanp ". C:Ònîftj
puter expert.
An appeal process is
in placefô~X;¿

record system secure, functional and reliable.

vendors to be retested ,vitl dlffetent juro~;,:;

This july, the first EHR's wearing CCHIT's The test script involves .' several si;eiinoii mat)
test functonaty sucla~a~weU 'Çha's'\sit'1ö~"d--;
stamp of approval wil be unveiled.
CCHIT is a Chicago based privatt: organ- priar care physician ~heffliEHR~Sabiltý:::
an HHS contact to to docient immuníiaiioris,p~escrptionskrd:
zation that was awarded
develop certification criteria for ensur the lab resultS~. Provide gridanè:e pn preventhi:_interoperabilty, privacy protection and qualty heath measures andproVidci, a history of ~

of EHR products, One goal was to reduce

tubercuosis exposure. Another. scenaro rDgh~:_

physician risk and to spur wider adoption of
health IT. Applications. were taken from vendors in May, 2006 with results being released in

involve an elderly patient with muitiple~ chron';

July. CCHIT wi only release the names of
those who pass, with a score of 100% needed
to pass; Interestingly, during the pilot test, none
the vendors scored 100%.

of

ic medical problems. Ths testsl1 EHR's abil~
ity to assist wítl:"disease management, prevent:

interactions and generate qUatY .
improvement reports. Anothetgeneral scenaro tests theseèurity and privacy protection
of i:he system.
harmfu dru

Medication Reconciliation is just.a '-CliCk" awayl
Providers are now able to easily reconcile

discharge medications and to create . scripts
from the Known Medications at Admssion list
Y"':.:,~í..:~,."

.~~DnECTJ.nii
Jjti~l~l 1 ' . i~i'
In the May, 2006 issue of
the FORUM, there was a
tyographical error. Any
HIM deficiencies that are
preceded by the word
"Paper", CANNOT be
completed electronically
through CCS.

,,-.,'--d,':
... I ~ ."~.'
r " i ll¡:-'

:....... il..:1

& from the In Hospita Medication list.
More deta can be found in CCS by selecting "Instruction Manual" under "Help".

;'Iti,r: ". ~",~'._:.:.../r:-: .

In H08pital Medic..tions

Know Medications at Admission

c_" (oi:ge

0..

M~aiio'

;-- Pi~vi :~ CUlienl

T.W! '-H~~';' '5-le;I"y~ Nn.

';;e: . No ei'i~

.ATAMltIOPHEN 32G TAB

.ATAMINOPHEN5OMG lAB 150MG
. BETMdlRENE ,'lIlUTEROL 9CCG INHAR.

Cli'" ~~~~~E~PRN 041141010:1S ~

~ ' ASTEUN 1 sm'i

O...i Indl

i . AEPlCEMW1 CACIUM 6( .VlH' TABLET 2TABL

ALPROL-i o.25G lòlLET

c... 025 mg PO aBHPRN 04111410 m22 ..

. SKELETAL MU! CYOBENZRINE lCJG TAB 10 MG

D..ll Ind
.~IODARONE 20B TAB

, DAAVOCET N,loo-

cli'" 40 MG PO ao 03101100800 ~

: : CAOUM.c OIL TIAM 240MGCAULE cr 240 MG

¡ ETIlNOlAlN DIPHHltfRAINE ~G T,lJ25 MG

O..ai Ind
:..."
",,:~:~~,:;~.~~;.~:.!:':;::-"~' . . .

, : E'y1STASOMG

. .. -., ..' ~":~~\F.~;,~:~":'\:: ~:,-:'. ,...' . ,:'. .

t 'ANTIcONWLS GANTIN 300G CAULE 30 MG
¡ : TH'¡llOIO AGEl LEVOTHYRlMtlE 10iCG TABLET 20 MCG

¡ ',_,.;.".,,,;,..:~;~,~,O:l~~~:.. .' ___'~.__," : _
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A/lAESIC5 AlID ACTAMINOPHEN 32G TAl 1575G I 65 MG PO a~HPF

I : ,-

tf7i;~'¡:i£UEAGI .:Lal.;!£~¡ji. _n~cG :u~p.
BENZODIAPltlE ALPRAZlA O.BfG T.ALET

ACTAMI'IOPHN 50 MG TAB 150MG PO aHS

- A/lTiARHYHMIC AMIOOAO'IE 2!G T.A'

I:
I~.

SKELETAL MUSCLCYOBENZltiE lCJ TAl

¡
¡

TEST
TEST

l:(: .-ia:: ;E:.t~.I,E

TEST
TEST
¡: ~. i
TEST
¡EST

l'i:' :~;:.~ !-~ .~;.:'~r

2TABLPOaHS
10 MG PO aHS
;:ii~ ¡.j;'! FE';.d..~t

!".;!oF".!(ICfT "¡::~Jf:
CALOUM-omE DILTi.t4 240MG CAPSULE CO

r'imG~ .ii.~'DrJt'Ii.- "i~:l. G~" 'i.i~;IÁ~'ÈCi~

0,25 MG PO allPI
. 40MG PO aD

",'EüN
REPlMENT PI CAOUM 6OG .\~T 0 TAlLET

t
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St..tus of Medication ..t Discherge

i
i

240 MG PO aHS

TEST
TEST
:EST
7EST
TEST

tlot- Hi. rrieiiaiio li cMg~
title Thi medcaln ha cMnQ

3MGPOaHS
ETH.NOW11t1E C OIPHE'ltfRAINE :5MG TAB
Wt4G po OAM
EV!STA
.100 MG PO aHS
AHTICONVULSAIl" GAAPIIIN lG'iG CASULE
1~'IF.OID AGENT! LEVOTHYF.D"mE lQOMcG TAiLET ~,:i McG PO aAM
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ViaHBalth CÎlrporatø

CompliancøHotlinø
announce .

We want to take ths opportuty to

indiduas who wish. toc'
anonymously or confidentialy report suspected
our new Hotle for

violations of our stadads of conduct, pplicies; ...

the:;

or laws and regutions. You should cal

to report compliance issues such
as suspected fraud, abuse,
or violations of patient
Hotle number

pnvacy.

The Hotlne number is a chanel avaiable to
days a year.

you 24 hours a day, 365

It is operated on ViaHealth's behalf by
National Hotl Servces, Inc.,

an . independent

firm.
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~~nnual Practice f~8nag8rs Conferenc9

,~r!d b.nnn uOUS8

;1uu ~pûh U '

On May 17, the Department of Physician Services hosted
their 2nd Annual

Practice Managers' Conference and Open House

at Rochester General Hospital. Over 100 practice managers and

community representatives from the Monroe County attended.
The event included the "RGH Showcase Exhibit" area of

over

30 departments and services. The follo\'V;ng four educational ses-

2006 Quarterly Staff Meetings

sions were presented in the T\vig Auditorium through the morning:

9/22, 12/16

"Excellence Every Day", "RGH l\Iaster Facilty Plan", Independent

Living for Seniors "Your Stay at Home Choices" and the "How

7:30-9:00 am Twig Auditorium

To's" of Intervie\ving and Contlict Resolution, Also available were

500/0 attendance recol1mended

tours of the newly renovated Clinical Laboratory Department and a
special presentation on "Babies and ~Iore' and tour of the \'X'omen's

for all attendÙigP!?'sicia1ls

Care L nit.
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Providing

~Iianges to laboratory Policy for

taboratfJry Reports to Patients

~ontacting Your Peers
Do jOtl !JaN tïGliu!t t~yiilg to ,?,(/in tom

By Deb Gia11bo

In the past the laboratory has provided copies of laboratory reports to patients
with the written approval of the ordering physician. The written
approval by the

Jj1ij/'JoÚr.fIIQJ)/ RGH ¡\JDS iJim;/it'/:¡

physician is a New York State Deparent of Health requiement. Up unti

CCS HOll) lieu ina"eaJ'ed (Oll/aä

recently we received about 20 requests per week to provide patients \\-ith copies of

il!!òmiatiol7. aiid it ~ç arm/able 24/7.

the number of these
requests has markedly increased to over 40 per day. It requies much manual
manipulation and intervention tò reproduce the requested reports and send them

Mary UJII McKeoiii, Medical S tail Ojtìí't ¡Ua'/~
9224259, Ma1),loii.nJckeoil'i(IJjahealth.org .

to the patients. The process of providi the laboratory copy to the patient is cre-

made by your RGH MDS Elected Members'
add additional contact information to f:hc CC

their laboratory reports. However, over

the last few months

atig a workload for our client services staff that is no longer manageable.

BegingJuly 1st, 2006, we wi no longer be able to provide ths service to
patients. We wi be diectig them to obtai the copy of the laboratory report

Starting the last week in March;

a reque

Directory was put into place. To \-iewthe dire,
tory, log

into CCS, clck on "View'~ (d~pp,d~

from the orderig physician's office. We apologize for any inconvenience ths may

box) and then

cause but we just canot keep up with the number of requests we are currently getting with our staff workload levels at ths tie. Thank you for your understanding
regarding this decision.

there you can search by las t i1am.~trn~

click

on "Staff Directoñ~'~;lrØl

department. etc.. ., ... . ,~,,~'~;::~,:
The information found in thi$:¿t~(:tÖi
which is omvaccessible
CCS
user~'is
J _ ' __' _to~,
...._.'
'_ base:
,_ .

on the information you have prorided rh
Office from your or.~ appJia¡

Medical Staff

RG" BariatricProgram Designated as Program
of rllRdicalExG811ence by Excellus BeBS
Rochester General Hospital is pleased to announce that it has been
awarded designation by Excelus BlueCross BlueShield as a Bariatric

Surgery Program of Medical Excellence. The attainment of this

award attests to the fact that RGH has met or exceeded
Excellus' criteria for quality performance in bariatric
(weight-loss) surgery.

Designated staff serving bariatricsurgical patients, including a dedicated
Medical Director

A full complement of consultative services and equipmenrrequired for
care of the bariatric surgical patient

· Primary Oftce Phone Number,.'"
· Primary Office "Back" PhoneN~~ .
· Primary Offce Fax NUn1ber,i';WBiá~,t;~~it:~~í

. Answering Service Number.. -, ::'

You are
asked to review dJcjii~mäÍol;
identified for yourself andi~t.~::~,i~~.~
requires any updating. :\J~''i''f;;,,~.uc~1

" hâ"ä,r~""'''':~
please contact me so tha(
r..~, ;.;,.,,;:...":
Ce num
II ers,.
b h
ome¡1lbcP'
nLl...~a."t.¡t.:~'~,~:ú
"':'.,¡.,;.
can be added but om" heJl
\r. ..'f'-:;
.::I,. .":'~'..,..'
pers~;al/~onfidential. ,\..,.. ':.
i ly appear on CCS, wheJl C

Ongoing qualty management and improvement programs

and death rates meet proven quality standards

Such a designation conIirms that RGH has developed a \vell integrated program that helps improve patient safety and provide multidisciplinary team support for bariatric surgery patients.

RGH's bariatric surgery program is led by Daniel Gah.in, DO, who sen'es as
medical director, and Flavia Gusmano, :\lD. It is located in the Medical Offce
Building at 1415 Portland .-henue, Suite 525. ?\Iore information about rhe pro-

Staff Office database.

An observation rli:1r) br:c"'_

jii...:~::è',
that each office is ask"' ~~r"',
relates to the ease \\1'l~."~~;~:
f,ø'.l-~/": ,':::

h.' .,111. ~~.~

P ,"sician peers can l. -t~d:'.;'&i(./'

oft~ce dirc:ctly. Your "')til1l4ri'~-

., ..~"....L,.-

alwa\'s be an allowa(iL ,:11",," d: ~:cJ,;
message that allows í" ,,1
phYSician communic:III'

. , (' _..'

gram can be obtained by calng 922-2900.

.. .

. --: - '-..,--'-----.n-.-_"--.,-~."'.,...

. ;',' ~.

. ",~: _.' - _ . _" ~'\'~~_J

ed by mu otherwise - rll~( iJi- '..

Organized and supervised support groups
Abilty
of patients to
maintain weight loss
Numberof operations

enhanced directory now includes:",::\~i;,;.,:,:::~'

.tht
.r-.t:go~~~~
. ..'.contact number appearimr,in..
..,.,".

The established standards include the following:

.
.

tion, your reappointment app!icatio6-'nri.n:

updates you have since communc;ttd. TJ:

. - -. . . -

,".:':-.:
.
.: . ".' "", - -'.
- ~- -'- ", '" . .

:..:..~~.'.~-~',..,,~~'-."'.~'..::~~-~--. ,~._.~.. ._~~. -_.._- .~.

'i - ri f ' .,-'

. , trM (\1.. I l t " .

1\" unûata on GRIPA Connac ' lJ inica inagraiuui

~~rant money ~ ~~¥ho tucall, enrollment update, tech ¡tQVietV, anu... ree Din
"

,

One source for GRIPA Connect
Kelly Taddeo

Questions on the contract shou.ld be
directed ro KdlyTaddeo (ste conract
information above) or Dr. Eric Nidsen,

Kelly Taddeo, GRI PA Director of
Provider Relations and Nerwork Services,

via emai at
585-922-3062 or
Eric.Nidsen~GRIPAconnect.com.

\","ill sptarht:ad rhe Clinica Inregration
Physician Enrollment Process. Kelly "vii

NYS recognizs GRIPAConnert

questions and enrollent: contact

contact physicians, be responsible for
contracring acrivities, and be rhe poinr
person for questions about Clinica
Integrarion.
Kelly has worked for GRIP1\ for six

"ears and in the ViaHealrh System since
í997. She has exrensive experience with
physician
education
activities and
contracting
iniriatives and
works closely
with physicians,

hospitals and
insurance
partners.
Contact Kelly

at 585.922.1543 or at

KcU).:racMeo&'G RlPACo

nnccl.

co m.

GRIPA Connect enrollent npdate
\'íe arc in ihe pl"xess of building the

with $227,835 grant

coming "together
the right reasons

this
A
Connect Oinica Integrarion. Twentysix regional health
care networks across

the state received $52.9 milion in grnt
avvards as part of New

York's Heal(h Infor-

marion Technology (HIT) Initiative. We
will use the grant to defray rhe considerable costs of the rechnology infrastrucrure
we're building to facilirate clinical
imtgration.
:'\ O'ranr
waS ,ilso awarded (0 rhe
'"

Rochester Regional Health Information
Organization, or RHIO. tor a
co~munir)"-\,,,'ide data exchange nt:rwork.
Wlë've had sevèral questions fIom

Fhysicians aiidomt:rs about how GRIPA
Connecr and the RHIO nerwork will \'\ork

(Ogerhn The RHIQ project is in irs wiy
".i7-lies( sragts; \'\7e'vt l1let \\"irh and will
e'-,nrillUt" to b", in l"omIlunic:irion with

you posr",d :IS WI" learn müre.

imaÚng b;iliries ba\'e a4:ed us (0

Physicians

GRIP

physiciam in rht nem'ork so rh,\( rh.::y can

trom healdi care providers. Sev'cra! Lib and

- ~~ j .- '., .

WTe were pleased to be notifed of

grant for the implementation of

'Kc~ier.~re dlt prrJcl'ss of l"nr011 ing:

wi~b P';ITaI mid beginning (t "popularc-" d-it

,,
'I '::. '.:!

for all

kadersof rhe RHIOro :iddn-s$ (his
qUt"srion and odi,:rconcells rhar will arisc.
Òur primary gc"il wirh GRIPA CÙJ1Ilfl"t
is (0 make high-quality pfacrÏct' ,.asier and
mor", d'ficit'nrtor ph)'sicians, and ",,,\vill
r,cni,iin iè,custd on rh,u glj:lJ. \,\',- wjJjh'l;p

dara ri'posiroiy \,,'irh parient intormarion

GRIPA

managemeneof records. DOQ~IT team
lleinbc:rs wil

perform a 30-niinute slUvey

dr your offc~ in 2006 and again in 2007. Ie

is a free s~rvice to you. You can opr our of
(he agreement at ::~yciine. '\Ve have already
sent out Participation Agreements for your
signaturè, and urge

you

to

sign up quickly

if YOll have an intere-st.
Have we treated

you

to diruer yed

\\7e contÍnl1cto hosr olir series of

dinner meerings to givephysiciaiisan
in-dtprh vii'\';- of Ctinicalln tegral'ion and
how ir wil work roimprovt' qua1iry of CUe

,ind dhcitncy in your pra..rice-s. These aI'e,mall garhcèrings\vherc qiic,:;tiOns and a
frank dis('ussion are eiicoiiragtd.

tÚI :is:;red rhar dlç!, ,1ft' "haring p;uiçllr

.lara appropiiudr, wirh rhl' con:'ent of
providing phpiciam.
As a H'SUÜ. we haw already :;ê"ll our
Enrollment Conrracrs tor i-lc\"iew,ind

,igiiing. \';;e art including ,in Exú.urivt.
Summar)" ,:;fihe contracr:;o roii C:.il gain

Moving toward technology a little
help for the process
\'Ve are :iigning oLlselves wirh an

I PRO program c:iUed Docror's Offce

voue-an rtgiSrt1r online, for the Iarc:st on

~li,res .ind times. ks \'I.ww.GRIPAconnecr.

(Don-IT),
'- ,,11ich will :isse,s rt:iclinl'ss of
:'1du.lr primary care pracricö ¡or d,ccroni("

!),)inrs. f'kast l(.d free to COl1r,lCt us ir- \",;,u

h".ilrh re(en:/:

¡i~-;vc ~1i1r 1_il1l.~:ai()ll:; ~d::i_:~iir (h\~ í~i.)ntj-al."('

This i, nor ;¡ 1..'-ltIldll,1U -:fCRIPA
Cc,nli':C¡ rarriciparion, bur \w. ,,:-:pccr

p:ül'i':'Îpanrs. ¡he :"jUli\'' '.''-ç CUi !i,iye th¿-

p()r(,il ',:'lxt:ai0nal. \""f' :lIe (ar::,:çring biind1
'if ¡he 1";,iraJ in hi.: ~!liim,~r.

Sl"prember 14 and September 26. But WI'
J'cècommt'ud you check 0iir web sire, ",..hae

Quality - Intormarioii Technolog:y

:: 'iui¡;k iinikr,randing: of the imponanr

TI-i :'c)c,ntr .,,\'t' ,::1n re;!ch a cririGi11l,L's 'Jt

Pleast join us! \Vè \."Uffê"nrly have-

mee-rings scheduled for July 13, August i 0,

ir will hdp yo

,'(\ll. Dinner l1èt.ings art gc-nera.ly beld ar
rile Dd ~1onreLodgt in Pitrsford. y,)U ,':11

,tl,() RSVP byconracring Kdly Tddd,"j.

Ll-aiid uS..-...bd(er lInde-r-

"r:ind rh(, áforr li;qu¡red and Ix,~jdîr:; ro h:
~Jjn,:d in movin:; ro dc-cuonic
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Cynthia Chrsty, MD
President, 1)22-4028

Richard Constantio, MD
Prc:sident,Elen, 922,3496
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..,' A' NEW S LET T E R FOR THE M E Die A LAN D DEN T A t

.;STAFF OF ROCHESTER GENERAL HOSPlTAL
. -~~'-..' -:.'~ j~ "'-'.~' - '. ",~~' '-'--~-..~ ~,..:, -~ "," -'.' '.:..."; .:. -' " ", -. ... . - ;'~'- ... ..-",..:,_.~- .' .. ;. ",. "-~~~;:::',~ ;
c".'~

A:.: -":.,M8ssågå
fr th8I'8sidBitcYthili ChrÎsty. .MD' .. ,
. .' :( _ ::..: ..',- ",.,.,'" . - . .' .',",", . .-; :. -, ,:"_- "-:-.:; " ': -". _ '. " '- ',' Yf.'-.-;' :.:':'_ _' ::" ::,''--: ':".. .: ~ '. '_',. : -'.,: :" - .-" '. i
The f()ll9Winikiêfèisan êXpíånati6rioÜher;;~9l\~c1c¡jikeC9fd ~tispensibripròcess, Arevi~~t

Unda Rice, l\ID
Past-President, 266-0"30

Robert Mayo, MD
Secretary,

922-4707

Stephen Ettinghausen, MD
Treasurer,

922,4715

T. Jeffrey Drnochowski, MD
2(i6-84il 1

Robert George, MD

__~l¡'lilil

resp~dive Çfiç£.Tf.tle.rëi;ords .Me. n~tcó~~te~d and~e,M~mb~ i881lpendect'8chediiill:i)
ofacIiliòns an(f8~Q:' \yU QC)td.-bèpêiittêël.)'\ttle rèCOÏIendtiop,Qf'me ROH. rvIDS-,~

Elected. M~bersaid'approv:ed!iy:the .RGtll\SMedical Board the liftÏgofthe" suspension,,~

be lifted. '

requires that alavaiblê rredcal reêôtd$beconipleted for the-suspension to

.:.+2~l.il-+(J

Joseph Kurnath, ),lD
Ú':1-u400

Chang8s, to thø,.M8diCal R8COrdSusPê.nsion PrOCøBS

Ronald Sham, MD

. ApdHø\P
Jb8yEffBct YOII'
..",

'j22-40211

Pamcía Sullvan, MD
~.'22-jf-4()

Maurice Vaughan, MD

The Medic_al Board of the RGH Medical'~O~taÏ St~ff recently approved soine very important
changes to the Mèdic:ù Record. Suspension pn,cess,thatyoumusr.be aware.of. Oqè . '

exampleof the chae,istbat\VheriYou are plac:e~on suspension,yoii IIuSt.. ,'. . -,~~.,.-t.;~i'-"

.~3S-2-:0(1

Michael Jacobs, MD
("Ij,ill1i" q/ FrlnrliJ

24íï pi-rYSICiA.~

HOTLINE NUMBER:

~:~~:::t:i.lle:e.:r~,~.'.or:C~;~~io:.ö~o!ti;. ~er::.an.u~:.-.s,. =,~h:;:~:~:: ',IA. _~,r-11i. :':.' ....

indicatedbeow and will be put into placestarting AuguSt 10, 2006.-'-!;'-~:;"--.._ " ,,

The weekly¡¡otification of incomplete medical records that is maied each Tuesday \\il now state
the number of deficiencies as well
letter wil

a22-¿!414
DIRECT _ill\HSSION
NUMBER:

822-7333
Saturday August 5, 2006

RGH ~IDS
FA.i\IILY FUN

have your records puled prior to you

coming in to HL\f.
\~'hen incomplete
records are puled for physii:ans prior to them coming into HIM, they wil be
organzed into 3 categories: Unbiled/ROI,Delinqiient/\~íirnig, and Incomplete; The categories
\\;) be marked

by labeled lamnated sheets. .

The HIM departent wi e-mai to the Department Chiefs a list of al RGH MDS Members that
receive 11 warníg lettet.
The Medical Staff

MARl YOUR CALENDARS

as continue to state the number of medical records. Ths

also indicate to cal the HIM Clerk at 922,4232 to

Office wil contact the Member's office when th warning letter is siged not-

fying the physician of the potential' suspension.
\l'heoHL\freceives the certified receipt of delvery from the suspension letter mailed to the RGH

MDS Member, HIM\\il contact their offce.
The suspension letter wil now include the following statements:

o Suspensions in place for greater than 3 months are subject to RGH MUS
Corrective Action.
o $50 is payable to the RGH MDS for each 30 days the suspension is in place - not

EVENT

to exceed 90 days.
o Suspended MDS Members may not admt patients and or perform surgery or

&dJester Rhinos

procedures. In addition, schedul of admissions and/or surgery wi not be

at tbeir iwi' park.
.\lore details to /òllo¡i(

permitted.
Two .days prior to suspension, the Chief wil contact the ;\Jember as a reminder of impending sus'
pension.
Coiitjllfed 011 pc¡(!e 2.

Changøs to the M8dical Record Suspønsion Procøss, coot
ED wil be included in the communcation to the departments of current suspensions.

Any suspended RGH MDS Member wi be notied each week of their suspension status.
On the day the suspension occurs, HIM wil contact the Member to notify them they are suspend,
ed.

Updatø on P

god Constru
a)' G(/ry Siiith, Director SIIPPo

Coiit(/ä l'\.lilllber 9224251

The RGH MDS Member wil remai suspended unti al avaiable medical records are com-

On Thursday July

plete.
A letter siged by the RGH Medical and Dental Staff President and RGH CEO Representati,"e
wil be issued to the suspended :Member notifying them. that the suspension was lifted and the

13th, the side entrance to \: ,.

Building from the ramp

effecti,"e date.

garage '\\-;11 be closed per-

Names of those RGH MDS Members suspended for medical records wi be posted in a promi,
and HIM Department.
nent spot in the Medical Staff Office

manantly.The exterior

the Parnall Office

entrance into the

Hinshaw Buiding as well as th
Access to CCS is important for you to assure your abilty to keep your medical records updated.
If you ha'"e not secured CCS access thoug your home or offce, please contact Mar Lou McKeown,
in th Medical Staff Offce and she wi arrange ths for you. Mary Lou maybe reached at 922-4259 or

entrance on the ground floor "ior
1ft' '

close, as construction of the .1loc'neste1:

Pa" 'li
on is rea
. ydtoTh
start.92"
ere 5,\6*2
-ëiGH

marylou.mckeown~viahealth.org. For Medical Records completion, CCSalows'you to electronicaly

barrir wals put up to close off th 2¡;~.\65:;

edit and/ or sign al transcribed reports typed by HIM and electrOnicaly sign the Patient Visit Sumary
(PVS) (codi summary). You can also view your list of incomplete records in CCS (those that are

mentioned areas, along with the '~~'n'oel.feii
signage to alert patients, \-;sitors

deliquent are highghted in red).

on how to get to their location

Also a remider - al entres to a medical record must include a legible signatue and contact num-

good work.

building. 1\ new emergency exit wa
ed on the ground floor in what use
Dr. Henion's suite. This was reciuii¡

If you have any ciuestions or concerns regarding these changes please contact one of the RGH
.\IDS Elected Representati,"es.

Code and is not to be used as a g¿
exit. It takes you out of the buildinl

ber. This contiues to be monitored by RGH l\IDS for compliance and you are asked to keep up the

leads back to the main entrance \

~hai1g8s to Your 3GH Directory
For those vf you who access to the ViaNet, don't forget the on-line directory in Departments and
Medical & Dental Staff. For those of you who do not have access to the ViaNet, there is a monthly excel
directory available for you upon request. Contact .\fary Lou :\fcKeown at 922-4259 or marylou.mckeo'\vn(§viahealth.org.
::~r."'-i"l
~-~;~~,~"£oi~"0 .."., -I
. .....;¡.
.""1.. :~
".~;¡; ¡¡ ..',-¡¡Plli 'i1~ ....

\'\'e have our \'('ay Finding Stall

place at this time. They will be coni
trating their efforts around the P~

, i

Office Building to assist patients and ~
ers in getting to their appointmeì

These changes wil have the follo\\1
impacts:

,

Patients will ha,"e to use the lobbvo ~l

Sanjiv Amn, MD

Harp Deol, DDS

Amr Moheet, MD

Courtesy, Pediatrics
501 Elmwood ..\,'e Box 651

.\ttending, Dentistry
i 51 Sully's Trail #2

Attending, Medicine/Hospitalist
1425 Portland Ave Box 287

Rochester 14642 585-275-2972

Pittsford 14534 585-248,36i2

Rochester 14621 585-922-906i

Stephen Bauer, MD

Sean Halgan, MD

Jil Nikas, DDS

Attending, Pediatrics

.-\ttending, Dentistry

1425 Portland "-\ve

;\ttending, Family Pnictice/
Internal ;\1edicine & Pediatrics

200 \X'hite Spruce Blvd.

\Vay finders wil direct them from thi
ground floor and first floor down tb,\
lobby concourse into the Parnal oil
wil assist them in wheelchairs to geil

Rochester 14621 585-922-4698

T7 Sully's Trail

Rochester 14623 585-424-5i10

into the building if needed. ~.

Wilam Bowen, MD

Pittsford 14534 585-389-6010

Carl Reynolds, MD

..\ttending, Radiology

Seung Hur, MD

1425 Portland Ave Box 226

Courtesy, Medicine/ :\mbul:rory

1425 Portland .\\"e Box 28i

Rochester 14621 585-922-3222

215 Fair St.

Rochester 14621 585,922,5067

Attending, i\edicine/Hospitalist

~e'\'rk 14513 315-331,6636
)~~'H;:n~~ ~j'~~t~tHtl

...jL.¿ni~;:iß'" ~~I ~ iiU ~ü'O

the hospital to get to the P~,rn:

OfflCe Building, or they can g1

dropped off at the front entrance. ;

.. thi~d alternative ~nd re,commendedl
one tor Pamal Patients is to use the~'
Valet sen'ice from the Main Lobby on
the hospital.

PamaU Staff will ha\"e to use the hus,;',

pital lobby, or the Parnall front ~'.
entrance as ""ell to reach the buildil1¡!.

Change ro Inacriye Status

Imelda \facDonald, :\fD - Inacti,-e/Resigned

Dorrie-Susan Barrington, :\ rD - Inacri\'e,' Resigned

Richard :\hniace, ~P - fnacti,'e/Resigned

or concerns about these updates. Thöe

Gary R, Green, :\fD - Inacti\'e/Resigned
Leila Kjrdani-Ryan, \fD - In:ctin::,iResigncd
feannetre Koster, ~P - Inacti,'e/Resigned

Scott :\lattoon, RP.-,C - Inactive/Resigned

walls may not be totally in pI:ce until the

Da\'id Ox!e~, \1D - Inacti,'e/Resigned

afternoon of the 13th. Thank YOU

Vernon LIAelèSS, D:\rD - Inactiyt;Emeritus

Robert Sinkin, \fD - In:icti\'e/Resigned

7''7~'~-' '~'~~~"~~'¥K:-:rS?;1~

Please call if there are any questions

Cynthia Reddeck, \fD - Inactive/Resigned

.~-:~_'.::~ "~.:i~'~7-:~:?'J? ':,."!:( '0 "¡:"_'~\_~.'::.._L:_ ,.~:_.::..?" ;" '~':_::,~;' :,,,-. ";;..,', . r~"' , ~,' ~ _~' ""''-i
.~.~:;/_;:~:._~:::-~_.:. . :";.- ":' ,- ~-- - '-' '" .,',.'....D,.-._.,.........,.,"=..;;..~...::....._..~.'.-.:..~._...,'~--...~..,...".
.",o-~.-'" -'-"", ,,; ,c.... ,. ..;~';. ;.~.-:~.~:i~.:- ',., '_, ,;~:.ç-:;:~:;.~:.5!., ~'.;;.,',.::x~.:-. ;: =. _ '_~= . =.,-- ~ '-~~,;r"
:i-;;:~;:':f.l.:-r- ~~£:':_~.

COMBA TING ERRORS AT THE "HAND-OFF"
Dangerous errors and oversights can occur in the gap when a patient is moved to another
unt or turned over to a new nurse or physician durg a shift change. There is growing evidence that communication breakdowns during such transfers are the single largest source of

medical errors. The Joint Commssion on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations is
requig hospitals to establish standards for hand-off communcation and break down long
standi cutural differences in the exchange of patient information between physicians and

nurses.

Hospitals generaly have some hand-off procedures but they tend to be ad-hoc arrange-
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ments that vary from unt to unt or even from nurse to nurse. Many hospitals have just begun

to implement new checklsts, forms and routines. A few hospitals, however, have been ahead
of the pack borrowig communication strategies used in aviation and the mitary where handoff faiures can be devastating. The non-profit lnstitute for Healthcare Improvement is working with hospitals on a communcation model known as SBAR - an acronym for Situation,

Background, Assessment and Recommendation - adapted from a program used to quickly
brief nuclear submariners durg a change in command.
· S: Describe the Situation~ In a few seconds get someone's attention.
· B: Background. Provide enough information to give the listener some context for the
problem
· A: Assessment. Give vour assessment of the overal condition.

· R: Recommendation. Give your specific recommendations.
Kaiser Permanente, which operates 30 medical centers, has pioneered the use of this

model to help nurses and physicians quickly organize their thoughts and convey the most critical information in just 60 seconds. The Veterans Administration is funding development of a
hand-off tool for medical teams using simiar principles at its hospitals.
"A hand-off is a precision maneuver but, in medicine, it has been left to happenstance",
said Richard Frankel, a professor of medicine at Indiana University. Reduced work hours for
residents may have reduced some errors due to physician fatigue but the number of hand-offs,
due to shorter shifts done without precision, has increased.

la'
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The University Health System Consortium, an allance of 95 academic medical centers,
recently published guidelines on how best to comply with the Joint Commission standards,
including using programs such as SR-\R. This fal, the consortium \vil offer its members an
online traing program for residents, "Do No Harm", which wil include strategies for improving hand-off communication. The SBAR "quick brietìng" model can help O\-ercome differing
communication styles such as nurses who might give long, descriptive reports and physicians
\vho might say, "just give me the headlines" and don't want a nurse's opinion.
Some large medical centers with electronic medical records, such as Brigham and Women's
Hospital have used a computerized sign-out system so a standard set of information can be
exchanged every time. Kaiser, again, has developed a Nurse Knowledge exchange computer
program which alows departing nurses to create customized electronic reports on patients for
the incoming nurses, such as lab results or medication changes. j\fercury MD, the producers of
;\1 Data that many of us are using, has de\-eloped a hand-off module for the PD.-\, which
includes care team, summary of relevant patient information and a shared task list.
In almost aU serious a\'oidable episodes of patient harm, communication failures playa
central role, which is \\-h1' teaching caregivers "structured communication" is of the utmost
imp()rtance.
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How technology fits in your offic8:
GRIPA Connecttl Clinical
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Integration takes a customized approach
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Our technology fits ,,'our practice.
not the other way around
Wt: understand that rhe details of our

rcchnology impkmclHation ,..ii be critical
to thi: usabiliry ,md succL'Ss of the GRIPA
Connect'-.' wcb portal. Our Director of
Information Technology. Vicky Viglucci, is

overseeing a customiz.d approach to each
docror's offce implemt~ntatiun so that the

:"J\
On the oasis of our findin¡;s, we will
di:vdL'P a cuswmiz~:d plan for impk:ment-

ing the GRIPA Connect wd, porral in
your office. "This is not a mass rollout, ~
says Vicky. "We are going to (reat each
,ifficc as a unique implementation. and
hdp our physicians wirh individual solutions to their issues."

technology wil, as Vicky says, ~make your

A dedicated team of professionals

life L'3ier, not harder. ~

wil provide guidance and support
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Physicians coming together

for all the right reasons

Each offce wíl have a Technology
Team consisting of an Account Manager
(who will oVtrsee your implementation

and he your single point of conran), a
Technology Trainer (who wíl get you and

y,iur office sraff up and running), and a
'T~~dinologisr, who wiII he sure (hat your
cuniputns, )'()ur wil':s, .ind your wireless
:)dWi)rk ,111 work £0g~'rh,'r.

This multidisciplinary team will cumc

keyboard, or as ii "wri(ing" or rnudi-s~'nsirive r:ihli:r. Ir will include a i"iig-lif~' ¡"ttr.:ry
,111.. a yi~ar Df iinri-viriis prnt,-ction.

l,) uiid..rs¡and Yl'li r "flìü', Y"li r sr,Üf, )',-u r

nd"\')rki .lnd your use uf (hl: wch p¡irral.

"Tile great thing about a cornputar

'~ny sufficiently advanced i'3ChroliJÇJY

"r'u
.:t"", 'i.'to 't 'i' "'--si"t "1 I)'i-'-'-r
'jd ''' lJli Ii i! t ~Ui::, í yt~ \ ~iJi.

;s l!J(listinCjuisliaIJ!e from magic."

Vicky Vigliicci, Director
Information Teclinology. GRIPA

First step: understanding where you

¡lee on the technology continuum
D(;.:s \',-,ur .,ttìc,' .ilrcidy Iial'i' ~n Ek..-

---Ä.rtliur C. Clarke.

'Profiles of Tiie

r..'....rd, (i;í ~~.Hii.'nr$? 0\\ Y':.l. U:-i.:..ï-:l(lil (\)

'_','Ililuiii,:;Hi, ..v!(h ,;,(her pranin's ,)r ...,Iy
.,tri, dy i 'll f~ix ;iiid ~,i1lIl': c:lls?
Tlh"l' ,Hl' (he kind ,)t qiii'srilins wi.'11
he ;i-kin;; wlll1l )'uur LRIPA C"iniw(.r
l'(,diIII
'.Ic,:y T,~aJl first eills nil y"iur "ffiCl~
,utT. \X,-l,ïl ,")ndlld ,i lurdwarc a"Si'~~mcnr
(II 1IIld.T,r:1nd wh:ir c',Hiipiit.'r "'luÌl'llwlir
¡rid lld'.,)rks ;1" ,11rc;i-.ly iii use ,.I \'iiiir

J1\,-;S ,if tIie pe'n:iL" '.1)',' Viik)', "¡hat di~,~:'ri

,:,dling m lip r" ',i)': '\X'h:ir's ii,,;,t: \'\'11-11
;",111 We :;.. di-' lk:ir ii,'', t:';lrlirL~' \,\i..

',II;.:krst.1iid dut ;.i.l1eratini; ¡h,ir I.vd
..)f ,.:\LjrL.iii..~n( t.'; going (\) ri:qliin:.i L.(.\f

':.lJe and dfnrr '.'n "ur parr (,J m.ikc (he
rr:insiti..'n sc:iink..s and "a,S\."

Fiir ,~ich GRIPA C,innn:t p.1lricipatini:

Or;;~iiiiz,iri(;ii (\\'CPOi. CRIPA will

t:!l n,,'g:il;ir. i\:pcHin'g r;i.'..k~: rbi~ ~;:'~r~-ins

i ¡",per dr "kerr, :ii,'¡ :!i,ir ~.""L1 lUi'l\'lid:' li'"

.__.._-~:,::"..¡

'"\'f,: JfL Ih)t ~nlí1g ti.~ ',,:t up th..~ p.:,rt..!.
,I)', " "1~'S Vicky.

~,hig you in, :iiid \\J.lk ..IV

'.'Our ni..idi. i~ "ne of ,,'iipldl', rriil"

I.. IltJ i.\" i.JI.1
1.,.1 ,-...11,,1;
;'Cìf'''I''IJ'+'::rs
:;re i:'~(";:ri¡hli/
'",,¡ ..~~'..

accurate, and stupid, Hur;-2.n i)S:¡'-,;s

,lie incredibly Slu'H, i:ia.ccuidte, 2nd
,:-:i¡iant, TCÇjetlier ::',8j '¡!'1, ",;,.':,:;'T il

pr,'vid.: ,1 Lihk( c' 'l1f'lIr.. fr~c "t ..h:1I;;,',

llll (.ibkt wiJI hi' JIl Iß.\:1 ThiiikP:i,, X41,
,\'i¡h.i i.iliil' .,t,lppri\,illarei~, Si~)¡!li, y"u
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in any "thcL in which W'Us'~': prieiits,
,\lrlwu:;h '~'ldi "th\:e will he ri'sp"nsililc
f,," c.'nii~'ctiii¡; (" di,' lmnnd. \\,: will r,,li.lppy (" pri ,vi,k glii,Liii.-."

tl'chiiiiloi;y. ,ind CRIPA, ,He ¡wrl' (0 SiT\'';
,)lir physicians ,md dwir p,irii'lIts."

The basics: a computer and a
connection to the Internet

".W..i ,:r' j,,:,I.',- ",,'ii ,h :','lIf ,r.ff" kn,f, ,/
..( ,.,inpui, r~ Jl1lili~~ ih" ,¡V\'¡'ì~i' d:n' ,¡nd

\Vl: will ',ilsn ,~'r up .1 ivir,:k..~ ii.:¡-\\.,.I'k

nlst"J1llr Siippl.rr. \X\, iiiiik(~¡aiid ¡ha(
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"';\'l' waIl r physicians .ind r1i-ir staÚ'"
r,) h.: s" J,'I¡:;IHni wirh rh," "'iS'' :IIld lIS,'tuJ-

f'hysiciaii \\'ii" is a incinh~~r "f rhe R, ,d1'
,:~rer Gi'ncral Phy~iàill5 Org:ininri,,1l
'RCPO) ,or rhi: \'\,iync Cniiiiry Ph:-siáiii~
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or heavier. ~
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In )2ae ¿t

Sincerely,

g;1~
Sam

Gre8tings from Cindy Christy, MD
As fal approaches we are saying goodbye to Sam Huston who has served '_'
admirably as our CEO for the past 6 years. I would like to express my thanks for the.. ,
resuscitation and rejuvenation of our hospital and ViaHealth. He ,,,il be missed, but "
for a job well done.
wil continue to stay involved with the Foundation. Thanks Sam
\'('e also welcome Mark C. Clement as our new CEO. He comes to us from
Boston where he led Caritas St. Elizabeth'sl\ledical Center, a SOO-bed medical cen- .
ter ,vith major teaching and research programs and an academIcaftìliation ,,'itb Tufts
in hospital
University :\Iedical SchooL. He brings more than 2S years of experience
administration with him and has alreadv met with members of the :\IDS Ex(:cutiy,e
Committee to learn about our issues and insights.

In CaSH You

:onstruction Update from Safety and SBcurity

HaVBn't "Bardll

I), Gar)' S, Smith, Se11ior Director, Suppo11 Smites

, On Sunday, August 20, 2006, Construction Services closed the-~~
;round t1oorconnector coming in from the Pordand Ayenue ramp "..~. ~/'
~rage. The "Lobby Connector" is now the only way in from the "r""'~!.
~arage for the duration of the Polisenn Pavilon construction project. ~'

Imaging is celebr
Diagnostic
two years of RlS/PACS! We have
cess

fully moved from hard copy fi

softcopy viewing. During our transi
time several tlngs ha'\-e occurred \vh

lhis entrance \'vll be locked at 8:00 pm daiy and opened by 5:00 am. To gai

~ntrance after hours, you wil need to have an ID card that is programmed. If you presendy
'lave an ID, we just need to hear your request to have access. Please provide tls information
to ~ary Lou in the Medical Staff Office. If you do nòt have an il, please go to the Carter
Street Ramp Garage office located on Level 1. They \vil also be able to program your il for
any access that is needed at that tie.

Physicians that are comig into the hospital after hours on emergencies can go direcdy to
the Emergency Deparonent to park. See the Safety and Security offcer workig in the area, who
wil direct you to a space. If for some reason, there is no space avaiable and an overrun of vehicles, you may be directed to park in the garage and wal in through ED.

makes the \"e\ving of images faster, si
pIer and easier for our Referring ph;

cians. Let me explain.... - ..'
Images may be ,-iewed in one of t\
ways. First, is via the DirectView iC(

~cb~

located on the Desktop of a Clc :..ietlc,
"i:i\Viewig Station. These stations It 'loici
located in ED, al ICUs, 4400, OPD, th

:'85.

Physicians Lounge and Radiology. Th

FØ

wil take you directly into the PACS \Vel

\".r

product. After you access the PACS \\e~

Wayfinders

the fastest way to view a patient's image:

construction project to assist
The hospital has employed contract "\,,rayfinders" during the

is by inputtg the medical record num,
alway:
)i. HO\..cver, of course you can

patrons comig into the hospital in gettig to their destination, with al barriers and redirected
routes that have been put up. These indiyiduals work for American Valet Parkig and are on duty
6:30 pm Monday through Friday and 9:30 am unnl 6:00 pm on weekends.
from 6:30 am unti
the POB, and the upper

query the system by patierit name.
The RlS/PACS administrati,-c tear
the OR's efforts to brin
is supporting

and lower leyels of the ramp. We have also increased our valet service extensively to accommo-

PACS images to the OR. \"\'e arc awai
that 'CO\'V'S' or Computers on \'iiheel

date patient prki from the POB. Valet runs from i:OO am unnl5:30 Monday through Friday.

have been

They can be found al around the construction project, specifically in

Starting on August 21st, the service wil be available right in front of the POB. For any questions regarding parking, way tinding or safety and security, please call Gary Smith at 922-4251

placed in the OR so that sur,
geons may \-iew images during surgery
either from RGHor via a cd-rom from
another facilty. \'('e understand that there
are additional plans to add wal-mounted
moruturs. The RlS/PACS infrastrucrurc

'nfi~1 =:'~E ::"".IT'''FJ

~llbWI i t~ tU Un

is capable of supporting ,-vhichever view'

ing options are selected.
)' ,\ fichlii: L. jam/H, AID

Method Two

This will be the bst edition to be produced under my supervision. Oyer the last seyeral years,
Dth at Genesce and Rochester General Hospitals, FORUM has been a vehicle for tbe ;\;Iedical &

lental Staff to communicate with its members.
I n both settings, the hospital has either contributed to or completely sponsored the production
f this news communication. For the most part, both administrations haye maintained a "hands-

. L ~ '

is via CCS. Within

the CCS application, under Clinical
Reports, a User wil noticc an icon that
n:sembles a Rib Cage. \'('hen a r.:porI
has been generated and signed tor a srudyselection of

this icon will take roll inro

ff" attitude to the content, for \vhich I heartily thank them alL.

the PACS \X'ebfor image viewing.

Clianges to content and style O\'er the years has been remark:ble, and the most remarkable of
II is the decreased need for political comment. In no small measure, the lowered leye! of conttO-

On ~londay, August ¡th, the department tinaUy went completely sottcopy:

ersy in (he bst few \'ears can be attributed to the good work of Sam Huston. Thank YOU Sam we

i.e. tilm or paper will be printed ", ,n

.ope your successor can carryon in the same manner.

demand"; othcl"vise images are a\',iihible
either on cd-fCm or \'ia une uf ih.. mt:huds described abon:.

has been most

Dr. P:iI1 SuUi\"an has worked with me from carl\' 011 at RGH, and her insight

aluahh:. ()f course, we all know tliat :\lary Lou ~lcl(eown actually is the impe~s for this producinn, Thank \'oll" \lary Lou,
T.) my ,~rc';1r s:1tisfacriol1, Dr. Peter \'an Brunt Ì1:1S :ign:ed to join Dr. Sulli\':m in producing this
ic:'.Y~pap(;r. His (:xp.:rie!1c(; .is Presid.:nt of the :\li.diöl & Dem:il Staff, and all rì1at e:mails, \\'ill :ilJo',\'

iim grc:ar..r und¡;rsr:"l1Jin¡r i)f rhe: nuan((:s of r!i.: FORC\l.
FORL':\I '..15 cor.cei':ed :i~ .In inJep..ndenr which: for \kdical & D¡;nral St:1ff communiciri'!n
,;od h.i~ 11;,if1;iin..d that indq:iend(;l1ce throu¡rÌ1 ~..\':r:il adminisrrations. 1 anticipare that rhi. ni:\\" c'di"~riot! ~::', if ...!!! cirr\' on Tn:¡¡ Tradition.
\\'iti-i :-l-:;~nk~, i-i)r ¡hl..: pri\:ik:gi. qf ~l.ryiri~ !r. ~hi~ rl)~.iT!I.ì!T.

'....~F-:.;"~..:;~T:.-. '.i~:~:",':"_~ : .~:r;'~':"1'??-tl~~~Fl(B~;'-~rr~~E~t;~?Yi.~l~~~~~:'.¿,~j~:~~~:;f:~::-~:~~~~~~~~lll~1~1¡r_f¡~~

To g::1in access into either indhi ,d.
une need only ban': a \'iat'kalth :,((:",:nt
and pc:rmissionsfrom the RIS: P\L:Otticc (922-:5922/29::('/ S 1:; ï;, Tr:i;nin~

and/ur instructions un hl)'.v tlJ u~c::ithll
application may he "rr:'l1getÌ hy c:,;¡¡:'."
tlie5c numhers as \\"c:i. \\ 'i: '1': hc:'~' tri
liF,LPi

\

tCmll\NNOUtl&£S &El\lll&l\nOtl Of f"\iS
CCHrf (C"tifi"rioo Como""ioo ¡." H,,¡th'''' 10ro,mario T"hnlog) announced ,e,,,dy at a
p"'" coof""''' ~1,h Mi",ao",,,'ittCS. Secr"' of He,¡'h ",d H""'' Se""'" th' fi'" grup of "ve-

". ,,,tifæd EHR pwdu"'. CCHrf i, ,he ""og"d authOO". in th U.S. fo' ","~-I d"""'"' h,'¡,h

re,",d.. Se" ",avitt endo",d th, ",rifi"tiooPW"" ",d,mph"ued ,he impo,"o" of d"tton" hea'"

r
i
L

,,,o,d, ro impW" h,,¡th"'" d'li,~'Y. Sio" the ioiti'¡ ",ooun~' ro"' additioo'¡ p,oduct h,,'e heen "'-

,
I

rified.
M"k"'''1tt, MD. ,hai' of CCHrf, ,aid that "ph),ici"" who p","'a" ,,,tif,ed pwdu," h,,~ th' ,,,"'-

"''' ,hat th'y hav' heen ,,,i,.,d hy , p",d of iudge, iodudng p",tici phy"ci"", ,.d ,hat ,hey ,re heing

,,-.uate '1'''' ,uod"d, ",bYP'0fe',;oo'¡' in th, fiel,.d .u",,,fuy pdo",d with p,wuc, f,om i"ge
aod .ro ,omp""""" Th' go'¡' of CCHIT pwdu" ",tifi"tioo "e to teu" ,he ti,k of HIT inv"'un""
by pby'ici"",.d oth" p,m1dm; ro en"''' io",wpenhil'" of HIT pwdu'''' ro enh"''' ,he "-ahil,, of

HIT adoptioo io"oti,,, f",m po"h"'" and pay"" an '0 P"'''' m' pU,-. ofp"'ona heal'" ioro,,,atioo Nl CCHIT p,odu," "e ",,,d ",d p' io,pe,rion of 100 P"""' of , ,omp",h""i,~ ", of ai"tia fot
~chaelJ. Feinstein, M.D.

,\kdital Dim/or. Itnol1l,i/ics
\,iaHealth,Rochcsu:r General Hospital

Voice: 585,942.642 (Humboldt);
585.922,2932 (RGH)

Funconalty (,hi". '" """ ,nd manog' d"unoi' ",o,d, fo' ai parien" " w,ll " ,u,omaUn

workflow in a ph)'sician's office.
Intetopetabty (,hilit) '"
",eW'information
and "nd ,i"ttan'
patient's
safe).

Fa...: 585.922, \ 655
I .mail: michac:.feinsicin(¡viahealth,org

,¡,, '" o,het entiti. ,uch " lahoto". etc.).

Securty: (ability to keep

CCHrr 'omplian" ai''' h"~ be 'ho"'ugly "",,,h,d "ki in'" a"oUn' ."te of the ar EH'"
,nd ,vaiahle "and"d, aod comparig ,,,tifi,,tion P"'"'' in ",het indo"ri" ind oth" wun"''' "!'
in.p"tioo p'''''' i, h"ed 00 ,ealif, modea """,¡,, dea..ed ro tig"'o"'IY ,," p",du," ag the'li-

i,'¡ o"d' of pwvid"', CCHlT EH'" ,re a\ ",te og" ai,"' olt d,'¡ ~1th the coming oOW ""hu"'-

ment ,..i,om,""' with ",,,remen,, fo' quali". ",d .af,,, ,ud""'
Rath" ,han li" th, inti ",oup of vendo" who hae ,,,,,,-e Cci-llT ,,,tifi,,rioo,l'" re,,,m,nd,d

,h" phy,ician' coO"" CCHIT by ,mai at' iofoi,hi.otg ",' aiow ,- quet, m h' dite,te '" th' appro

ptiate .ou'''' H""~'''. ,h, "Iephone O"m"" i" (31Z) 2."-1582.

£i'''\ USERY nOCIORS iltl -mE \USE
A oOW repo" f,om the cDe" Narioo'¡ Ceo"" fo' H,'¡'" S..ti,ti, dai"" ,hat the eI,moo" medi,"

re,,,d ",'g' by off", h",d ph",,",O' in ,he \J ni,ed Su"" " io"ea,;~ Th", look,d at.2OO5 data aod ,ondud,d ,h" almo" 23.9 p""m at' ",'ng ful 0' patti'¡ EMR,. 'f\, repre""" ,n 'no"a" of 31 pe,,;en,
hom ,h' 18.2 p""ot rert,d in 2001. Howmt, maoy phy,ici"" ,te oot ",ing ,he """m' m ,hei' i.,i
potenual.
Some of the key tindings included:

Pb,-,i"an, wo,king io ,h, 'I'''''' (06.9 p'"eo,) ,od ",,' (33.4 1","0') ,,~te more f""nth. m.'
iog u" of EMR' ,"",p"ed '0 tho" in the No"h"" (14.4 p""ot).
No' aU phv,;"'o. at' ""og ,il ,h, "pahilti" ot1,red b,' aO EMR.ju" 9.3 p""ot "",e u,lng ,h' sy

tem fo' ai of ,h' iou' b""fuo"'''"' off"ed,notes.
wmpute'ized o,d,,' fo, p""tiption" computered oroe
for tests,reporung of testS and physician

"""'.,,.,, .. $" . .. ..yO' _, ".uu.DUI ".l'!l i. ~

.~.;l~..~I~\lnl' ~,~n~,!~ri,.,n. ~il.. .i1t.¡,:.,..,..~ ).:,,~.~tl¡~"'Ql 'siï~." tl"Q..l!.l~n,.-,,~

i

Call the Call Center (922-7333). That's the same number tC

r

i.

i
fo' di"" ,d.",,ion,.
"!e Call Cent" "1ll ,om'" ,h' PA and an

in

ay RiciJtlrd Sttil.i, ,\ID ' CbÙ;j of .\Jedirillt
The Departm,n' of M,dicine nOW p,ovid" midleve1

1\-(

p,m1de" '0 ,ee al newly adm'rted pati,nts to make ,ure that

iye

tlrt
'yer

:cgt
iias
PI

,! Hi
'pm
" Dr.

,dmi"ioo oid'" are wrintO .od ,btiof bi"o,,' ,od piw,ieal i, no ,he
,h,n" ,000 "po"ih"- OUi go,1 i, ihat "''' p,tieni admin,d f,om
,h, ED ,od "",,' pati'Dt ".ho is dire" ,dmin,d i, "en and ",Iuat,d. Foliow-uP wy,,,~, h,' midlt,'d' i, optio",1 ,od mu" he requOS'-

'" b,' th' atteodin~ phy,iciao. Cm',"g' ""o~,men" .iyould he di,,""ed whoo ,h¿ nyidl"'eI p,"Yidtt ,aU, '0 disc"" ,dmi"i"n o,d,'"
I f. hi" in ,h, pMi'OÚ wu'" ,n ,,,ending w,n" follOW-UP 'o""'~'.
(\¡t~e :irt t\\'0 \\'a;:s to get it:

Call the Adinnistrau"e PA (pager #194).
The Department of ?\ledicine would like to hear from you'
,n' ,hi, p""", fail' m ,,'Oik p"'p,dy. If ,ou "petience .n'-

iOm, pk'" ,ai ,h' D,pmun,n''¡ office (922-4894) 01 "nd an

;.n'h"d.'tem,\1'iah,'¡'h.olg) wi,h ih, name of ,h' p""n' 0
dat' of ih, D"U,reo", Wt W'OI ,bi, to ,'oo,k fot 'n,",\i,,~' "
p'.itients. Your feedb:ick 'will heir m:ike th:it h::ippen.

- ;_.,.;!.,"
.~:- .. -~,._::..~.,.~.-t..:~....:~_.~~:::.~~:'.i7. ,-_." '.---~~~

. ..._...-...._.

'.':-j

for the P.\ to call \.ou back.

.~~~-

-=.~".-z,~~",~--=-::~~'~.:~t3li1

anges to the Medical Record SuspensionAny
Process
and How They Effect Vû
suspended RGH MDS -" ,'-,.

The ~Jedical Board of the RGH i\fedical &: Dental Staff recently

Member wil be notifed--.-~~~;.l..,.

'o\'ed some \'ery important changes to the Medical Record
,ension process that you must be aware of. One example of the
ige is that \,,-hen you are placed on suspension, 'you must complete

,~
,¡taU'

e,ach week of their suspen,- ø~, N' r¡~"-'1''''''',' "",:: d

sion status. ' .- ,", ;4rd 5 ter/1j

iiedical records, not just reduce the number of delinquent med-

On the day the suspension. ' ,:' ;¡tt'-sevi
",,'e' G

records to below 30. The changes to the process are indicated

Member to notify them they are sus- ./ " - 'of ~et

OC," HIM wi wn"'ct the -i-~'". .

wand will be put into place starting Augst 10, 2006.
The ,,-eeldy notification of incomplete medical records that is mailed
each Tuesday wil now srate the number of deficiencies as ,vell as
contiue to state the number of medical records. This letter wil
also indicate to cal the HIM Clerk at 922-4232 to have your records
puled prior to you coming in to HIM.
\\nen incomplete records are pulled

for physicians prior to them

coming into HIM, they wil be organzed into 3 categories:
Unbiled!ROI, Deliquent!\X'arni, and, Incomplete. The categories wil be marked by labeled lated sheets.

The HL\l departent wi e-mai to the Department Chiefs a list of
al RGH ;\IDS l\lembers that recei\-e a warni letter.
The Medical Staff Office ,..;ll contact the Member's office when the
warning letter is signed notifying the physician of the potential sus,
pension.
\,\'hen HIM receives the certified receipt of delivery from the suspension
their office.
letrer maied to theRGH ?\IDS l\lember, HIM wil contact

. Suspensions in place for greater than 3 months are subject

to RGH MDS Correctve Action.

$50 is payable to the RGH MDS for each 30 days the suspensior. is in place - not to exceed 90 days.
Suspended MDS Members may not admit patients and or
perform surgery or procedures. In addition, schedl.uig of
admssions and! or surgery wi not be permitted.

Two da~'s prior to suspension, tbe Chief will contact the l\rember as
a reminder of impending suspension,

ED wiU be included in the communcation to tbedepartmems of
current suspensions.

-. '''~ .~!' .

":;''...8'
l J~

The RGH MDS Member wi remai suspended until al av~n~b~ thi

able medical records arecomplete.soU01

i\ letter signed by the RGH Medical and Dt;taStaff President aidohenc
RGH CEO

the suspended Membe'e'lei: 1

Representative ",il be issued to

notifying them that the suspension was lifted and the effective date. l1tS

Names of those RGH l\IDSMembers suspended for medical ii~t.~
records wil be

PQsted

a

in

prominent spot in the MedicalSi:ff. çine

Office and HIM Department. i tot
;tOP
Access to CCS is important

for )'OU to assure your abilty to keep yoii

medical records updated. If you have not securedCCS access throug;:
your home oroffce, please contactì\fary Lou McKeown, in the Medical
'Office and she wil arrange this for you. Mar Lou maybe reached at.
Staff
922-4259 or marlou.mckeown~viahealth.org. For Medical Records

completion, CCS alows you to electronicaly editand/ or sign al tran-

scribed reports typed by HIM and electronicaly sig the Patient Visit

The suspension letter will now include the following statements:

.

pended. ",'~'t9.tS \.at

Summary (PVS) (coding summary). You can also view your list of incomdelinquent are highlighted in red).
plete records in CCS (those that are
Remider #1: All entries to a medicalrecord must include a legible sigThis continues to be monitored by RGH
natue and contact number.

and you are asked to keep up the good work.
Remider #2: \,\'hen progress notes are\,,'rtten in Hospital charts, they
shal be dated on the date and time that they are actually written, and may
contain by date within the note instances of previous \-isits by tbe practitioner on days when no note was written,

~IDS for compliance

If you ha\'e any questions or concerns regarding these changes

please contact one of the RGH ~JDS Elected Representatives,

~!f',"!~~l,~g~hl~l¡t ".J.'~;',i?~

.t.:!'i\I ~itiûiUGh t U;i~!l'¿
those applicants

K,in,i 13/1i" ,¡iid, ,¡iitb,,;!)'). h-dii//O,. .11.D.

The \lediol and Dental Staff and the training programs all look

that they ha\'e ranked \-ery high.

The Department of ~ledicine has a three rear training program
which has recently expanded to nineteen

rwr,rd to another \'ear of resident education 'which is such an essential

rt of the mission of Rochester General Hospital. The number of
plicatioIi to RGH residency programs increased over last year and the
ograms all continue to arract\'cry high quality individuals. \,\'e should
be pleased to know that RGH filled all a\'ailable positions in all of our

,n tmining programs in the Departments of Dentistry, Internal
edicine, Obstetrics & Gynecology and Dia¡.rnostic Radiology. In July
1¡)6, we \\'e!come 35 new residents to these RG H programs, In addi-

JO ro our four residency programs., we also participate in the education

, röicienrs in programs sponsored by Strong \lemorial Hospital in
,di,Ltric:,. Surgery, Plastic Sur;lery, l rol')gy ar.d Ophth:ill1o!o;ry, :l1lonil
Ìlers,

( )t the brge number of ,lrrliC:1OtS, only :i select fe\': an:: ¡¡wiied to

¡er\,)c\\: The intën'iewproccss consists i)t :i half dar \-isit to RG 1:~h ~OI71e píC.:~r~ms sUpplerlìènring the ':isit \\"Ith soci:il ~lcti,:itièS the
,_d'" befure, ,\frer tÌ1eintc:rvie\\' seasun, the pro¡¿rams nuke ti,cjr tÌnal
. ".:-¡;-:J:¡;~li¡()n ê~bf.ut e:ic1i :ipplicant't ranking then1 in order qf prioriry.
- 'l:. ~'.¡s ,)f rl~e ~t:-iti~tjc~ ~hl,I'.'''S that the progr~un5 continue to rnatch

positions

per ye.u. Of the

recentgradiiating class, ti\-estayedat RGH iishospitalists and ti\'e went
into highly competiti\'e C niversity fellowships.

The Obstetrics and Gynecology program recruited a full complement of three tirst year residents to their four year program, and one sec'
ond year resident. All three of their graduates joined pri\-ate practices
with one resident remaining in Rochester.

The Deparm1ent of Radiology four year progr:im recruired three
rie\v residents and recruited nni of their graduates to rem:lir. on as
:\rrcndings in the Department.
The Depnrtment of Dentistry n:cruited tive residc:nts to ¡heir riro'
gram for the coming ye:ir.
Those im'oIn:d in ;¿r7,du:ue medic:il education \':1IUI: uur n:sidcnc;'
plO¡¿rams and '.\elcome r!ie,e y()unf! c!octrrs to RG H, The:,' ?t"\'idc

i:ielll:ctual stimulation and an :icademic em'ironment for rh: n~embers
of the \ledical :ind DcIit:ll Starf "rod highlyskilkd Cl)\(:r7,~è ir.r iye"
r~1tiè!ìtS.

, __'.__ _'." "'.i':.~~~~2i::;';liLN¿~ò'.ti,~",~.:__,~,-,,:.;;:.:;;:i~
;';':;";"':.:~' -:,~":'~1: ':;~~-_";:~ ~ ~-':..,:~ 'J. ¿;':'/':/'~:;-''-

,,'_._'-- --'~---:"'--:':'P,-_":-"''''~: ..",~ ...",' '-'~',:~-~

-.;.t.-~;':'_~~;"'~-,:- '. .;::. . :~:;~~,_~.t.~,-"
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llospitalist Program at RG": Fall 2006 Update
l3r Ifá/te.r PO/tls/)e.sk~ AID, .

N6Urniogy Baton
,.,d J¡..nis, .lID ' Chiif ~f Medici/1e
jrty-,even years

ago, Josh Hollander came

;es~cr General Hospital as its first ful,time

.J ~c.urologr. Jerry Honch joined him

Head. GelJ'/i/ Mi'dicillt Uiiit

. The Division of Hospital i\ledicine inthe General :\Iedicine Unit has continued to grow rap,

physicians ,,'hile maintain,
idly, expanding to co\'er more than six~' RGH aftiliated primary care
ing the traditional coverage for unassigned patients. The Division has continued to recruit to
keep up with growing interest in cm-eage of hospitalized patients. There are currenùy 21 hos,

pitalists and 6 physician assistants in the DH:\l, including fourteen new additions (tweh-c physiciansand six physician assistants) that have started during the summer of 2006. In addition to

~ars later. And, since 1972, RG H has been

the expanding role of coverage for community physiciâns, the DH:\I provides t\"en~.-four hour

by the ''josh and Jerry" show. Their tire-

consultations for the surgical and

\'~tion to the hospital and its patients and

for newly

henomenal understanding of

Neurology

rer be matched. Generations of medical
IS and :-eurology, Neurosurgery~

.' .

itr\" Phvsical Medicine and Internal

cardiology sen-ices, is present in-house t\\'enry,four hours a day
play animportanr role in resident education.

admitted patienrs and continues to

again to commulÛty physicians who
This fall the Division wi expand services
expressed interest in hospital coverage during our information sessions last winter. We
plan another enrollent session for interested primary care providers in the spring of

ie residents wil be forever indebted to

2007. At this time the Di,-ision is enrollng practices interested in full time co\-erage only (i.e. no
weekend or ,-acation only cm-erage). i\ltlough the Division has grown rapidly in response to

)r their teaching. RGH has been an essen? for Neurology trainees; here they have

interest in hospital coverage, the Department of :\1edicine supports physicians ,-vho would like to
do so.
continue to care for their hospitalized patients and encourage them to

:posed to an extraordinariy rare resource:

:nted clicians who combine an academic
.gist's knowledge of the literature with an
lus wealth of practical clical experience.
.dical staff has bendited enormously from
t'~;ence. few, if any, hospitals in the coun: been graced with the on,site presence of
.".nsts
of this caliber.
,""
.Ily, al good things must come to an end,
'~Jerry, though still teaching, and still con¡heir Neurology practice believe it is time

In addition, the Division has been giving clinical direction tô Information Sen-ices for
information system a\"ailable on CCS. In the Emergency Department, the Division has been active in collaborating ,-vith
the ED staff to design safer and more efficient patient flow and as well quali~' initiatives with
retinements of the electronic discharge instructions :ind the coverage

respect to nc\vly admitted patients, .
The Division of Hospital ;\Iedicine has seen tremendous growth o\-er the p:ist two years.
There are stil challenges to meet, bur we are veryexcired to lookbeyond our rapid growth to the
institution of important qualityiniriati\'cs and educational activities. lfyou ha\'c questions, or are
interested in utilizing the hospitalst ser\'ce during the 2007 expansion please contact Dr. Balazs
Zscnits, Director, Division of Hospital ~ledicine; or Dr. \,('alter Polashenski, Head, General
Medicine Unit at 922,5067.

down. After :hir~'-six years of service,
:ppcd down as Head of the service last
.d Jerry has been graciously serving as

Head. They have both been eagerly await:~()ne to take the helm and continue their
That time has finally come.

NEW HOSPITALISTS
June 2006

July 2006

Amir Moheet MD
Pamela Polashenski i\ID

Zubair Ahmad i\ID
V:imsi Garikip:iti :\10
Parham Ghar:igüzIOli:\ID

:\hrgot Se;irìes RP.-\C

. Satyarth Kulshre:stba :\10

i\leyer has accepted the position of

Leon Kurtz :\10

of Neurology at Rochester General

T~m':i :\ikolo\'a :\10

,i. Dr. Mel'er earned his Bachelor of Arts

Chris Reynolds i\lD
Daniel T;1lase: :\10

,¡ Columbia l1niversity and his ;\1.0. from

;\ledical ClJllege. ()n completion of his

iaging at the lniversity of Pennsylvania

Salim~ Sadruddin i\D

\ralerie Hamann RP¡\C

, should all be pleased that Dr. "'Iichael

,gy ¡raining at the :\Iayo Clinic, he pur,
Jowships in ;\uclear :\ledicine and Brain

September 2006
Rochan AU :\10

" 'll''1''¡~_n~' f~~-ìtl"'f",;r~r ;,~~11hi!':":~~':i?c'~':?~"Jfji'iol

jir~ia f ~$UnPPi ~ ..,. i ?Jli Ù¿I. g~ui~gt?jr~) t;l; So!

Uni\-esity of :\lichigan. Dr. i\leyer has

,-\Ll healthcare professionals who bil for services are encouraged to obtain their national

:ulty appointments at the lniversity of

prO\'ider identifier (NPI) as soon as possible. As thf mlume of health care profession_als across

;ee, Louisiana State e niversity, The
iry of Missouri, and, most recently, at the

ity of Buffalo, where he served as the
igy Residency Prugram Director. Dr.

1:S an academic interest in strok.:, neu,
C(¡itin: diseases, ai.d ncuw-imaging and

iublished extensi\eh. in thest' tìelds,
:ise join me in thanking Drs, Hollander

:ich fur their long denJted scn'Îce to the
;ind w the medical staff ~nd in \I'dclJm-

\!ti.er as he takc:s th.: baton from them,

the country apply for their NPl's, iris anticipated that the wairing time tiJr an :NPI could
lengthen. \'fhen implemented, your ;-PI \\'ill replace all other payer prO\'ider numbers and will
be reguired for the submission of electronic claims, referrals, authoriz:itions, :md inciuiries.
f-ailure to secure an ~PI b~- :\Iay 23, 200- will prevent you from billng tiJr all your services.
To apply for an :\PI:
On-line:
Go to https://nppes.cms.hhs,go\', It t:ikes less than 20 minutes to complerc.
Tn request a paper ~pplic~ti, Il:

, Call the :\ PI Enumerator at i ,snf),'l6.5,3203 (ur ITY at 1 -8UO,692,2326)

When you have received your NPI number, please be sure to register it with all
your payors and IPA's etc.
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t~nniC31 jntagratlon ,Guidelines fßrPatient CarB
~~j,~.

GRIPA Connect" uses à committee-based process to write recommendåtlüwloc
". : \' lj .~-\

A commitment to evidence-based
care required for Clinical Integration
The creation and adoption of Clinical Care Guidelines is one of rhe dements

essential to establishment of a Clinically
lnteg~red Nem'ork. The process of creating rhese Guidelines for GRIPA Connect
is well underway; we began with me mosr

common-and diffcult-disease states.
Guidelines for Diabetes, Hypertension, and Coronary Artery Disease were
approved by the GRIPA Board of
Direcrors

First step: thorough research leading
to recommendations

decision on which disease states should
have a GRIPA-developed Guideline. An
internal G RIPA Staf workgroup then

begins the process of researching literature
on evidence-based studies and guidelines
available from national and local sources.

~(
"..;a

.~.~ ..., ~_.' j ~

p'hy~i~iä~~-~~mi~i-t~g~th~r
for
all theright reasons

That workgoup consists of Deborah
Lange, Director, Analysis; Jeanerre A1ravda,

and Hyperlipidemia Guidelines are being
finalized by me G RI PA \AnneC( Clinical Inregration Committee and are slared
for Board approval in early September.
Meanwhile, Guidelines for Prevenrive
Services, Low Back Pain. and Osreoporosis

PharmD, BCPS, Consulting Clinical
Pharmacist; Jane Dean, Manager,Care
Management Seivicès; Kamryn Gardner.
RN, EdD, Director,
Analysis/Evaluation &
Nursing Research; and myself

are under review by me Clinical Inre-gra-

guidelines for which GRIP1\ has available
patient-specific data. These measures arc

and Depression recommendations.

:.~ -.,.:~

.."

staf members and myself, makes the initial

in early Augus(. Congestive Heart Falure

(ion CommIrree. GRIP1\ staff me-mlxrs are
currently researching CVA/TIA. Migraine

GRfPA

The Clinical Integration Commirree
(CIC) comprised
of physicians, GRIPA

\'Xe also look for measures wimin rhese

reviewed agiinsr me current literature and
local standards

(0 verif)rdinical accep(abil-

You can
also find a complè(ê list of
Clinicalnregrarion Commirree members

on our web site,

iry and determine a rdevanr benchmark.
:c,,-.~tl',

TIien we re-comme-nd measures rde-vam

',:'' lr
.....~:' . ..'

,/"""\

ro as many patienrsofGRIPA members
as possible ::nd rouching once ')(- several

CLINICAL INTEGRATION
COMMITrEE

pracrice specialties.

";l

E',iænü?£:s.L1

Nei;t up: physician committee review

Guid€-line(,

The- Clinical Inre-grarionCommi(ree,
meering monclily, is the I1rsr to see recommendaricns fIoll GRlIA sraff.\'Xe solicir

'~'t~#),

',r"'''- .:

GP.IPA INTERNAL
'l"ORk.GROUP

inFur and mggesriondi-om Spt"cialry

.'

.-

--,"
;;:,¡...

"fi~".:;;;--"l
~. ;F,,¡' '1
..'?i~rl~pi'

-.'..

CI.NICAL INTEGRATION
COMMITTEE
i

..;-~-~

\";fl'?
". .~~:':ý~

:..:¡:i-pl;:dClil'lj.:..il
r.-:uid~jin.:

d i:ign

osric information rhat wC',can use ('

phy:;icians trom rhe relevant specialty::nd
subspecialty areas.
The CIC then mahs final revisions

line complianceandrhereby qualiry of
car.:, Bur we recognizê(he co ncern of some

physicians mat rhi~ data could porc-urially
bc used ro compare physician fees. Our

purpose is ro hdpphpicians and ,heir
p~tienrs. \X'e have no imcle~tin (har int;)J"
marion, but r,) ¡¡!lay ,h'JSc çoncr.ns. ',W'
hayt adopred apolic)' "..-i'Jèrt"by '.Yo: 'sill 11')(

Accessing the Guidelines

\\7e are- p')s¡ing rhe- Guidelin,s on OLir
'.\"\~b sire: ':c.-...,.\T...GR r-p.i-\ccn!1c-cr.cOll1, ;.l:~ (hey

CCMMIriEE

Participation Conrr:;cts,Olir pLlrpo~e
in requesting ¡hat data is (I cull from ir

look for 0FPominiriesroimproVt Guide-

,/

5Pi:CI;lL T'y' ADViSORY

who qu¿stioned thene-edf;)r GRIP¡\ '0 be
cdlecting billing dar;l und~r die r~.~~ndr
dimibured GRIPAConilect Physician

AdviserI' C)mmirrees. comprise-d of

and formally approves the Guideline for
release ro rhe physician community. Ir is
rhen approvC"d by (he GRIPA Board.

l

about biling

and patient data
\X'e heard from a number of physicians

~.

Librêtrl of

CONTRACT UPDATE:
Addressing concerns

~;tr-It d1è 'ch~-irgC" infcrm:n:icn. (~RIP4.ii. di:'t$

11l-( _rt'ccIvc in'ñ)rmarÍf.1n- r.,_n ~'jc(i¡al pa::i1Jt.rl~~~
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Miscellaneous
physician or health care
competition, or pricing or payment levels to providers, in the geographic area (or any
part thereof) within which GRIP A proposes to operate its program. Please include the
2005 strategic study that GRIP A undertook, and which is referred to on page 2 of your
request letter, as well as any subsequent strategic or market reports or studies.

2. Please provide any pre-existing reports, studies, or analyses of
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RETREAT OBJECTIVES

· Review GRIPA's current status and core

competencies
· Review results of current Strategic

Initiatives for 2004/2005

Initiatives
· Review "Focus Issues" and assess
opportunities and challenges
· Identify Strategic
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Gregg Coughlin

President
1 FTE

Lin Jackson
Director, HR
1 FTE

14.3 FTEs

Finance Department

CFO
1 FTE

Lisa Smith

GRIPA Administration

Mary Lorei
1 FTE

Exec Secretary
,1

'-i

Marianne Benjamin

,

Eric Nielsen, MD

PR Consultant

47.4 TOTAL FTEs

.5 FTE

CMO
1 FTE

__f I
.Medical
Department
27.5 FTEs

___ H.. -l

------------------------------ -------'----------------------------------------,-----_____..___________1

. GRIPA Finance Department
Lisa Smith
(FO
1 FTE

David Robertson

i FTE

Compensation

Lara Means
Compensation
Manager

Andrea Wager
Admin Assistant

Jim Brahm

i FTE

Vicky Viglucci

Deb Lange

Dir. Actuarial

Jen Briggs

Di rector

Dir. Business
Development

Di rector

Services

Director
Analysis

I.S.

Accounting

1.S.

Analysis

New Business
Development

~,Accounting

Actuarial
Services

i FTE

3.5FTEs

i FTE

5.3 FTEs

1. 5 FTEs

I

Rosemary Bond

Director Network
Services
I

Network
Services
6 FTEs

I

Cheri Copie
Dir. Quality Improve
Reg Compliance

I

Quality Improve
Regulatory
Compliance
1 FTE

CMO

Eric Nielsen, MD

I

I

Director

Kathryn Gardner David Epstein, MD
Sr. Medical
Dir.Clinical
Analysis

T
Jodi Lubba

Dir. Care
Mgt Services

1

m__~

Jeanette Altavela

Tom Sorrento

Care Mgt

Pharmacists

Clinical

---___________1

i I I

Medical

Services

2 FTEs

I

Dir. Clinical

Director

16.8 FTEs

I

Analysis

1 FTE

I

.75 FTEs
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I 200 K
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FTE : Membership Ratio

Total FTEs

2002 2003 2004

Year

I

....--------------____1

FTE:Membership Ratio

2002 1 : 1,324
2004 1 : 2,533
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No significant change

Above market returns
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SCORE CARD
StrateQ icl n itiative
Choice Choice

Value to Owners

Network /Partner

Business Development

Kodak in 2004
Need Board direction
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CAPITATION

A method of paying for healthcare
services on the basis of:

' ..

- Number of members co. v. ered rathe. r than the
number of services provided
!

- Monthly payments per member regardless of

how often (if at all) the member receives care

-f - during the month and regardless of the actual

cost of that care
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BCSS
PROFITS
CV

CPI +. CV I Medical CPI +CV

COMPOUNDE COMPOUNDED
D

RETURN

WITH
WH

ACTUAL
RETURN

BLUE CHOICE MEDICALCPI AND CPI BASED ON 12-MONTH
COMPARISONS ENDING IN JANUARY

CE RATE
INCREASE

YEAR IINSURAN

2000
2001

2002

2003
2004

~ -l

rffODlCT1~~u~..~~o'c~'~1 MONlir~JAN~ J

Blue Choice

,Data.
: ~ ..

1__ .. ,-- ,_,_:."_.h. .'-----~-'--.--'--..----. --'----. --.----,---,----... -- .."-...-..,----.-..---.----'--.---,..----..-~..-..,-

2001

~-EÄR-'~l

2002

2003

2004

r~_~~__~ ~v + CA corr~unded CV + CA MEDICAL ~o~U_~~~d__ .. ~~~UA:~T~H~:D ~,~~~J
$55.00 ~~

$53,00 ..

$51.00 .

$49,00
$47,00 $45.00 .

$43.00
$41 .00

$39,00

$37,00
$35,00 '¡

2000

RGPO/R. Pennino 2004

CV

CPI + CV I Medical CPL +CV

COMPOUND COMPOUNDED
ED

WH
RETURN

WITH

ACTUAL
RETURN

PREFERRED CARE MEDICAL CPl AND CPI BASED ON 12-MONTH
COMPARISONS ENDING IN JANUARY

E

INCREAS. CARE PROFITS

YEAR I RATE I PREFERRED

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

... - _._-_..~- .. ---.-..u-.-'----.~:i

Preferred Care Commercial

~R~~S:Tif._N -'~~~j~~H~~L__;---_"-- -'.0-.-'--- ___ ____'_.._'___~_______..__'__________---j-'Data

2002

l~~~

2003

a:04

~ OJ __ OJ + CPI compourded u_-----OJ.:¡'ëYTMedical co'mpourded--'--AC1UAL WllHHOLD RETUFU-Ï

2001

~:l~f¡'~~j~tgl;;~~,::~"~:~d CO ..'t;~.. "-,~70n~~~77Y;C~¡';""::-t'iK7~'777'

l__________.__...__..._.._______._. - -- -_..---.- _. ------- -- ---,'~'~---"-"- ---, ~ ~'--.--.. -

.._m_'___'___'__"'_'__"_"___"-T'_'"

2000

RGPO/R. Pennino 2004

--

& Financial Survey

American Medical Group Association's
2004 Medical Group Compensation

over 1 & 4 yrs

· 30,500 physicians caring for 50 million patients in 42 states
· 15 million capitated lives
· Median compensation & productivity has increased over 4 yrs
· Most specialties saw modest increases in compensation in 2003
· Certain high demand specialties saw major increases

· For 2003: Cardiology 12%, Dermatology 17%,GI12%, Path.140/0

Orthopedic 1 0/0

in Northern Region had a loss of $3,477 in 2003

Internal Medicine -2%, Emergency Medicine -1 %

· For 2003: Neurology 7%, General Surgery 0%,

· For 2003:

· Physicians

· Southern: +$570, Eastern +$2080, Western +$1530

· Trends continue
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. PHYSICIAN SUMMARY
Physician fees

able to negotiate

more

(s)

the Northeast have been relatively stagnant,
especially compared to premium increases
· Strong Health -and certain specialties have
favorable terms.
been

Can a single conversion factor survive?

· Physicians
willnegotiate
seek out higher
the organization
"i
that can best
fees. Will
specialist de-par from GRIPA?
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· Executive

Order

United States of

Why?
4/27104:
America

of an interoperable

, and to provide leadership for

"By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the

the development and nationwide implementation

efficiency

of health care, it is hereby ordered as

follows. ..

health information technology infrastructure to improve the quality
and

The Secretary

of Health and Human Services shall establish the
position of National Health Information Technology
Coordinator.. .appointed by the Secretary in consultation with the
President.... begins operations within 90 days of the date of this
order."

· Improve quality
· Reduce medical
e rro rs

· Reducecosts

and

capture, accuracy,
secu rity ,exchange
between providers,
availability at the
point and time of care

· Improve information

Why?

· Reduce inappropriate

care

· Improved patient care

Benefits for
Providers/Practices
by

adherence to
preventive care and disease management

guidelines

potential for human errors

shuffling, transcription

· Improved work environment from reduced paper

· Reduced

· Reduced physical space requirements
"f. Reduced FTE requirements
· Increased provider efficiency/satisfaction
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Benefits to

Insurers/Employers
· Improved qualiy of care
· Improved coding accuracy
· Boost disease management efforts

· Satisfy NCQA requirements, etc.
· Share in cost savings
,: F

EMR Can Save On Drug Costs:
.

.

which this

applies

· There are several otner commoniy prescribed
classes of medications for

including anti-inflammatories, antidepressants and

antihypertensives.
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Care Physician

Business Case for EMR for Small-to-Medium PCP Practices
. Annual Cost/Benefit Per Primary

Estimates from a 5-year survey of primary care physicians in the Partners Healthcare System
Wang S. J. et al (2003). A cost-benefit analysis of electronic medical records in primary care. American Journal of

Medicine, 114,397-403.

Chart pulls $3,000 $1,500 $6,000

Description Benefit Category Mean Benefit Low End High End
Savings from converting .

to paperless record Transcription $2,700 $1,900 $9,600
Savings on capitated
patients (17% of pts)

Adverse drug events $2,200
$600
$4,500
Drug utilization $t6,400 $5,400 $21,800
Laboratory utilization $2,400
$300
$3600
$2,900 $11,800

$7,700 $5,700 $19,100

Radiology utilization $8300

Gains -on fee-far-service Charge capture

$7,600 $3,500 $9,200
$50,300 $21,800 $85,600

~Patients(83% of pts) Billng errors

Total (annual benefits)

Cost Category .1 Mean Cost

-------------. -----.----------'----i. . . --------~,--

--~ - -- -~ . -~--- -- ------ -~.- -.__-~--c-(yr1 ) . ¡ $3,400

Low End

i

-- .,--!

I
i
i

.'--- ---, 1
$3,400 . ¡I $3,400

.-----,~_:----L-----,---,------'l--,---------,---m-. ...__ __j

$4,4001 $2,200 I $6,600 ¡

$800

i

$3,200

$3,000

$3,300

$36,000

$9,500

$49,600

$76,100

i

;

-. _nO. ----- ~--~---------'~-l----~---~-----~------m------ - --- - ---- . --I

i

$19,000

$8,000

$2,600

-----

$13,700

- --- -- _u_._ _ ... .___.__, __. -____._.__.___._L_.

$22,100
-----_.

$5,300

-_._-$28,200
$45,000

__ _...J

¡
i
i
i

--. ._--. --j

!

i
--l

---I

----- - ,j

$11,200 ¡ $5,500 . I $16,500 i

$1,600

$1,500

$700

Support

Software License

Productivity Loss (yr1)

Hardware (yr1 )

: Implementation

i

i
i

i

r---------.--.---.-. . ,---.-

$2,2001 $1,100

2+

c--i--' .

Hardware Updates
1-_. .--. _om -- .,..--- --..---.----- ----

on

r Total Costs, Year 1

I Total Costs, Year

t -~'--- - - -------~, - n_ .

Total Return

Investment Year 1
--_. ---.._-_. ---

Total Return on
Investment Year 2+
_.-.. ---------.- -.-. -,_..._--_..- _._-----_._---._---,-._---------

Barriers to Implementation
-Real and perceived financial cost

- Vendor selection.

· Downtime for implementation & training
· Decreased productivity until providers
are familiar with new

systems/procedures
· Lack of technical knowledge
· Inertia, liT 00 busy"
· Changing Technology

selection,

are thinking about EMR

Do Stakeholders Agree?
· 60°/0 of physicians

in vendor

· Less than 1 00/0 have converted
· Physicians will need help

financing, and implementation.

Should GRIPA make the investment?

· . GRIPA, as a provider

organization, is well
positioned to help and, as it takes risk, to
~r -" benefit financially
·
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The Coker Group, through principled
professional consulting, assists
healthcare providers in their pursuit of a
sound business model and an
enhanced patient experience.

-~~

National Ci..II.\"iillunrs to IIcnlFhcarl.' !""m'rr.n".'

· Providing strategic consulting assistance to healthcare
providers since 1987.

· Primary focus
- Strategic

- Operational
- Financial

- Technological

· Day-to~Day Management
· Special Projects Assistance
· Interim Management

-~~GROUP
National C(lll'ïtllanls' to !lcol,hc(1re l''r)l'idt";I.S
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Location:
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Base of Operations - Atlanta, Georgia

National Presence:

(AMA, AMEX, MicroSoft)

· Worked in 49 states since inception
· Worked in 45 states in 2004

Clients:
Groups
Alliances

· Hospitals
· Medical

· Strategic

· Private Businesses/Associations

GROUP
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Qperational Consultinq
· Coding and Compliance
· Supply/Demand Analysis

· Revenue Cycle Analysis
and Audits
· Interim Management

· New Entity Start-up
· Business Plans
· Expense Analysis

· Managed Care
N egotiations/Contracti ng

-~-~(; It 0 U r
"Voi/onol Cul/.wllants to Ih!(p/r!rct(l'l. Prm'irki.s

StrateQic Cónsultinq

,"

Financial Consultinq

· Groups

-

· Feasibility Analysis

· IPAs

· Joint Ventures
· Ancillary Services

· Health Systems

· Business Valuation
· Fairness Opinions
· Debt

Analysis/
Restructuring/
Turnaround
· Compensation Plan

Development
· Mergers and Acquisitions
· Strategic Financing

· Buy/Sell Agreements

6

"'1

· EMR/PM Readiness

· EMR/PM Evaluations
· EMR/PM Installation Support
· EMR/PM De-installation Support
· Hardware Needs Analysis
· White Paper Analysis

· Vendor Analysis
, 71~ ._~-~-:--G R 0 lJ r
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· American Medical Association (AMA)
· Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA)
· American Association of Medical Management (AAMM)
· National Medical Group Management Association (MGMA)
· Regional MGMA

· Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society
(HIMSS)

· Toward an Electronic Patient Record (TEPR)
· American Medical

·

Connection

· Southern Medical Association (SMA)
Group Association (AMGA)
Specialty Academies
Monthly Newsletter

· Coker

(¡ROUP

:-~~

lV'nlimUlI C(:isulfonts If) !/caIFhcare Pn)lirl~;,.s

,~Z1

"

:"'," ;;,.":.'....':,' ,:
,:',;":,::..-;',,.:'.".,,'::,.,' ",':,"'j""",

;,dc,,,fê6ker Team

specialize in multiple issues:

· Approximately 30 consultants.
· All clients work directly with Managing Partner or Associate
Partners.
· Consultants

· Strategic
· Financial

· IT
· Operational

· Management
· Co_ding and Compliance

· Billng and Collections
· Compensation
· Valuation

10

When using the Coker Group you get access to ALL of our consultants
and ALL of our expertise.

-~~~-

GROUr
!'v'O/Ùlnc.¡l ('(",sultant.. to !lcal,hcare p,.m'Ùle,..,.

J. Max Reiboldt, CPA, Managing Partner/CEO'"
· 32

years of

management experience in various areas
and types of businesses
· Extensive experience in negotiations and facilitation
among various business/initiatives

11

· Currently: Managing Partner/Chief Executive Officer and
provided.

principal owner of successful national healthcare
consulting firm
*Biographical summary has been

u~~n~
GR.OUP
.~'afiolJal Coiisul/ants Ir, IIca!!!rctTre p"II'irkrs

G R 0 U P
i\T.~líOJiaICo¡¡slfltants to Healthctlre Providers

iÔOOMansell Exchange West . Suite 310 . Alpharetta, Georgia 30022 . (678) 832.2000
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Scenario B

GRIPASTRArrEGIC PLANNING

Scenario A
Risk, Financiallnt.

PPO

I

Non - Risk

I

PPO

MEETING

ScenarioC

Clinically Integration
(EMR,RHIO,pathways
monitorina.P4P... .

- -HMO PPO

Negotiate Negotiate

r
Negotiate. Messenger

Rates Rates

? per NYS AG

OK per FTC/DOJ

ALL ALL

Rates Model

t

HMO

Not Clinically Int
Entity

HMO

Not Clinically lnt
Entity

t

Negotiate Messenger
Rates Model

I

Fully Insured(cap.)

(Contracting
BUT

Experience Rated

TPA holds withhold (150/0
*MD) & negotiates w
Payers & MDs

Messengers MDs
Negotiates payers

Indep.Comm.

Managed Medicaid
Managed Medicare

No Rate

None Negotiation)

Fully Insured

Experience Rated
Self Insured
Managed Medicaid
Managed Medicare
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i.

Overview of Strategic Planning Process

Introduction

Max Reiboldt

Max Reiboldt, CPA, Managing Partner/CEO
The Coker Group

Mike Kukfa, M.D., GRIPA Chairman

1~:.:~1',

I i.

-Summary of Interviews
-Issues Identified

-Strategic Plan Assumptions

Isman, Cunningham, Riester & Hyde

Greg Meredith, Managing Partner,
Mededith Consulting

-Legal Summary

Max Reiboldt, CPA

To Be Completed

Greg Meredith
Gregg Coughlin, GRIPA, President
Eric Nielsen, M.D., GRIPA CMO

Max Reiboldt, CPA

-GRIPA Alternatives
IIi. Workgroup Conclusions/Recommendations

IV. Strategic Plan Process Conclusions

GROUP
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, CLINIC'AL INTEGRATION
can.be evidenced by a "network implementing

network' sphysician participants and

Health Care Statement 8 notes that clinical integration
an active
and ongoing program to evaluate and modify practice
patterns by the

create a high degree of interdependence and
cooperation among the physicians to control costs and
ensure quality."
Statements of Antitrust

Enforcement Policy in Health
Care, Issued by U.S. DOl and the FTC August 1996

THREE KEY ELEMENTS A CLINICAL
INTEGRATION PROGRAM MUST INCLUDE
(Health Care Statement 8)

i. "Establishing mechanisms to monitor and control utilization

of health care services that are designed to control costs and
assure quality of care"
network physicians who are likely to
further these efficiency objectives of clinical integration"

capability to

"The significant investment of capital, both monetary and

· Monitor performance to improve outcomes and controlcosts

2. "Selectively choosing

3.

human, in the necessary infrastructiire and

patient records

.realize the claimed efficiencies."
. Cùmrnon software, electronic medical records systems, and data
warehousing to permit shared access to

2
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Physician Perspective

· Rarely rewarded (often penalized) for better
IT, disease management
value:

· Difficulty demonstrating

value
· Difficulty winning P4P income
· Inadequate infrastructure to sustain value
-'. Need integration across specialties (and
with hospital) to deliver value continuously

4

PHOIIPA Perspective
· Risk contracts are flat or shrinking _

· Messenger model for FFS contracts is
difficult to implement & unsatisfactory
· V alueof IPAs andPHOs often not
perceived by market place

. Insurers trying to direct contract with MDs

· Each payer develops own P4P

· Regulators aggressively scrutinize functions

5

Challenge for

· Traditional medical staff

Hospitals

structure does not
engage doctors in hospital pedormance
· Employed practices difficult to manage and
incomplete strategy
· Regulators disallow payment to MDs for
admissions, referrals, or share of savings
'. Gain-sharing arrangements limit

compensation to physicians and have
regiilatory hurdles

6

· Organizational forms

must demonstrate
clinical integråfion
and/or financial
integration to be able
to jointly contract

· Independentpractices

Market Realities
· Risk contracts are flat
or declining

· Large multi-specialty
groups do not
practice

dominate physician
positions
· Instead, solo and small
groups dominate

physician practice
positions

multi-specialty

are needed to deliver
the advantages of both
and
single-specialty groups
to the public

7
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Clinical Integration...

Aligns physicians and other health care
providers through:

disease state

. Data collection and

analysis
· Collaboration in clinical quality initiatives and
management programs
· Establishment of clinical protocols and shared
best clinical practices
. Financial incentives

· Increased Clinical Quality = Better Financial Position
for Hospitals, Physicians, & Payers (per HFMA)

9

Clìnical Integration
cont'd

This alignment creates systems that:

efficiently

· minim.ize variations in care
· improve patient care outcomes
· reduce medical errors
· provide care more

In order to:

· demonstrate better value to employers/insurers
· deliver better health to consumers

io

· Staff/Physician
competency
· Satisfy
regulatory/purchaser
requirements
· Reduce costs
· Focus on the health
status of community

Impact of Clinical Integration
· Patient safety/risk
reduction
· Decrease practice
variation
· Customer

satisfaction
· Operational

efficiency

ii

MEDSOUTH RECEIVED FAVORABLE
OPINION 2/19/2002
FTC ADVISORY

· MedSouth, Inc. ¡san IP.A in Denver that parially .

integrated its 432 member physicians in 216 practices
(101 PCPs, 331 SCPs)
· Requested an FTC advisory opinion about their

proposal before entering intoFFS contracts with third· First written guidance

negotiate fees

party payers
addressing the amount and
nature of clinical integration necessary to permit

independent physicians to collectively

without violating federal price fixing prohibitions

· Statements of Antitrust Enforcement Policy in Health Care
by FTC/DOJ August i 996

· This opinion remains the "gold standard"

12

MEDSOUTH
cont ' d
· Intended to adopt andimplernent 100-i50practice
guidelines

( covering

80-90% of diagnoses of its
physicians' patients)
· Participating providers would invest in common software,
clinical data record systems and data warehousing to
permit the electronic sharing of patient records

· .E.g., patientcharts,office visit notes, lab reports, radiographic
reports, treatment plans andRx information

· MedSouth would monitor physician performance on a
routine basis

· Provide ongoing education and training to promote individual
provider compliance

· Impose sanctions, including expulsion,' for non-compliance

13

INTEGRATION PLANNING

from "Improving Healthcare: A Dose of Competition" ,FTCIDOJ 7/23/04

(Chap.2, p.36-)

The Agencies (FTC & DOJ)
· Are committed to eliminating unlawful

markets

restraints on vigorous price and nonprice competition in physician

· Do not suggest particular structures with
which to achieve clinical integration

· Questions they are likely to ask when

analyzing the competitive iinplications of a
physician network joint venture (not
exhaustive):

14

,: r

.

.
these

program work?
What specific mechanisms will there be to determine

accomplish

whether

What infrastructure and investment is needed?
What specific mechanisms will be put in place to make the

goals?

How do the physicians expect actually

What specific activities will (and should) be undertaken?
How does this differ from what each physician already does
individually?
What ends are these collective activities designed to achieve?

What do the physicians plan to do togetlier from a
clinical standpoint?

cont'd

INTEGRATION PLANNING

.
.

.

.
.
.

the program is working?

is

INTEGRA TION PLANNING
cont'd

· What basis is there to think that the individual

physicians wil actually attempt to accomplisli these

goals?

· How are individual incentives being changed andre-aligned?
What specific mechanisms will be used to change and re-align the

.

individual incentives?

· What results can reasonably be expected from
undertaking these goals?
empirical support from the literature or actual

· Is there any

evidence to support these expectations, in terms of
experience?
· To what extent is the potential for success related to the group's
size and range of specialties?

16

"' t

INTEGRATION PLÂNNING
cont'd

· How does joint contracting with payors contribute to
accomplishing the program's clinical goals?

goals, is it

necessary (or
affiliate exclusively with

· Is joint pricing reasonably necessary to accomplish these goals?
. In whatways?
· To accomplish the group's

desirable) for physicians to

and continue to contract outside the group?

one IP A or can they effectively participate in multiple
entities

-. Why or why not?

17

Clinical Integration: Example Components
from FTCIDOJ Statements

· Establish quality and utilization goals
· Monitor and evaluate

group's

aggregate

each

participant' s and the
performance
.w ork with individual providers to modify
practice patterns where necessary
· Measure the individual provider and group
performance against cost and quality
benchmarks
. Monitor patient satisfaction

18

"' t

Components
cont'd
· Develop practice standards and protocols
· Actively monitor and

· Case management,

and concurrent and retrospective

review

each physician's.
compliance with standards and protocols
preadmission authorization of some
review of

services,

inpatient stays .

· Invest in the information systems and software
necessary to monitor the cost, quantity and nature.
öf services provided by participating providers

· Provide payors with detailed reports on the cost and
quantity of services provided, and on the integrated
group's success in meeting its goals

19

Components
cont'd

· Medical director and support staff to-assist
the physicians in achieving integration and
to coordinate patient care in specific cases

· Sanction (and expel, if necessary)
adhere to standards
physicians who fail to

and protocols

20
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Scenario A
Risk, Financiallnt.

Scenario B

Clinically Integration

Scenario C

GRIPA STRArrEGIC PLANNING MEETING
Non - Risk

(EMR,RHIO,pathways
monitorina.P4P... .

-

PPO

Negotiate Negotiate

tMO

Nßgotiate Messenger

OK per FTC/DOd
? per NYS AG

ALL ALL

Rates Rates

(15%

Rates Model

t

HMO PPO

I

Not Clinically Int
Entity

HMO PPO

1I

Not Clinically Int
Entity

t

Negotiate Messenger
Rates Model

I

Fully Insured(cap.)

(Contracting
BUT

Experience Rated

withhold

Payers & MDs

*MD) & negotiates w~-'

TPA holds.

MessengersMDs
Negotiates payers

Indep~Comm. .

Managed Medicaid
Managed Medicare

No Rate

None Negotiation)

Fully Insured

Experience .Rated
Insured
Self

Managed Medicaid
Managed Medicare
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Summary of Interviews *

* Not necessarily the opinion of Coker

1

John Genier, M.D.

Internal Medicine
Member, RGPO Board of Directors

Robert Wayland-Smith

Member, GRIPA Board of Directors
Chase Bank

Michael Kukfa,M.D.
Chairman, GRIPA Board of Directors

Health

Linda Rice, M.D.
Via

President, Medical and Dental Staff
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Nancy Adams

President, Monroe County Medical Society
Patrick Riggs, M.D.

ViaHealth - Vascular Surgeon
of Directors
Member, GRIPA Board

2

David Hannan, M.D.
ViaHealth of Wayne
Past President, Wayne County Physician Organization
Member, GRIPA Board of Directors
Richard Endres, M.D.

ViaHealth of Wayne
Member, GRIPA Board of Directors

Joseph Rube, M.D. Joseph DiPoala,M.D.
. - " "

ViaHealth - General Surgeon ." President Rochester General

Member, GRIPA Board of Directors

Member, Medical Management Committee Physician Organization
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ViaHealth, SVP Academic

Former

Samuel R. Huston
ViaHealth Chief Executive Officer
Member, GRIPA Board of Directors

3

Richard Gangemi, M.D.
& Medical Affairs
Member, GRIPA Board of Directors
Chairman, GRIPA Board of Directors

Member,GRIPA Board of Directors

Richard Hogg
ViaHealth Chief Financial Officer
Member, GRIPA Finance Committee

Member, Via

President, AI Sigl Center
Vice Chairman, GRIPA Board of Directors
Health Board of Directors
Chairman, ViaHealth Health Care Services
Board of Directors

Daniel Meyers
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John Oberlies
President, Rochester Health Commission
Tom Mahoney, M.D.
President, Rochester Independent
Practice Association

Lisa Brubaker
Preferred Care
Chief Operating Officer
Greg Heeb, M.D.

President, Newark - Wayne Physician Organization

Member, GRIPA Finance Committee
Jack Biemiler

Chairman, GRIPA Finance Committee
Member, GRIPA Board of Directors
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Ralph Pennino, M.D.

Plastic Surgeon
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Past President, RGPO (Rochester General Physicians Organization)
Member, GRIPA Board of Directors
Gary Wahl, M.D.

ViaHealth
Pulmonary Medicine
Chris O'Donnell

VP Network Management
Blue Cross - Blue Shield Rochester Region
Lisa Smith
CFO, GRIPA

Eric Nielsen, MD
Chief Medical Officer, GRIPA
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Questions Asked
· Major Issues (Strategic and Operational)
· GRIPA Vision
· ManagementlBoardEffectiveness

Operational Challenges/Concerns

· Future Products and Services
· Current

Summary of Comments
of Opinion

· Commonalities
· Differences
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Workgroup Faciltator
Max Reiboldt, CPA, Managing Partner/CEO, The Coker Group

Workgroup Members
Michael Kukfa, MD - Chairman GRIPA Board of Directors, Community Physician
Mr. Samuel Huston - Member of the GRIPA Board, President/CEO ViaHealth,

(vascular surgeon)

Joseph DiPoala, MD - Member of the GRIPA Board, President Rochester General Physicians Organization,
Mr. Daniel Meyers - Vice Chairman of the GRIPA Board
Patrick Riggs, MD - Member of the GRIPA Board, Community Physician

GRIP A Staff

David Hannan, MD - Member of the GRIPA Board, Community Physician
Genier, MD - Community Physician, Member of the Rochester General Physicians Organization

John

- Gregg Coughlin, President, GRIPA
Eric Nielsen, MD, Chief Medical Officer, GRIPA
Also Present

Greg Meredith, Managing Partner, Meredith Consulting
& Hyde
Paul Gilan, Attorney, Iseman, Cunningham, Riester
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1 . Serve as the intermediary body
2. Openly discuss issues

with candor and respect
3. Bring forward, discuss, resolve ¡difficult issues
GRIP

A

4. Identify the best outcomes for GRIPA
5. Define the vision of

3

6. Submit recommended strategic plan decisions to rest of
GRIPA owners
7. Meet objectives of both owners

8. Build consensus of GRIPA's future make-up/structure
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· Coker's role - facilitator, independent party
· Efficient turnaround time re: analysis
· Discussion/analyses time limitations
Communications among members
·

· Specific next steps (assignments, next
'meetings)
· Frank, open discussion

GROUP
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of interests, but with respect and priority of
GRIPA's existence
decisions to assure GRIPA's future

· Must make tough

success, viability

- GRIPA must be reviewed and decisions madeforthe good

of the macro-entity, not just a segment(s)

allow GRIPA to

- Employees of GRIPA must be considered but not unduly

protected
- Fair mechanism, functionalized that will

sustain
- Sense of fair play to allow difficult-to-resolve problems being
resolved
GROUP

-'I II E Consideration of an unwinding process, if decided
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GRIPA Strategic Planning

Assumptions- Executive Summary

· An initial undertaking of the

. .' Gf.I.RA~~~~l.a9icPlanning

Assumg.tions.;Exeeutive.,.summary
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were the basis for discussion at the

strategic planning process
was the development of the Strategic Planning

Assumptions.
· These assumptions

and GRIPA.

list of assumptions was developed by
Insurers, IPA's, Physicians,

planning meetings.
· The initial

management and related to

Hospitals,
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· The list was modified and

interview

.GRIPA;.§tf~te9iç Planning

future.

meetings.

of the
as well

supplemented during the
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Assumgtions~.Executi"e. Summary

process and planning

· These assumptions represent our understanding

Rochester Health Care Community as it exists,

as a vision of the
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what

be taken to benefit the Physicians as well
in this relationship?

existing relationship moving forward and

assumptions became the basis for addressing the
why does GRIPA exist, is there

basic ,questions related to

value in the

steps need to

as the Hospitals
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leverage their dominant

· Blue Cross will maintain its existing dominant market share
in the commercial business and will

have

· Preferred Care will

market position to obtain favorable rates

from the providers.
a more difficult time competing in
the self insured market due to price gouging and increased

in three to

steadily

five years.

but will

decline to

about ,35 to 40

competition.
· Community rated plans still represent 60 percent of the
commercial market

percent

.~~
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Insurers (Continued):

on

premium

will offer fewer

· Employers will pay a decreasing share of employee insurance
costs; as a resultalmostaH new benefit plans

population

will

increase.

struggle.

which will result in little or no rate increases for

demand insurers hol.d the line

benefits and higher co-payments.
-Employers will

increases,

providers.
-The employment market will continue to

- The uninsured

GROUP
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· Conimunity IPA's will become totally ineffective; if RIPA
survives it will be controlled by Strong.
· It is reasonable and prudent to assume that the FTC will
contracting entities in the future.
review all
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intervention is successful;

and Medicaid rates will

II .:~~... '!T.~1:

political

Physicians:
· Medicare

unless

.',:

',¡,r.-

not

keep up with

inflation

commercial insurers

will try to follow Medicare rates.
faces significant downward pressure

· Physician _reimbursement

from both employers and insurers.
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Physicians (Continued):

· Physicians are not well-prepared to deal.with the next five
years contracting environment, and they are certainly less
organized than hospitals and insurers for contracting

purposes.

. Physicians will probably not succeed financially, regardless

of the caliber of their clinical expertise, without an EMR or

comparable system.
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will continue to

Physicians (Continued):
· Recruitment, retention, aging

physician workforce

Rochester market.
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Hospitals:
· All hospitals will suffer

.

issues,

· As physician

systems

GROUP
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will try to

income

..,

.'r:,:" ".,.,..

due to physician recruitment

groups.

deteriorates, other competing
buy key practice

t...

GRIPA:
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moving into the future.
physicians have a sense of loyalty to and
success of their hospital.

· GRIPA is best positioned to meet the needs of
ViaHealth and the PO's

. Most PO

are invested in the
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and

Blue Cross will maintain its existing dominant market
share in the fully insured commercial business

expand its market share in the experience rated market.

community

Blue Cross

i P A's

will

Blue

contracting

likely

attempt to
with physician groups.

discontinue capitation payment to
within the next two years.
Cross will continue to leverage their dominant
market position to obtain favorable rates from the

providers.
Blue Cross and Preferred Care will

switch to direct
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. Preferred Care will maintain

market

"

and

,_...

in

t"

..100 rlti nued

its existing position in both

due to price gouging

commercial fully insured and Medicare markets for the
next year or two; after that, the commercial business will

erode.

self insured

. Preferred Care win have a more difficult time competing

the

increased competition.
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· Aetna will probably lose the University contract and may
leave the region.

but

not gain
Preferred

We may have the opportunity to help
maintain Aetna in the area.

· Several other insurers wHlenter the market

significant market share unless they purchase

Care.
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. Community rated plans still represent 60 percent of the t~ ~
commercial market but will steadily decline to about 35
to 40 percent in three to five years.

. I nsurers make "side deals" to maintain the physician
factor will

paneL. If multiple conversion factors are introduced, the
probably decrease.
Primary Care conversion

. Pay for performance payment models will be the

predominant physician compensation model in two to
any

additional monies will be invested to

threeyearsJor..comm.~rc. .ial and ry.. ediqare ~usiness; it .is
doubtful that

fund the programs.
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· Local insurers and employers show no willingness to

invest in EMR and RHIO.

· Employers will pay a decreasing share of employee

insurance costs; as a result almost all new benefit
coplans will offer fewer benefits and higher

payments.

rate

premium increases, which will produce little or no
increase for providers.

. Employers will demand insurers hold the line on
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· Preferred Care will maintain its' "community I P A"
PHN.

· Either Strong Health or the Blues will eventually

cause RIPA to close or make it totally ineffective; if
it wi.llbe controlled by Strong.
RIPA survives

.

· Unity may form its ownlPA if RIPA discontinues
services.
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· It is reasonable and prudent to assume that the

FTC will review all contracting entities in the future.

PO's and ViaHealth to

offer

. A Community PaneilPA might work if the major

to

hospital systems merge into one entity.

. Preferred Care and the Blues

one time payment

. GRIPA.

GROUP

~..
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· Medicare and Medicaid rates are projected to
decrease and not keep up

with inflation unless
political intervention is successfuL.

only respond to leverage.

· Commercial insurers will try to follow Medicare rates.
· In general, insurers

with the insurers.

functioning, forcing physician groups

· It is most likely that community lPA's will cease
to direct contract
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local practicing physicians aré~ ~

are in groups of

four or less.

of GRIPA owners, excluding the hospital

employed by hospital systems.

· Currently 52 percent of all

· Over

employed physicians,

· Physician reimburse,ment faces significant downward

are not well

organized for contracting

pressure due to industry wide and local influences.
· Physicians

purposes. .

......~~..
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not well-prepared to deal with the next five
years contracting environment, and they are certainly less
insurers for contracting

organized than hospitals and

purposes.

· Physicians will probably not succeed financially,
regardless of the caliber of their clinical expertise without
an EMR-or comparable system.
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· Recruitment, retention, aging and relocation of the

, "'T-'"'' , ''''''''.'

employed

physician workforce will continue to be a problem in the
Rochester market.
· New physicianswHlhave a preferenc.e for the

model as

it provides a guaranteed income and an EMR
connection with a larger entity.

GROUP

~=:

NaNm1i1 Con:w"nn'.~ 10 I lea/,lreflYc Providers
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not

· Physician Extenders will increase penetration as they
a seat at the table.

are less expensive, in greater supply, and do

. expect

due to the presence of hospitalists.

· Private physicians will be less connected to the
hospital

· Physìèians will provide additional ancillary support
income.
services in their office to maintain

capacity

in Rochester.

· Almost aU physicians should be concerned about
their future earning

.....~...~.
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· All hospitals will suffer due to physician recruitment
issues,

.
buy

· As physician income deteriorates, other competing
key practice groups. .
systems will try to

· RGH must develop an

this

strategy is

IT

that

more important than who .

strategy

deals with
connectivity among private practice physicians. The

s.uccess of

controls the systems~ . .
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has almost an inexhaustible

· Ambul~tory surgery centers w.ill be increasingly
providers.
attractive to patients and

· It appears that Strong

"war chest".
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Contracting Entity I
Only

As Is

As Is,
plus FFS

Captive PC

GROUP

~~-

rl
I

Continuance

.1

Purchases

Group

Services

Mgmt.

Captive PC

I.T.

Services Entity
Only

.._.. .._...... ..............................u._

Natioiial COlI.'ilillanr.~ to lIealrlrCi7re Prov¡IMr.i;

I

I

~I coniractin:l

Services Entity
rl contractingan~

I

Services

Captive PC

Clinical

Integration

Discontinuance

Payer

Distribute

Liquidate

Dissolvè

Another

Proceeds

Sell

IPA

..
-r, J...'
r~~

De-Merge

Hospital or

POs survive

current capitated 'contracts, then moving to a messenger

1. "As is" is likely untenable
2. Continuing the

contracting armis probably possible, though

4. A combination of both contracting

model FFS/PPO

disadvantages the physicìans

the Hospital

effort and investment to

could be possible; the proceeds could be

3. A services entity would require much planning, buy-in (both physician and hospital), capital
and some time to develop and mature; time is not something that GRIPA has a lot of
and services might be viable as the contracting would
once the services are developed, GRIPA
continue to give GRIPA a "purpose" near-term;

could better decide its future business plan
5. Sellng GRIPA to a competitor or to a payer

significant
6. DissolvingGRIPA would be regrettable, giving up all the time,

develop it to the stil viable entity it is today
7. De-merging would likely work though it would disconnect the physicians and

and would eliminate any possibilties of joint contracting in the future
8. Continuing as a contracting entity and providing services through achieving clinical
integration.

ALL OF THE ABOVE SCENARIOS MUST BE REVIEWED, VALIDATED AND THEN
STRUCTURED FOR LEGAL COMPLIANCE

.~.
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are

a disconnect between

· To sell or merge GRIPA would largely admit that
has a function or purpose ~elimination of GRIPA as a viable entity
would strengthen the payers even more than
they already

· De-merging would create

the two owner groups

· The Hospital would have to locate other sources

of partnering and developing goodwill with its
medical staff
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of 1. & 2.

Contracting Entity Only
2. Become a Service Entity Only
3. Combination

· CaptivePC
Integration
· Clinical
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1. As Is
2. Take on non-capitated contracting

Integration

3. Captive PC
4. Clinical
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. 1. Information Technology (RHIQ)

2. Create Super Group (Captive PC)

3. Management Services
4. Group Purchasing
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1. Contracting regardless of payment form

2. Identify and provide needed services

3. Captive PC may be an option

4. Clinical integration may be the preferred
function
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1 . Continue as a Contracting Entity
a) Continue as is

Medical management company
Risk contracts only

Proactively extend current contracts

b) Continue as a contracting entity, regardless of reimbursement
Continue/finish current capitated contracts

Transition to fee-for-service reimbursement

Clinical efficiency

i nformation interface

Integration

Vehicle for physician/hospital connectivity

Vehicle for contracting

c) Create a Captive PC

d) Clinical
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one

or more of the menu of

In essence, become an MSO

subsidy

competencies

Generate revenue via some fee assessment plus
from Via Health (until self-sustaining)

Provide

2. Become a Service Entity Only
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· Partner exclusively with either the Blues or Preferred
· Consider capitation for as long

as it will

Care
last
· Move to fee-for-service, likely utilizing messenger model

. Without

PPO contracts
capitation (or whenever it runs out) significant
staff reductions will be required

· Develop clinically integrated entity
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- Consider the functionality of only one owner

partner?

- Would the

· Determine the Viability
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of the Ownership Structure
Hospital be interested in continuing asa

(likely the

""1
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insurer through a

. Consider joint contracting with the Hospital
. Consider partnering with other practitioners (Unity,
Strong)
. Consider moving toward becoming an

TPA
practices as a foundation

. Consider forming a Captive PC
- Hospital and

- Utilize for contracting and services strategies

- Consider development ofa clinically integrated model
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· Determine competencies to deliver
- Demand
- Product mix

· Establish new infrastructure
- Recruit competent staff

- Determine subscribers
- Raise capital

· Complete business plan
- Determine services
- Define. delivery

- Ascertain market and feasibility
- Determine capital needs

THE - Define revenue sources and sustainability
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· Consider the possible,services
- Information technology (Practice managemeiil,EHR)

- Management services (Billing, staffing, coding,
- Group purchasing (Supplies, malpractice,

compliance, etc.)
etc.)
- Education (Training for practice management, etc.)

- Captive PC (Super group)
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providing

be considered
services must be considered

'.~I :ß ;Ji~~
· All issues of contracting noted above must

· All issues of

must be

clinical integration as a GRIPA competency

· Determining the resources and capital for such dual
completed/evaluated
competencies

· Consider
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· Develop the Captive PC

- Consider joint contracting
- ConsideJforming from the current Hospital-owned
practices

- Consider non-par relationship within the new group

- Consider providing management services through the
Captive PC
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· Consider a "partnering" relationship with either the Blues

measured

to both of the

current

owner

or Preferred Care
· Consider moving toward becoming an insurer through a
TPA
· Value of such an entity

-: r

· Timing of

groups must be

and determined
· Capital investment may be prohibitive
developing services could be extended
· GRIPA could be the vehicle for future "pay-for-

performance" reimbursement structures
· Clinical integration could be functional
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Non - Risk
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Not Clinically Int
Entity

i

No Rate
Negotiation)

BUT

(Contracting

Model

Messenger

HMO PIPO

Negotiate
Rates

None

Fully Insured

Experience Rated
Self Insured
Managed Medicaid

.~ Managed Medicare
(j n C. 11 I'
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Scenario 8
Risk, Financial

Not Clinically

Entity
HM

i nt.

i nt

PPO

Negotiate Messenger
Rates
Model
I

Fully Insured (cap.)

Experience Rated
Managed Medicaid
Managed Medicare
Indep.Comm.
messengers MDs

negotiates payers
TPA holds withhold (150/0
*MD) and negotiates w
payers & MDs

I

I

Scenario C

Clinically Integration

(EMR,RHIO,pathways
monitorin P4P. . ..

Rates

H 0 PPO

Negotiate
Rates

ALL

Negotiate

ALL

OK per FTC/DOJ
? per NYSAG

